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PREFACE

This book -is written, particularly for the director of

(continuing, education in engineering and. ielat& technical

fields. The book has developed out of-the activities pf a

group of- persons with diverse talents and backgrounds, all

, of %Thom were involved in a project concerned with the

measurement of learning outcomes for continuing education

courses'in engineering. Members of this group consisted of

a highly'exPeriencad-director of continuing education in

engineering; professors df,corittnuirig education 'courses in

'engineering; experienced specialists in adult and higher

education withmuch experience in developing and teaching

continuing education courses-in a variety of technical fields

including the health professions; and educational

psychologists expelt and highly experienced in the areas of

measurement of hyman abilities acid skills, the design of

tests, and educational program and course evaluation.

For a period of two years this group has met on a regular

basis in an ongoing seminar about the"measurement of learning

outcomes fdr a variety of courses typical of those offered

in continuing education programs for, engineers at many

colleges an4 universities and in other settings as well.

I

.
.

- - In radition, members of" the,. group have worked together as

5
,

, . .
: * ,small teams in the actual devedpment and'use of methods/and

procedures for_the measurement of the learning outcome's
. ,

,
.
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resulting from a number of continuing education courses in

engineering' taught under the direction of the University of,
V

Keptucicy, College of Engineering, Office of.0041nuing

'Education and' Extension.

The book, is a set ofdetailed,gtlidelines which bring

together what.the project team.has learned about how'to go

about the measurement of learning otitcoMes in this field.'

Much.of what is presented in the book concerning the .

measdrement of learning'outcomes and the formatiye and

summative evaluation of courses has been, derived from the

activities and eXperiences of many other Iducators in many

fields tiro effortsto determine chow to best design courses of

instruction and.how to measure the learning. outcomes

resulting from courses. What is new is he,bringin of all

of this informatian together in the context of adult education

And-specifically in the area of efigineering%courses.designed

for continuing education purposes. Conseggently,,the may in

which specific procedures bear on the measurement of learning

1 outcomes inthede cOursessis well illustrated in Many examples.

There are four main sections in this book/ The first

apart describesia general typology of continuing education
.

courses,, the characteristics ot.p rsons enrolled in such

courses,'and the use of.,formative nd summative evaluation in

course development.' The second part of the book is a

detailed explanStion concernlng the use of various types of

2

testing procedur.es in measuring learning outcomes.. A.third

iv

v
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'section describes..afteinative .methods 45or developing valid
.

Of

.:and reliable tests tomeasure individual learning acpievement

'ard-overall courpe:eifectiveness. A fourth ,section presents.y
.

. Methods-for reporting the results of learning assessments to'

individuals and ,groups. The reader is advised to scan 'the

table Of contents, read 'Chapters-1 and 14, and, then, to select. . .

those sections of4the text of most interest.
I

. The book. is written such that parts of it may' be useful

to' ndividuals with specific need's without their having'tb

,-read the'whole text.' This objective is'furthergfacilitated

by the very detailed table of contents and a detailed subject.

1k'index. There issiriformation'abdut a wide range of topics

which s ould be of Value to directdis of continuing education
- .

in engin ering asAaell as to the professionals who'develop

and teac such courses.

Some chapters are more geared to the specific procedures,.

concernin how good courses may be developed and how their

learning o tcomes may be measured in, efficient and yet

effective ays. The information presented in these chapters

has releva ce to the design and evaluation of any course,

although th examples presented are specifically in

. engineering and in the continuing education'context. 'Chapters

4, 5, 7, and 10 'can be used as the basis for study by

instructors w o have a4 interest in ipproving the

effectiveness. f their course ItIn reaching intended learning4 4

(outcomes.

e



Otter chapters address Matters of great interest to the

administrators and policy_ makers who operate and.oversee.

continu ng education-programs: Chapter 2 provides a
a ...

. .
.

classif ction of four basic, typologies,of continuing

educati6n'courses and some insight into how the typology of

the cou, se effects both its delivery and Its evaluation.'
c

.

Chapter0 reminds the reader of the salient differences

between continuing education, courses and the students
.

.

typical;ty enrolled in them and the more traditional under-
,

grduate and graduate formal'courses which are part of college

and' univqrsity degree programs. Implications for the staffing.

of such courses, their, scheduling, and their evaluation are

noted. vo

C4epters.4 thtough 9 describe in great detail the

vatiOus types of tests and testing procedures which are

available and ,usefu to the 'business of desiiming'courses

and measuring. their effectiveness in terms of the achievement

of learners4on a- variety of performance measures. 'All the -,

procedures" are based upon stating in operational terms -the

intended earning outcomes related to the performance of

persons i the work setting.

Chaper outlines a very detailed'but genera and

useful setof procedures fOr insuring that

courses arlf4 valid and reliable measurement

developed. .Chapter-11 describes empirical

vi'

f -

well organized'

procedures are

ways of
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determiniRg the degree,of validity and reliability of tests,

test items,'and other learning assessment procedures which

have been developed for pyrposes of making inferences about"

the degree of group ptand individual learning resulting from
-'

a course.

Chapter 12 presents important limitations of testsas.

assessment devices. This chapter iA important because persons

should not misuse 'test data in the construction of inferences

about the degree of success of individual stddents'and course

effectiveness.

A Chapter 13 presents detailed procedures and information

about how to.report the data gathemed from course-evaluations

and individual student achievement. how this information

should be used, with whom it should, be shared, in what

,manner, 'and for what purposes are all discussed.

'Finally, Chapter 14 is a summary of the entire book in°

that a Aet of recommendations are made for the development

of an "evaluated CV]." All tie strengths and
.
limitations of

the procedures available for the measurement of individual

learning by students and for jtidging the effectiveness of

courses are recalled.. This information is used to conclude

with a wommendation that courses and program be evaluated

and certified rather than individual ..

All of these chapters may be of,O,nterest a d value to

the Continuing educator charged with being accountaille to



prof7Siodal agencies, individuals,'and administiative.

superior's for' the quality and. effectiveness of fha.program

and courses operated under his-or her jurisdiction. *

- The book has proven_tokbe of interest to direptoks and

faculty. in ,contindkig.education in other,technick fields.

such as hUrsing.ind the allied health profession's. Although
,

all of the examples provided are in continuing' engineering
, ,*

edUcatiop, whtt is presented is'expected to be. generally

useful tb continuing sducation'activities in mapy areas.
t.

.
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This book is intended aCa t'oqopracticel guidelines

for directors of continuing enopin' ng'education and others
.

,:
,involved in the task of helpiriT;Wiipdate the knowledge,'

skills, and practice of the:Nagos:many .enginpers. The

-guidelines mayalso be of valuetd those per-sons involved in
!

. the Continuing education of otherscientific and technical

specialties.

'The need to involve eng,ineerivand other technical.
.

e
professions in.continuirig education activities throughout

their careers is grounded in a number\of factors. First,

j.he present rate of knowledge expansion and technology

insures that continuing edtdation,in a bioad rangeof

scientific and technical topics is reguired'for maintaining

competence among.engineerswand other tdchnical. personnel.

Professional and scientific journals Assist*towardthis end

as do formal courses of instruction and programs in ther
engineering sciences at colleges and Universities.

In addition, many indust401 organizations engage in

_research and development and provide'instruction-fok:their

technical staffs in the new knowledge developed from their

own-and others' activities. 'Yet, there remains a strong

ar
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need for the systematic organization and efficient

presentation of basic and newer testInical knowledge to a

wide audience 8f engineers through short courses, con-,
ferences, workshops, evening classes, and similar activities

(Klus & Jones, 1975). Many of the Nation's engineers work
o

in small organizations hot able to mount the ongoing

technical training programs common to some of the, larder,

firms. In addition; even the largest engineering firm or
0

company is not capable of offering the wide number of

continuing,educatidn 'courses and delivery modes needed even

'by their own employees, much less meet the needs of technical

personnel from other agencies arid areas. Well organized and

managed continuing education'programs fot the engineering

scittces nee to .be consistently available. wide range of

courses needed by different persons is required,4;,,In

addition, multiple modes of course delivery-are needed. .

For exam19,-pracA6ing engineers today need courses in

areas as diverse as human' relations skills, ,engineering

economics, recent technical developments in m,icro=processing

equipment, and effects of specific environmental toxins and

theirproper management.' Engineers increasingly liave become

involved in long-term community and state planning.

Engineers are frequently the coordinators of industrial and

community deVelopment groups, the persons responsible for

knowing and insuring compliance withenvironmental protection

-2-
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laws, and major consumers and )asers,of recent technical
. , *. .

developments. It is impossible to teach the breadth of know-

ledge and skills required to satisy this range of assignments

in one or two professional degree programs completed at a

university' or coll g . It is also unrealistic to expect

that tfiis.wide range of skills and knOwledge will, auto-

matically develop-simPly through "on the job training." Each

of these areas contain large amounts of technical information

and specific skills which often require additional systematic

instruction beyond that which can be received in preparatory

professional programs at colleges and universities.

Acquisition of this additional technical information by the

engineer, and his or her greater facility in specific 40°'
technicalskills,'are expected learning outcomes from most

continuing education courses. It is the measurement of

these and other related types of learning outcomes witty,:

which this book is concerned.

The best ways to assist engineers in the acquisition of'

these types of knowledge and skills depend on a number:of

peripheral factors. These include: aYythe geographic

location and distribution of the persons needing the

particular type..lof instruction;. b) the content of the course,

- its complexity, and its optimal duration;c) the ,spedifiC

learning outcomes sought as the result of the course: e.g.,

increased awareness of the law or available'technology,

specific improved performance in technical areas such asir



use of micab--progessors in the operation and use of

industrial production processes;. and d) the characteristics

of the engineering students who will be involved: e.g.,
.

prior relevant teCtnical training, previous: work experiende,, 0

recency of formal courses and technical work in areas such

as mathematics and computer programming.

For all of these reasons, once a continuing education

need in a specific technical area is identified, one cannot

simply produce a standard coursetaught by traditional means.

Decisions concerning whether to offer the course as a Short

course at &three day conference, as a once-a-week evening

class, as:i correspondende course, orilas a mail-out TV

cassette tape course (with accompanying readings, workbooks,

and manuals) should be based on considerations of geographic

distribution of participants, av4ilability of qualified and

competent instructional personnel, the size of the

prospective student group( and many other factoks. Other

decisions coneerning 'course content ana level(s) of

difficulty, the rate of presentation of material, the

optiMum duration of instruction', and the amount of prior

participant skill and knowledge also have tO be made.

These decisions depend heavily upon th'e haracteristics of

,the engineers to be enrolled.

In short,' to be effective, continuing education prqg

must not only teach ontept., and skills needed by practicing

engineers, but in doing so must adapt to the characteristics

-4
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,and limitations of the persons needing the instruction.'
-is

This makes offeringa sound centinding engineering education

program a difficult task requiring much k:Tisdom aid good

4Iinfprmat'ion about the needs, characteristics, and activities

of the/e practicing professionals.in4their work roles.

These ame,fadtors also Complicate the evaluatiq of
4

,learning outcomes. for cont uing engineering educat9on

courses, ple,,decisions a t the level(s) of difficuity ofA ,, \
,-

. f

courses, of duratiOn 'arid mode of delivery, and of thertiajor

,-intehded'outcomesiall directly influence the methods and
.

procedures usea\to'eValuate course effectiven)ess and the

degree of _I,

iMplementat.1

be separated:t.

ividdal mud

of. then
t .

t learning. The design and

ructional system itsekg elhould'not

e-evaluation activities used to assess

...

.

kdegreef'indil.fidua4, sudent'learnirig,and judgeoverl-0 .., -...-
, i

, ..t

'7cour'Se':effeCtiveneds.'9 This principle was noted long ago by
- . --

,,,i Ralph Tyler (1950) -, and has Conksteritly been' observedito'
t ..

..

be basic to good practice in the area of educational course

and program ev uAtion, (Bellackt& Kliebatd, 1.977)-. This

principle should be clear in Order that the reader be

Aisabused/Of the ika that there is one simple"bese-method .

or set of procedures by which to eValuate. the outcomes of''

.9ontinuing education courses in.eagineering. There is

neither` one "best" method "or procedure fo **teathing.6r,

evaluation of such coursedl., There are,'fioever, some well

established guidelines and' alterniktive strategies for

6 -5?
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constructing and evaluating contin4nTedUcation courses in

technical fields with attentionVinven to the variables noted

earlier.

In large part the present level of expertise in program

evaluation has grown out ofdconcerns about the effectiveness

'of large federally-supp?rted curriculum development

1 activities (Grobman, 1968;,Worthen & Sanders, 1973). These

and earlier curriculum development activities in public and

* higher education, as will as in military training activities,

proNiide.agood foundation for approaching the topic of

"evaluation of learning outcomes" in, continuing engineering

education: It is the purpose ofthis book to set forth

this'accutuZated knowledge in the hope that it will serve

as a set of useful procedures for engineering educators.

1 The 'procedures offered are alsb grounded in the activities

of ah interdisciplinary group of scholars fron engineering,

higher education, and educational psychology. This group-

has been engaged in the evaluation of learning outcomes for

multiple and.divetse continuing education,courses in the -

.engineering sciences,1

The concepts, of both format.ve and summative evaluation

will be used throughout this book (Bloom, Hastings, &

Madaus, 1971; Greenfield, 1978; Grobman, 1968)., It should

be clear to the. reader that_these terms are.being applied
V i

tithe group" Were supported Wthe-Natlobal-
T.. Science FoundatiOn% Grant No. SED78-22060, Thg Learning

Outcomes Measurement Project.

-67
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to the class of courses concerned with the upgrading of

knowledge and qki13A of practicing engineers and related

technical personnel through a variety of short courses and

professional training seminars and workshops. The guidelines

presented ate not intended for the development of forinal
_

courses for undergraduate or graduate engineering courses

taught over the course of a semester in typiaal college or

university_ programs which lead to a degree. However, many

of the principles set forth are useful in these situations

as well.

The focus is upon alternative methods by which to

evaldate the learning outcomes for an array of short courses

designed.for the professional engineer: It is necessary to

attend to0 the purposes, objectives, content, organization,

packaging, delibery, and iollow-up activities which are

usually part of such short courses if they are .to be

evaluated properly. Evaluationls an integral part of the

development and delivery of any such course (Aleamoni, 1980;

Gagne, 1967; Grobman, 1968). This type of evaluative

activity is usually called formative evaluation; the means

by which courses ake imOtoved toward more effectively meeting

the, needs 'the persons. who enroll in them..

0

Summative evaluation is also required in order to

report to he individual participant something about the

degree to*'Which he or she has achieved the course objectives,

whet.more needs to be learned, and how competently the

-7-



procedures and. skills learned in the course may be practiced

in daily professional activity upon returning to the work

site Summative evaluation is also needed to describe'the

general effectiveness of, -such courses in order that

businesses and agencies who send engineers and -other

technical personnel to participate in training can be

informed about the general effectiveness of the training.

It also prOvides information required for gericidic

adjustments.and improvements in continuing education courses

, and program's by the persons who develop and operate them.

Summatixl-recialuations are descriptive and judgmental

statements about the intentions, procedures, and -'worth of

courses or programs' takeh as whole units. They_literally

provide a summary of course-operation and effectiveness in

meeting.desired learning outcomes over a given time period.

with specific, groups of enrollees. Any summative evaluatiort

may also be used in a formative way to make improvements in

future replications of courses and their, operation within
cfi

programs.

The remainder of this book is organized into four parts.

The chapters in the first part describe a typology of

continuing education courses. Different types of courses

serve different purposes and must be evaluated in different

wayi. Another chapter deals with the characteristics and.

needs of persons typically enrolled in continuing education

courses. Two additional chapters deal with formatiye and

-8-



summative evaluation-and describe how these activities can

be used to help courses and programs to meet the needs of

the participtnts who .enroll in them.

The second part of 00e book provides a detailed

description about ,the use of four- `different types of tests

in the measurement of learning outcomes resulting from

instruction. The information and examples provided

illustrate how the va1ious types of tests should be.used,

when they should be used and'how the tests should be

developed.

A third part of the book describes,alteenative

procedures for the development of valid and reliable tests
\ -

and measuiing instruments by which to make inferences about

the agree of individual learning and overall course

.effect veness.. The development of tests and the testing

activity iSpresented-as. ari integral part of the process of

instructional development activities which are-required to

create high quality instruction. The instructional purposes

and uses of tests and.-testing are emphasized. One chapter
. ,

is devoted to'spacific metIods of test item analysis and

test reliability deeimination. Another chapter is devoted
4

to the limitations of tests and terting. d serves to place
,

this method of assessment of individu learning and

evaluation of course effectiveness in a proper perspective.

The fourth part of the' book is a single, bUt extensive

chapter which describes and provides ekamOres of how

-9_
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assessments of individuals'. learning and evaluations of -

dourse ef:fectiVeness can-and should be reported to varionS

persons and groups.' The needs of individual'students,
rw

instructors, administrators, client agencies, and

professional, societies for information about ;the

effectiveness of courses in achieving their intended learning

Outcomes are described. Methods of meeting these diverse

needs for information about the performance ofcoutses and

the persons who teach and-complete these courses are

described. The types-of information needed, methodi for

gathering the information, and effective ways of presenting

the resulting data are all ;lib-scribed. The iqivaCy of
..

individuals' test scores and other learning assessments

and the public nature of the overall. evaluation of course

and program effectiveness are emphasized. Precautions are

suggested to abuse of test- scores.'

"Means for the evaluation of "courses and pro rams"

rather than "persons" are presented in the last_ aptOr.-

Courses whae testing provides accurate estimates of learning'

are described alongwith other courses where this is not the

case. Limited time for testing, ppoblems of adequate

sampling of the performance domain being instructed, and

the anticipated growth in learning of course content after

course completion are all presented,as problems which need

to be recognized and dealt with in the measurement of

'learning_ outcomes resulting from instruction. The

4
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imposdibility ofmaking "complete" assessments of an

individual's learning resulting from a-given course is, noted..

The use of multiple -indicators of learning outcomes, item

samPling procedures, and comprehensive assessments of

course effectiveness are recommended rather than only the

assessment of individual persons' knowledge and skill by

common testing procedures. The last chapter pull's together

the previous sections of the book and_makes strong

recommendations. It may be useful.-to read the last chapter

first and then proceed to other sections and chapters'of the

book as,it suits the needs and interests of the reader.

The detailed table of contents and this-first chapter

should be of assistance to persons in making the decision

about 'where to' begin. Although the book is written in a

sequential manner; it is also intended that persons having

interest in any particular topic or section will be able to

',readily locate that sectioniand profit from its study .

without having to read other sections of the text.

a
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Chapter 2

CHARACTERISTICS OF CONTINUING ENGINEERING \

EDUCATION COURSES

There is a variety of common types of short courses
. .

,*for engineers. Coursps differ in purposes, content,

deliVery method, packaging, and intended audience. Each of

these distinguishing characteristics will be examined and

implications for evaluation of the different varieties of

learning outcomes noted.

Four Basic Types of Courses

Continuing education courses for professional engineers'

-

may be classified into four broad categories. These include

courses concerned with:

a) remediation and upgrading Ofbasic knowledge and
skills;

b) extending and broadening previously learned scientific
and technical soncepis and skills;

_ .

c) imparting new concepts dnd skillqin technical areas
at high levels,of expertise to keep pace with
advancing scientific discovery and technology;

d) acquiring new awareness, k nowledge, and concepts
outside the areas of'engineering and basic sciences
in order to,perform,in a more effective' manner the
many other duties rIsquired of engineers in the areas,
of economics, persqnnel and business management,
ecology and envirorikental protection, and community
development, organiiation, and probleM solving.

Let us now,' ,consider examples'ofeach of the four. types

of courses. Frequent reference will be made to this typology

o continuing education courses throughout this book.

t.
-12-
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Remediatibn

The most common courses in this category are short

courses designed' to improve basic concepts and skills -to help

engineers pass lidensing examinations. These courses

are popular With recent graduates-of engineering programs

who plan to sit for such examinations.

Another example includes short courses designed

to sharpen skills aria concepts once learned, thoughtnot

recently used, but now in-0.emand because of a new proceds

being widely adopted. lasic electrostatics and bonding

concepts in physics and chemistry, which were once learned

by most engineers but since forgotten, are an example of an

area in need in a period when_ many firms are developing

copying processes similar to xerography.

Extending Prior Knowledge and Skill

General courses which relate sophistichted concepts and

prihciples in different area to one another fot purposes Of"

integrating, and extending_ concept,eatned ;earlier, are

found frequently in this category, An example might be a

course on casting of metal alloys from powdered metal in wet

environments. This course might involve information from

dentistry, industrial engineering research concerning

fabrication of certain.machine parts, development of new

materiali for repair of structuial cracks, and low temperature

castings. Generally, the persons enrolled in the course are

713- to.
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seeking _morettor -tiin.201;clut'ourrentstheor-y., research, and

teohnoI64y, aapti .across some array- of

applications. en_lptta-s-tipdatincr."--and

integrating -the_ftiOt---kitowl-edge--of- -the' participants. with

recent,dey.elopment:Si...in.relatea-flelas.. = Frrequently< the-
_

motivatiow:for=attendin ,sUoh a-:course is tdlinckease one's-such ..,,

-:. .

general knowledge.about.-;the,=toPii-ea and keep abreait of
.- - _..- ,.. ,.. -. _-- _

recent develoPigents-. :The:exp6cted leakning outcome
. ,..-.,

anticipated by:the participants and Proposed by =the course

developers is often not a skill in relatisin to improved

on-the-job performance. Rather, it is a more general.know-

ledge and atiareness of relationships.

It is worthnoting that some participants may also

enroll in other types of courses for this same "general

-knowledge improvement" ?utcome, even though the course may

be targeted to teach tpecific skills and concepts very

related, to job performance in specific technical areas. This

means that the typology Of a given course is deeermined,not

only, by the course objectives and content, but by 'thet.

intentions, expectations, and motivations of course

participants as well. More will be said about this in later

chapters.

s-e

Imparting Advanced Technical Concepts and:Skills

)rses on microcircuits and microprocessors to update,

the engineer on the latest thinking and development\in thks

-14-
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field and to call attention to the many tential

applications to his or her area of work, are one example.

of,thts--type of course. .Typically such courses' are highly
. .

specialized and focused on Specific. learning outcomes.

Theyoften require high levels of expertise and knowledge

in prerequisite capabilitiee.- For example an advanced course

concerning the use of microprocessorS.to,aid-industrial

production controlsprocesses would usually'require,

,perticIpants to be facile in computer programming,

electronics, optimal control, theory; and the basic -

mathematical procedures which underlie all three areas. The

participants enrolled in these

courses often are motivated to4

to learn very specific methods4

relevant to their ongoing work.

types of advanced technical

attend because they expect

and procedures directly

Bxposure to-Knowledge Outside of Engineering Science

Courses on current environintal. Standards for air and

water-pollution-designed-tó inform engineers of the

allowable

determine

partiCles,

limits, methods of analysis,,and methods to

coat efficient- ways to "reduce levels of _chemicals,

and other by-products and was mate4ials in the
'e

environment are examples in this category. Courses

concerned w &th teaching the shills of human relations and

communications to engineers ih order that the village or

city civil engineer can learn.hoW to mediate more effectively

I

-15-
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between opposing and c%ften;highlir antagonistic

from businest, in4ustry, union, consumer, and

protection groups are still Another .example.

courses similar to these examples increasingly is being

recognized. The city, village, or project engineer must

often mediate among diverse community-groups and get them

individuals

environmental

e 'need for

to work together in the task of meeting environmental

standards for air and water purity or plan long term

community development. Most engineers have had little

formal training in the skills required for effectively

assuming this role. Yet, engineers are frequently called

upon to serve in facilitating, counseling, and group

leadership roles. Because of this deficit in their prior

professional education, continuing education needs exist

for courses in engineering and Community economics, in

communications and leadersh skills,-and in conflicus

resolution and human relations skills to better enable

engineers to be morerreffectively involved in community

developinent activities.

Different Instructional Purposes and Methods Across

. Course Types Att

It should be' noted that the different' types of courses

4 *
.

T

' t

have not only different intended, outcomes, but that the

means by which to measure these outcomes are also different.

Courses of the first type, concerned with remediation of

-16-
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basic knowledge and skill for purposes of scoring well on

a professional licensing exam, are similar to typical college

courses. For the course concerned with basic knowledge and

skills the most appropriate outcome measure is the success

of the course participants in passing the professional

licensing examination. The most appropriate measures for

assessing performance, before, during, or after the course

are test items sampled from the content domains on which the

persons will be tested on the professional licensing

examination.

One of the most appropriate learning activities for

courses diredted toward remediation and upgrading of basic

knowledge and skill is the completion of many practice

problems sampled from the broad domain on which the student

will be tested. These characteristics also have implications

concerning the most effective duration, organization, and

delivery of the course.

With the basic remediation course, distributed practice

with many sessions interspersed with homework,-the cofrection

of homework problems and frequent quizzes is the most

reasonable approach. These assessment procedures serve to

inform the learner and the,instructor of an individual's

progress. Areas needing additional study by individuals and

group instruction by the-teacher are clearly identified °

during the course of instruction. A different approach to

teaching and assessment of learning is required for courses

-17-



in the other areas, such as...short duration, intensive

seminars or workshops. These other types of courses may be

very effective, particularly if the participants have the
0

necessary prior knowledge, skills, and an active need for the

new information, but they should not be planned, taught, or

evaluated in the-same way..

The third'type of course, concerned with imparting

specialized high levels Of technical knowledge and skill to

a person already highly skilled in an area, is probably the

type of course for which prerequisite knowledge and skill
1

levels are most important. Without the appropriate revel
1

, .

of entry skills for such a course, little learning.can

occur because participantwill be unable'to understand and .

perform the learning activities. comprising the course;

Therefore, in these courses, some sort of screening by a
. "

performance-task or test, `and adequate Msting' of

. prerequisite skills for participants' before registration is
-

very important. This. gan oftenbeaccompliehed-by clearly
. stating theiccoui.se prerequisite skills and kndwledge

- requirements when advertising the course. Pre-tests, may

also be used to determine.the:ent;y levelskill and knowledge

of paiticipante, and to advise persons of their readiness
// for the course: Pre-tests also serve to communicate.td

prospective particpantsupeful information about specific

coarse content.
ASK
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Assessing.Learning Outcomes}koross Course Types

What can be accepted as evidence of achievement of the

intended learning outcomes for ,these different types of

courses variesacross the four categories. In most cases, -

measures which sample.the individual's performance on thec..

job or on tasks similar toithosetencountered on the job are

the best indicators of competence. Since, it is not possible

to include such real performance learding opporturilties and

assessment tasks within courses in full measure, it is
fig

necessary to design learning activities and testing

situations which sample some of the key parts of the

performance required bn the job. A,,good performance task

for an advanced technical courd4onsmicxoprocessora,cOuld

include the assembly of eleCtronic circui.ts which would

perform an information prociessincitask. The validation of

the performance of the circuit anclIts,proper interfacing.,

with laboratory equipment might be another type of

performance task by whichArasvess.:the.thitivikek o learning.
- .t

The proper operation of the circuit and.tbe students
01'

44

ability to validate the circuit in 'a laboratory 0.1fulation
,

is a rigorous test of the student's performance. Nd,other -,

test is deeded. These types of assessment taski Can be
4,

built into the instruction of the short course, and, indeed,

are most appropriately administered in this cOntext.

In contrast, in a course designed to foster increased

.skills id human relations and communications, ,it.maynot
4
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be possible to so thoroughly assess the acquired learning
Nof

outcomes. Often the performance measure most appropriate

in sucht'situationS is the presentation of a series Of filmed:

role pleys or verbally presented episodes. These can be

followed by paper and, pencil tests requiring the analysis

of ,the roles and characteristics played by various persons
,

.the episodes. Based upon course principles participants

can be asked to develop It< plan or course of action for some

real-life Stituation involVing the meeting of disparate
,

groups he or she is expecting to work with in the future.

--,An additional requirement might be thatthe'pl'an be developed

as a product the course instructor can evaluate.

For both t microprocAssors and human relations skills

courses, the best performance measure is follow-up

.obserlation of the .degree td which the course particpants

put the neat knowledge and skill to use and the competence
?

they exhibit in doing 'so. However, such information, beyond

self-report or supervisor ratings, is difficult to obtain.

For this reason, test tasks.and other assessment methods
1

used within the confines of a course,-or sent to participants

as a follow' -up activity-and returned for scoring by the

course-instructors, are often more practical and can bg very

helpful in assessing the quality of the course and the amount
40*of student retention and learning.'

, -20-
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Utility of Learning Outcome Assessments

It should be apparent that the information obtained

from the assessment of bourse learning outcomes.isvaluable

to several groups. First, it is of great value to the

persons who,develop, teabh, and redesign the courses them-

selves. Any course can be improved,if systematic information

about how well it reaMes'selected
lehrning outcomes is

attenled to. It is often necessary to 'ask why these, outcomes

have been realized or not realized, and not only how well.

Answering the why question often calls for good descriptions

of/how the course operated, the attitudes and behavior of

the particip.ants, and instructors, the appropriateness of

the content, and the physical features 'of the situation in

which the course was instructed. For example, even the best_

designed course may not work'well if offered by abellj.gerent

instructors late in the evening, in a -poorly ventilated and

illuminated room. Such conditions may cause participants

to lose interest, become hostile, not pay attention, or drop

out of the course. Consequently, tt is important-to

systematically seek information about how courses are

presented and managed as well
1

as about the learning outcomes

of participants on tests and other performance'tasks

\ (Worthen & Sanders/1973):' QueStionnaires, interviews,

observations of class s, and similar methods aKq_often. very_

useful toward.thib end.,

4.



Another group with strong interest in learning outc6med

of short courses and related training activities is the
aparticipant's themselves. Contr'ary to popular opinion,

participants'do not mind taking tests and being assessed by

other performance measures (Ferry, 1979; Moss, Barfield, &

Blythe, 1978). HoWever, the test§ or procedures must be

reasonable in.length and diffiCulty, directly related-to the

area of.instruCtion, and the results useful to the learner

in self-assessment of ptesent levels of skill-or knowledge.

The results of assessments of participants' learning Should

always be promptly reported to the individual. It should

also be done privately.. An individual's performance

assessment should not be made as.a public announcement

(Wolf, 1974). Later in this book methods and.means' of

efficient.reporting of learning outcomes of participants will

be described and illustrAted.

Employers are another croup of peisons with legitimate

interests in the results of learning outcomes of workers who .

have participated in continuing engineering education courses,

especially since the emplpyer often provides release time

from work and payment of tuition costs for the participant.

Employers have aright to know the past general success rate

of particular courses with groups of participants similar

to their own employees. In addition, they have legitimate

interests in the progreis Of'individual employees.



Professional societies and the administrative officials-
.:

who_ oversee continuing education programs have similar

needs.

Limitations of Typical Learning Assessment Procedures

CaUtion must be-observed 'inireportingresults'of
0

learning assessments:and tests of individual participants as

the only measure of dr the definition pf learning which has

occurred. Typical:assessment procedures or tests always

test less than the functional d6main of skill and knowledge.

Very important learnkngloutcomes are often not measured
,

by any given test or assessment procedure; For exlmple,
0- .

'person may complete,a-course on the construction of

sedimentation basins and'stream channels for control of water

runoff on surface mined lands. Perhaps this pcirson* scores

very poorly,on the post test for the course, indicating he

has learned little. However, the person may be aformer

land surveyor whose present jobin state government requires

him to have considerable shill and knowledge in this new

area, perhapsbecause",he is an ifispectin. Now suppose this

individual is very worried about his lack of knowledge in

this. specialty. Perhaps he decides to study the course

materials on his own after the course. Because of the course

test-46--c-Tin now identify what

basic,knowledge, computational algorithms, and procedures

he needs to understand. Perhaps, also because of the course

-23-
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the individual is able to identify another professional-in

attendance at the course to whom he can,turn for assistance.

Suppose the participant seeks the assistance of. this

colleague in future assignmenti and theit,additionSlly, he

reports his own assessment of his learning'needs to his

supervisor and requests that gp be allowed to attend the

course again. If he follows this plan of action= he has,

'indeed, exhibited some very major and important learning

outcomes, despite his low post test score. Certainly his

behavior is a likely indication of eventual improved

performance in his job. In any event, the individual has

achieved an important learning outcome, a"more'informed
ts.

knowledge of his present aimitations and how to correct them-'

, One can also anticipate theereverse situation in which.

a person scored highon the formal assessment procedure or

test for the course, but really remained 2unctionally unable

or unwilling to pit into daily practice what she or he had

learned.

The point of all of this is pimple. Test scores and

other short and artificial assessment procedures are only

tentative indications of what a personknows and has learned.

-Abtual performance and change in performance and work

-activities do the job are much better indicators of the value,

the course with-respect to learning- -outcomes --for- a given- -- - --

course. There is a tendency for professional engineering

societiesand academics concerned with documentation of
a

4
I
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amount 'of learning resulting from continuing education

courses and CEUs to ignore these facts.

Conclusion
AS.

in summary, many engineers, engineering educators, and

some members of prOfessional engineering Societies expound

the view that there ought to be a straight forward way-by

which tO measure the learning outcomes of courses. The view-

point is-lcomMOnly stated as an expectation that it is ldgical
. .

and possible toassess learning in such courses in terms of a

given test with a test score or some other numerical

AO performance score. While it is certainly possible to design

good tests which measure aspects of. learning in very reliable

ways, and while it is possible to devise very good functional

performance tests, it trains very difficult and costly to

make a thorough at,essment-efhe learnirg outcomes of a

particular course -for a particular engineer. The, Common

and naive wish for a simple 10 minute pre -test and another

10 RanUte pOlt test by which to ascertain the precise_

amovnt of learning of an individual continuing engiWeeringw
. .. ,

education student in i--given
.7

tourse is, not realistic. It,is

not that such tests cannot be developed to be highly'reliable

and va4.id to a specific outcome. They can be quite easily.
.,

Rather, it iS that the,inciusiveness of the test is almost

hey

of the short; course. -Therefore, when one

one knows qnly that the participants know

-2Fr
'4

uses such a test,

so much or so little



f.

ti

1

about that specific aspect of the course and its content. It

is not appropriate to generalize from that one Jest score to

mat-ters of: a) owhether or not the person will use the

knowledge gained through the,cogrse in actual-practice;b).

whether he or she can actually use the khowledge or skill in

varied and real work reletedtasks; and c) whether or not the

person has learned anything of lasting significance simply

beceuse4this particular test score is.high'Orlow.'

Recogni g theSe limitations should not cause the

.1

reader to despair. ,,There are many methods by' which
6
reasonable

.4

estimates may be made about the effectivenese of specific

courses in achieving their intended, and sometimes'unintended,

learning outcomes. Later Oliapters in this book detait iany

of these methods:

O
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Chapter 3
9

CHARACTERISTICS OP COURSE PARTICIPANTS

kThe parti ipants enrolled in-continuing engineering

eduation courses are dAtinctly different from persons-
,.

..

enrolled iffindergraduate and even graduate courses in

engineering degreedprograms at colleges. and universities.

This is an important point forit rvinds us that the

persons who voluntarily attend short courses, on their own

or as representatives of their:companies or'agencies, dd so

for reasons different fro;,$ those of persons, enrolled in.

. ,
courses within degree programs. qpnsequently, instruction,'.

.

should be d'iffven.tiorel this pOpulation.'
. .4 .

1 .,.

Focus on practical:Needs
..

t
Onp difference is that' the short , course participants
.. .

are alredy practicing engineers pg engineering 4chnologistP,

.
.'

.

in most cases. The usual concerns that faculty membeis
7

exhibit about the quality of theengineering Student and his

or her-qualifi6ations as a

the short course enrollee.

1
practitioner. are moot points with

By and large these tiersons are,
. W

already practicinengineeriog, qualified or unqualified.

They are qualifiedby virtue of,holding the position for.

r which they earn a living dOing engineering within softie
4 e,

a
agency.a

or busihesh. The concern of the:short course,

_instructor should be much more on the functional, efficient,
. .

0
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safe, and wise performance of the engineer in some special

area fqr which the course is specifically designed.

A, A second difference betweeh short courses of this type

and more traditional.coUege'and university courses is that

the former are more (focused on specific skiiis, concepts,

and procedures, while tradilaonal courses are oftenjtuch more

4t.diverse, general., and theoretical. In traditional courses'

in engineering and-basic sciences; professional engineering

societies and academics decide what knowledge and skill 'is

basic to practicing engineering. This core becomes the

content of the Curriculum. In' short courses for. practicing

engineers', academic standards,\basic theory, and curriculum

objectives of traditional academic courses are all secondary

to the functional needs of the peracticing engineer who is

7 often returning to learn som thing specific about some area

of performance which needs t Na improved or soqle topic Of

fpeciaL intereqt.

Michael Scriven, (197)i an expert in educatiOal

410

program evaluation, makes a very nice distinction between

objectives and'need4. He notes that when teachers and
F

other. operators of social prograw have a captive audience,

they talk 'about "meeting the objectives of the program."

These' are objectives of the person of persons who design,

deveinprand-optrate-the-programowever,whem-the

-28-
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'audience is not a.captive one, when persons:Are spending

their own money in search of newidea, skills, or things,

the focus is almost never on "objectives" but on "ndeds".2

. This distinction is the basic difference between traditional

undergraduate and graduate engineeringcourses.in degree
\40

programs and short courses of a continuing education nature

for professional engineers.

The persons who come to. such courses care Ares itle

about the objectives of the ihstructor'or the university.

They care a great deal about meeting their personal needs
4

related to performing better-4n their work. The objectives

of the course are useful to these engineers only insofar as

they communicate to the individ4a1,,participant the nature
o

of the cdurse,191pd what may be- learned frdm participation
o

in the cdurge.;7 Objectives Can'also'provide information

about.preregu .levels of ski11 prior to entering the

course, information useful o the person. in assessing his

Or 'her own readiness to enter` the, couland profit-from
Dr m

-the experience.

Likewise, evaluatidhs of the typical learning outcomes

from such courses for-earlier groups, are of interest to

participants and emp ers. These past evaluatiOns provide
AP'

*information about. tyiticipated utility of the courseprior

' to spending one's omn money and timb, in .completing. it..

2COmments made in an addresd to the students and aculty of
the University of Kentucky, Graduate School, by Michael Scriven,
March 12, 1979. 410
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Evaluations of the general effectiveness of such courses

are something akin to "fairness in labeling" in medication,

consumer products, and other areas. A company or an.

individual has a right to know the general effectivenegs of

a course in terms of Improved knowle g and

performance on the job. In fact, it is just such types of

evaluation, usually accomplished, informally by questioning

and by observation by co-workers and supervisors of persons

who have completed specific short courses, which are the

475

1 b

)

is for future course enrollment and success.

In short, if the course is well designed to meet the

needs of the participants in partlailar areas of focus, and

if tliere 'are not readily available and efficient ways to

meet this need other than the short course, then the course

is likely 'to be very sudcessful Its effectiveness will be

recognized by the persons functionally engaged in this area

of practice. The course subsequently will be praised by

word of mouth in professional, and corporate-circles, and

consequently beCome heavily enrolled. It is good that this

practical form of tacit evaluation exists and it ought to

be encouraged,

This didtinction between persons enrolling in continuing

education short courses and more traditional degree program

courses also haS implications for how students4sho4d4be

ine:trAteted-.--Before-deLail-ing- these differences in

instructional methodology and style, it will'be helpful to
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review inforiation about the typical characteristics of

-'""- arsons enrolled in engineering short courses.

Professional Engineers as Students

Adult learriers who participate, in continuing engineering
-

education programs differ in a number of respects from

undergraduate and graduate studeNts. These differences have

implications for both administrators and instructors of

such programs. A survey of some 257 continuing engineering

education participants at courses offered by the University

of Wisconsin pointed out somb of the major differences

(Klus & Jones, 1975). This survey revealed that continuing

education participants are usually: a), older, having a

median' age of 30 -30 years; :b) practicing engineers rather
V

than full-time students! and c) seeking to upgrade previous

knowledge and skills for direct and immediate, rather than

deferred, application to their jobs. In addition to

participation in.formal-college or university course work,

fifty-four percent of the pracAcingengineers in the survey

reported strong interest in various types of continuing

education programs and activities (See Table 1). The

'completion of in-house educational programs was ranked

highest-in terms of a:vreferred mode for continuing

education. The completion of short courses and similar

continuing_educationactivities sRonaor4by professional

societies and governmental agencies was also rated highly.
4
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Study through formal collegeocredit courses was least

valued as a ramie of continuing education.

Table 1

Engine.ers' Interest in ,

Non-formal Education Programs
° (N = 25))

S

IPs

Type of Educational Program

Percentage ot-Per,sons
Expressing a Preference for
This Type of Edudational

Fro9raM

;.Reading current engineering and
technidal literature 54%

18%

Completingsaninimum 1 credit
course

Completing in-hourse-L
(f., educational programs

Completing professional,
society, & government
sponsored programs

'74%

55%

Source: Klus, J. P. & Jones, J. A. Engineer's involved in
education: A survey analysis. Washington, D.C.: American
Society for Engineering Education, 1975.

Because these course participants are usually working

full-time in their pr9fession, the time which they saVe

available for instructiontand study is more limited than

their grtaduate and undergraduate counterparts. Therefore,

instructors are forced to develop and use time-efficient

Atethodsi in their course offerings'forqontining education,

-rdtticipants

4
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While many undergraduateland graduate students in

formal college and university programs-would like more
4

instruction in practical matters, the typical graduate

, engineers enrolled in a continuing education course'ofien

demand learning experiences with immediate appl4cation. In

the case,of more general courses designed to integrate

concepts and principles rather thin focus on particular

skills, participants demand a sharp focus on specific topics

and time efficient instruction. Rarely is:mgre than a

few days available for the presentation of the material.

Employers have similar concerns.

A recent survey of graduate engineersindicated that

65 percent of the participants in a group of continuing

education courses in engineering at the University of

Kentucky sa

attendance was

important consideration inIluencinci their

that, their expenses were paid by their.

employers (Mertens, 1979). Employers are very concerned

with the direct relevance of courses the daily work

activities of their employees. This fact is widely known

to persons operating continuing edudition courses and

interacting,regularly with employers of engineers. Given

this concern and. the fact that many engineers do wish to

,

attend short courses and other forms of continultng education
t.

activities, it is important to recognize the strong need------------ ____________

for applied and practical courses.
4
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`Since most university-based continuing engineering

'education programs are taught by professors who also teach
a

at the graduate &not. undergraduate leVels-, it becomee

necessary for these .nstructors to "shift gears" in order
---

to provide.the learning outcomes desired 41, participants

in continuing, education courges. Faculty deVelopment and

inservice education actiOitiesmay be beneficial to staff

from engineering colleges,who usually teach regular courses

in formal degree programs: These profeSsors often can learn

much about the needs of graduate engineers in continuing

education courses, the characteristics of these learners

,which distinguish them from younger undergraduate students,

* and means to deV4ilop and present effective and efficient-

short courses to meet these needs. The teaching metheffsand

organizatioh of instruction in short courses need to be

more,focusedr;skillfully articulated and executed than

in courses wheremore time is available. The coursre,

content also needs to be more sharply delineated'. Professors

4cdustomed to teaching more traditional college courses

often have much to learn in .these and related'aieas before

.ihecan become effectiVe develOpers and teachers of
V NW

continuing education courses. 'A. comprehensive, listing. and

description of the specific skills and competencies needed

by'continuing,edUcation faculty is provided by MCCullough

(1980). He also provides a questionnaire for assessing

faculty competehce in each major area of performance. The
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questionnaire and the perfoupnce categories: upon which itis.based are useful in deterkinin what'pecific skills need

to be developed in persons who are assigned the task of

developing, operating, and evaluating continuing education
.
coursei.for engineers and other technical personnel.-

The preparation of faculty"for this "new" role.can be

facilitated by the involvement of experts from other

disciplines such as adult education: educational psychology,

and instructional design. Any inservice education of

facultyjn the Osign and operation of continuing education

courses also ought to include direct experience with well

designed continuing education courses and the persons who

develop,and regularly teach these courses. The most exemplary

c-
,teachers and courses may sometimes be from outside' the

academic community of major universities and colleges..

Inservice educationiefforts are freguently needed to assist

engineering faculty to meet the challenges posed by a

different, more adult, experienced, and practially oriented

cLiepteleencountered in -short courses, The fgcus on

teaching very specific topics and skills within a very

_restricted time frame also demands major adjustments,in

teaching style.

ti

Adult Learners:*.Andragogy versus Pedagogy

In recent years adult educators have differentiatedithe

assumptions concerning adult learners from those',
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traditionally Iginked to children. One such educatOr,

Malcolm Knowles (1970)., has coined the term Handragogy" to

describe the art and science of helping adults learn, as

contrasted with'"pedagogy",, the art and science of teaching

children. Knowles' concept is upon four assumptions

concerning changes which occur when a person matures.

These include: a) the movement of self-concept from

dppendency toward self-direction; b) the accumulation,of

experience which becomes a valuable learning reservoir;

c) the orientation of the individual's learning readiness to

the developmental tasks of his or her social roles; and

d) the shifting of time perspective from postponed-to

immediate application of learning. As learners become adult

their Orientation increasingly turns from one of subject-

centeredness to problem-centeredness (Knowles, 1970).

The acceptance of these assumptions concerning adult

education has'implications for administrators and

-instructors active in continuing engineering education.

Roles of Adult Learners in the Learning Process

If adult learners are self-directed, in varying degrees,

it follows that they need to*Decome involved the total

learninelprocess as much as possible. This includes:

a) assisting in planning the learning objectives and_

activities; b) actively engaging in the learning experience

itself; and c) evaluating the learning experience in terms

of its outcomes and their worth.

-36-
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The persons who develop and operate continuing education

courses for engineers should routinely involve samp&es of
lk

actual persons employed in the target area for their courses.

These persons, as welk as their employers, should be.ask0-

to make judgments and.comments about the proposed objectives,
1

content, Organization, and teaching location for courses which,

are under development., Sometimes surveys of the-educational

needs of the population of engineers in a region should be

undertaken before courses are developed. This type of

activity is commonly referred to as conducting a "needs

assessment ",. Gathering such information about needs and

exposing proposed course objectives, materials, and

procedures to prospective enrollees can serve two purposes.

First, it chn-improve the course which'is finally developed.

Second, it can alert professional engineers and- their

dkployers that there is a local group of engineering educators

who are competent in many areas and genuinely interested in

the needs of working professionals. These activities impove

courses and instruction and alsolliild rappott with the

professional engineering community, which otherwise may be

unaware of the local. expertise and resources available to

them. These experienced adults who make their daily living

by doing engineeiing activities are very qualified and

capaiiie of planning what they need to _learn and how to

accomplish it.

Adult learners should be directly involved in the

teachiriglearning activities with each other and with the

-37-
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ins4ructors in ongoing courses. Course participants will

frequently have example applications, problems, and prior

experiences which can be shared and can amplify the points

made by course activities and the instructors. It is
4

impoitant that instructors respect the maturity and experience

of participants a'nd,recognize the v,irue of seeking out

and using titeir contributions, critic isms, observations, and.

ideas. Arrogant instructors who feel that participants are

often incompetent in basic areas and must be told what to do

add must always bow to the expertise of the instructor, will

usually run into much difficulty with such groups. The

more appropriate relationship is one of a tutor, expert

in same areas, who seeks toshare.some of this expertise

kwi h fellow professionals who have actively committed the

time and energy to come together and study, question, and
'

learn about an area of interest to them. Some college and

university instructors accustomed to playing the authoritative

professor role in traditional courses have difficulty adopting

the partnership role necessary for continuing education courses.

Roles of Adult Learners in Evaluation of Courses

The adult learners enrolled in continuing education

courses are also a very important source of judgment about

the, effectiveness of the courses in achieving certain out-

comes, some expected and others unexpected. This group

also can judge the worth of courses, and parts of courses,

-38-
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in project gIworthy outcomes. Worth is .usually defined as

learning something useful which somehow facilitates one's

work
(
activay or some aspect of this activity. ,Consequently,

the judgments of course participants, and their employers

and supervisors, about the worth of courses is important

info\rmation Ipich should be routinely sought out, collected,
r '44,

and processety continuing education program operators..

Formal testing and performance assessment procedures, as

well as interviews and questionnair4s, also can prOvide

information about the worth of courses and lead to their

improvement.

Instructors and admj.nistrators charged with the,,

'responsibility ofscontinuing engineering education have

traditionally shied away from,formal evaluation techniques. ,

Such persons often feel that adult leaners are reluctant

to be judged by their peers and, thus, would perhaps not

attend programs providing this type of evaluation of

individual student learning gptcomes. Recent studies have

,shown that this is generally a false assumption (Fe";ry, 1979;

Mops et al. 1.978). Interiiews conductecl by the Learning

Measurement Project and earlier4studies by the University
7

of Kentucky's.College of Engineering, reveal that

participants are willing to'have objective evaluations made

of their.leariii4. This is especially soif the persons

who tech the;courses view the learners as adults andv

convey the genuine desire tbevaluate the course and prosnm



-and not only the individual learner. Students who recoanize

that the results of formal testing and other performance.-

- assessment procedures will be used to provide evaluations of

course effectiveness and lead to improved course organization

will generally be quite willing to be assessed. This is

even more:true if the students are aware that the tests and

assessment procedures have been carefully constructed and

are reasonable estimates of their knowledge and skill in

specific aspects of the course.

While program administrators must be aware that

particpants,may,be reluctant to take tests, particularly if

they are Poorly designed and improperly used, they,Should

also be aware of the growing demand from-many sources for

valid vertification of learning outcomes. These sources

include employers, who-often pay all or part of course fees;

universities; Professional soCieties;-and accrediting

agencies. Although additional research is needed. in

this area, studies completed to date appear to show-that

engineers attending.continuing education courses dp not

resist objective measures of performance, particularly if

these measures help them assess their own level of learning,

and contribute to course improvement. The key question

should always be, "How effective,is this course?" After

that question is answered it is appropriate to ask, "Hotrmuch

did this, particular participant learn about specific intended

=outcomes and how can his or her learning be accurately

estimated?"
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Adequate evaluation, it Must be recognized, can be

costly, both in time and money. However,objective

evaluation of learning'outcomes can serve several purposes.

These include: a) meeting the demands for accountability

of outside agencies; b) enabling continuing education

administratcbrs to more effectively meet the needs of their
.

'clientele; c) providing Course instructors with objective

data to determine_how much learning has resulted from

instruction; d) providing a method-for evaluation of

effectiveness of course instructors; and e) demonstrating to

course participants and employers objective methods for

determining course learning outcomes.

Motivations for Attending Continuing Education Courses

The engineer motivation for participating in continuing

. education has implications for both the advertising of

programs and the instructional design of courses within

continuing education programs. Information about

participants' motives for attendance can be used to direct

the'.'content Of'the promotional materials to potential

_enrollees and their employers, thus resulting in attracting

larger numbers of interested students. In addition, course

content and instructional techniques can be designed to

enhance student motivation and achievement (Cole, 1980).

The general motivation of adults for participating in

continuing education has been studied by a number of
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researchers (Monstain & Smart, 1974).' However, literature

specifically about the engineer's motivation is scarce.

Wiesehugel (1978), using a taxonomy proposed by Miller (077)

studied the motivational factors in a group of professional

engineers. Wie9ehugel found that the most popular reasons

for attending continuing education courses were payoff from-

previous study, acknowledgeMent of a changing knowj.edge

base and the need to remain abreast, absence of accepted

certification in one's field, and. upward aspirations.

Wiesehugel's results are of interest because his Sample

consisted of professional engineers. However, his stlerly
-we

was.not as conceptually or methodologicallyzSound as

would have been desirable:

Based on the work of Wiesehugel and Monstain and Smart,

an exploratory study was/conducted by Mertens (1979).' This

study was part of the Learning Outcomes Measurement Project

conducted at the University of Kentucky. The nature of

the stUgy and a summary of the results are presented below.

Although the results -,are based upon only one course, which

falls into the fourth category of course typologies, the

-results are informative. ,*

The Mertens (1979) study was based on responses of 179

Polfessionals enrolled in a television-presented course in

economic analysis for engineers. The course was sponsored

by the Appalachian Education Satellite Programrld the
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participants were located at 25 sites' in Appalachia. The

particpants represented primarily civil engineers (25%),

followed by "other" (22%), mechanical engipeers (19%),.

,electrical engineers (15%),.and chemical engineers(2%)-

The "other" group included non engineers, engineering

assistants and technologists, and planners.

The participants completed a pre-course survey whiCh

included questions about demographic information, sources of

tuition fees, and whether employers had recommended,
d

attendance. In addition, 19 items believed to be related to

participants' motivation for attending the course were listed.

'Participants were asked to rate the importance.of each item
.\,

for determining their decision to enroll in the course. A

five-point Likert scale was used to rate each item.

The results of the Participants' response to the

Motivational fa6tors are presented in Table 2. The

,mean ratings of-the 179 participants are presented in rank

order of importance. The highest rated items pertained to

prbfessional advancement, e.g., "To learn new ideas that.

. might enhance my job performance ", and-"To acquire specific

knowledge of a field orsubject." The lowest rated items

A
were related to external expectations or influences, e.g.,

"I; want the certificate that is awarded at the end of the

couset" and "My agency/supervisor strongly recommended.

that, I attend." It is also interesting to note that the

...vv..-
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'1":ble. 2

- .

Rank Ordering of Motivational Factors for
Participating in Continuing Education*

15.

18.

19.

Motivational Fikstbr Rati s.d.

To learn new ideas that might enhance
my job performance.

.:
1.44 \ .66,..

Interest in the subject. 1.46 .62

To acquire specific knowledge of a
field or Subject.

/
1.48 .72

To learn some of the neuter techniques -,.c

a economic analysis. 1 1.80 .89

To acquire a new set of skills. 1 1.84 .81'

The opportunity for professional -.A

advancement.
.

1

i
1.97 . .96

The opportunity for intellectual,
stimulation.

The location was within commuting

i

/
i
i

2.21

k

--
(' 1.16

distance. 2.25 . 1.22

To do economic analysis. 2.39 1.11

To refresh my skills in an already
familiar area.

- -
2.64 1.27

Have taken continuing education courses,
prior to this one a found them to be
of value. f -o '2.91 1.19

To meet with my colleagues and exchange
ideas with them. 3.02 1.09

My boss wants me to go to school- 3.19 1.36

Taking this course may help rntffiaintain
my preset situation. 3.26 1.33

My expenses were paid. 3.28 1.45

ply agency/super:visor strongly
recommended that I attend. 3.44

,-.

. ,1.34

Need more education. , 3.44 1.28

Want Ate certificate that is awarded
at the end of the course. 3.49 1.32

'Know other engineers who are better off
because they took a course in
engineering economy. 3.62 1.12

44

*Rating Scale: 1 very important
2 moderately important
3 - neutral

. ,

4.- moderately unimpOttapt
5 Very unimportant -44»
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(4)
\I expenses Were paid rate this fabtor as 'having somewhat

more importance.

standard deviations of the highly rated items-are uniformly

small, while-,the standard deviations of the lowly, rated items
t y

are much gAiter. This indicates,that there was much common

agreement among participants about the highly ranked items

as motivational factors for attending the course and less

agreement abott the other factors ranked lowly.

More information is re4uired in order ,to correctly

interpret the ratings of several items. For example, the
ur

participants' response to "My expenses were paid," is

meaningful only if the particpants' expenses were indeed

paid. 'When asked who paid for their attendance, 63 percent

responded that their employers paid fqr them. The mean

rating of this 63, percent of the paAicipants for the, item

(15)', "My expenses were paid", was 2.89. Thib contrasts

with the overall mean rating Of 3.28. Thus, those whose

This situation also applies to the item, "My agency/

- supervisor strongly recommended that I attend." Forty-five

percent of the participants indicated that their employer

recommended attendance. The mean rating for this group for

the above item (16)' was 2.84, as, contrasted with the whole

group mean rating.of 3.44.. Once again, the group for whom

the item was most relevant rated the item as slightly more

important.
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. Mertens' (1979) results suggest two conclusions: First,

engineers enrolled in 'this course tend to rate the items

concerning acquisition of specific knowledge and skills and

professional advancement as' most importaritfor influencing

their participation in continuing'education. These a±

predominently self directed or intrinsic, motives. Secondly,

external influences appear-to be'less important' for

determining participation. However, the rating of these

external factors is directly influenced by the relevance of

the item for the individual participant. This suggests that

the course attracted a variety of different/persons for

different reasons; This is probably a very common situation

for most courses in continuing education areas. Yet, as

establishedby the rank ordering of the items based on

,participant responses, it is clear that the self-directed

learninmOtives basic_to andragQgS, theory are predominant.
.

.Conclusion

Earlier sections of this chapter have called attention

to the concern of many engineers for continuing education'

courses of a practical nature. The Mertens study as welf'as,

common experiepce suggest this is a strong concern.' However,

this pointhould not be over emphasized. A survey of

engineers by Morris, Sherrill, and Scriven (1478) indipatbd

thSt 4

to supp

ant of the respondents would establish policies

A continuing education program in which,nii to
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50 percent.of the programs had non-job'related content., This

finding is not suprising if one recognizes that most
.

engineers are curious' persons who haFe strong and lasting.
interests.in many areas of science and technology, some

directlyrelated to their work and others remotelor

^unreaated (Holland, 1973).

Many engineers enroll in courses specifically designed

to teach them knowledge and skills for a particular

'engineering activity, even when that activity is not in the

domain of their work performance. It is comrhon to 'find a

wide variety of persons from other,engineering and non

engineering vocations iv courss such as "The Hydrology and

Sedimentology of Surface Mined Lands," a course designed

specifically for civil and mining engineers. A meChanical

engineer from an equipment manufacturing company may attend

because of curiosity'and a deSire to upderstand more clearly

the problems his clients face. Even though the engineer,is
o

not anticipating any Specific objective or outcome which

will result from his learning, he will frsquantly find the
4 ,

course produces beneficial results in thefuture.' The

course may help him better understand as'pects of the work

Of mining and civil engineers. It may cause him to read

more and, add to and broaden his general knowledge.and

appreciation of technOlog-y-arid science. Knowledge like

money is a very generallable currency. Once it has'petin
. -

acquired there are almost always exciting,_wgtthwhile, and
w
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often surprising,. ways to use it. Knowledge is even better-

than money, because it is not consumed in use. Rather it

is strengthened. Perhaps the experienced engineer who is

a curious, life long learner, characterized by an andragogy

outlook, is more aware of this than most persons.

IIP
-.Continuing education courses in engineering need.to b

offered in all four categories or typologies. The adult

characteristics of the participants need to be recognized.

The motives for continuing study sholad be understood by
NOV

instructors and participants should be encouraged to enroll

in Whatever types of courses' they need foi whatever reasons..

TheSe differenE purposes of courses and.the different

motivesof persons within the same Course insure there will

be many different learning outcomes for any given course as

well as for different types of courses. This confounds the

easy assess nt-of learning outcomes. The.intention of the

course developers,.the intentions of the participants, and

the actual operation and teaching - learning'inethodology*of

any course all help"determine what may or may not IDS learned,

from a course. Evaluations of courses and their

effectiveness/and individual assessments of course

participants' knoWledge and skill must take these factors

into consideration.
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Chapter 4

FORMATIVE EVALUATION AND .COURSE DEVELOP1ENT

Good continuing education engineering courses develop

gradually through several stages. Seeking and using

appropriate information about the need foi sdch,courses,

their presentation and effecti'veness can lead to the

development of a course which teachet" participants what they
.

need to know in a consistent and efficient pattern. The

kcollection and analysis of i formation about the early

operation of courses for the purpose of insuring a more

effective learning operation in the future is called

formative evaluation. It is the process whereby initial'

ti

course designs to meet the needs of participants.are _refined

and revised. The bucSiness of assessing learning outcomes

for improving a particular course requires different types

of information at different stages.

'Stages of Course DevelopMent

Short courses of a continuing education nature often

develop. in response to some, particular need, of practiCing

engineers., This, is especially/so when the information needed

is not available from other sources. Perhaps an example

will help.

Surface mining procedures have become very widespread

"--in the last few years with the emphasis,upoh the use of coal
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as a major energy source. During this same time, federal

and state controls on surface drainage'systems and water

quality have become more strict. A problem has arisen in

that much of the existing knowledge for construction of

drainage systems and sedimentation basins for surface mining

operations is based orCtheoretical models and computational

algorithms developed -for agricultural activities on generally

flat topography. Consequently,'there are'many, serious

methodological proetems involved in extrapolation of these

agricultural methods and models to mining operations in

areas of great topological relief. The appropriate

adjustments and modifications of models and computational

algorithms, initially designed for flat land 'agricultural

drainage and sedimentation problems, did'not exist.

Consequently, it was difficult for mining engineers working

in the coal industry to design proper temporary stream

channels and storage basins.to insure compliance with Federal '

and state water standards concerawl-mith stream loads and

erosion-deposition standards.

arly response to this need was research by

age ural engineers concerned with the proper

modifications and elaborations of the earlier agricultural

models to make them more appropriate to_surface mining

applications in high relief topography situations. This

fired extensive theoretical and empirical modeling, the

coitection of much existing data on rainfall characteristics,

soil properties, topography, and other major variables. All

of the information from these sources had to be integrated

0.50-



and presented as a series of computational algorithms,

nomographs, charts, and procedural rules by which fruitfully,

and accurately to apply earlier medels, such as the

Universal' Soil Loss Equation, to_problem situations very

differeht than those for which the models were developed

originally.

This work took many years of effort by a few university

researchers. As the research developed, it became apparent

the new adjustments and modificatioits would be very helpful

to practicing miningenginvering operations. Consequently,

graduate courses at a university began to be taught in

this area. The professors involved refined their model's

and procedJres and gradually produced a set of problems

and %notes which became a course on "HydrolOgy and

Sedimentology of Surface Mined Lands." The course and the

notes evolved into a textbook and an extremely popular

continuing education short course for engineers concerned
k

with constructing drainage system and sedimentation basins

for suface mining operations (Haan &,Batfield, 1978). The

course is in demand becaUse it represents knowledge and

skill which is not otherWise easily attainable, but which

nonetheless is central, to proper complicance with sound

practice and With state and Federal laws. .Tbe persons

seeking this knowledge and skill include state and Federal

inspectors.as well as many individuals from engineering firms

who design the tempoprary drainage 'and storage systems.



This pattern is not unusual in the development of

continuing education courses. Such courses arise out of

needs of practicing engineers for 'specific types of knowledge

and skill. The courses developed to meet these needs arc-

more likely to become effective if care is taken in assessing

the effectiveness of the individual.course'in meeting these

--needs as the course is developed and refined.through its

various stages.

There are a variety of procedures which provide the

inforWation needed to improve developing courses through

formative evaltiation procedures. These include small'trial

offerings or pilot studies. These early experiences can

provide much information about necessary revisions in course

content, pace, duration, and presentation. ,Early informal,

contact with engineers, who are faced with problems ih their

work settings and who appeal to university or college faculty

for assistance in specifiC areas of technical expertise,

often precedes the development of a particular course or

courses. In this way, needs of practicing engineess are

often identified and later these'needs may be met, in part,

through aformal short course or another continuing education

activity.

Selecting peuPse Content

One of the areas in which a pilot or trial use of a

continuing education course can provide information is
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the appropriateness of the content included in.the course,

Content selection is always a problem. There'is always more
..content than can be included in any course. Moreover,

continuing education courses aretypically of short duration,

often consisting of intensive two or three'day sessions,

workshops, or sometimes weekly sessions fbr am hour or two

over a period of several weeks. Univers4y professors often

have a tendency to include large amounts of content in such4

courses. Participants 'often seek knowledge of much more

limited information and procedures. Just how much., and in

what'depth;.and in what breadth, should be included in the

content of a short course is often not possible to determine

until the 'course has been taught a few times. The

impressions of the participants about how useful the content

is in their work setting, as well as about the scope and pace

of the course, are impOrtant. This information should be
A

-routinely. sought in the early stages of course development.

Questionnaires and interviews df participants before and

after the course are useful to determine what they think they

need to know and how much they think they have learned.

Follow-up interviews and questionnaires to participants and

their emPloyers after completion of short courses are also

important. Appendix A contains'several actual questionnaires

used for this purpose by the, Learning Outcomes Measurement

'Project. Those instruments may serve as useful examples to

persons with an interest in formative evaluation of-similar

courses.
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Qftentimes participants'are introduced to methods and

procedures in short courses which.can become very useful td

these persoris when they return to,their work setting, but _

only after much additional practice fokloWing the short

course. If the procedures and methods are seen to be useful-

by the participants, and if these persons are convinced from

course actiCties'that they have the basic competence to

apply and properly use these procedures, it is,likely that

the procedures will be practical and perfected upon returning

to the work setting. This is particular]y so if the short

course is designed to provide the participants with a packet

of materials and procedures,to take back to the work setting.

These materials and procedures can include pomputer programs,

technical manuals, charts, tables, computational algorithms,

and many more types of procedures or information whcich make.
,

the solution of certain problems easier and more technically

correct.

When the outcomes of a short course depend upon such
(

continuing, use of skills and ppocedures, one should not

expect, participants to be completely faci=le. with the skills

and procedures at the end of the 3 'day,short course. In such .

a situation, assessments of the participants' knowledge of

how to study further and independently use the procedures in

the work'setting and his or her willingness to do so.are

important factors. Subseguentinformation about the degree
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to which participants actually use the procedures and ideas

taught in the course in their work settings, as well,as

information about the accuracy of the applications, is also

very important. What one learns from evaluations of short

courses by questionnaires and interviews with participants

immediately following the course, and with participants and

their employers some weeks after the course, is very

important information. "It can he used to change course

content, teaching procedures, pace of instruction, and

`content organization toward devEkoping amore effective

course.

Refining Course Objectives and Learning Assessment Tasks

The objectives for courses also should be subjected to

formative evaluation procedures. Sometimes objectives can

be expressed in example problems or tasks which define

.clearly what it is pek-participant will be" able to do when

the course is completed. ,This is the case in the Haan and

Barfield (1978) course on hydrology and sedimentology. The

example problems and the problems to be worked at the end

of each unit of the course are very clear_stat6ments of the

types of skills and knowledge needed to solve this class of

problems. FiirthermOre, the complexity of\ the prOblems

Cumulates until the problems in the final unit incorporate

knowledge and skills from eachsof the pr units. This

approach is very sound for it not only pr vides the
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participant with a concise and clear objective (the problem

itself stated in its unsolved form) but it is also the means

of assessing the competence of the student. The- student's

'pAgformance on these'tasks is useful for diagnosing what has

or has tatt been learned, and what' heeds to be done next in

instruction. This approach is widely advocated for teaching

complex technical content (Gagne, 1967; Gagne & Briggs,'1974;,

Webb, 1970).

The same problems, which functionally define the

objectives for the short/course by presenting the participant
410

with problem tasks 'that he or she should be alioe to solve

after completion oS the course, also define a series of

assessment tasks which may be used as pre-tests priok to
t

the. course to determine where leaAters are entering in terms

of prior knowledge and skill. These same tasks can also be

used as post tests after the course to determine exit levels

of participants' knowledge and skill. They may also be used

as embedded assessment tasks durcin*the actual course of `

instruction to diagnose any particular learner's need'for

additional instruction on any particular point. The same

sample problems also may be used in follow up studies aong

after course completion, to determine the degree to which

course content and-methods are being applied appropriately

in the work setting. To the degree that the sample problems

in the course are representative of the real problems faced

by thd practicing engineer, actnal_ sampees of persons' work
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in their job settings may be exami d and scored on the

incorporation and correct use of course concepts and methods.

This type of assessment of learning outcomes for a continuing

education course is the most rigorous possible. It provides'

information, not only on the degree of student learning,

but also on the degree of course effectiveness for different

types of participants with Varying levels of prior experience

and education.

,Traditional behavioral objectives are generally not

particularly useful for these important instructional

organization and learning assessment fUnctions, unless they

are stated in terms.of classes of performance outcomes rather

than as highly specific entities or "behaviors ". The out-

comes of short courses, although narrow and focused, are not

usually specifics, but usually an area of general skills or

a class of performancee_. For example, typical outcgae

include the proper design of experiments, the construction of

runoff control'and storage systems, or the assembly of

information and decision making devices from...micro-Processing-

elect/Mac components and the interfacing of these with

industrial machine systems. In each case it is not a

particular set of specific behaviors which are the intended

outcomes of instruction, but rather a Class of generalizable

performances. No two experiments are identical, nor are any

two,drainage and - runoff systeMs, or any two industrial

production, control systems. The desired outcome in each
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case a set of asic but generalizable skills. Having

learned such a set if generali .ble sk lls, the course.

participants should b- ble to better design any experiment

in a wide range of situations; ign better runoff drainage

and,storagesystems across a wide variety of soil, topo-

graphy, and climatic conditions; and use micro-processing

eguipMent to control a wide .range of machinery used in many

different,industrial production operations.

The best route to this outcome is to insure an adequate

sample of different'Aypes of problems in which to train

participants to a criterion of mastery in the performance, with

,special attention to inclusion of a sufficient range of

problem conditions so as to alert the participants to the

typical adjustments which must be made in theory, assumptions,

algorithms, or methodology. There is much sqpport for this

approach to instruction (Bloom, 1976; Carroll, 1963;

Gagne, 1961; Gagne & Briggs, 1974; Manning6. 1970).

There are alway. some minimum number of experiences

which the participant needs to encounter across some range

of variable problem situations if the skills are to be

learned in this generalizable fashion.

F ative evaluation of programs and courses can help

determ this optimal array of problem situations. It

dhoUld also be noted that the tasks used fo'r testing know-

,'ledge and skill of partidipants should be similar to the
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tasks and problems from the actual domain under study. These

test tasks)ought to be no different from the.tasks used for

instruction, except that they have been reserved for testing

and they contain new problem situations not-previously

encountered in this specific oonfiguration. It is. important

that the test tasks-are not the same problems as presented

practice and demonstrations in the,course of instruction.

The real problems the engineer faces in his Or her work
o

setting will be similar to but not identical to the problems

selected as instructional activities. By having similar,

.but different test problem tasks, the course participant's

ability to abstract and generalize the general principles

and procedures preiented in course - learning activities to

othdr'problem situations, not before encountered, can be

assessed. This produces a better estimate than would

4 otherwise be obtained about how well the engineer is able 'to

transfer material learned ,41 the course to real world

problem situations:

Test tasks frequently need to be abbreviated, with --

part of the problem being worked out, or the problem being

described and alternative approaches being presented, the

course .participant having to choose the most appropriate

approach under the conditions stated. Such items aan test

for high levels of comprehension and skill but not require

as much time as wbuld working out an entire real problem.

More will be said about the construction of this type of
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test tasks in latter chapters. (An example of this type of

abbreviated test tasks designed for an actual continuing

education course in hydrology and sedimentology of surface

,mined lands is found in Appendix B). Of /course, what-is

lost with an abbreviated test task is a certain degree of

validity and thoroughness i.*t the assessment. There is no

substitute for assessment based on actual evaluation of

real work performance but there are good approximation's'

which can be done more easily, and more efficiently, and .

which will indicate the presence or absende of minimal

comprehension, skill, and ability to solve typical problems

encountered in'the work setting:.

Measurina. Only That Which is Appropriate

It is important, to note'that one does not need'to

. continue to.colleilt all of theiriformatiOn one can about a

course after/that course is reasonably well developed and

shown by Its formative valuation to be shaped in the

direction in which it operates most beneficially for

participants, For e ample, in the early stages of developing
.

a course, questions c ncerned. with the appropriate

organization and pacing of content, the utility Of the course .

material for practitioners, and the correct emphasis and

amount of content are all of primary interest. After several

lications of a course and the collection if this-

infarmation through the routine procedures described earlier,
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c the course may be thoroughly developed and function well.
, If this is the case, there'remains only a need to assess the'

learning outcomes of individual participants on a regular

basis for purposes of reporting to them and their emi4oyet

the progress of individuals. There is no need to do the

extensive assessment of how appropriate the course objectives
. and content are, or how effectively the course is operated
and presented. Rather, over many replications of the course:,

:

these)other questions can be asked and an wered through

appropriate,observation and data colle ion proceaures.en

,occasional basis.

One of the most effective means to monitor the qualityj
and effectiveness of a well developed course over many

replications is the method of ".its Sampling" (Lord &

Novick, 196B; Shoemaker, 1973). Under this method the many
40questions and test items which are useful to evaluating

4%.

courSe.effectiveness are broken up into small sets. Course
particpants are randomly selected to respond...to one small
set of questions or test ask.. Over replications bf a

'cousse, much information may be gathered about all aspects
of the course with minimal demands upon the .participants
time and energy.

The same, principles apply t%instructors of short

courses. Once agiVen-instructor or instructional team has

successfullylemonstiated-that-the-coursd-is-teughtIii741
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effective manner, instructor performance need'not be

monitored very carefully duringeach'stbsequent replication.

Some form of routine and briif participant evaluation of the

instructor(s)' should be 'continued to insure that participants
. I

have the oppoYtunityto communicate suggeStions and criticisms

to instructors and to maintain instructor aw4eness and

sensitivity to student-needs. If a wide variety-of

information about the instructors is desired, a very long

instructor evaluation form can be broken up into 3 to 5

,shorter evaluation forms. These multiple forms mould each
,

contain different items. Course participants would be

formrandomly assigned one of the form Over-replications of

the course a great 'de'al of info mation about participants'

judgment.:of the instructor(s). aan be gathered, again, with

..minimal expenditure 6f.time and energy. In fact, item

sampling procedures usually yield more information than
. .

traditional procedures where all students complete all
.

items.

This is beCause the number pi ' items included in item sampling

assessment measures can be much greater in total than is

possible in traditional assessment procedures. This means

that a broader range of the domain of interest may be assessed.
41).

Of course, item sampling doesnot work well unleis there'

-are many students involved. Many replications of the same

course provide adequate numbers of Students.

replications))

is a
. \

second limitation. Item sampling procedures are very useful.

' fot making judgments about course effectiveness and the
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skill of instructors. However, since not all students are

tested'upon or asked to complete the same questions,
-to

inferences about individual student's learning achievement

and attitudes toward the course are not possible. For/his

reason item sampling procedures are
B
daeful for evaluation.

and monitoring courses and their effectiveness. They are

not useful for making assessments of individual learners'

achievement. Therefbre, it is usually wise to retain 'some

form of common but abbreviated test tasks which are

administered to all participants, usually in the.form of a

test. Later chapters deal with the protedures appropriate

to developing and using tests and other assessment procedures'

for the purpose of measuring and estimating, the degree of

individual*student achievement..

These same principles apply to the collection of

information about course participants. Initially it is of

great iniportdrice to know much about the partiCApants who are
\

.likely

to be involved in a particular short course in, the

future. The best way to dothis is to monitor present

enrollments on'the variables of interest. Important variables.

concern the diversity of paracipants' expectations, prior

levels of skill and knOwledge in the prerequisite skills and

content for the course, and participants' occupational history
*IF

and present level and area of professidnal actitity in

engineering. If the participants in, a given course re.

extremely diverse with respect to necessary llvels of
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prerequisite skill and knowledge, the course will be very

difficult or even impossible to teach in an effective manner.

If a course is geared°at too low a level or too high, if it

is paced too fast or too Slow fora large number. of

participants,'it will encounter' difficulty. Thus, early

.attempts to learn much about the specific characteriitics of

the population of enrollee for a course are important.

..Once the.claracteristics of the population which is to

be serveeare known, adjustments can be made in the content

and pace of course. offerings. Sometimes it is necessary to

meet diverse needs of participants by planning and offering

more than one course, someat a very technical and advanced

level and others at a more basic levels Again, data collectod,

routinely in the early replication of a continuing education'.

course, which initially provided information needed in the

formative evaluation of the course, may not need to be
.

routinely Collected' after the course is well establishrind

.has a stable population of enrollees with similar

charatteristics. The goal should always Ikto Collectlohly'

that information which is necessary tepake adjustments which
1

are needed. Testing and other assessment procedures, such

asintertiews, questionnaires,/and evaluation of on-the-job

work performance, are costly and dime consuming. After a

course hap been wesill, developed it.is reasonable to sample

replications-of.codrses and participants'within courses on

specific questions to achieve gockinfointaLln about the
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ongoing quality of the course and its outcomes. Time is

always limited and most of the time'available for short

courses needs to be devoted to instruction.

This is not to say that testing or assessment of

participants' knowledge and skill'in the area of course

content .should not continue ascourses are developed.

Continual use of,pre-tests, test tasks embedded in the

learning-activitieh of the course itself, andpost tests

scan be very-important instructional methods. P'roper use

of these 'methods, can be very helpful to participants and

instructors ,in producing better learning outcomes. HoWever,

if such testing is to continue, its purposes ought to be

directly related to instnuction by letting 1-e4xpers and'

instructors\now the entry level knowledge and skill of

particular learners, the types of practice and assistance.

most"needed by particUlar learners to master certain area

of the'course, and to report to the learners and their

employers the amount of-learning which has occurred after

the 'Course On 'certain sliecified/dtcbmes.*

11)ca"iigaarvacld Delivery Considerations .

. ,

There are many w4ysto packhge-and deliver short-courses.
..a

Some of theseinclucre on Site'training by an experidnced
-

'professional; the use of specially .designed textbooks, work-

books', programmdd-learniig manuais,:and,other printed

:materials; the use of demonstrations, films, audio and
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video presentations-ofen with ancillary printed materials
and homework exercises; laboratory demonstrations and

activities (such as the assembly of components designed to
perform in a certain way after first receiving lecture and

-

individual instruction in the basic principles of the.

components and the

Working of samp'e

individually with

experts..

uses to,which they may be\put); and

and demonstration problems in'groups or

the assistance of instructors and othe

The packaging and delivery of a course depends on a
nutber of factors including the nature of the .material to

be taught;- the geographic distribution of the participants;
,

the need for specialized equfpment such as computer's or-_

laboratory equipment; the complexity of the material to be
.learned.; the level of prior knowledge and skill required of
the participant; the availability of quality instructori;
andtile expected*duration or "life span" for the course,.

Some things cannot be learned from bookg or manuals.
. Some particular types of courses need to be taught as

supervised,experiences much the way surgeons are taught the
finer pOints of various procedures. Other information can
be readily taught through lectuke 'accompanied by appropriate
charts, graphs, and illustrations and foldiowed by practice
'exercises. Still other skills for other courses can best

--1
be taught by individual study of printed materials and the
working of rather traditional format problems presented at
the nd.of,iegtions of reading.

O
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If the potential participants for a par4ctilar short

course are widely dispersed throughout different companies

over a wide geographic region, it is likely that a short

course conducted at a national or regional,professional

conference or a special regional conference of a few days

duration will be most appropriate. In .such cases, questions

of the location and adequacy of facilities and the dates and

times of the conference activities are important variables

which need to be considered. Not all times, locations, and

facilities may meet the needs of he participants. Conversely,

there is a large local pop ation of engineers needing a

particular area of traini and all of these individuals are

ocated primarily with few nearZ companies or consulting

firsts, local confer ces'or even extended programs meeting

weeklyifor a iod of a few weeks aro viable optiods.

It is often more cost effective to package a course so

that it <can 42 mailed out and used locally by any_of

number of.organizations'and groups with an of a large

number of-instruotorsionce atcouise is cerefilly developed .

and found to be effective. A'common method ill to package

the program of Study in the form of mail-out video cassette

lectures and demonstrations coupled with the'apptopriate

ancillary printed Materials, ctorkbook, and problem materials.

The initial cost of preparing the coursein this form may

be' high.. HnwevIr, the advantage, is easy replicability at

many *sites.."Xf a course has to depend uponOnedperson
\ \
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3 small group of persons for its instruct on, it will be

very limited in effectiveness by virtue of e available

time and energy 'of the instructor or instructo

One good example of a course which is package in a

very cost effective way insuring wiide replicability is the

"DesignIof Exileriments".., Thig course was- developed by

Dr: JOhn Van Horn of the Westinghouse Corporation. and is

'taught by Professor J. Stuart Hunter (Box, Hunter & Hunter,

19781.3 This course is very popular, since it deals with

functional'skills of experimental design,,a topid central to

the work of many practicing engineers, The potential

audience for the course incltdes engineers and other

technical staff in many industrial firms scattered through-
.

out t! e Ttie paCkaging.of the program in video

cassette lectures and demonstrations-coupled with printed

mp/erials for individual participant study is a highly'

regliCable format. Groilps of, engineers at any location.

may,convene,, have the video cassette mailed out to a central

person, engage in firlividua study of the materials and

working of the problems provided,'and jointly participate

in watching and discussing the lectures and demonstrations

on the video taped programs.

Before a course is this fully developed and packaged.it

should have

3The course
Continuing

'University

been well evaluated And modified,0 be very

is owned and, distributed by theOfficer-of
Educationand Extension, College-of Engineering,
of Kentucky, Lexington,\KY 405116..
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effective as determined from this early formative, evaluation

activity. Moreover, this much effort and money should not

be expended oh a course unless it is a course which is likely

to continue to be needed by large numbers of participants

into the future. It is also important to recall a point made

earlier., After a course such as the "Design of Experiments"

is carefully developed, evaluated, and-found to be effective,

there is little need to continue the same intense level of

evaluation activity. Rather, it is appropriate to sample

some particular instances of the course and some panticiPants

to determine if the course continues to meet the needs of

participants and toetain information on possible revisions

for future versions. Evaluation of individual participants'

learning is still appropriate as a continuous aspect of

the course in order to communicate to "the'learner and-employer
.

an estimate of the degree'of.initial learning resulting from

particip'ati'on in the course.

Selection of Instructors

Part of th0 packaging consideration concerns selection

of an instructor(s) for the teaching of the course.

. -

Certainly technical expertise and competence in the content .

area of the course are basic criteria. However, these are

not sufficient. The most appropriate instructor,ipay, hot

necessarily be the most expert universi or, but
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some other skilled practitioner. It is not that university
professors should be ruled put as appropriate instructors.
A great reservoir of talent resides in such persons. Ratihcr,
it is crucial to select from among those professors the
individuals willing to place' the needs of the participants
first rather than the ibjectives of the instructor. ft is
impoktant to select 'those professors responsive to the needs
.of participants rather"than thoise bent on achieving their
,own dearly held objeCtives regardless of participants needs
or concerns.

In practice it often turns out that what practicing
professionals need to perform better is something, other than
what their professional societies and leading academics
think they need. 'It is also often the case that the

practitioner needs a broadened understanding of theory and
principles in'ordei to''perform his or her work mare wily

4and efficiently. In `push situations'--1 it is the job of the.
.

shoot course instructor to incorporate this theory andt

increased understanding by carefUt se'ection of examples
and illudtrations which clearly demonstrate how a knowledge
of the broader theory and relationships makes it easier
solVe the problems of practice in a more sound-and integrated
way. Sometimes this can be done with anecdotes of stupid,
dangerous', or uniformed practice on the part of a person who
sees only a very littlb of the problem area for lack of a

broad\enongh grounding in'relevant theory and concepts.
-70.t
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'These anecdfa can sometimes help participants understand_

the importance of theory to practice.

One example from another technical field is the medical

laboratory technician who calledthe repairman for the flame

photometer each week because the sodium readings on blood

serum samples and known calibration samples were highly

erratic. After a period of six weeks, during which the

equipment had been condemned as faulty, the technician in- -

preparingto wash glassware was observed energetically

shaking large .amounts of soap powder into water in a sink

near the photometer. Soap dust was everywhere making

everydne sneeze, settling on the funnel in the flame photo-

meter, and being aspirate& with'the next sample, rdsulting iin

a very high Sodium reading. The technician apparently thought

sodium was something peculiar to human blood serum' and

fluids, and madeono connectionletWgen the'Sopp powder and

the high readings. Yet the same technician-was extremely

careful to rinse all glassware threes times with distilled

water to insure no contiaina5Lon of equipment. There 'must be

many good-examples: of too nairi&an understanding of

engineering prinpiples lead to inapproprite practice.

Instructors Of courses-forgriduatd engineers ought to be

able, to provide many Similar examples and convincing arguments

that oftentimes the best route to better practice is a more
$.

solid'Underetanding of theory and major concepts.
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Specialized EqUipment and Facilities:! Implicatibns for

Course Delivery.and Learning Assessment'

Still another consideration in the packaging of

continuing education courses is the *eed for speialized

equipment and facilities. For example, a short course'on

the latest developments in microproces-sing equipipent and,

the use of that emlipment in the control ofFindustrial

machining processes may require special equipment-and

facilities. First, Heath kits or, some similar self-.

instructional packet of equipment may be useful allimaigen

necessary as aminstructionalactivity within a laboratory

setting., Second, the availability of a central computer:

facility with the capability of simulation of industrial

systems control processes may-be'necessary in order that

participants may test and revise the lolqic of the programs

they prepare for their control units. -Third, an actual

field trip or demonstration of a nuMber of current

applications of microprocessor control systems to industrial

prodUction,pFocess may be desitable.

.._ On the other hand,.if one is teaching a course on general

principles of engineering economics,-the only facilities and

specialized materials needed may be atext book, a set of

prog4opmed instruction work sheets and problems, and some

common lectures for participants. ,The lectures can be'

presented live, filmed, or on video tape. They can be

dissemidated by mail, telephone lines,,or communication
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satellite, as was the case in °,a recent project in the

Appalachian region (Mertens, 1979).

In short, the need for specialized equipment and
a

personnel as well as the complexity of the material, dictate

much about the-packaging of, the course, including such

things as the mode of instruc ion, laboratory, lecture,-

workbook, fieldtrip, and comb' ations of these; appropriate
-

types .of ingtuuttors, universityprofes ors, practicing

engineers, or other specialisti; locatio of he'Couse near

central lacilitiesx)r dispersal of the coursg_throughout'

a wide geographic region by use of printed materials, flies,-

instructional lats, and other- media; and the number of

replications anticipated for the course in the future.

The evaluation of learning outcomes for different typos

of cbursedelivery and patkaging are also different.in'a
. .numberof ways: If one is offering a course.on the assembly

...

.

.and useof microprocessors it is, foolish to test only with
q

a paper and pencil test. Much more appropriate and useful

in diagnosii of the learning OutcomescisLAome form of

practical laboratory testp-usually shortened and abbreviated .

a

in scope; but nevertheless sufficient inl'assessfing.basic..

..0skills and knowledge in a pereormance area. _Yet in a course;

on "law and engineering", a peridil and paper test consisting

Qt MUltiias, choice items' Which require the participant :to

make-judgments About the legality of certain engineering

procedures in industrial manufacturing in specific eases

45-
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presented in individual items, is a perfectly.valid approach

and may provide the means to assess a much wider range of

knowledge and skill% than would a more performance oriented,

practical examination.

Practitioners' Tacit Evaluation of Courses

The most. convincing data on the'.degree of individual

participant learning is improVed performance in job activities.

It matters very little whether or not the engineer's improved

workPenfocmance resuiting from the course is actually

formally measured as long as employers and their employees

who-have completed the training observe that improved'

performance results. AS- mentioned earlier, it is often -such

informal'tacit evaluaA ion of the effects of continuing

education courses which is the most functional type of

evaluation. If past participants and their employers see

evidence of the utility of a course in improving skill and

peiformance of practicing, engineers, the word gets around

and the course becomes heavily subscribed in the future. If

this utility is not perceived, no matter how P.proper"'the

formal evaluation of the course and its effectiveness, the

- coursie Will not be heavily subscribed.

The point is that in the development of such

courses, the tacitevaluations of participants and employers
.

.
,

concerning the utility of the course ought to be sought and
, .

I

'attended to. One can argue that this ,-.411-Laii1121L to

5
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"please" the client, a tactic. whiCil some academic profesiors of

specialized engineering sciences do not approve,. However ,N

it must be remembered that the companies and individuals

who enroll in Continuing education cdurses in engineering do,

so only by virtue of taking time off from work, at corporate

and person0d cost in terms of dollars, time, and energy; and
.

in the pursuit of meeting particular types of needs related

to improved `work performance. Therefore, what the individual-
..

-participant and his employer want,' and especially whatothey'

think to be` the value of ,a particular continuing education

course, are the major criteria for course effectiveness.
P

Conclusion

All of the previou Material should make it clear that

one does net llimply evalu.te the learning outcomes for

participa
. -

or any continuing education course. One must

'also attend, and carefully evaluate the characteAstics-
.t

and effectiveness of thecouries which are-developed to
.

_ .

meetsthe needs of practicing 'engineers, The tunCtional-
.

.1. '1.

slearning outcomes of any course depend not only on the.% .

-learner, but to a large degree, upon the ,strUcture and

organization of the course. dareful,formati*e evaluation- '

. 4
activities, like those described WI this,chapter, help

insure that a course will eventuallSi-be-well deVelbppd and .

result in significant, learning by individual participants:

Without this'early formative evaluation.and sUbseguent course

( ,
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revision', it is doubtful that even eYahotate attention. to the

'development of "tests" of participant learning resulting

from the course will be meaningful. When any population.of

students. seeks oust instruction tb,.meet their own petceived

needs in specific areas related to their work and at

personal cost to themselves, the major criterion by which the

instructional experiences will be evaluated is the perdeived
'

'utility of the course to the work performance.' The

perceptions of participants and employers on this patter of

perceived utility are paramount. Proper attention to

formative evaluation procedures in the development and

packaging of continuing education courses can make,it very

likely that, particular,courses-wiil, indeed, result in

improved practice in some job related area.

After 41 of this is accomplished,it is appropriate to

attend 'to theiirmai. and routine evaluation of the learning-
%

outeomeSof individual participants who have enrolled in and

completed articular short courses and other continuing
9. .

edupAion experiences.

The next section f this document deals with the

development and use of summative evaluation procedures, the

means by which the progcess'of individual learners are

reported to them and their employers, and also the means by

which the general effectiveness ofparticular. courses.and,

programs are reported to profeSsional societies; governing,

academic, and standards boards; and,others having a strong

interest in the quality of individual courses in the

continuing engineering education arena.



Chapter 5

SUMMATIVE EVALUATION Or LEARNING OUTCOMES

Earlier portions of this book Have arguedthat,the

:learning assessment procedures should. be tightly integrated

into the development and ongoing operation of the course.
I ,Thi s is because the best tasks for assessing learning

outcomes of students. bdlong to the -,same universe of tasks

from which instructional activities and performance

objectives are sampled. That is, even if, it is clear in

`..,)eneral what is to be taught in some complex performance
.

. .

,.

.area, one still always must sample some .finite Humber , of o

.

. ' 1

,

..,

specific topics to be studied, learning actillitiet to be
.

.performed, and sets of instruttionale materials and -.
..

,. methodologies,,to be used.,. Mhen one'does thiS sampling, one

trys to telept.an* adequate range in topics, materials, and

activities. to insure that the learners can generalize the

knowledge and skill-they gain from the instructional

'experience. `-\.It is not possible to teach all instances and

, applications of any particular knowledge and skill which

may be the intended outcomes. It is only possible,to

sample examples vasely, and to provide the student with an

appropriate breadth'and depth of how the knowledge and skill

may be usefully apPlied.,, If this sampling is dope well it

is likely that,,having completed a course of instruction,

learners will transfer or generalize the knoWledge and skills
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acquired, through expo-sure to a finite' number of carefully

selected learning, experience's, toMa'ny otherNsituations

related to'their work-activity and job performance.

Because of the complexity of developing courses it is

best to refine early instructional organizations given

information about the effects Of the courses on learning
.

outcomes of course'participants. This formative evaluation

.vis an ongoing, process essential in the early stages of.., . .,
..

. . .course, ci e

.

vel o nt,blbt it. temal is v tiortarit'ttrrOughout the
,

....,-

v, .1"if etiine ;of 4% pdrti,6ular Course Jof,fe'ri4
t y,

,. . ,.- (......4.. ... 't
, .0. ' .- . K

4
t.

,
. ,

Need.fork,Summattve Evaluaic&
.4- , ..*:7 .A

' .

, .4....,,
..! . .

; .

' ,..' There is, ilowever, a second major purppse fdr evaluation.

There comes a point when apartiFular indivAqal,who ha'SC .

,

participate td,ip a course wants o know how much and how well
...

,

hp or.she, has learned. Employers who send engineers to
°. -

participate in.continuing eduCation courses also want to

know, 'in Specific terms, if-their dffiplOyees have learning -

anything and if so, how mucih., -In addition, course

instructors are frequently asked to certify that students

-have 4oquir'ed a. set of skills, or performAnce capabilities.

They too :need informAtionabout the degr,ee4to which

individuals have learned th6 material and skill's taught

particular. courses (Enell, 1980, pp. 186-187)

No matter how Welithe formative evalua.tion Activities

are-carried out in the development of ;a course, and no

matter how'generally.effdctive a course is shown to be in

.9 9 .
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terms of its'overall-effectiveness (sumMative evaluation) ,
rInt-!l

ther mains a need to know something about the degree 6-7

each individuals learning foIlOwing completion of a'

course. Therefore, it is' necessary to assess indi\iidual,

learners' achievements in any course in,order that learners

themselves; or others designated by the learners,-can be

provided with spLcific inforAlatiOn ibout'Flow well"the.eourse

operated foeindividual persons. 'In,short, P'erscns who,
kattend cOurses, their employ the'protessional

- ,

societies to which the.individual belong,'oft4h want

infOrl\latibn about the amount of learnlng which has resulted
, \

-for.participis in a continuing education course.

4The common way,to obtain such information is 'through
.

various forms of testing. Alternative performance

assessment methods also exist. The information gathered

from such proceduresis never exact.in termsof reporting

the degree of learning Cf,participants. As argued earlier

such measures of learning outcomes are (ily estimates.

However, if tests and other performance assessments

procedures are properly designed andvadministered, they can

provide good estimates of the degree of ihdi:Vidual learning
.

on specific areas of knowledge acquisition and skill

deveiopmeht. Furthermore, information of this type,

collected and pooled across all individuals enrolled in a'.=

course, can be used to make statements general 's

effectiveness'of.the course in achieving .its .,intended.

79-
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learning outcomes with specific groups df enrollees in

specifid areas'of skill or knowledge. When used in this

4r Manner the evaluation is called "summative" because the

description of the course 'effe&tiveness summarizes ,its

overall impact on learning outcomes of p4fticipints.

Hov)ever, the infqrmation of a summative evaluation can also

.,be used in a fokmative way. Aspects-of the course may be

modified in future 'replications, given data On present

effectiveness. Wheh used this way the process is called

,
"formative" evaluation because the future charaCteristics

. v ft,
0

of the course are shaped on the basis of data about present

effectivenes's.

Differences Between Summative and Formative Evaluation

Summative and formative evaluation procedures differ

primarily inhoW and for what purposes the information

obtained from assessment activities is used. Formative

evaluation has as its central concern the adaptation and

modification of early and ongoing instructional design and

actual pperation of a course toward improving course.

effectiveness. Summativp .evaluation has as its main' focus

the reporting of the success of.indiVidual course enrollees

I

in.adhieving specific knowledge and skill at some point in

time after- the coMpletion of_a course.
, Summative evaluation

is alsO'concerned with reporting the typical level at which

a course achieves its intended learning outcomes for its

enrollees at some given point in time following Instruction.
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Four General Learning Assessment Procedures
.., a

The next four chapters' or Part II of this book, detail
Q ...

different types of testing'pi'oeedures,useful fbr, assessing

kl.'

, (
,

learning Outcomes. "The testing .procedure's presented 'are

used for both formative and,summative'eyaluation purpOses.

Therefore,'the procedures are Presented in relation to the

assessment of the degree of individual:student learning

aid also as d means to estimate the general effective-ness of

:a particular'course in achieving its intended outcomes with

a particular -group of enrollees.

J
The four,testing procedures presented include pre-tests,

r

.tests administered' prior to instruction; embedded tests,

tests included in the -course of instructional

post tests, test administered following instruction;-and

delayed post tests and other r4rformanct-,assessments,

admlnistered long after instruction when the individual has
A

had time to actuallyapply and use in his,or her work activity

the knowledge and skill encountered in the oourse. Other

learning assessment procedures,-in addition to testing, are
/

also presented.' Different types of tests and their multiple

purpotes and uses are alho-di cussed in this major section

of the text.'

'Developing Sound Learning Assessment Procedures

Part III of the text consists of three chdpters

concernedzwith alternative methods for developing 'effective'
.
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.tesMng procedures for measuring learning outcomes. Chapter_

,

d.
s10 'explains in detail' how to develop and ,use tests an other

'perfdrmance'assessment,procedures in the process of formatiKe

evaluation of courses. The prcedures presented offer a means

tb,evelop good courses and good learning assessment

procedures through,an-integrated process of developing(

instY.uctionaT objectives, content, and methods along yith

the learning assessment tasks. The main purpose is todesign4
.

valid learning assessment procedures which"will properly

serve formative and sunudative. evaluation' procedures.

Chapter 11 describes procedures for conduc.ting test

item analysis and tedt reliability studies to insure high
. imic.

quality learning assessment instruments. Duplicate.

procedures are provided for two common approaches to the
.

-
evaluation-of learning outcomes froM instruction. _These are .-

the norm referenced and thegriterion referenced (or mastery

2

learning) approaches. The Satter approach is the one

recommended for continuing'education'courses for engineers

foi a variety of logical reasons which are presented.

Chater 12 Ltails limitations of tests, no matter how

well they are designed. The purpose of this chapter, along

with other sections in the remaining chapters, is to prevent

the abuse or misuse of testing in the assessment'of

individual's learning and in the formative and summative

evaluation of 1 e6cning outcomes for.courses and programs.
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Chapter 13 is Part IV of the text.. It details how to

collect; integrate, and-report data gathered/from multiple

measurements of learning outcomes for pdrposes of formative'
0

'and summative evaluation of courses as well as for reporting

the degree of learning of individual students.

Collectively these remaining.chapters provide detailed

procedures and examples for developing sound learning

assessment procedures for whatever purpose, be it formative

evaluation toward course improvement, summative evaluation

to describe overall course operation and degree of

effectiveness, or reporting of individual learner achievement

to course participants and persons they designate.
4
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Chapter 6

PRE-TESTS, THEIR PURPOSES AND USES.

Pre-tests haVe three basib uses. First,, they may be

used to inform prospective enrollees of the content of the

course and the necessary level of prerequisite knowledge and

skill required for successful completion of course activities.

Second, they can provide course developers withinfdrmation

about the general entry level knowledge and skills of

enrollees, information useful in making subsequent
A

adjustments in course content, rate of presentation, and

emphasis. A third function is to provide baseline information

for each learner from which to make inferences about the amount

of learning of individuals and groups through subsequent

comparison with -the results of performance measures and.tests

administered, during or following the course. Each of these

three functions of pre-tests will now be examined.

Pie-tests as Informative and Screening Devices

Pre-tests can be used in'a screening fashion to insure

that persons who enroll for a course meet the necessary,

prerequisite level of knowledge and skill. For particular

courses, short pre-tests can be maile out along with course

announcements tockallow prospective enr flees to 'make their

own private assessment of their readiness for a particular

course and to decidewhat to do to prepare-for a course to
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nsuie'readiness for Its learning activities . method. .Other s
.

. : of informing,leaners of the Prerequisite levels of.knowledge.'.
. i

and skill also `can be used%
t
'These include a simple Statement.

of wh'at types and,leVels 'of knowledge are required, or a

listing of particular pterequisite courses or experiences

which should have been completed. The listing,of

prerequisites is a common practice jn engineering c64tinuing
.

education.

Whether or not to use a pre-test as a screening device

depends upon the nature and content-of the course,: In

Chariter 2 continuing education courses for engineers
. -

were-divided into four categoties, These included courses

withra 'focus on a)' upgrading and emediation.of basic know-

ledge and skills; b) broadening and extending previously
-

learned scientific and technical conceptS.and skills; c)

Ertipa'rting new and advanc#d levels and skills in sp &cialized
4

technical areas at very high 1pvelsef expetise to keep

pace with new developments in technology; and d) introduction

to new areas of knowledge and skill outside of basic

engineering' practice such as economics, management;

human relations, community development, and environmental

protection.

A simpre'brochure describing the purpose cif the course

and the nature of, the cdhtent and learning activities is
4.

ptobally sufficient for courses in the "d" category. This
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may also.be true,for bourses ,in category,".b." as well. ..
,...

AHoweverYin category "c", where there are expectations for.
/

.

, ....
.

very high levels of technical expertise in given areas
,,,

prior to course entry,.it may be,reasonable.to designand
40 .

, .

makl out a short .pre-test which aqtually tests fA this
.\1

prbrequisite skill and knowledge. A scoring key can be

provided the pr4pective participant. After completion of

. the pre -tilt, hey 'or she can decide' if the'courqe is too

elementaft or too advanded.' Suggestions can be.included

in the materials sent o.prospective enrolleet concerning
-

how to meet' prereguisitie. 'These wquld often lnalude studying

certain.eroceduresepublished in specific journal arti6les

or manuals; working with parti8Ular types of problems or

equipment; and 'compleMa4
iother.specifc short cimries'or

4

formal Learning experienced to 'master required basic

,concepts and skills.
,

Al .. ;
..

: It is,.atIpb reasonable to. use apre-test in relation to
. .

.

-courses concerned with upgrading rind remedi4tion of basic
,.

''skills and knowledge. In this case, a pre-tdst can either
, .., ...

: 1

be mailed out -to prospective' enrollees or administered
.

- at,a.common location prior to the course. If security.of

test'items.is, an important consideration, the latter

dlternatiVe should be used. Here the pre-test should consist

of a set of items similar to those included on the "final

examination" for the remediation course. In situations

1
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where the remediation course is designed to prepare students

to pass licensing examinations, both the,pte-test and the

course final examination should be a sample. of.,itemstypical

of those folind onthe licensing examination itself. It may.
.

also be advisable to include a sample of diagnostic
e

the pre-test to assess each individual's- knowledge

items on

and skills

in basic mathejnatics and physical,scitnce concepts which

.e
are required to successfullycdmplete-the pr2blems presented:

in-test items on the licensing examination. If the pre-test
v. .. .

items are properly sSmpl.ed from acrosyfiasic diagnostic
0.

areas.and.t
fr
he content of the remediAion course, thg

1.

prospective.participant,.as.well as, the can

del9cmine-whether 1E.10 or she heeds to invest thetime and 4"su

effort' in enrolling in the course. Iftb4 person Performs
. .

,
,

ve v.- on',the'pre-teet, eproWient im.t4ecoyrse-would-
, ,

.
4..

n:tii other hand, if the
'. . J

ohpwould Probably bewell

4.

probably .bq non-productiv 0

°individual performs pooxly,'h

t6 td enroll in the courSe.i, These procedure's can be

particularly helpful to .persons pkepariug fot professional

licensing examinations.

Pre-Tests.as DeVices for
a

and Opexation

Pre-teSt information

'\
Adjusting Course Content

collected(roitinelyAn-,coUrse

participants at theibeginning'ofithe.coursecai) be very"

<87-
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a

useful in providinj information on any adjustment's which

peed to be made in the focus of instruction, the rate' or pace

of presentationuand the level of complexity and difficulty

of course content. Much has been said about these formative

evaluation functions'earlier. Ad /itional examples'of how to

use pre-tests for this purpdse are pxesented in Chapters 11
.

and 13. Mere it will suffice .to add that' the information

collected from the administration of short pre-tests at the
. .

beginning of'Courses across replications is very useful for

this purpose. Pre-test and post test scores for a course may

be measured and plotted similar to-the example ptesented in

Figure 1 in this chapter or- Figures 2, 3, and'4 in Chapter 13.

If similar plots are made over several replications of a

course, and if the tests are valid and reliable measures of

specific earning-outcomes, much information about a course

and its effectiveness under different Conditions and with

various instructional adjustments in methods, instructors,

duratiOn,- and other "factors, can be determined.

w

Pre-tests-as ,Indicators of Baseline Performance..- ,
.

.

The third function-of pre-tests, to pr6vide baseline

information about the amount of knowled0e.and skill with'

whichpart4cipants entered the course, makes it possible

to compare tidCdurse participants' performance on post

tests with the earlier measures. An example may_pe):p

,illustrate this point. Figure 1 is an actual plot, of the
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,pe-test and post te t scores of13 medical laboratory

technologists enrolle ;--ira short course. The course was a

six hour intensive workshop activity presented in two

major sectionsover the course of one day. The course

content wds'principles and 'techniques for enhancing student

motivation and,achievement in technical colibses through use

of appropriate instructional designs and teaching

methodologies. All 13 persons were instructors of technical

and...alinical courses in medical laboratory technology in

college and university programs.

The pre-test and post test score of each person is

pltAted against the rank'of that same person on the post

test score. A quick glance a the graph shqws each

participant's entry level knowledge of course'content as

measured by the pre-test. Also shown is each individual's

exit level knowledge as measured by the post test. The

hokizontal lines represent the means of the,pre- and po

test scoresafor the group. These mean scores clearly,

illustrate that the performaince of participants in the course

improved following instruction. In addition, a regression

line may be fitted to each set of scores, The-slopes of the

two lines' reveal information' about the differential

effectivenesi of the course eot persons of differingeability

levels as defined by their rank on the post" test,or by some

other functional performance criterion. Statistical

significance tests may be performed on the differences between

-90-
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pre- and.Post test means for repeated measure situations.

In adcition, statistical significance tests may be performed

on th difference in slime of the regression lines for the

pre- 7t-nd post test scores., These statistical inference

procedures can lead tc'powerlul generalizations about the

general effectiveness of any given course in improving the

performance of participants., Replication of results such

as those shown-in Figure 1 across many trials of a given

course are even more convincing of the effectiveness of a

Course than are the'many statistical inference procedures

which are possible.; Chapter 13, pages 270 through 280,

contain the pre- and post test resultssfor groups of

engineers enrolled in a'short course on urban water quality

modeling. Figures 2, 3, and 4 provide data for three

replications of the course. Inspection of the graphs shows

that the course is effective and consistent.

If no pre-test had been given to the participants shown

in 'Figure l_or to those shown in Fiqure4 2, 3, and 4, it

would have been impossible, on the basis of the post test

alone, to determine the amount of learning.taking place or

even if learning had= occurred. . The score on the post test

would be uninterpretable because'one would be unaware'of the

entry level ability of participants. In the absence of the

pre-test, the inference could be made that the post test was

too easy and did not measure the learning which had occurred.

Another inference could be that the post test was'of.
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eppro)riate'difficulty and that persons had learned fro_
-

th'e course.. Still a third inference could he that the post

test was of appropriate difficulty, but that the

participants, were already knowledgable'of the content of

the course and might halie scored this high or higher on a

pre-test. This last,Lnference would cast doubt on the
. -
appropriateness, of the course for the plrticinants. The

'point to be made is simply this: without the pre-test data

it is difficult to oose fro among the alternative inter-

Apretations of the Post test results. Of course, a fourth

inference coul he that the post 'st-.. score is unrelated to

what the'course participants learned. The validity-of the,

test is questioned in this case. It aoes without saying teat

any inference about how much persons have learned based On

test scores needs to, be derived from valid and reliable tests.-

Chapter 10 details methods by which 03 insure that tests are

developed which are reasonably valid and reliable. Chapter

11 points out the limitations of even thdbest tests and

provides suggestions for broadening one's inferences about

learning outcomes by using other appropriate and multiple

indicators. 6

In reality, there are always other indicators of the

degree of participants' entry knOwledge and the amount of

learning, experienced during a course other than pre- anc.

post test.sCore comparisons. c These -include: the amount of

learning course patticipants report, the logical

O
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determination of the appropriateness of the post test or

other learning asselsment used by the Course instructor, the

rate and accuracy with which participants are able to perform

the instructional activities and exercises during the,

course of instruction, and other similar indicators such as

the ability and willingness of the course participants to use

properly the knowledge and skills acquired in their daily

work activities. Both earlier_and later chapters of this

book make it clear that these other indicatorS of learning

'should be systematically collected and used in making

judgments abott the effectiveness of a particular course as

well as about the degree of learning achieved by individuals.

However, this does not negate the need for more formal

assessments of entry and exit level' knowledge and skill.

Information of the type presented in Figure leis very

helpful,,not only to `the perbons'who operate the course and

are concerned about its general effe
1

individdal learner who' cap determine

tiveness, but to the

his or her own amount

of learning as measured by the pre- and post tests, in

relation to other course participants' performances and in

relation,to some level of mastery cif the course content and

skill as defined by the course developers or some other

criterion such as common standards of practice (Lacefield,, 1980).

Learning Resulting from Prl-test Experience

,Generally if pre-tests are to be used, they ought to

consist of individual items orcassessment tasks parallel to

-93-
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but different from the items or'tasks used in the t)ost

One does not care if students learn from experience with a

pre-test. In fact,, this is often a beneficial outcome. 'If

the pre-test helps participarqs better understand what it is

they need:to know or what it is they need to learn to do, 'it

can be very facilitative to the instructional activity'which

follows. Pre-tests can often define for the learner, in very

operational terms, what need to be attended to most in the

instructional activities which follow. However, different

items and assessment tasks are required fox the post'test

because one does not want to be measuring, only or largely,

increased knowledge and facility with specific test items

or specific assessment tasks.

If one administers a pre-test, corrects the test, and

tot

reports the results to the learner, post test scores on the

same test items given at some later time will be higher.

This is generally true even if no instruction intervenes.

What has happened in such cases is that individuals have

learned specific responses to specific test items or

performance tasks. They may have learned some other more

geheralizable things as well, such' as how certain 'terminology

is used, the style of the test developei, or obtained a better

idea of what it is that the course instructor deems important

enough to test for. Therefore, if one gives the identical

test, as a pre-test and post test, any gains in learning which

appear are confounded. The confounding is between ificrased
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perfofmanoe due to familarity with specific aspects of tefit

tasks and items and increased general knowledge and skill in
4.

'using and applying the concepts anprinciples learned in the

course.:'BeGausefof the confounding one does not know if the

post test score represents only specific learning of how to

get these -items correct or generalization of basic knowledge

and skill concerning ways to solve these types of Drohlems.

yhile the latter ou 'tcome is a proper goal of instruction,

bhe former is not. Consequently, care must be exercised to

make pre- and post tests parallel to one mother, but to

consist of different items. Otherwise the observed

differences in pre-_ and post test scores will not be easily

interpretable.

There are a number of evaluation designs which can be

uskd to measure learning .outcomes without recourse to pre-

tests. Some designs, even allow for the effect of learning

from th pre-test to be,separated from learning effects

resulting from instruction as both are reflected in post

test scores (Mason & Bramble, 1978). These evaluation designs

will not be described here. However, they are especially

useful when a course is to be replicated several times and
4

different evaluation deigns can be used with"each replication

to estimate various contributions to.effects measured by

post tests or other performanceloutcome measures. It

suffices to conclude that,whirt it is not alwatls necessary
.

to use pre-tests, if properly constructed; pre-,tess'serve a

nuMber of important functions which make them worthwhile.
.
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Two Approaches to- Constructing Pre -tests

There are two general approaches to the construction of

differAtbut parallel forms of Prd- andpost tests. The

first'metho4 is to define, a sample of performances which the.
411

individual should be able to carry-out after instruction,

From this sample of performances, specific asSe sment tasks
6

and test items can be prepared, without-regard

assignment to pre:tes t or-post test use. In fact, as

mentioned earlier, the listing of this sample of performandes

can-also be useful for defihing an appropriate range of .

?--# learning activities and experiences by which to instruct the

learner. In this sense,.both test items, or other forms of
44

assessment tasks, as well as the activities and,exercises

selectedfor inclusion in course content by which .to. instruct

learners, are all samples of the class.of peformance

capabilities. Learners should be able to apply the specific

concepts, skills, and,knowledge they have learned in a course.

to. the successful completion of real life problems in the

content area under' Study or -to teSeitems which,oiMulate

these reallife.problems.

Under such a plan some of these performance tasks are
*.

assighed to a pre-test role, others as pogt test, and still

others as_ instructional task or practice activities. In

.such a case, the bourse designer will serect'several sets of

esks much alike in terms of the levels of difficulty,. the.

.types of concepts andSkilli which ate-being applied, and
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Ca,

the types of probiertilsituati91-44thei,,represent. ,The 'pre-
.-

. -
, ,-Htest, the sample of oda.1:4Aatructional examples ahti

- , , -

practice activities selectee4S curse content, and the pgst,
'''".-'! 1 °test might todall reflect 10

p iliOrea'dth of difficulty,

?*'(..,
.9 '

;4 ti., 4 '
levels and areas of applicAil-oz14:IPC slichAj.tuations, pre-At-

and post test comparisons ,p pat...zpanilW lierformaDces, as
.

, ., -P d, , v

well as the accuracy and easg.,,40th ' whin instructional,
: '7"i=4' -

,
.

. o. .

practice'activities are completed dUrinqthe'6ourse of
.

_ .
, ,4. .

instruction are very useful
.

lon making inferences about the
.

. .

amount of learnLg resulting froeinstrliction. If sich a

plan is followed, it is iniboreant to_ insure that both the

'..- pre- and post tests contain a proper distribution of test

items or assessment tasks.' The problems Orestted in test

items must require application of course concepts and

principles across\a range of typical conditions representtive

of those_ encountered in actual work areas.

In this first approach, there- is no attempt to prepard

duplicate pairs of items to servepre- and post test

function's. Rather the entire domain of performafice being

taught in the -course in conce*ualiled as a universe of
10

multiple performance capabilities. The course designer

samples from the domain Many pecific tasks which cbllectively

represent what- it is a person must -be able to-do to-exhibit
.

mastery of the performance domain,. Many individual items are

developed, with attention" to achieving a proper distribution
ar

of-items across various levels of difficulty or complexit
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It Assignment of items to the pre- or post. test role is random

with no particular attention paid to matching each item, on

the pre-test with an equivalent item on ,the-post test.

Taken as a whole the two test forms are considered equivalent

because their items are drawn from the,samd universe, not

because they consist b'f individual pacited items. Items on

both forms Cf the test are sampled in a uniform manner across

the domain. Eithdr form of the test may be used inter-

changably in any test role, pre-test, embedded test, post

test, or delayed post test. This method works best when the

domain being tested is very broad and the testy developed

are quite long. This approach to parallel form test

construction is very usef,01 in courses in the first category

ccMcerned withiemediation of basic knowle4e and skill..

Here'the performance domain is very large and many parallel

form tests can be sampled from that domain with.little.orimo

duplication 5)f_lodividual items.

Asecond general approach to the construction of pre-

and post tests is to first define the content and skills

`expected as outcomes from instruction and to then prepare

duplicate items for each area of performance to le tested.'

The items are duplicate in"terms of difficulty level,

knowledge reqUired, and the specific skill 'or concept to be

applied. They are different only in the specifics of a given

problem problem application situation: . What results from

such an approach is a parallel set of items; one set may be

used for the pre-:test and the other for the post test:. If

-98-
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the pairsviof test items are developed, the members of each

pair may be randomly assigned totither the pre- or thdOpc!-t

test. In.addition, the entire item assembly in the form of

the pre- or the post -test, may be ased for either function..,

That is, the two parallel forms may be used interchangably

.as p&e-.or post tests.NThey can also be. used in other test

..rolei spch,is embedded 'tests or delayedloost tests. The

basic plan under the second approach is-to develop one-good

test which is comprehensive in'termi of its representation of

course knowledge and skills and in terms of a mixture of

relatively easy though difficult tasks. When one selects a

particular area of knowledge or skill outcome to be tested,

,one simply develops two items each time, rather than only

one. One item is then assigned to the pre-tet item pool ald

the other to the post test item pool. This second method

'most useful when the domajn isyell defined, somewhat narrow,

and the tests to be' developed will be short, perhaps under

30 items or thereabouts. "The second-method is probably

most suitable to the typical short course with its few well
a,

defined intended learning outcomes.

Either of the approaches described above will- produce

pre-tests which make initial assessments of participants'

entry learning levels and post tests by which to make--

inferences about the amount of learning in specific areas

following instruction. Such information is of value to-the

persons who operate the course, the course participants,.am:

the'persons who employ and prOfessionally certify engineers.
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Chapter 10 contains detailed procedures for the

contruction.of pre-, post and' other types of tests.

+Detailed procedures for the proper sampling of test items

within'the performance domain of interest are provided.

Both methods of prepar:ing multipld'-fcvs of tests are

presented. Procedures for insuring the'iralidity of the

tests are described. ..Chapter 13 presents detailed

information about how tO:use teat data to make inferences

about the degree of learning which has been achieved by

individuals and to make judgments about the overall

effectiveness of courses.

a.

4$
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Chapter

EMBELiDED TESTS -- PURPOSES AND USES

Embedded tests are simply assessment tasks built' into,

the 'instructiorial sequence and interspersed-with other

.,,instructions activities. Common fotmp of embedded tests .

include e horifework problems frequently., assigned aft1er each

'class .

class session in typical curses in enqineerinci and /related -.,.

v 1

scientific arid technical fields. Frequently these completed

hOme%;ork problems are:collected,-corrected,,the studatrs

perfcrmanCe 'releo<24,.._and then returned to students.

Students ma "c eat" on sucil:,Admework.assignments, but are 4

Obolish to o solge9ause ing the problems is a practice

V

activity,, o r'leaping activity, bYJ'Which

studentszbe6ome killed' in the application of course concepts

s
, s. .ad

)
,

1 ,

Traditional Embedded Test T.A:skJ)N .

Although homework is'given for Practices, the results of

homework performance by students'can be.examined to reveal

the degree of student understanding of course prInciples and
, /

/concepts /as well is the presence or absence of more basiC

prerequisite skills. Godd initrtictors interact with students.
4

.3 et.*in precisely this manner. They frequently.Asign homework

. in graded,levels from simfleto more complex problems. They

collect the homework, requiring that it-btcompIeted in a

reasonable length of time: TheInthen correct the homework,

. r



not only indicating if the problen a're right or wrong, but

pointing out errors to students. Frequently, the

instructor identifies common prOlems which reoccur in a

given student's work. The instructor often calls the,

attention ofthe student to the .3roblem area or areas in

written comments or, by/a personal conference. Sometimes it

becomes apparent .to the instructor, that the majority of

students have misunderstood'or not fully understood same

particular procedure or concept; Then the instructor often

takes, steps to correct or remediate thearea of misunder:

.Stanfling in subsequent lectures, laboratories, or similar

class learning activities. Homework, therefore, is a'fanmr

pf assessing learning outco es particularly *Useful in

formative evaluation activi ies.

) Although good instructors haVe been using these

.Procedures for many yeari, it is important to reAlize that

the data collected from the performance of students on such

"embedded test" tasks can be used to make strong inferences

about the degree of learning achieved by individual students

and the general effectiveness of particular courses in
6

achieving their intended outcomes. Other traditional

embedded assessment tasks include frequent quizzes, practical

ot labotatory-examinations and tasks which require the

demonstration of a particular skill at various leVels Of safe

and competent practice. The design and completion of various

experimeets,.special projects, reports, and analyses -are
2

x.

II,

,*

v.
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other examples of common embedded tasks. Each of these tasks

calls for a skilled performance of some type. Often parts

of the performance can be observed directly, particularly in

the most critical stages. In addition, the performance

almost always results in a product of some type, whether it
1

be a set of design specifications for a bridge or a dam, a

design for a scientific experiment, or an analytical report

of the structural properties of a particular typer

material which Id-to be used in the fabrication of Machine'

parts.

The actual observation of the student's performance is

a very informative assessment of the person's level of

c9mpetenpe in using the skills and knowledge which have been

taught.* Exar3ples of areas where such observational

assessments are, appropriate include: performances using

special equipment such as scintillation counters, electron

microscopes, or x-ray crystallography equipment. Other

examples involve the selection and use of computational'

algorithms in solving particular problems; the making of

certain assumptions about the way a problem task is fruit-

fully approached, including identifying those solutions

which cannot b'e used; and the development and use of computer

programs'for data analysis and/or simulations, q

The direct observational assessment of the student's

performaice (and the products resulting from the performance)

to determine the degree of learning, and specific strengths

-101-
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and weaknesses in an individual's competence, is a powerful

assessment procedure. This differential assessment of

students' strengths and weaknesses in complex areas of

performance based upon direct observation by experts who are

also tutors is a form of embedded assessment task which ought

to be used more frequently. These types of learning

assessment procedures are very useful to instructors in

diagnosing what it.is in particular students are and are not

.yet able to do. In addition the assessment procedures are

also very Instructive to the students. Embedded test tasks

comprise an integral parlt of the instructional activities by
.-..

which qMplex performances are learned. Persons seldom

master complex performahces n one trial. Rather, many

trials are required and performance may be expected to be

very variable and incomplete across parts of the task,

especially in early stages of learning (Bugelskik, 1971;

Gagne, 1977). Bmbedded'tasks of the type whiCh have been

previously described are very_useful in'testing the

individual's performance capability across the various parts

or component skills and knowledge required for skillful and

accurate whole task completion. .They are extremely useful

. for making decisions concerning when instruction can be

stopped in certain areas of performance because the person

has learned the skill or concept to a mastery level and

further instruction would be pointless.°Embedded tasks are..
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also useful far

"Or

determination of where additional instructioi

and p'ractice are necessary.

Embedded test tasks may take many forms. As me have

seen, they areoften-practicae problems assigned as homewoik.

They can be quizzes,` projects, experiments, repOrts, and

similar activities. ,However, embedded tests can also be

more abbreviated samples of work performance as is the case

with pre-tests, post-tests, and delayed Rost tests. Although

actual samples of performancecunder conditions similar to

those in the work setting are the best ways to assess the

degree of learning,in a given area, other considerations

often.prevent the inclusion of very many such assessment

tasks. Sometimes there is simply not enough time to provide
. _

the necessary number of indepth instructional and laboratory

learning activities and also provide equally complex

and involved assessment -tasks by which to make inferences

about the degree of student learning.' One solutiOn to this

problem is to keep better track of each learner's success and

iaC*1fo success with each practice and laboratory -task which,

is assigned as part of the instructional sequence. Another

solution. is to use an-abbreviated sequence of tasks as test

items by which to make reasonable infe aces about the degree .

of learning achigred by studen4 on t ecomplete performance

task. The first solution has already been discussed in

terms of keeping good records of student performance in the

completidn of instructional activities sukh as the doing of

7105- .
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homework problems or the carrying out of laboratory

activities. Let us now consider the-second alternative.

Abbreviated Forms of Embedded Test trsks

Even on regular tests in areasiof complex performance,

the test tasks must be abbreviated. Often students are not

required actually to complete the solution of a.Complex

problem, but only to set up the problem in a,cerrect manner.

This, tests for the student's understanding of how to

formulate the problem, what class of solutions to consider

and select, as well as what mathematical models and

. procedures to use to achieve a solution. It does not test

the student's ability to accurately comple4 the solution.

Oftentimes, when it-is of interest-to test the students

facility with computational procedures as well as problem

formulation, the problems presented as test items are

modified to be more simple than those usually enc unteredin

practice. Values given are frequently, in small o whole

ndmbers.- ActUal computation` is deliberately sim ified to

insure that the student can complete the prObrem in a shOrt

period of time, usually minutes, without the aid of a

computer, extensive references, or table

Still another common apprdach is to ask students to

recognize, rather than to'actually carry (Alt, the incorrect.

(or correct) application of principles learned in the course

of instruction. -In such a situation, the test task might be

-106 -
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the description o an experimental design which an engineer

has developed to test the effectiveness ofa mechanical

component, say an automobile door hinge, compared to other
. _hingie designs. With this type of test item several true and

false, multiple choice, or short answer essay questions may

be asked of the student about the problem situation whiahis

presented. These types\of items can test for the learner's

knowledge and ability to recognize correct or incorrect

application of experimeltal design principles, to judge the

magnitude of experimental results in terms of-being reasonable

or unreasonable, and to be alert to methodological errors.

Such assessment tasks can be very demanding, can be administered

in a much shorter time than Would be needed to actually edesiqn

an experiment or carry out some other complex performance,

and can also be very informative about the degiee of student

learning. Perhaps an example will help.

An Example of a Course with Embedded Test Tasks

In an earlier chapter a course titled, "Hydrology and

SedimentOlogli.of Surface Mined Lands"; was discussed briefly

(Haan & Barfield, 1978). It was.pointed out that the example

problems which are found at the end of each of the course's

six unit's define the functional competence and knowledge

partiCipants need

the course content

course is taught,

to develop.to demonstrate the mastery of

. Over the three day period that the

the instructors present brief lectures:
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Each lecture is focused around some common problem such as

the task of designing stream channels for diversion of water

from surface.Mining onrations. The lectures and the

printed materials, jalustrations, tables, graphs, and related

materials which are provided to participants in a single
. .

textbook are all closely interrelated. The purpose is to

clearly illustrate:, a) what the common problem isand,the

range of variation which may be expected in paramenters

affecting the solution of the problem; b) the appropriate

theoretical models, concepts, Computational algorithms, and

procedures basic to solving the class of problems; and
.

c) the necessary adjustments, corrections, and modifications'

of models and procedures derived from theoretical and

laboratory'research to make them compatiblt with actual field

conditions where more variables are operating in ways which

cannot be controlled to the sameidegree as in a laboratory

experiment. The printed instructional materials', as well as

the-lecture and problem solving-activities of a 'prgctice

nature which,folloW'shcirt lectures, are all designed to heLp

engineers bring'to bear'the most hppropriate knowledge,

theory, and procedures for the design of hydraulic channels
4

and storage' structures. Stddents learn basic hydrologic

theory and principles as well as many rules o thumb and

specific procedures for making estimates about design

speCifications for such structures within certain probabilistic

limits of maximum 24 hour storm rainfall and runoff, desirable
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safety factors i.n the.performance of the structures, across,

various types of soil materials, and under differing slope

conditions.

Much oftphe learning necessary to apply competently
A

'these engineering principles,involves:the use of complex

nomographs and the use of statistical fables which list '

rainfall patterns and probabilities for various geographic

regions. Soil types must be classified, 'into various

categories by which,riumerical values can be assigned to

maximum permissible flow velocitied to avoid channel erosion

and sediment deposition downstream. Boundary propertiesof

stream channels must be placed into various categories

depending'upon the type of vegetation in the channel or other

cover and the resultincrietardance to flow values. Many

other variables .including watershed .ground cover, Season'of

the year, and intended duratibn of the structures, must also.

be considered; For each variable there'are one ox more

procedures,by which to estimate a'numerical value. There

are; other pTocedures for combinidg these values and equations

to calculate design features of the stream channels and the

storage structures. 'There are *still other procedures by

whidh to check independently the reasonableness of the design

specifications calculated. It is important to double check '

and insure_ that the .final design specifications are safe,

cost efficient, and effective from the standpoint of their

desired performance.
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WOrt:hwhile becau-se5'it teadhestspecific
--proc

_

eadr_e nerally mci_t ava Lable from any

Source:4n SvIdi3Oal:zirg4146d and integrated form: The
textbook fdr th-cO'ts really ual. it is- f.

4pedifioAllydeSig-ned-fOrAhe engineer -to take -back to the '
. _

work'setting'in p-rdi tat he Or she,may cOhtinue,to.use itd.
. .tables, -procedures, laopeorraphs-and examples in the better '

solution of actual- design problems.

fBedause of the complexity of the material and ,its proper
application to real problems, the developers of the course

embedded real problems as demonstrations in each section of

the course. The first set of problems in -each unit of
institction serVes to illustrate how the course concepts and,

-principles are applied. These demonstration problems are
the main instructional tasks upon which instructors focus

C
and in which participants engage to learn course concepts,

-skills, and procedures to solve particular types or classes
of problems.

ott Immediately,after these embedded tasks or problems, there
,is a detailed, point by point, explanation,of-how the

problem can be solved. Often more than one method of solution
is given. The textual materials provide -a step.by pteP

illlustration of how the course concepts'and procedures are

accurately used in problems sampled from the array of .those

encountered in the real world practice'of'surface

activities.- This allows an individual learnei to study the
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background theoretical and empirical material, presented in '

each -q12apter and then to worl: along with the demonstration

PiOl.ilems in the actual appfi:cition of these principles to

real problems.

After the demonstration_ problems, a second set of

paralla but different problems is presented.. These are th..!

embedded tests. They require the learner to demonstratari.1

transfer the application of course principles and concepts

learned in the practice_poblems to another set of similar

problems drawn from the same. conceptual universe of real

practice situations. During-the course? participants are

asked to solve these problems and allowed periods of from 1

to 2 hours to do so. Sometithes the problems are to be only

partially completed or set up. Following this the
Y.

instructors hand out completed solutions to the problems in

-order fhat"these may be studied` and used immediately (and

in the future as well) by the enineer to check on the

accuracy of his or her application of course concepts and

procedures..
,,
:

$ ..

One other property bf both the embedded practice problcms

and the embedded test probleMs nee0 men Both

cumulate in- scope and difficulty over the sequence of six.

Chapters in the text. That is, the Problems in the first

parts of the course are small'and consist-of only part of

thertotal task of designing tile nedessary hydrologic

Structures needed to divert and,store runoff water for surface

1:32
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mining operations. 'hater chapters in the text require the

use and integrationof all of, the preceeding mat rial toward

the design of complete drainage and storage systems. This

is a strong feature of the course., It 'is difficult to .

integrati-properly a_large body of concepts and skills

-required for a competent performance in a complex area.

There is no reason. to believe that persons can easily learn

to put together all of the parts of such complex processes

unless they have been given practice and specifically

instructed in how to do so (Bugelski, 1971; Gagne & Paradise,

1961; Gagne, 1967, 1977; Snelbecker, 1974).

Reasonable Expectations for Achietrement Within a Short Course%

What is it reasonable to expect in the way of learning

outcomes from a three day partiCi.patiOn in this continuing

education "Hydrology and Sedimentology of Surface Mined

Lands" short course?. Is it poSsible that enrollees will

'become facile with glitof the complex theories, concepts, and

procedures encountered in the course at the end of the three

days? In fact, it is not: 'Abobt all that can be hoped for

is-that the participants will:

a) become highly motivated to continue, study and'Use of

the course, textbook or manual because they see how useful it

can be to them in improving their performance in their daily-'

work tasks.
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b) become familiar with the main ideas, concepts,

procedures, algorithms, and the adjustments which must be

made in these to accomodate differing soil typos, rainfall

patterns, surface cover, and so forth.

c) know how td iise the many procedures, nomography,

tables, charts, and models presented Ln the manual in

intelligent ways to produce reasonable solutions. Much of

this is knowing when, why, and how to use a'particular

approach to solve a particular design problem, knowing what

the reasonable values should be for certain types of

probleMs, and knoWing hpw to check on the accura/y of one's
t

calculations by independent means.

The content and skills of the course have considerable

utility for the participants, particularly if they are

involved in surface mining engineering. Some weeks or months

after the course is completed participants may become'more

skilled in the use of the procedtves.through application of

course bontent on the job. Many highly technical continuing

education courses share this characteristic.

Practical Problems in Using Complex Embedded Test Tasks

in Short Courses

Sup now, that one, wishesto evaluate the learning

outcome for the course at the end of the three days. How

might this ,be accomplished? One way might be to require each

participant to complete individually and fully each of the-
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many embedded tests or problems at the end of each chapter

or unit of study. These could be collected, corrected, and

an individual conference could boo scheduled with each student

to report their progress and to instruct the student'in any

areas needing more' attention. The final, and very complex,

cumulative problem tasks prOvided in the Hahn and Barfield

.(108) text are excellent assessment task -s. Their completic,n

requirds the proper us.e and integration of all the prior

'learned information and skills. As aound'aa this procedure

is with respect to instruction and the :assessment of learning

outcomes'oe'the participants, there is ,a' serious problem

with: this approach.

The problem is that it would take nuqp longer- than the
. -

available
time to carry out such an assessment, perhaps six

to nine days on the eVerage-rath r than the three which are'

available.: The persons MI6 comet short courses often do

so only by making sacrifices w *AAn Already very demanding

schedule. -Furthermore,.-the instructors need to spend most
f

' of their time'and effOrt 'in instructional activity, not in

kadministerinig a massive test which takes days to complete and
' . .

.

even more days to acore. 'Moreover, many participants may

have attended: for' purposes'of acquiring, an overview to the

content and methods of the course, not to become proficient

in the actual design of drainage and storage systems. In

addition, most participants would probably perform .poorly dr

such a comprehensive test.' Fully competent performance on
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these types'of complex problpms is not expected as an
4

immediate outcome for the three day short course. The.
limited time available also lnakes the completion of masSive-

A/amounts of homework or major test problem& by participants,

not feasible. The correction of massive alounts of completed

homework by instructors
i3 alk) not feasible. About all That*.

It.can be done to work through some qoodillustrative
.

demongtration problems and to complpe parts Of ithome,kork"--_

problems under the. supervision and assistance of the course
'Or

instructors. How then, could one-design a test to dAermine

if the learning outcomes for the - course had'been'achieved?

In what ways might test items
,

or tasks be developed which,

would be effective
measures dqferformance.in kepareas, but

,

which"Would be able tp be administered and scored in a matt6r
of a few minutes rather than several hours,or' days?

Abbreviated Embedded Test Tasks -IAri Illustration

Appendix B contains a sample multiple choice test which

was designed for the hydraulics of °Oen chanqels -section of

the "Hydrology and Sedimentology of"Surface Mined Lands11-
%

4,6

course. This is one of the six units of instruction in the
three day course. The total test length for this grlit is

.-eleven' items. The time-required to Complete the test' is

approximately ten minutes. Yet the test Items assess, most

of what is.of interest with respect to the, achievement of

specific learning outcomes at the end of the unit of,
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instruction. Similar tests of from five to ten items can

be prepared for each of the other five units of instruction.

These 'can be used at the end of each unit of instruction in

the course. A time limit often minutes can be set for each

test. Pirticipantscan complete the test immediately after

aunit hasbeen taught. Because of,,,thesobiective nature of
,.

scorng,_the participants' responses can be corrected.

Immediately with a scoring key, requiring no more than ten

to fifteen-seconds per-participant's paper. The results of-

the performance on the test by participants on an individual

---basis and for the whole group can be reported to. individual

participants within minutes of the test administration., (Mpre

details about pp to carry tout thid'procedure are presented

iri Chapter 13.) Common points of Misunderstanding can be

noted_by instructors and remediationor correction attempted

in subsequent instruction and dialogue. The resUlts frot

all such,short embedded tests can be.added together across

the six units of the course and reported' as an indication of

an end of course leaininq outcome for particular Students.'

Results can be summed and averaged across, students to make

inferences' about the success of the course for: ,purposes of :

formative or simmative evaluation.

In addition, duplicate or parallel Items can be written

. for each of the items in the embedded testsfor each

of the units. These can then be assembied-into a pre-test, a_

post test, or a delayed post test to serve_other purposes.
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The point to all of this is that embedded test tasks are

often excellent learning assessment devices because of their

directly parallel st'ruc'ture to the instructional activities

and tasks and beCause of thelr, practical nature. Yet they,

are difficult to administer, score, and use to instruct

students about errors in learning and areas needing further

attention, especially in courses dperattng under severe ..16.me

limitations. Because of these factors, short objective type

'test items, consisting of abbreviated performance tasks,

similar to the eleven items presented in Appendix B ought to

be designed and used more often. How may such short but

powerful objective type test items be developed? Perhaps

examination of the purposes and .properties of the eleven

items displayed in Appendix B'can help answer this question.

Not only is the example test provided in the Appendix, but

'detailea instructions about how to prepare abbreviated teOt

tasks in general are provided. Additionalinformatton about'
4

how to design and use efficient abbreviated test tasks is

also found in Chapters 10 and 13.

Purposes and Properties ol Abbreviated Embedded Test Tasks

Appended to the set of 'eleven test items in Appendix B

are a group of figures and tables. These .are presented to

the students along with the'tedt items. The hydrology and

Siellitieritoiogy course teaches the proper approach and.
solution of problems through the use*of Many tables, nomo-

,

graphs, and similar procedures An important part of the
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task for the student is to learn how to use such material as

well as to discriminate from among the many tablesaand figures

those which provide the information needed for the solution

of a particular problem. By having this series of graphs,

figures, and tables in one place as an appendix to the test

items, the student must discriminate among the multiple'
0

displays toselect the appropriate ones for the solution of,a

problem part presented in an individual test item. In

addition, the student must know how to' enter the table or

graph and retrieve the information needed. Thus, the test

items assess two skill areas which are key objectives-in the

course. Each item simulates part of a, real problem situation.

The items for the most part-do not require computation.

Items one through three test for 'basid knowledge of basic

prpperties and relationships required to solve this class

of problems. Items four through eight are all_cbnstructed

around one common problem situation concerned with the design

of a particular open channel given certain performance

specifications, soil type, cross section, and Ilope: Items

four and five test for knowledge of 'how to enter the correct

tables and extract the correct values for two design

variables given specified problem conditions; Item six tests

for the-student's knoWledge of An estimation'procedure and

heu-S-edr-the---i4o-dedure toidoublUiheck on the initial values

obtained for channel'specifications. .Item seven tests_ for

the student's ability to recognize the reasonableness of al
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result based LI,Jon a lhort cut estim.ltion procedure. Item

eight is the first item to actually tequire any computation.

Its correct solution-requires-the individual. to use

information presented in the original problem statement

preceding item four and the additional information given in

item six, It requires the individual to actually calculate

the top width, bottom width, and the depth of the channel

allowing the necessary freeboard. To answer this questiorr

properly, one must know which variable's to attend to, which

computational algorithms to use, and again, be aware of the

range of resulting values which are reasonable given the

problEp characteristics. items 9 through 11 are another...1

series of similar, questions written around a common problem

situation. These three items test for khowleAge of

proce6ure, use of rules of thumb to mollify models and

computational procedures, and checks on egtima4ionqarocedures.

The skills-tested forby these three items are similar to

those tested for in items four through eight, but the

problem characteristics hake chnged.

Collectively the.eleven items test, quite well, the

level of competenCe achieved in the basics of solving these

types of problems. Yet the time'required for this testing

is small because of the mal;ndr-inighich the tasks are

presented in the items. `The emphasis is not upon calculation,

but upon knowledge of procedure and proper practice, although

actual computational skill in determination of design
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specifications is also tested. In addition, there is a

hierarchy of difficulty in the test items. The first two

items test for basics concepts and knowledge. Later items

test for knowledge and skill in the use of proper broeedure.

the last items require integration of the knowledge and skill

required in all of the earlier items and actual computation.

of design specifications given different characteristics in

'the actual-problem situation. Consequently, the results of

-students' performances across items tel s something about

what parts of the intended learning ou comes they have

acheVed well or not so well. This'.is udef111 information

for.individual learners in order th'at ihe may correct or

further develop their knowledge and ski in needed area.

It is also information very useful i the summative'evaluation
/

of the effectiveness of a given course b,r1 the pattern Of
.

.

correct and incorrect responses is examined across all
.

\

students. If there are problems inteaching \
certain

.

procedures or methods in the course of instruction, these

are likely to show up in the test results on specific items

or clusters of items.

Advantages of Multiple Choice Items as Embedded Test Task

It should be clTar from the example items in Appendix B

and the accompanying text that multiple choice items can be4

written to test forvery complex and high level skills ads well

as for recall of factual information.. Many timesdmultipla

mr
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choice test items are written o y at the faC"tual information

recall level. A test composed of such items does not provide

information on higher level capabilities such as skill in,

formulation of a problem, using computational procedures

correctly, applying estimation procedures, and integrating

information from several different sources to make informed

decisions'about how to proceed in the solution of a given

probldm.-1 Tests composed of items similar to those listed

in the sample test in Appendix-B are much more valid for

such purposes than are tests composed of more typical factual

recall items.

Tests similar to the one .displayed'ip Appendix B are'

also more efficient than other types of longer embedded

performance tasks. The reasons for this are that they'can

be completed in much.less time,,can be sc9red very rapidly,

with a standard ecorimj key, the results can be tabulated

'and presented to the learner immediately after the test is

c, -.

ompleted
,

(see Chapter 13), and, if properly constructed,

.
theire good approximations to more complex, longer duration

performance tasks and work samples.

Precautions in'Developing Multiple Choice and Other Objective

st Items

When_ develaping_tests similarta=the - on eT d splayedin
Q.'

. Appendix B there are a mber of.precautions which should be

observed. First, it is best --to develop the individual items

1.
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4.

from Eull blown, actual problem situations or tasks. That

is, the actual complex and very time consuming. problems which

are usually assigned as homework problems or which are used'

as laboratory or demonstration, activities, ought /to be the ,

basis of the individual and abbreviated multiple choice test
o

items which are ,generated., One should start with the real

problem or problems representative of the performance domain
.

.which is being taught. Then one should wbrk out these actual'

problems in full. Then one should ask, "In what,,Ways might

I break the'Solution of this problem down into individual test
nA

items of a multiple choice format? The task'is tq cgpture all

the criticalaspects of the decisions and judgments which
o

'persons must make in the Solution Of real problemsitAll of

their complexity with a small number-of test items.

Different parts of this decision making and judgtent can often
,;7

be captured in different Multiple choice test items written

about one common problem situation. Certain information can

begiven so that' the person must notNnecessarily do'all the

'actual work required to solve a real problem of ti type -

t

under consideration, but so that he or she muqt disctiminate,

the relevant variables, apply knowledge of procedural - rules,

select appropriate models, modify computational 'procedures

according,to problem characteristics, and so forth. Beginning .

with a real and complex problem,' typical of the type

eicountered in the real.domain of work, helps insurel.that the

test'items Written to assess knowledge and skill about.

specific areas of:procedure will be significantly relatbi to
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intended learning outcomes. Cdllectively the items should'

be a reasonable test of the breadth and depth of the person's.

skill. Basing test items upon real problems also insures

that inferen s made about the learner's achievement from

test scores will be reasonably valid.

If on 'begins thefother wa.v, by writing only those

multiple-choice test items one happens to think,about,

without:referencing each item'in some actual complex problem,

one is likely to generate many factual, recall and simple

,information 'items. .In addition, the total test comprised of

the assembled items will oftert not be very broad or test for

depth of skill across areas of complex performance. Just as

is the case in the selection of tasks and activities\by which,I. ,

to%instruct persons and provide them With practice in learning...
.

.. . icomplex perforMances, so too in tesedevelSpment it 'is best .

Ito begin withW typical set of comp lex problems of the type;
f

likely to he encountered by the practiOingengineer.' Once
7

.(these problem types have been ,selected, it ie possible to.
, .

$

rbreak. them down into smaller comPonents for purposes of..

*
., .. i

:.
1 .

instruction or or testing of student achievement. Chapter
. * .10 'provides detailed proOedyres for insuring that both test.

tems and instructional tasks,are sampled from the full
) b-performance 'domain to insure validity eor each. Co?'sequently,.

.

1,. (.
.no more will be said about this-methadoicgyat tuts;point.
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Importance of IteM Independence

Another caution is necessary. For, methodological

reasons it is iipOrtant that the individual test items 13(3

logically independent from one another with respect to a

correct answer on. one item. being required for the correct'

answering of other questions. That is, one does not Wish to

prevent the student from being able to demonstratq knowledge

or skillon subsequent test items, because-, -he or she. obtained

a wrong value in onsetcLiajnea-rrier item. Consequently,

later items should not require correct responses to earlier

items as a condition of thekr coAect solution.

This does.,not mean that multiple sets of items may not

be written about some, common problem situation. Nor does it

mean, that information needed to solire a later problem in a

series of such items cannot accuthulate in subsequent items.

It does mean that when suc information accutulates it should ,

do so in the item stems, and not in the options whiph are
%

prAsented as alternatives from which the student is to choose.

Items four through eight in the sample test in Appendix B

illustrate this point nicely. All four items depend forP

their correct solution on information presented about a

given problem. This informatiA appears in a stem which

preceeds all of the items'. This common stem appears prior

to item four. Students 'are told they will need to use this

information fox the next four items. To help the student

".tremember h t this blodk of items goes togtther, all four
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questions aril the common item stem are enclosed in a bracket

on_ the left margin of the test bookLet.. Furthermore,

information presented in the. stem of item six is required to

correctly answer item seven. However, in no case'dOes any
1 , item require that a student answer any previous item

correctly if heor she is to'obtain the correct answer to a

subsequent item.

It is important to maintain such item indepe : If

an entire series of items depends upon the correct-answer to

an earlier item, all of the remainin4.series will be
4

incorrectly answered if an error, has occurred in response to
...that first item. The subsequent test items are not valid

. indicators of what the ihdivi!dual knows or' can do under such
.

-a restriction. The value of any individual test item as to

assess sopeticulaf'knowledge Through.multiple
items deSigne a,Psess multiple' areas of competence at

various levels pkill, -it is possible .to make strong
- :

inferences about the extent 9f the individual
, .

based' on the total test score. -If it 'Is of interest to

determine if the student can dorrectly work through' a complex

/series of procedures,- where in 'real ,life ,the correctness of*

the next step depends upon thq*accuracy of therpfevious

steeps, this can als ke tested: \Howet; it should be tested

in a separate and more complex. item. Item eight as well as

----items---ntrie---throtihele-v-eh-al-retHiSEY-PeorItem on the .
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sample, test in Appendix B. This complex type of learning

outcome is best tested for by a performlncestask which

simulates a complete real world prol,ler.

Generalization of Item Construction ro,:edures to Other

Test Formats

. It shouli be clear that one does not n6ed to use

multiple choice items to, achieve the objective of,having a

short but powerful test by which to assess the degree of

Darning of students. Each of the multiple choice items

shown
40.
in the sample test in Appendix B can be used as a

constructed response test it6iri-Tihat is, each stem for each

multiple choice item maybe used without any of the

distractors and the correct answer which presently comprises

the options from which the student is to select. If the

options are omitted the student must simply construct the

correct answer. Provided the itemN.vems are written to call

for particular types of judgment, skill, concepts, or

applications of procedure, the constructed answer can be short

and can ,also,be easily scored in an objective atanner.-----There

is also an advantage in using the constructed response formatC)

in that there is less possibility of guessing producing a

"correct" response. On a four option multiple choice test

consisting of n items, by chance along a sopee of q5n will

occur across persons on trial admibistrations. One

compensates for this by insur that there a e enough items
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4%

to test a broad range of knowledge and skill arid by setting

an acceptable level of performance well above the chance

level. Various metho4s exist for correcting for guessinC

on multiple choice tests. These involve subtracting morc

than one dnit value of incorrectly marked items from the

total number of items marked correctly, but not doing so for

items the student left blank. Generally, however, it is

better to include enough items on the test and to set a

criterion well abOve the chance level than"to correct total

test scores for "guessing" when using multiple choice

formats.

If the class is small and there is time to administer a

test-similar to the sample test in Appendix/B it is probably

better to do so as a constructed response test. The 'scoring

of theetests takes more time and intelligence. However, if

the 'Class is large, and time is at a premium, it is probably

better to use the multiple choice format. This is because
Q.

students may place their answers orva standard answer sheet

which may be scored immediately with a hand Scoring key or

machine. This is a very'rapid and accurate way *to proceed

and insures that students can receive the results of their

knowledge assessment'right away, a basic requirement for
, 0

good use of 5ests for instructional purpbses.
4

-"Wh-et heY-thet-e-d-fokiii-af-ri-iiidreiiii.dichoice or short

answer constructed response, the most important consideration

is to have well cI eloped test tasks in the form of questions
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or item stems which have been sampled properly from the

performance domain being tested and which also hive been

designed to te-SI fOr specific skills or knOWledeT,,. ipsts

designed to meet these specifications ',fake excellent embeddel
1

test tasks. They may be interspelked as short quizzes at

key points in the inStructional-E,guence. Tiktir use takes.

littl:e time and reveals a great deal to the instructor and

the students about the achj.evement of particular learning

outcomes. For additional examples of how to develop tests

with these characteristics, the reader should turn to
s kAppendix B4* and Chapters 10 and 13. Well designed abbreviated

1
test tasks are particularly important in short courses where

i

thereis,inadequate time to use the assignment of homework

problems and laboratory activities which are the embedded

test tasks most frequently used in traditionalii long term

courses in technical fields.

AV

Generalization of Item Construction Procedures to Pre-, Pof;,

-"and Delayed Post Test CohstructiOn

Most of the details and advice presented in this chapter

concerning how tO go about selecting and developing /good

embedded tes.t tasks ,and items al'so applies to the construction

of pre -test, post test] and delayed post test items. To the 4.

(Txtent that test items and tasks are developed along with

instructional t 's and learning act vities, as both are
. A

sampled from the common domain of expected betformance, th6
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test items, will be better than if otherwise produced. This

is because test items are abtually specific tasks 1,1lich ar6

reserved for careful observation, of student perforMance. Prom

the observation of student performance on this sample of

tasks, the instructor makes inferences about the degree of

student learning of specific knowledge.or skill. Any one test

item is not sufficient to making inferences across the entire

domain of performance. Rather, individual items should be

constructed to determine the' student's level of skill or

knowledge in specific critical aspects of the performance.

Test items must be properly representative of the range of
4

knowledge and skill required for effective performance of the

complex activity being taught. Student performance across-a
4

number of well developed items of this type can be valid

measures of ,the decjree'of student learning and the success

of instruction.

Because test tasks or items are so closely related to

the 'topics, materials,, and activitieiostruction, it, is

best deliberately to develop test items at the same time
4P ,

is developing'inStructional tasks and. activities, a point

repeatedly made throughout this hook and a procedure described

in detail in Chapter 10. It is also best to use these

ao
assessment tasks during the course'of instruction as embedded

assessment-procedures to- inform both, learner and- instructor--

of the progress, acdomIVASnments, and pibblems of individdal

persons in order that errors may be corrected and areas not



in heed of,further instruction be omitted frbri further

instructional activity. If such procedures are followed,'

one.deveIop:;'a lavqe pool: of assessment- tasks and

Assemblages of these test tasks or items may be prepared

and used as time efficient and yet highly valid pre - testis,,

post tests, ad delayed post tests.,

Conclusions

Traditional forms of embedded tests including quizzes,

and homework problems are common instructional methods. It

is possible to abbreviate complex performance tasks into

short and efficient test items by-which to make sound

inferenbes about how- much'and what students have learned

following units of instruction; It is best to develqp test

taski'at the same time thb instructional activities are being

developed for-teaching the course. 'Both test,tasks and

instructional tasks should be developed from complete and *di

typical complex problems the engineer will faces in the work

setting. This helps to insure that the test items which

are developed, as well as the practice problems which are

asstned, will consist.of a range of. difficulties and include

"a hierarchy of concepts and skills required for effective

perfo?Nance. :Care should, be/taken to insure Abbreviated

tests nciude items of different difficulty and-that

collectively the test is a good assessment of the range of

content knowledge and skill which IS desired.
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The procedures which.O ply to .the development of good
w.

embedded test items also Apply to the development of test

items for pre-tests, post tests, and delayed post 'tests.

The procedures also apply to tests of different formats,

including multiple choice, essay; short answer, and proble\
..

completion,types of items. The main purposes of abbreviate ,

embedded tests are to help diagnose learner achievement and

learning problems, provide information on course effective

ness usually in a formative way, and serve as a part of the

learning expeiiences and activities of students.

Although embedd'ed tests are most useful in providing

inforination about how much'and what students have learned or

not learned immediately following a unit of instruction,

the information they provide can also be used to make

inferences.about the:achievement of students in meeting the

overall learning 'outcomes set as objectives for the course.

This can be done by keeping a record of performance of

individual etudents across all of the embedded tasks for

each unit of work. Collectively this record can be used

to draw a learning profile for individuals and groups.

Under typical situations the profiles of students may be

,expected to improve with time and toward the end of the

course as more information, concepts, and skills are

mastered.
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Information of this type is also useful in de ining

which par.ts of the course are most effective and which parts

need to be improved. Programs or courses of instruction are
°

almost never totally good or bad. They are usually a

mixture of effective and less effective learning activities

and instructional methodologies. Bybeing dispersed

throughout the course, administered after each unit of

instruction, and because they. are specific to well defined

sections of courses and particular concepts and skills wits n

these sections., embedded tests provide diagnostic informatLon.

This information is useful to the students in the course who

learn right away what they do and do not understand. It is

useful to the course instructors in immediate modification

of instruction to better meet the needs of students. In

addition, it provides insight into which instructional

activities' and teaching methods are working well and which

ones need to be improved. For all these reasons, embedded

learning assessment tasks are very important tools, especially

in formative, evaluation activities.
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Chapter 8

POST TESTS, THEIR PURPOSES AND USES

No matter how aciequate:the embedded test tasks May'be

in a. course or unit of instruction, typically some indication

of student*, end-of course achievement is needed. This is_
-k,;

a summative evaluatiOn function which *serves to inform the.

learner, the instructor, add appropriate others-(sUch as

employers, professional certification agencies, and

,governing boaFds for continuing education units), the

amount of student learning at a particular point in time.

.Cumulative Nature of Post Tests

A post test should be cumulative' across the-various

levels apd.sequences of skills and knowledge instructed in

the course. That is, there should be items or tasks which

test for knowledge and skill from all portions of the course.

Items should be included requiring: a) recall of simple

information, b) recognitiOn of correct principles, c) use of

appropriate concepts and procedures, dYformulation of problem-

situations in terms.of specific and appropriate sequences

of activity, and 4) correct technical solution of complex
Alt

problems. If the poist test measures only recall otiacts or

recognition of procedure, nothing can be inferred froq the
4111ilmou.

test scores Other than studehis! capabilities inthhese areas.

Consequently, care must be used to.assemble post tests which
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include a proper range of tasks across the major Aevels of

skill and knowledge required for effeptime-perfOiM'ance in the

area teing Instructed.

Suppose one is teaching a short course, on the use of

'microprocessors in automatedcontrol-of industrial machine

processes.. NoW suppose a poSt test is developed. The test

items require naming the typical components of such systems,

recognizing proper and improper logical-steps in programming

such systems, and naming the producers of-certain types, of

eqOpment needed to implement microprocessing controls:

After the test is administered, what types of inferences may

be properly drawn froM examination of students' performance

scores? Assuming that the test items are all valid and

properly constructed, inferences can be,made only about the

ability of students to name the components of such systems,

recognize proper and improper legical steps in programming,

and recall the names'of equipment producers. What is being

tested.is naming,' recognizing, and recalling certain facts,

principles, andnaames of companies. In no way can

performance on such a test be construed as demonstmating

mastery of actually planning, assembling, and integrating

microprocessing equipment into industrial machining

production processes. This test is perfectly appropriate if

the intended outcomes of the course are the naming,

recognizing, and recalling goals. However, if the objective

for the course is the performance capability of integrating

-134-
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microprocessing equipment into.industrial machine production

processes, the post test is very inadequate as an assessment

task.

One way kround this problem is to select test-tasks to

represent the full range of the instructional tasks developed

for the course, a procedure suggested in the last chapter on

embedded test tasks and described' more fully in Chapter 10.

f one has a range of.items parallel to the various levels

of instructional tasks in terms of ?knowledge and skill *

required, a good post test can easily be assembled. But if

one has the embedded test tasks and one has used them all

along during the course ,of instruction, why develop and use

a post test at all? There are two reasons why a post test,

makes sense even if embedded, test tasks have been used
o

throughout the course of instruction.

Revealing Cumulated Learning

A simple summation of a student's performance across

all of the embedded tasks may not be an accurate assessment

of his or her competence achieved at the end of the course.

The reason for this is that embedded tasks are useful

.primarily for proVidinfrthe student and the instructor With

information about-what is being learned well and what is not

during instruction. The results of individual embedded test
;

tasks often reveal weakness ina student's learning, flaws

in the instructional'methods, or inadequacies in the
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Instructor's ability in teaching particular skills,

procedures, or concepts. When these problem areas are

identified they Are usually Corrected. Wheh embedded test

tasks or items are used in this manner they contribute

greatly to effective teaching and mastery of key course

skills and knowledge by students. This is a formative

evaluation function. Information is provided by which

future instructional activities of the learner and the

instructor are modified to achieve mastery of course content.

Thus, students who initially do poorly on specific test

tasks or items embedded in the sequence of instruction,

'shoulemister the areas in which they are having difficulty

by the end of the course. There is a great deal of empirical

research which indicAtes this is the typical pattern in

courses where embedded test tasks and their results are used

in a formativeSway. The Personalized System of Instruction

Method (PSI)/ sometimes called the Keller plan, operates

precisely this way. PSI has proven extremely effective for

the instruction of engineering and other technical, and

scientific courses (Cleaver, 1976; Ericksen, 1974;,

Heimback, 1979; Kulik & Kulik, 1975; Kulik, Kulik, Cohen,

1979).

For this reason, a simple summation of all of the

embedded test tasks performances of students is not accurate.

It provides too low an estimate of students' exit level

learnin7. Because of this, nearly all PSI and similar mastery
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learning approaches to instruction typically provide some

final'andJtomprehensive test of performance. These tests

usually consist of items sampled from across the entire

coarse of'-instrwation. The items are parallel but not

identical to the items used in the embedded tests during

the course of instruction. Thisinsures that students are

required to learn general skills and principles, and not

simply the array of correct responses to 'a particular set of

items, a possibility if the same items were used on both,/

the embedded test tasks and the final examination'or 0Oret

test. There' is much research on the effectiveness' of

instruction which makes use of embedded test tasks in a

formative way coupled with the use of summative post tests.

Where the focus of instruction is upon mastery .of complgx

skills and performance capability these thsting procedures

are very effective (Gagne, 1962; Grogan, 1979; Kulik & Kulik;

Kulik, et al., 1979).
4

Measuring Functional.Integration of Knowledge and Skill

The seCond reason for use of post tests is to provide

an assessment procedure by which to test for the student's

ability to integrate and use wisely all the component know -

ledges and skills which have been taught in a course. On

the basis of individual tests,of separate components -of the

total performance, it is rot pOssible to infer that persons

have learned to put all of these components together into a
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skilled performanCe involving the eolution of a complex

problem. If one wishes to test for skilled performance in

integration endwise use of the range of skill and knowledge

req4ired for solving problems of particular types, One needs

to develop test items which have tis particular requirement

for their correct completion. Again, increasingly

complex embedded test tasks.of the type included in the

Hydrology and Sedimghtology course referenced earlier

(Haan & Barfield, 1978) and similar to the sample test shown

for one_unit of that course (see Appendix B), can do pluch

to assess the student's ability-to perform the integration of
XI

particulars. Good embedded.teSt tasks cumulate across,the

course froi test tasks of simple and particular knowledge

. and skill to very complex test tasks requiring discrimintion,

judgment, integration, and wise use of .a large amount of

facts, concepts, procedures, principles, and theories.
1

Performance-based:engineering education approaches are

designed in this manner. A series of successful project

activitids and assessments of complex performance capabilities

are scheduled throughout a student's ppogram. The complexity

of these performance. tasks and projels'increases systematically

as the student progresses (Grogan, 1979). If this is so, why
would a post test which tests for similar ability to integrate

and USG course knowledge and skill wisely and well be needed?
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The answer is similar to an earlier answer concerning.

the use of post tests. Even complex embedded test tasks are

more intended for practice and instructio;al diagnosis of

What students need to learn,and what they have already ,

learned at particular points in the course than they are for

suimative evaluation statements about the overall amount of

learning resulting'from the course. Even the most demanding .

and complex embedded test tasks are typically practice

situations. They are usually admi'nistened in situations

where the student may ask for and roperly receive assistance

if he or she has difficulty on any paint in'the problem.

This is appropriate because the task is seen as away to
ti

diagnose what the student can orcannot do in the interest of

achieving mastery of tthe course content. Both the instructor

and the student need to know what must still be learned to,

perform some complex task correctly and efficiently.

,Collectively the record of an individual's performanceton

these--types of embedded test tasks can reveal much about

the'student's rate of progress through the course. Sometime

it becomes clear that a gfudent is having great-difficulty

and progressing too slowly. If a student needs too much

time and extra assistance to master material other students

can master much more quickly, it becomes a serious drain on

limited time and teaching resources. Likewise, a record

of individual student performance on embedded test tasks

also reveals which students are highly competent and rapid
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learners of the course content. Yet when all is said and

done, it is usually desirable to have an'independent estimate

of the student's learning at the end a course to sum up

the overall degree of learning. The resul s of embeidded test

tasks and these\final assessment tasks may be combined and

used as an overall estimate of the learning res ting\trOm a

course; The reasons for needing this summative d ta have

been mentioned before. They include the needs of the learner,

the instructor, the employer, the professional credentialling

agency and others legitimately concerned with the degree of

learning achieved by the professional engineer at the

conclusion of a period of training in a continuing eddcation

course°of whatever variety. More will bd(said about this in

Chapter 13.

Summary of Main Features of Post Tests

It is apparent that good:Post tests for continuing

education courses must have three' main features. First, they

should be representative of the breadth and various levels of

course knowledge and skills. Second, they should test the

ability of students to integrate all of this knowledge and

skill wisely and with technical accuracy in the solutiOn of

complex problems. Third, they should be short, require oily

a small amount oftime to complete, and permit relatively

quick And objective scoring procedures. It is for the third

reason that the testing of complex'skills by the military,
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the government, and many industries has come to rely upon

multi iple.cnoice and similar short answer objective tems.

Tests developed in this format, which follow the procedures

laid down in this and tie other chapters,_hre likely to

be good estimates of the degree of learning outcomes resulting

from continuing education courses. They are also likely to

be efficient in terms of. the time required for administration

and scoring. In addition,,if used properly;..they are likely

to be appreciated,rather than objected to, by enrollees:in

continuing education courses. Persons who are learning

complex skills and procedured usually welcome the, chance to

demonstrate their newly developed competencies. A large

majority of the professional engineers,suiveyed in a number

of continuing education courses at the University of Kentucky

and elsewhere have indicated they have no objection to

being tested (Terry( 1979; )41ods et,a1., 1978).

1

Adequate versus Ultimate Summative Evaluation

APost tests are needed to ptovide independent and efficient

assessment.of the degree of learning which occurs at the end

of a course. These assessments ate only estimates. The

degree to. which the estimates are valid and accurate depends

upon how well the tests have been constructed: There is no

substitute for'the assessment of complex performance.and the

products which result from that performance in actual work

setting's. The ultimate summative evaluation of a bridge
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design is how well an actual bridge built.to'the design'

specifications performs over a long period of time, perhaps

80 years or more. Yet it is not possible to test the bridgeo

design by waiting 10, 20, or 80 years to see how well it

actually performst Rather, one must take what one knows
4

about bridge design and construction generally, design small 1*

models and simulations which test aspects of the propbsed

bridge design, and finally construct inferences on the

basis of these simulations and the general fund of knowledge

about hoW to actually build bridges. *Then bridges are

built, even though the ultimate valuation has not occurred.

- So it is also in the deeign.of courses to teach persons

complex skills and performance capabilities. One cannot wait

and. see how well the performance capability has been learned

in a lohq...rm sense by course participants before teaching

the course. again anymore than bridge builders can wait for
4

the ultimate full performance test of a bridge design before

constructing additional bridges. In both cases theie is too

little, time to perform the total and complete sutmative

evaliation.

Even the supervisors of-protessional'dngineers sample
ailk

only pares" of the engineer's actual performance for close

examination. There is simply not time to obs6ve the entire

performance. In, addition, the supervisor samples, for

detailed examination, only some of_theproducts,of the

engineerts work., The beginning engineer is watched more
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closely', the highly experienced end Allied-engineer very

I.litele. It is even less practical for the.continuing

education inst,rucd6r, br the direbtor..of a continuing

1

education course, to monitor closely the actual on-the-

job performance of engineers who have completed-tiaining in

partpicdlar short courses and other types of'condinuing

education experiences. All that can be done is to construct

reasonable approximations to some of the more critical

features of performance of some complex procedure. These are

usually abbreviated simulations of aspects of real.tasks and

problems which will be faced by the engineer in hisaor her

work activity. These tasks can be test items similar to
.9

those displayed in,Appendix B or some other-form of'more

TrActical examination as is often given in laboratory or

project'assignmentsin technical courses. From these types

of assessment tasks..it'is possible to make inferences about

how well participants are leannin'g the skills and knowledge .1

which are the intended -learning outcomes for specific

continuing education, courses.
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Chapter 9*

DELAYED POST TESTS AND OTHER ASSESSMENTS
OF LEARNING OUTCOMES

. _
, .

No matter how excellent are the results of the initial

tests of a new bridge design which uses rites construction
.

materials and methods,the persons,involved are keenly 111:

interested in the actual performance of
.

the'bridge once it is

in service. Consequently they 6bseve.it closely, note any

problems, and modify designs for future bridges. There is a

parallel for persons who develop and operate continuing

education courses. No matterhow popular the course, or

how positive the initial summative evaluation, it pays to

monitor the performancre of persons who have completed the

course to learn more about the need for the course, the

degree to which.course content and principles are being used

in sound and proper ways, and the genera] value of the course

to the engineering population it is designed to serve. This

constitutes the first goal for delayed post tests 9r other ,

delayed assessment procedures. The information from these
46.

follow-up assessments reveals not only what the participants'

have learned, but also whether they are able'and willing to

put this knowledge and skill to-use in their daily,work

activity.

Complex,Skills Improve with Time and Experience-
_

There is ,another reason for the use of delayed post

tests or !Adler typos of follow up assessment procedures.
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Maily.of the outcomes for continuing education courses in

iengineeeing are very complex performance capabilities. These-
capabilities are based upon the =proper conceptualization of

4pany facts, relationships,
and concepts; and upon the ability

J
to apply many principles and theories to a wide range of

,\ practical situations. Since these situations are very

diverse, many times modifications must be made in procedures,

principles, and models if particular problems are, to be

solved% No one course cn offer the range of problem

situations needed to full instruct participants. The high
levels of competencein applying course content and know-

ledge to the entire range of situations likelytobe
encountered in the real work setting dome only with much

appropriate experience. The learning activities inCluded
in any course are also only partial samples of what must
really be experienced and understood if performance in the
domain 'under considetion is to become highly expert. In

such situations the usual goal is to make the student very

familiar with the basid features of what a good performance
is across a finite number of realistic situations. In

addition, oneusually also tries to teach something of the

background, theory, principles, and varialbles which help

thejengineer understand better' certain procedures workt
(

well and others are not particulaily suitedto the solution

of certain types of problems.
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It has long been known that when skillful performance

of complex tasks is the goal of instruction, quality of the

performance usually increases after formal instruction is

completed and the person has returned to the job or continued

to pursue study-in area. Simple facts and recall

of information decresse rapidly with time after instruction.

Yet, retention of principles, technAciues, and skills in

compleX performance areas typically increases and becomes

even more polished long after formal instruction has ceased,

provided they are used.

.Tyler (19'34) performed some 'of the early empirical

studies which revaled this principle. He found-that

college students in a zoology course forgcit 77 percent

of the factual material, such as naming parts of animals,

a year after completion of the course. However, there was

no loss in skill in applying_ ppinciples or rules *learned in

the course to new situations not encountered in the course,

even a year after the completion of the course. In fact,

Tyler's studies showed a 25 percent gain in the skill of

rly interpreting new experimental designs in hew

s a year after the course had been completed (Gage r

Berliner, 1975, p. 143).

The same results have been observed many times by other
N*

researchers. Complex skills, principles, and procedural

ethods are difficult to learn. One cannot simply "look up"

these skills and know how to use them. They come only with
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much effort and guided practice; and they get better"With

time and experience after instruction is completed in the ,

formal sense (Cole, 1972; G4gnsit, 1962, 1965, 1974).' Reading

is one example of a complex skill with exactly these types

of properties. One cannot "look up" how to read. It is a

complex performance consisting of man'y sub-skills which must

be integrated into an efficient and smooth performance.

These' types of complex learnings have been referred' to as

"process skills" because they are generalizable ways of

processing information and solving problems. Once learned

they a = very-resistant to forgetting or what psychologists

call extinction. hey typical din life long, and are

used continuously. Like good wine, they improve with

time (Cole,' 1972).

Measuring Growth of "Process" Skills

Because the skills being taught in many continuing

engineering education courses are of the "process" variety,

it is impOrtant to'dete.rmine if participants who hare com-

pleted the course some time ago are growing in the skills

they acquired initially during the course. If they are not,

it probdbly means they are not using the information and

'skill offered in the course in their work. This may be a

good indication that the course is notl-FI'd-iticularly needed

or relevant. Of course, this may be true for some courses

and not others. Again, it must'be remembered that

\. some engineers and scientists enter even very technical and

O 0
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specialized courses not becluse of the desire to use the

information learned in their daily work activity, but simply

because they are curious or wish to become more broadly

informed. However, if it is presumed that the maj,,n reason

for a continuing education Bourse is to upgrade specific
a

knowledge and skill related to increased competence in some

'engineering activity specialty, failure to use concepts and

skills acquired in a course by large numbers of participants

over replications of a course is damning. If the course is

central and yital to better performance, participants should

at least not forget or perform more poorly on a delayed post

test or other assessment procedure compared to a post test.

Ideally and practically, they should improve in their

performanTI, particularly if they are applying course

priniples and procedures frequently in their work activity.

It must also be remembered that participants will apply

selectively that which they have learned. All of the know-

'1 ledge and skill Acquired in a course may not be routinely

used on the job. However, these, portion's of'the course which

are relevant to the work activity of the engineer should

come to be learned very well.,

Now that we have examined two reasons for the use of

delayed Pogi tests or some other type of assessment procedure,

let us consider other reasons for such assessments.
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Purposes for Assessing Delayed Learning Outcomes

Formal administration of tests developed and used earlier

as post tests is one method of determining how much of

course content and skills is being used.and retained'by past
1

course participants. If such a procedure is carried out,-one

would not usually test all participants fom past course

sessions. Rather, one would sample from among those persons,

mail out the test, have. persons Somplete the test, and return

it for scoring. Generally it would be of little interest to

the practicing engineer.and his or her employer to. participate

in such delayed post testing as a means of assessing the

individual's competence in complex performance areas. As

was noted'earlier, it is the daily observation-"of the

engineer's performance and the products of the performance

which constitute the practical evaluation carried out by the

engineer, his or her colkeagues, and the employer and clients

for whom theengineer works. This practical evaluation and

the tacit understanding which it produces among all of these

groups is the west, meaningful. and significant delayed post

test evalliation. If a course ii found wanting bythis tacit

evaluation,procedure among these groups, it will not be

subscribed in the future and it id, in fact, funCtiOnally
.

judged to be inappropriate to-needs of practitioners.

Why then, would it be advisable to administer a formal

delayed postltest? Why would participants of past Bourses be

willing to engage in such an activity? The answers to these\
-149-



questions have to do with the need-to conduct formal summative

evaluation of coUrsessand their effectivenehs by those who

design andteac4 them. The central issue is the evaluation

of courses, not the evaluation of persons: A formal tesqng

of the knowledge and skill. of a sampling of past course

participantdtcan'tell, the course instructors and developers
\

if,the content and procedures taught in the bourse, are,

indeed, being practiced and learned to higher levels of

Competence by participant after returning to the job. If

this outcome is.a goal for the course', it ought to be

measured. If the outcome is achieved as indicated by an

improvement in the snores of participants on a delayed pott

test, this information can be verieseful. It can provide

some indication of about how much`, additional practice is

required for participants to become facile with the content

and skills'of a given course. This information can be iiade

public to potential future participants and employers. In

that event both may have 'a more reasonable expectation about

what to expect as 'an immediate learning outcome for, a

particular short course or similar experience. The

information also communicates what may be required in the

way of on- the - job learning following the course experience

to'lhelp the participant become competent to high levels_of

expertise in a qiveh Skill area. This'approach is especially
\

important, in situatiohs where they is a great amount of

complex material to be learned in a short time.

Nib
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The "Hydrology and Sedimentology of Surface Mined Lands"

course is a good example (Haan & Barfield, 1978). The

material in this course is so complex that all that can be

expected as a reasonable immediate outcome for the.tthree day

short course is that participants will understand how to

approach the design of drainage systems and storage structures

using the latest thinking, models', and techniques. Thorough

familarity with the appropriate methods and procedures is the

immediate goal. In addition,, the course textbook is really

a technical manual which contains all of the information,

models, procedures', tables, computational algorithms, and

rules of thumb typically needed to design any drainage and

storage system for ally surface mining operation on any

type of topography, soil type, and climatic condition.

Therefore, a major outcome intended for the short course,

as an immediate objective, is great facility in knowing how

to use the manUaliPThis involves knowing how to locate

appropriate information' from charts and tables, knowing how

to set up a problem given certain conditions and ranges of

values in parameters such as rainfall pabterns, soil types,

slopes, local ground dover, and relatid matters. At the

end of the course, all participants should be able-to

demonstrate high levels of competence in the correct use of

the manual for a range of sample problems.

These sampLt problems are the test tasks which are

embedded throughout and the post test tasks found at the end
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o f the course. Yet, ability to perform well on these tasks

does not insure continued growth and facility in actually

designing good drainage, div.ersion, and storage systems for

'surface run-off in surface mining operations. If Ape initial

course objectives are achieved the participants are equipped

to begin to improve their actual designs in this area through

the use of many new conceptual and procedural tools presented -

in the three-day short course. Actual proper use of these

tools will occur only if the participants return to their

work setting and contijnue,to design such systems and apply

the tools and skills they have initially acquired.

Work Samples as Alternatives to Formal Testing

Another alf ternative to theodministration of a delayed

post test to participants after'the completion of a shorthort

course is evaluation of actual work samples. Enough time

should have elapsed to allow for the participants to

actually have engaged in the rep,eated application of the,

skills and knowledge learned in the course. Actual work

fromfrom on the job performance are collected end

evaluated. For example, a random sample of past course

participants can be asked to submit a recent actual drainage

anc storage design for a surface mining operation which

they had prepared. 'These actual products of engineers'

performances can be evaluated and scored much the same way
4

a laboratory activity of students is scored. ' Persons who
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teach the course can determine to )hat extent the concepts

and,skills in the course and the technical manual are being

used prpperly and efficiently. common errors or

misunderst4ndings can be notedby instructors. This

procedure constitutes the best pOgsible delayed post test,

assessment of the participants' abill,ty to actually use the

Course content and skills in ways to improve practice.

However, the procedure,is tame consuming and difficult. It
A

might take as long as a day to "grade" and,evaluate the'

design of any one engineer for a given complex problem.

Certainly only a few such thorough evaluations could be,

carried out in terms of available time. The valug,,of such

activity would be primarily for a stronger summative

evaluation,about the effectiveness of a 'course than Could be

obtained from an end of course post test alone. Again the

interest in carrying out such delayed post testing s for

the evaluation of courses, not persons.

Advantages of Abbreviated Test Tasks for Delayed Assessment

A more efficient alternative to the evaluation of actual .

work samples of past participants' performances would be

.administration Ofa goOd parallel test similar to the
.1

embedded test tasks and post-tests described in the last

chapter. That is, these test tasks or items would be

abbreviated to require only a small amount of the. participants'

1\ime. These tests should be constructed to the same

specifications as indicated earlier for pre-test, embedded
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test, and post test items. BecauSe an assemblage of such

items could be completed fairly quickly, and because the

iteins could he cast in such a manner that they could be

scored objectively by use of a multiple choice format-or

some similar,short answer objective format, the course

developers could very quickly evaluate participants'

performances. 'What would result is some indication of how

much retention and growth occurred in the use of course

I

concepts and skills after

content on the job.

rn to and use of the course

It is important 'to rte that one would want to insure

that those persons sampled for :ally tvne of delayed post

testing procedure ate actually engaged in work activity which

-calls for or requires the application of the course concepts

and skills which were instructed in the short course. If

one sampled many Persons who.worked in areas which did not

involve the use Of the course content in thgir work, one

would expect no addional growth in skill or knowledge level.

Therefore, any delayed post testing, or -other type of

A
assessment of the stability and growth of course concepts

and skills, should always,be acbompanied by procedures for

obtain' some other types of information about the

11i

.

4.individ 1
's use of the course content in his or her work.

,
.

.
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Questionnaires, Surveys, and Interviews as Delayed Asse'sment

Procedures

Questionnaires asking about the frequendy of use of

course content directed to the past participants or their

supervisors are very ,appr:opriate. So are other questions

asking ',bout the critical nature of the course content and

Skills. -Examples of such questions include, "How frequently

do you use the content, skills, and procedures learned in

the Hydrology and Sedimentology course in your work?" or ?In

the ast three months, how many times have you been faced

with a problem where, some\ knowledge skill, or procedure
60.

encountered in the Hydrology-and Sedimentology course was

essential to the solution of theproblem? Appendix A

contains many examples of these types of questions which can

IL used to collect information from past participants an

their employers co'ncerni'ng the degree to which the course

content is meaningful and centrally inyoived in-ongoing work:

performance. Past course participants should be asked

question's 'about.the degree of critical usage of the course

content and skills, the frequency of use, the degree to

which participants.have recommended other colleagues'

attendance at replications of the pirticular short course, and

how useful the course was to their ongOing work acticilty.

The, responses to these types,of questions are very-informative.

Information of this type should be routinely gathered and

used along with' test !later as part of the delayed assessment
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of the effectivenets of short coursesNand other formats of

continuing engineering elucation courses.

Data on these types of dimensions can be collected from

systematic interviews,conducted with samples of past,

participant or employers by telephone. -Written

questionnaires and surveysomay alsobe used. In either case,

engineers and their employers are-usually willing to

participate in such activities if it is clear to them that

the persons conducting the survey are seeing information.
about the value of particular short courses.to better meet

the needs of practicing engineers. For the same reason,

these groups are willing to participate in the completion of

formal post tests on course content and skills and to submit

actual productt of on-the-job work performance for evaluation-
.

\by course instructors.

Role of Delayed Assessment Activity in "Needs" Assessment

Systematic gathering of such information makes the tacit

evaluation of a given Short course very clear to the

developers of the co rse and to those who directaand operate

continuing education rograms. In addition, routinely seeking

such information from samples of past continuing education

course participants and their employers conveys to both

groups a sincere interest in the needs of practicing

engineers on ,the/paft of continuing enqineeAnq educators.

Needs assessment is an often used and abused term in the
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jargon of continuing education. It is'often implied that all

that is necessary is to "qo out into the field" and find out

.

what it is that prospective clients for continuing educaion.

, courses "need" or,"want". There is no' better way to" be

involved in needs assessment activitiesyothek than continual

interladtion with past participants and their employers

concerning the outcomes, intended and unintended, of courses

'already in operation. If_courses are developed and operated

which serve well the fir'ctional needs professional
410

engineers, and if follow-up activities on the. part of the,.

persons who pperate continuing education programs convey a

sincere, interest in making these courses even more effedtive,

new opportunities to develop additional courses and

continuing education experienceswill.arise. The value of

these follow-up interactions wittl participants and their

employers is -high for both the summative evaluation 9f the

degred to which given courses have achieved intended long

term go&ls.as +11 as for maintaining an open and easy

communication between the sta'ff of,continuj.na education
.

..

programs and the clients they serve.

Conclusion

-Oftentimes persons in professional licensing organizations.
S)

and academic circles tend to attribute more credIibility to

the results of for-mal test scores given at 'the end of courses'

as measures of learning outcomes than to information gained

-i57
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from the tvp4S of folloy-uo and delayed assessment procedures
.

.

which have been described in this chapter. In reality, both

types of information are needed if one is to make reasonable

inferences,about the degrees of learning which results from

a particuIax short course or similar continuing education

experience.

<

i o

1,.. it.
I

,

t

I
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chapter

DEVELOPING VALID AND RELIABLE 'TESTS FOR
ASSESSING LEARNING OUTCOMES

Earlietchapters have set forth many procedures/Or

making valid inferences about learning outcomes\resultinq

from continuing education courses. There are other way's of

'measuring learning outcomes resulting from continuing

engineering 'education courses besides formal testing. Somq

of these alternatives have been describedpFeviously'. Yet,

formal testing is one ay by which valid and reliable

assessments of learning can be made in an efficient manner.

Developing tests which perform in this manner is a demanding

task requiring much time and expertise. However, if a

particular short course or 6ther type of continuingeducatio n

instructional, activity is bo be replicated ,many times, it is

worthwhile to develOp pre- tests., embedded tests, post tests,

and-delayed post tests. The.Utility of these tests is

. primarily fox assisting in the business of instruction by

determining what it is participants have or have not learned

and which methods and procedures'are most.effective in

achieVing.desired learning cutcOmeS.-:-

The remainder of this chapter presents a set of

procedures by whidh to construct good tests useful
o
for making

inferences about leVels of "skill and- knowledge, in)Fecific

_performance areas. The procedures apply to the development

7159-
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of pre-tests, embedded tests, post tests.and delayed post

tests. If:the procedures are properly.darried out, a,large

pool df good test items can be developed. Thest test items

can be assembled into parallel forms of the game test. The

parallel, forms should be'the'same in terms of the performance
\.

capabilities that they test for. They should be different in

that the individual items and tasks of which they are
.

V

comprised, althdugh drawn from the same performance domains,

represen4 different problem situations. If test items are

abperly developed, at is possible to .use the parallel forms

of a test interchangably for, certain pre-test, post test, and
.

delayed post test functions. This means that the effort

expended in developing aogdod test item pool for a frequently

taught courseis a good investment although the initial

development of the item pool is costly.

Subsequent sections of this chapter deal with each f

the first .foui main steps in a procedure for developing

valid and reliable tests; Chapter 11 deals with the fifth

step. All five main steps and the various subSteps are

presented in Table 3. .The procedure listed islesed on many

years of test development activities by many-persons. There

is a rich theoretical and empirical literature which supports

the procedure outlined. The presentation in these two

chapters is' simplified and basic. PerSons wishing more
-1,

detailed and technilal presentations may wish to eefer't.,

other sources such as baqk issueetof the idliinal Of
/

., '-'b
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Table 3

.Steps for Developing Pre-Tests, Embedded Tests,
Post Tests, and Delayed PoSt Tests, by

Which to Estimate Learning.Outcomes

I. Stating Course Objectives in Performance Terms

Determine desired course objectives.
_a) List the specific desired learning outcomes'in

terms of specific performance capabilities.
-b) State operational criteria by which adequacy of

the performance is to be judged.

-II: -Mapping Test' Items to tie Full Range of Performande,

Objectives

Identify, collect, design, and sample from realistic
problem areas test tasks by which to measure the specific
performance capabilities listed in step one, across all
topics And skill areas.
a)

4400'
Construct a performance by test item matrix to .

insure proper and complete coverage of performance
objectives by test item tasks.

b) EAamine the test tasks which have been selected .to
insure they 'are parallel to instructional tasks ic,y
which the performance, capabilities are to be
instructea.

c)' Examine the test tasks which have been assembled to
, 'insure they have; been properly, abbreviated from

more complex-real life problems:- Test'itemS must
test for Critiqal knowleglge aft& skills in the
perftirmance oft real Nona., tasks. Vet, they must
be able to be .6ompleted. in a short time,usually a
few ,minutes at most.

LI.1.External19. Validating Test tteme-and 'beets "

Validate the test task% initially assembled into a test
, to insure ths'test measureswhat is being tauelht in
the cours;

r

a) Identify other persons;expert-in the content of the
-course.

o

b).fiave eacti expert, examine the courgrontent,
objectives, and IpstrUctional tasks against the array
of tes items- to locate any areas of omission or
non -co thpatibiaity between instructional tasks and
goals and test.tasks by which to measure learning
toward these goals.
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Table,3 tcontinued)

c) Identify another small sample of persons expert
in the content and performance capabilities of
the course.

d) Administer the initial assemblage of test items-or
tasks to this'second group of experts.. 'Score
their performance on each item. Note problem
items where the experts answer incorrectly or
have difficulty.

e) Interview each expert and secure his or her
suggestions for-the improvement of individual
test items and the,oiterali Collection oeitemsoon
the test. Revise items And the test accordingly.

f). Administer the test items to a natte group of -

persons who have an engineering or scientific
background but-rio-P-articUiar_expertise in the areaof the performance outcomes taught in the course
under consideration. Score the performance of
each naive person. Note items which are answered
correctly by this naive group. Insure that most
of the items on the test are not of this basic
Or prerequisite ty0. Rewrite or prepare'mew
items that test for knowledge and skill taught in
the course, rather than some more general knowledge
or performance capability.

ElIV. Assembling Items Into Different Types of Tests

Examine each test item which has been develOped and-sortit into one'of'thsee categories, from the staddpoint ofthe level of knowledge or skill required for succesdfUl
completion of the item. These categories include:
1) Adams which test for only basic knowledge and
_tskill assumed upon entry into the course, required
for success in course,leareing activities, and
therefore, not instructed in the Course..

2) Items which, in addition to 1, test for knowledge
and skill outcomes which are the ppecific
performance objectives for the course and which
all persons should be to respond to'correctly
after completion of fhe course.

3) More difficult items which, in addition to 1 and
2, test for knowledge and skill that may be
expected to improve with,practice,after the short
'curse is completed because of application of
course principles and knowledge om the job.
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Table 3"(continued)

a) Sort all items into one of the three categories.
b) Determine the number, variety, and function of

all tests needed for assessment procedures
including pre-tests, embedded tests, post, tests,
and delayed post tests.

c) If deiired, assemble items from category one into
a pre-test. This test would serve only as a
screeiing and advising device. It would be
administered prior to ,a participant entering a
course and its results used to make judgment about
sufficiency of preparation for course activities.

d) Assemble a comprehensive pre-test, a comprehensive
post test, and &comprehensive delayed pest test
by using itms from all three categories. :For
each- tesOmost-of the items should be from-category
two, butf-there should be some items from category
one, and 3 as wellto insure a proper range of
easy and difficult items. Insure that each of
the three tests, with respect' to each other, has
anequal number of parallel items from categories
1, 2, And 3.

4) Administer and use the three assembled.com-
preherisive test forms interchangeably as pre-tests,
.post tests, and delayed pAt,tests for different
groups of participants on replications of .

bourse,.or use each test form for one-thied of
the participants in any given large enrollment .

course thepre-, post, or delayed post,
test role.

-v74f) Assemble any embedded tests useful for ongoing
assessment of learning.during instruction by
drfting items from categories 1 .2. Note that
in later stages of learning, it which were
initially in category '2 move to category one. Be
sure to use items parallel to but nOt identital
to the items sampled for the three forms of the
comprehensive tests'to avoid "teaching'for the
test." .

. .

Conducting Item Analysis and Test Reliability Studiei

Using the data collected from test administrations to
actual groups of odurse.participants:
a) Determine item diffnutty to each item'. .

b) Determine the ability of each item to discriminate
between perkone with a good understanding of,the
Subject and those'with a poor underStanding of the
course content.
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Table 3 (continued)

c) Determine the reliability of.the tests which have
been assembled by various procedures, modified to
be appropriate to criterion referenced testing
and mastery learning approaches if that is the
intent of instruction.

d) If needed, modify and rewrite, individual test items
to produce appropriate levels of difficulty and
discrimination across items.

e) Compare the various forms of tests which have been
developed, wAh as the comprehensive pre-test, the
comprehensive post tast,and the comprehensive -

delayed post test. If the tests are parallel but
consist Of different items, each may be/considered
an independent measure of the same performance
capabilities to the degree that all three test
forms are highly correlatdd with one another in
Any one role. That is, if all three forms are used
with three different groups as a comprehensive pre-
test, the same results should be obtained by all
three farms in this pre -test role. there should
be no significant,differente in pre-test. scores of
equivalent randoMly selected groups of beginning
course enrollees on any of the thkee test forms.
Likewise, any-of the three test forms which hive
been developed- should achieve the game results
with course enrollees when alternate forms are
used in any one role (post test or delayed post
test) over replications of course offerings.

f) Plot individual studefit and group mean scores 66r
pre- -test, post test, and delayed post tests against
rank order of participants on. some external
.criterion of performance, or against rank order of
the post test, across replications of the course
with different groupluxif partidipants., If the
course and the tests are designed properly, post
tests and delayed post test scores should be higher
than-pre-test scores' on comprehensive pre-tests.'
If this pattern does not occur there is a serious
problem with the test or with the instrddtion or
both. -How high the. performance !motes should be
to demonstrate mastery on the test forms is a
matter of logical determination. Mastery. may 1Se
set to be equivalent to. the average score obtained
by experts in the course content in step III abOve:
Mastery may also -be set at an Arbitrary level such
as an,average of 5 perdent correct completion
.of all test tasks.

-1.641.=
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Educational Measurement, the leading journal in this area.,-
.

Many good books are available such as Thorndike's (1971),

Measurement and Evaluation in Psychology and Education;

Maratuza'S (1977), Applying Norm-Referended and Criterion

Referended-Measurement in Education; Nunnally's (1972),

Educational Measurement and Evaluation; Marshall and Hales'

(1972), Classroom Test Construction; or Tyler and

(1974), Crucial Issues in Testing to name only a few.. The \

American Educational Research Association MoVnograph Series on
N

Curriculum Evaluation, volume's 1 through 5 published by Rand-

McNally, 'is another source of. excellent articles on this

topic.(AERA MonOgraph Series, 1967- 1970)..

The procedures Presented are ideal. In actual practice,

one cannot always employ all,,of the steps listed. However,

attention to the procedures will help insure better tests

by which'-to measure learning outcomes of *my, course',

'Steting Course Objectives in Performance Terms

.The first task'in the development of a learning

assessment test for any course, as well' as the development

of the course itself, is to specify the specific performance

.capabilitiei which are to result from instruction. The

particular ptiformancp capabilities of the student following

.instruction should be listed in "action verbs" (Gagne,. 1965;

Gagne, 1967.; Gagne & Briggs, 1974; Manni <3,4,1 70; Webb, 1970)..
\

Action verbs clearly point out what it i e person will be ti

able to do afteriinstruction. They provide ,a -convenient way
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to capture'the essential features of a performance in

operational terms. Any one action verb is not sufficient

to describe a complex performance in operational terms. i

However, a caFefualy-Selected array. of action verbs can often

'provide a good guide to the selection of instructional

activities by which to leach the essential elements ofthe

perfoimance and also "-the selection of.test tasks by which

to assess the degree to-which the performance has been learned.

Examples of action verbs include calculate, design,

construct, compare, recall, select, organize, recognize, and

/o forth. How one uses these er similar action verbs to

describe the specific Performance expected to result from the

instructional activity is illustrated in Table 4. The

action verbs listed are those for the first unit in the

"Hydrology and Sedimentology" course (Hahn & Barfield, 1978)

described in earlier chapters. The objectives listed ie Table

4'eto 4hit bads fot the sample trt items in Table 5.
le

Eaph objective in Table 4 includes one or more action

verb in a statement of what the learner should be able todo

given certliin probleM conditions and availabhe resources in the

forms of'form las, computational algorithms, charts, and

tables.. ,Col ectiVely, the objectives define the'expectel"

performancie outcome capabilities which should be achieved by

students,at the end of the unit of instruction. Furthermore,

these descriptions are stated in very operational terms. The

test items in the.sampleest in Table 5 and'APpendix B are

1 7..



Table 4

PerfpArCe Objectives for Open Channel
Hydraulic Structures Unit: An

Illustration of Test Construction Procedures*

Description of the PerformanceObjective
. Action Required and the ConditionsNumber Verb(s) Under Which it is to Occur

1 Describe What happens to the value of
Manning's n when the boundary of a
channel varies through a range of r
structural conditions incidding
different types of vegetation,-non-,
vegetated soil aggregates, and,
man -made 'lining materials-.

2 'Recall , TheThe typical Profile-of flow
Recognize belocities (fps) for hydrologic

channels of various cross section
shapes at typical slopes.

3 Describe The relationship between retardancb
Adjust and flow, rate in an hydrologic
Calculate channel and make adjmstments in

design specifications (depth; top
width, hydraulic radius, slope,
and cross sectionX to produce
desired freeboard and channer

,

performance given changes in
retardance or flow rates.

4 Calculate By, the limiting,velocity method the
-permissible flow rate for channels
giveh,various slopes, required

'capa6ities, boundary, conditions,
soil.ioppes, and channel cross
sections.

5 Calculate, By appropriate methods and proper
use of tables and charts provided,
the value of Manning's n for any
type-of channel given the boundary
characteristics.

a

a.

t

*See Appendix B for details about how '.the performance
descgptions were developed and how test items were designed
to, measure each objective.
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Objective
Number

Table 4 (continued)
4

Description of the Performance
Required and the Conditions
Under Which it is to Occur

Action
Veib(s)

6 Calculate

, 'Calculate

9

Design,
Diagram,
Label

r

Recognize

10 Use
'Select
\Doublecheck

The hydraulic radius of channels of
differing %moss sectidos according
to the appropriate loodification of
the basic computatianal.algoiithms.,

The design specificatiyns for any
giveh-channel-including the values
Vp, R, S, D, and necessary free-
board given the specifications far

-am; two of these values and
int5ormation'abou't soil type,
topography, etc.

At4ydroloqic channel dened to
Pgrfbrm to_ stated flteci=a-tioni
under stated problem-conditions,
similar to those listed in item '

g above.

The reasonableness of design
specifications obtained .as the
solution,to, a particular design

,.probleM involving a hydro160p
channel given the problem variables.

'Appropriately, computational short
cut procedures, computational
algorithms, and graphic soldA6ns to
complex equations given a variety
of problems involving the design of
hydrologic channels under widely
differing conditions of rainfall,
soil type, slope, ,etc.
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designed spWcifically to measure the'degree to which these

,le'arningoutcomes have been Achieved.. Study of the sample
a

test items 'in Appendix B, the accompanying textual material

in the Appendix, and Tables 4 and 5 in this chapter provides

one illustration about how the essential features of a

complex performance maybe op ationalized and translated into'

specific learning asSesament t ks;\ in this case; particular
N ,

test items designed to measure each action verb performance
.

statement.

Mapping Test Refs to-the-Mir-Range of Performanceo

Objectives'

It is very important to the development, of a good test

3

to be sure that,each of the*aany perfbrmance outcomes

expected to result from instruction is tested Or by several,

different items: This required an ar'ray,of items which have

been fitted to or "mapped out" -tolthefull.range of specific

performance objectives. This process of mapping out 'items
,

to cover all the main performance objectives attheir
, .

differing levels of difficulty can, be aided by a number of

systematic approaches. Perhaps an example will be informative.
_ . ..4:_ ,

sample testThe st in Appendix B has eleven items. For,
.,,

convenience the 11 iest items are presented. is Table.5. .The

full test with-its attached'reference materials and detailed

narrative explaining how the test items were developed is.

,found in Appendix'B: The purpaseof the material in -the

Appendix is:to assist the reader in generalizing the
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Table 5

TEST FOR "OPEN CHANNEL HYDRAULICS" UNIT - illustrating
the Mapping of Items to Performance Objectives-

1. What is a typical profile of flow velocities (fps) for
the channel cross section represented in this figure?

a,

A. a = 4.9, b 6.5, c = 1.2, d = 2.6
B. a = 1.2, b .,--, 2.6, c = A.0, d 6.5
C. a = 6.5, b'= 4.9, c = 2.6, d = 1:2
C. a = 6.5, b = c = 2.6, 'd = 2.3

2. What happens to the value of Manning's'n when an
erodible parabolic cross section open channel ib
vegetated compared to an identical nonvegetated channel?

A. increases
B.. decreases

:C. remains unchanged
D. varies with runoff velume

3. A nonvegetated trapezoidal channel through 'a sandy loam
dollidal soil has originally been designed to carry 8 0
cits of water,down a 4% slope. 'Suppose the engineer later
decides to use a vegetated channel. What-must he do to
insure an equivalent capacity with the vegetated 'channel
given the same'slope, soil conditions, and channek shape?

A. Select a grass which Will grow to a uniform
,

height without cluMping to assure uniform 'flow
'rates at the channel.perimeter.

B. Design a somewhat deeper and wider channel to ,

allow for the increased retardance of the flow
4g- caused by the vegetation.

.C. Design 'a somewhat shallower and narrowed'channel
because with yegetation a higher flow rate can
be, sustained.

D. Maintain the original spec ifications for the n'on-
, vegetated channel because the flow capacity will

remain nearly unchanged.
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fable 5 (continued)

A channel is to be desiowled to carry 11.6 cfs of\clear water down a 7%-slope. The channel Material'isshale and hardpan. The channel is- to be trapezoidalwith a 3:1 side slope. Use this information to answerquestions 4-8.
1

44. Using the limiting velocity method, what is t40permissible velocity-(fps) for water flowing in thisnonvegetated channel?
0-

A. 6.0
B. 3.5
C. 2.7
D. 4.0

Io

0

9

5. What is the value of Manning's'n for this nonvegetateechanngl?

A. .037
B. '.026
C. .030
D. .025 .

t

1.49 2/3 1/2 -
.

6. Using Manni4s equation, Vp = 11 ,It , the
J,hydraulic radiud of the channel is balaaated.to be .

1.32 ft.-r- The channel cross section area ii found from- A Q/V d is calculated to be 1.93 ft 4. The engineers ,then es that the channel depth should beapprox Ately 1.3 feet. He also assumes that the bottom ,.-, width, can be, estimated from A = bd where' ,'b + 1. /1.3 or 1.48 ft. What should he do next?'. ..-
A. Add 20% to the depth value and the bottom

.width value to provide adequate freeboard in,cane of a heavy'rainstord.
6 'fii; Check to see if his approximations for depth'and bottom widefave peasonableby using therelationship r-\ 0
1

, ., 04t42'L_
.

41

1-

,

R ,,5- +2(-4., 1
,C. Calculate,theiotop width of the channel byusing the relationship, Cs, b'+ Zdz!.

D.' Calculbate't1)e wetted perlImittei-varue. dr-the::..
channel lasing the relationship z 4 1't0,2d

. determine flow resistance.. 7 ,

*ItemS enclosed in bracketS COntain information in their stems'necessary for the solution of problems contained -in later itemsin that group of items.
.

4
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Table 5 (continued) I

7. What can b'e said about the engineer's estimates of the
values for the depth and bottont width of the channel?

A. Both values are a reasonable approximation of
° the true values.

B. Neither value is a reasonable approximatiori of
the true value.

C. The width estimation based on assuming. a
rectangular gross section is only slightly in.error

D.' The depth approximation is based upon assuming.
that R = d and is quite accurate for this channel.'

8. What are the final values which'are necessary for the
depth, (6) bottom width (b), and top width (T) of the
'channel if it is to operate at the capacity given in
the first part of this problem and under the soil and
slope conditions specified? Include the necessary
freeboard (ft.).

. A. D = 1.3, b =
B. D = 1.6, b =
0. D = X2.0, b =
D. D = 2.4, b =

.

1.5, T = 9.26
1.8, T = 11.1
7.0, T = 15.0
7.0, T = J8.0

Arparabolic channel is to be, designed to carry 25 cfs
of water pn a 4% slope. Because the soil is easily
erodedthrdesgner decides to vegetate the channel
with fescuttihiah is to be unmowed. Use this
informatioristo answer questions.9 - 1/.

,P

9: What 14 the maximum permissible velocity for water
flowin4 through this channel (fps)?

10. What is the retarda ass for this vegetated channel?

A. A
B. B
0. C
D. D

11. What is.the hydraulic radius of this channel?

'A. 1.1
B. .58
C. .82
D. 1.6.. -172:
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principles demonstrated in this illustrationto the design

of other tests, The test items in Table 5 were writtento"

test for the presenCe of the performance,objectives listed in

e Table 4. Examination of'the test items in the sampit test.and

the' performance objectives for which- they ,were generated

reveals several impOrtant points.
Il

First, it is apparent that the objectives and the test'
_

.
)

items written to measure their achievement vary in difficulty

and level of complexity. The first items and objectives 'are

simpler, the latter more difficult and complex. The first

`.')objectives and items mainly all for descript ion, recall,'and:

recognition of cert ain relationships, factd, and' principles,.,

Later objectives and ite ms call forapplication of knowledge

of facts, principles', and relationships0 in the' actual solving
1

,k some compleX problem.
I

,A good test should always consist of an array ofiitems

across levels-Of performance from complex to difficult. Such

a test reveals much about'what-parts of the final performance

have been learned well or not .0 well.. Learning complex

performance -tasks is a gradual process. It takes much time

and practice. It can be expected that early Assessments with

test tasks similar to those displayed, in the sample test in
.

Table 5 will show stronger performance in knowledge of facts

and recall of particular formulas than in Other. areas dealing

with the' skillful and rapid jntegratipn'of all the subskills

ind'knowledge into a complex problem solving activity. Thus,

-173=
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as student performance th examined across pre-tests, embedded

tests, and post tests, there should be much growth,'

; particularly in the'items dealing with Skillful application t

of course content and skills.. If such-growth does not appear,

there is something -wrong with the instruction or with the

test.

OneCommon mistake made with Zest' items, -especially of
.

the multiple choice.varietyw is to incfilde 'drily low-level,

b,realI of factual information types of items. ,, A, test composed. - $

r , t ..:;\ : e',of only fles. types of iems irvery 11m4ed as an assessment
,----, ,....

a 1 ,' A I a s:.',. b f rear-ntri§( a* orties of .a more co,mple,x, natUre. Ieferences...,.. ..,.
.. - . ,

... .

,f. atxtut the Overall'degree of leaning ,resulting, from.
,,.. q, ..," $ -

i .
.

-

,
-=-.-, ,..1 4^

41/4

as a ihStrtrtiOn. based ,on tests are valid., Only so long as 'the, test-
!. - . . w : ,,.

1 items accurately represent the full range, pf objectives from
.

) .
6. ,

*V ,,
- simple to complex. Eaqhperformance outcome intended de'a

7
goil of instruction. must be represented in 'the test items

.

presentedin order to al140.7 the student to demonstrate whatf k.he .or she has learned.

Inspection of the sample performance objeCtives, listed

in Table 4 and] the .sampit test. (Fable 5) for those performance

-

objectives, reveali another interesting characteristic. For
-4

the particulaeobjectives written for the unit, the test items

Presented are only one possible sampan of 'the many items '

which could be written to test for students' skirl in the

hievement of the intended performance outcomes. For any

i en perfo'rmanceobjective which is- stated in operational

-114-
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terms, it is possible to design many different test items

which measure, to some :degree, the underlying performance of

interest:'-This is why it is relatively easy to develop many

similar 'items for use on parallel test forms for use as pre-

tests, embedded tests, post tests, or delayed post tests

This property- of'multillple test items for each_perfbrmance'

'bbje/ctive becomes more pronounced_as the performance objectives
_

?
,

.

.become more .broad and inolusive.-
-, Thus, -it isleven easier 'to-. _., . .

, .

write many parallel form test items for complex-W,high
_

,..

,, .%
level .performance objeoltIves tan forsimple perfOrmailae

objectives which require only 'the memorization and:recall
r. 1 . .

of specific infordation,
.. ,

,,

- InspectioRilf the sample ob)e-ctiVes and the pest items
_

developed for these objectives also reveals another.important-

relationship. Any giventestjtem may test.for more than

one specific performance objective. Complex and demanding

test items usually test not only for the ability to integrate

and apply much knowledge, skill, and judgment into the correct

approach and solution of a problem. In addition,,they test

for knowledge and recall of appropniate facts; rel?tionships,
I

.

procedures,, and skills in bringing all of these components

together appropriately into a competent and skilled '

performance. Items 4%through 8 and 9 through 11 in the test
V

in Table 5 illustrate this property. Each of these item$

tests for tflowiedge at multiple levels, 't is desirable to

develop and use such multiple performance asse.sment test

-175-
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items. However, for every test item it should be clear what

particular perforMance outcomes are being measured.' Care must

also be taken to insure that the performance demanded by the

item can be-completed in a short andireasOnable length of

time for one test item. AA earlier chapter has provided

guidelines and examples of how to abbreviate such complex
A

performaoee assessnint tasks without losing the essence of

the'main features required for a Skillful performance. The

additionalfexplanatory Material in Appendix B for the test in
.

Table 5 also provides information about howta abbreviate

complex performance tasks to make, them into test items.

Taxonomic and Task Analysis Approaches to Mapping Items and

Objectives

,There are many procedures for monitoring the appropriate

level and sequenciAg of a hierarchy of performance objectives

and test tasks in the design of instructional activities and

the development of a range of test items by which to assess

achievement of the Objectives.. One good ;general Tilde to

striking an approprlite balance of ob/ectives and items, f?om

a simple and fact'oriented to.a complex and skill oriented
.

focUs, is the Taxonomy ofBducatrional Objectives: Handbook.

I, Cognitive Domain (Bloom, 1956). This manuall, provides

many'dpecific suggestions and illustrations of how to

assemble reasonable samples of both .perfotmance objectives

and test tasks and items by whibh to assess performance

Cr
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across various levels. Another source' which proVidas detailed

procedures'and examples of how to.construct arrays of

perfoTmance objectives-and'test itemsis the dbook on
,

,Formative and Summative Evaitiation'of StUdent'Learning

(Bloom et al., 1971); .

Anothc approach to the problem' may be found task

analysis interpretations of complex Performances. Underf,

. this, approach, the final performance capability intended as
, .

.

.

the'6utcome otinstruction s Tlescribed in all ot itsi,

complexity. Then one asks oneself and others expert in the'

performance domain,'"What knowledge and s0.11.are prerequisite

to being able to produce the final skilled-performance?" In

this manner, a series of knowledges and skills are

conceptualized in a descending hierarchy from Very highly

skilled and complex performnce to very basic levels of know-

edge and skill. After the conceptualization of the complex

perfotmance is "task analyzed" the various sub-skills and

knowledges become the focus of particular learning.objectives
which are now, arranged in an ascending hierarchy. The

ntended performance objectives at each level 9 the

hierarchy are, used to define the content, topics, learning

ac'civities, and instructional mat rials which will be used,

to instruct participants up 'the' hi rarchy of knowledge and.
.

skill. The same conceptual-hierarchy is used to develop a
- .

series of test Or'assess"Ment*tasks which parallel the

instructional tasks. The task analysis approachto the
design of, instructional objectives, instructional tasks

-177-
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.

.

° .1..'
.

.
.and,activities by which to,teachthe performance objectives,

and the test items by'which to assess learning resulting
- ,

. , from ins 'tru'ction, it particularly, well suited to technical!

t

. .

.,and scientific fields,. This is becaute in these fields-there

,is a natural cumulation of information, concepts, skills,

and complex. procedures into integrated and very high level

performances (Gvhe, 1962; Gagne, 1967; Gagne & Paradise,

1961; Sal'vendy & Seymour, 1973). The sample performance

Objectives in table 4 and the sample test items in Table 5

were developed in.a task analysis mapner and provide a

concrete illustration of the procedure.

Persons interested in the task analysis approach to

.the design of, instructional objectives, in'struct'ional

activities,. and psesament tasks will find ,The Conditions of

Learning (Gagne; 1977) and Principles of Instructional Design

'(GAgne-& Briggs, 1974) to be of value.: Both of- these texts

provide many details for using task analysis procedures. In

addition, many studies which Are excellent illustrations of

how to use the procedure in the design of technical courses '

are referenced. Many of the examples are from the technical

,and scientific fields. Another good source is a dissertation

titled,An Evaluation Model for Developmental Growth (Marion,

1978). Marion's research'is particularly, interesting since

it deals'explicitty with the measurement of complex

performancelcapabilities resulting from technical training

programs. In additiop, Marion's procedures are-explicitly
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conceptualized with a learning hierarchy TrameWorkand

designed to'jntegrate diverse types of information from

areas .such as forma -1 test scores, actual' student performance-,

in laboratory or clinical settings, and instructor or

supervisor ratings into a common assessment of the degree

1 of student learning.

Either the taxonomic approach a Bloom or the task
/

J
analysis approach of Gagne, Marion and others, can produce

a set of performance objectives and assessment tasks which

are. very operational. These approaches can also be nitely

'integrated with one another. Either approach also tends

to produce a proper array of test items representative of the

fu.1.1 knowledge and.skifl tdomain.required.for adequate

performance of complex tasks.... This is especially so if

attempts are made to groupd performance objectives,

instructional abtivities.and,,tasks, and test ,tasks in real
1

world problem solving tasks typically encountered in practice

by the engineer (Salvendy & SeymoUr, 1973).

1

Construct0i0 a Matrix of Objectives by Tett Items by Topics

..No mater what approach is used to generate test items,
\N,

it is a godeldea to-construct a ma ix of objectives by

items for each topic included in,a course. This insures the

develOpment.of9petter criterion by which to measure learning.

outcomes (Manni\T, 1970). The particular performance

objectives may b listed in a column, similar to the

,presentation,of

(-7

e sample objectives for the unit in the

1 200



Hydrology and Sedimentology coarse cn. Table 4. TeSt items

which have been developed can be sorted into rows

corresponding to each /level of objective represented in the

column. This proceciuie quickly reveals anv imbalance of 2,3

items in the tota1,4rray 'to be used for the test.. If
"

too

-many items are written at the'inrqlation level and tOo few

at the application of principles le4l it becomes immediately

apparent. Gaps often 'will he identified for levels of

. objectives for Which there are no items, but for which items

. .need to be developed if' the test is to be representative of

the range of content and skills instructed. it is also

possible to continue this same matrix construction. for

-other content areas of a given course. For example, in

the "Hydrology and Sedimentology" course, one could use the

same hierarchy of action verbs in a seqUence of objectives

across, not only the first unit in the course on open

channel hydraulics, but for each of the other'five units .in

the course-ae well. A separate matrix may be constructed flpr

each major topic, or unit in the course. 'What results

--is

a

matrix of objectives by test items by topics across the

course. In this way, the matrix of specific performance

objectives at various levels by content or topic areas can

be completely laid out.. With such a s ructure it is much

easier to map out a representative set of test items capable

.of providing a good assessment of the degrOe of learning

achieved by students followlng instruction. Persons interested

-1807
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'in'suripan approprite'coveraile of all performance and.con-

'tent areas by test items, there remains still another task

' 'before thdtest is assembled.- It is necessary to insure

t,

that each test item can be completed in a short period, of

time. As was indiCated in Chppter '7, test items and tasks

must be abbreyiated,situations which call for the

peiforMance capabilities required in applying odurse content

,.a.ndskillto the solution of real prtiblems in 'some complex

performance domain. The test must always be much shotter

than the time available for instruction and the time,

available for fdrmal instruction, must always be shorter than

the time Available' in the work setting for the actual use

of capcepts'and skills which:are,the focus of instruction.
.

Unless-one-is careful to abbreviate ,test tasks and items,

-one.ends up with asselsments of learning which are very

incomplete since all of the available testing time iA spent
t

on the completion of one Or two test teaks,. If the test
. . . .

. .
. .tasks are complex and

,

require acomprehensive integration of

course knowledge, and skills, the test can be more

representative of the performance domainibeinq taught.

Bowever, it is generally better to have multiple and

,independent indicators of learning outcomes by which to make
. S ,

inferencts about "persons' competence in complex performance
. .---..

areas. ,Thus many shortehed or abbreviated test items are.

,usually preferable to only one or two riajo'r and time

consuming test tasks. One exception to this rule is the

4
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laboratory practical examination where performance,is assessed

by,directly observing the person design and conduct an Oxperi-.

Ant, construct a computer 4ogram, Or analyze- the chemical

properties of an unk*ownmaterian However, for many courses

multiple short item teats remainthe mdst Oracticl'and
'A e

usefdl means of estimation'of learning abhievement short of

actual observation of on-the-job performance and the
4

-products rsulting from this performance..

Chapter 7 outlined ninny procedures by which complex

performance tasks cart be abbreviated into efficierit,and

brief test ,,tasks or items.. :Consequently, no, more will be.

said about, bits matter here.r$4
,

Externally Validating Test Items and Tes1ts
. $ l

All of the,previeWactivitlies ar directed
:

toward, .

. -
, ..

developin tests which are valid indicators of the learnlng.
:

.

,outcomes which 'resAlt from a course. 4bwever, sofar, all Of'
Al

- f

the validatibbprodedures are internal. They are based upon
e

the-judgment'of 'the course developer and test item constructor.

In actual practice the course developer and test item
,

ponstrubtor tend to be the same person or persons... This is

perfectly normal and desirable. As is pointed olAt'in Chapter'

7, test items and instructional tasks are closely related.
r .

Both are Arawn from the same domain of performhnce capabilities.

Test items should be rooted in the same array of content;

knowledge, and skill as Arethe inst ructional- tasks which are

p -183-
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selected for teaching a course.
z

However,, before a test is

-deyeloped for repeated and wide use with many replications
,

.

of a course, the validity of the test for the perfOrmande

domain being dealt with should be checkedby persons
. . - . .

'. external to the course and its development. 41
r

There are two basic ways to,approach-this'-external

validity check of initial forms 'of test's..which pave been
.a -

.developed. .The firkt vial? involves identificat4on ora few

persons Who ire very expert id the content,and'skily of the

course.
,.

The number can be quite small, consisting Of only.
1

i
-

* ,
.

. 4
.

. two or three,persons. These persons can be giVen'the
c

/ Y>,1i
,

.performance objective by item by:topic matrix
ds,

,well,as

the actual esiembled,4eswhiCh.hts beencOnstruotted
', 4

initially. In addition tholie exriertS should also be given. ., . . , .
, .- .1

a
I
d pVonof thete.actling`methadologrand\a set of the

,

4. - i l' .

course instructional materi eXperts- can then be
,2).

-t-
asked to examilne all of these materials-and make observations.

,/ , .

.
. -

>about
a

the adequaoy and scope of 'test items (and
.,
instructional .f& ,,, -

i /.

tasks and objectives ,,for 'Oat matter) in terms .of their Own,
(

expert opinion 0-f what is requirddltd exhibit skilled

performance in the content area iinderCOn;i4eratiale. The'
expertise o,f these external relliewersallows them Oa make

teasbhable'ancl independente juOments abontIthe,adeqUacy of
( t.4

-

test items' by which to make inferences about- a pgrton's

ability in thq,content area under-cOnsiderationi
P
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There'is another important reason to interview the

experts who have studied or actually taken the test. r5 the

test items are tco easy, and,if, they represent only The

basic and entry level skills required for skilled practice

in.somecomplex performance area, test score data from the

grdup of experts would by itself not reveal this' weakness.

Yet a dialogue with the peisons completing the test would.

almost tertainly do sb.

Another strategyis to locate a group of persons naive

in the particular performance area for which the test has

been developed. These persons should have some common

technical background and training compared to the persons

who are expert In the area. However, they should lack the

particular training, 'experience, and background in the

performance area which is'the focus of the short course for.

which the, test is developed. This naive'grougcan be

*administered the initial test which has been developed for

the course. Obviodsly, 'the performande of these persons

should be poor in terms of,mastery of.the test material. If

this group of naive persons performs at high 'levels on the

test, it means that the test items are not a valid indication

of what has been learned-in the course. There may be problems

with too many low levr items being included in the

with other high level Ltems befitg constructed in such a

manner as to reveal the correct answer or the way 'to obtain

the correCt'answer. In such an event, the, test items need to

be reworked. Once again, interviewing of individuals_who_
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obtained,high scores on the test, without apparent prior

knowledge of the content area, can provide Much information/

about how to rerise existing stems or constr ct new items

to be more yalid measures of particiaar performance

objectives.

Itshould'be emphasized that the numbers of persons in

these groups of expert judges, expert testtakers, and naive

test takers need not be large. If one has only two expert

judges independent of the course developmentactivity, only
4

five to eight expert test takers, and only dive to eight

naive test takers, much can be learned from the results which

will improve the 'validity of Ae test being developed. It

is far better to use such small and independent sampled by

which to 'externally validate a testip.ch.is under

development, especially if one interviews ,the persons in

these groups after their actitity, than to use large numbers

of perscins and rework test items only on the.basis of the

test scores and individual' item characteristics. Groups of

these compositions and sizes are very adequate to the task

of identifying the more serious problems with test items.

Usually any serious proems will be identified by multiple

pexpons in the expert group even with only a few persOns

involved.

Assembling Items Into Different Types of Tests

The'initial development of the levels'of performante

objectives by course topics by test items matrix will proVide
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much information the general difficulty level of the

tests. However, anotheorting of the.pool of test items

into three categories can help in assembling tests likely to

be effective in discriminating among different levels of

achievement of learning outcomes.

The three Levels' are found in table 3 on page 161. In

the first level are those items which represent knowledge and

skill prerequisite to the course and its successful engagement

}y the learner. The knowledge and skill represented in these

test items is, believed to be necessary to learning the content

of the,-course. However, it is not to be taught in the

course becausetthere is limited available time, much content,

and students must be assumed to have an entry level of

knowledge and skill in order to-proceed.

In actuar practice, persoris who enroll in continuing

engineering education courses vary a great deal in the degree

to which they have mastered prerequisite knowledge and skill

(Weisehugel, 1978). Therefore, in the interest of

'documentation of the growth of individuals' learning, as

Well as the average effectiveness of a course in improving

the learning of groups of individuals, it is necessary to

have some idea of where participants actually entered in

respect to expected prerequisite levels of knowledge and I

skill, For example, suppose a course had been developed,

for teaching practicing civil engineers how to,use computer

simulations to test the performance of'various structures and

. -188-
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systems they normally design. Also suppose °that the course

was well designed and had the potential for being very

effective in teaching practicing engineers methods of

gomput7E simulation by which to test the adequacy of complex

designs: Let us also suppose that the-preteguisite skills

require parti4pants 'to be facile with Fortran or another

computer language. In addition, suppose the participants are

also expected to be very familiarwith the use of computers

and computer terminals. Now, suppose 40 percent of the ;

a
participants for a given offering of the course did not

possess these prerequisites to a high degree. These students

would undoubtedly haNfe difficulty in doing the course learning

activities and would also be likely to perform poorly on any
4

post teek which Was reasonably representative of course know-

ledge and skill objectives.' If the success of the course

were judged on 'the post'test scores alone, it might be seen

as a poor course, or at least as not being effective for a
4

large,number of perdons, which, _indeed, it was not. However;

without some measure of the entry level still and knowledge

capability of the participants, one could not be sure of the

reason for the lack of success. The same result could be

/".achieved from poor organization df instruction, poor

presentation of course material, a hostile attitude of the

instructor, or didtracting and inadequate conditions in the

physical setting of the learning environment.
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Fot this reason it is generally wise to incorporate4-
.

4some'itemsiOlich measdre prerequisite skills and kndwledge
levels irOtesIs developed to assess learning outcomes of
courses. This can often be accompliped Oy a relatively
few number of :items, perhaps as few as four or .five, each

item carefully selected to require the performance of some
specific prerequisite skill or the recall of some specific -
procedure or information-

. -There are two ways to'apprioach the inclusion of items
which measure . -sic know edge and skills required for entry
Into an d compl tion of course activities. The first method
.is 'to prOduce a t des igned specifically

to measure pre,-
requiiite knowledge and skill-. This type of test can be
mailed out to participants in advance or administered in one
eentral place ahead of time. The test can be scored and the
'results used in an advisory Way to place a participant in a
course appropriate to his or her needs and present level,,of'
capability. The purpose of the test is to- screen and advise

persons concerning entry into a given course. Persons scoring
low on such a prerequisite, skills and knowledge test should
not be restricted from entering the course in most cases.
Rather, they should be advised that they would do well to not
enroll in the course at this time, and also be advised about .

what they needdd to do tb prepare for the course if they
wished to enroll in the future. An exception to this would

-

be in areas where entry into the course without the
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prerequisite skillsana knOwledge would be dangerOus or

destructive to property and life. Until, a pilot demonstrates

strong proficency on a wide variety of prerequisite knowledge

and skill tasks, including written tests, physical

performance tasks in a Link trainer or some similar devise,

.he or she should not be permitted to enter the next phase of

flight instruction, e.g., actial flying, Similar restrictions

operate in the use of complex, expensive, and po entialry

dangerous equipment:as is often found in laborator s and -

industry.

Another way to provide information on the general entry

level skill and knowledge of participants in prerequisites is

to prepare comprehensive pre-tests. Wider this approach,-one

prepares a test\bomprised mainly of items which are sampled

from the domains of performance being instructed in,the

course. Many or most of these teststasks or items would

also require prerequisite knowledge ,and skill. However, if

a personimissed these items on a test, the would not knOw if

it was because he or she did hot have the necessary pre-
.

requisites or if the individual had not learned or mis-
,

understood something, in the new knowledge or skill area being

taught. The way to avoid this problem is to include a

small'number of items on the comprehensive pre -test which

require only the expected prerequisite knowledge and skill

for their correct completion, and nothing from the present

course being taught. Again, these items can usually be few
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in number, being the same types of items as would be used in

a screening pre -test, but serving a slightly different

purpose. Here responses to these items would serve to

reveal information about the variability of the entry evel

skills and knowledge of participants actually admitted to

course. The purpoSe would be do make better inferences.'hout

individual'learning and general course effectiveness.

There is another reason for developing and using

comprehensive pre-tests. In fact, when such a test has been

developed it becomes capabletf being used as a pre-test,

a.post test, or a delayed post test, This is because any

comprehensive test includes items from across all three

categories shown in Table 3, page 161. Most of the items

should be from the second category and be directly related
eel

to the intended learning outcomes for. the couise. TheSe

items should be tasks the learner can be expected to perform

1

correctly having completed the course and all of its

instructional activities. In addition, there should_be a

small number of items which test for only key preregUisite

skills and knowledge, for the reasons described above.

However,. there should also 1)a_a'small-numbes.taiLitspa from

the third category, a sampling of test, tasks which the person

cannot yet be expected to perform very well', 'after only

4
having completed the course. These items should permit the

learner to demonstrate skill and knowledge beyond that

expected. to result immediately fromtthe completion of course

activities. When such a .comprehensive test has been assembled

its.use in the ,role of a pre-, post, or delayed posttest
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reveals information about the range of competencies of

Particisahts, which are often very variable, especially upon...

entry to the course.

As in the case of the jnclusioh of items related only to

prerequisite knowledge and skill, only a few items which go

beyond the levels of skill and knowledge expected to be

aohieved'in the cours1 need to be included.' The presence of

these items on the test allows those persons who have high.

level's of capability to not be restricted by the\test.

Inclusion of these more'difficult items also (hakes the test

useful as a delayed post test. It
.

has been 'noted earlier that4

for most continuing educationcoixrses in engineering, one

should expect the persons_who have completed the course to

learn even more after the short course is completed and

persons have returned to the work setting to apply course

,;content.-
be sensitive tp this additional, facility

the knowledge and skills of t ecourse and their appropriate

application, some items of the more demanding type need to

be included. It is also usually the case that-some

.41
participants'will have entered with higher levels of know-

ledge and skill in a particular course than, have other
)

students.' It is not uncommon for some students to iearsn

more than might be expected from pnly what 'is actually
W

insiructed.

In summary, a comprehensive test consisting of a sample ,

of items from all three levels. provides more information
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about the entry' and exit levels of participants' skills and

knowledge on an individual basis and.assa means of- making

inferences about the effectiveness of the course in general.

To properly discriminate among persons with differing levels_,

of ability, a test must be composed bf an array'of items

of differing difficulty. Including items from each of the

three categbkies is one way which.is*.likeAy to,1 ad to an

appropriate, range of difficulties in the items assembled for

$

When' comprehensive tests are assembled, care should he

taken to have an item _pool whiqh -is several times larger in

terms of numbers of items than the length of' the tests which'

are: to be constructed. Suppose thot one"wishes to 'construct

a coMprehenSive.est of about 20 items in length:for a

particular urse: Suppose that it is also decided that a

I .
.

, ,

,pre-test,Te t test, and a delayed pos,t test would be useful.
,.

i

In addition, Four items are ,included"to test prerequisite

knowledge and skill. 'Four more items, which aretvery

difficult and demand learning beyond the level indluded'in

course learning activities; are also included. 'N-e-iemaining'

12items are all related to specific-performance objectives
°

taught in the course. if three such parallel tests were to

Se construdte 1)it would e necessary
.

to have a rhtnimum of

three times these numbers ,of items in the item "pool in each

category. Thus there" should be 12items of the prerequisite

knowledge arid. skill type,6..ieemsrelated to specific'oourde

,c4C74'
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I.

-nerformance objectives,-Anc11,2 item related to transfer of
c Z.,f2 '

, . ' . '
c .

course knowledge and114- (-)tilriie co0614x ProbleM's not..., r. ' A. .,
x cdealt with_ the cours :.1.Ktich'tight be reasonably'

-.. .

.:, c,..2.-,,,,;- ,

t; , 4 ' A
expected to be samples of aq

,

l-,applications.following

Ar1' ik..1' .'.

. .

-course activities.
:. ..'

,

. AR ''
..

4 4 '1

', ' S I.. ,.. k ,One 'would then
construdk.A

Ehr A. rai.leftest forms from

this array of items. Firstf 4e-dofle.tRtee parallel. items
.

. .
. .

from the prerequisite knowledgtA0 kod . sicillatem pool for a
Iv

Ica, -
..

°
given prerequisite would be ranaortily assigned to each of the

-,.
t_

ir

.

three forms c the test.. This ftocess would continue until
. e

each of the triplet .of items forveach of the remaining three
',

.

O

prerequisites.was assigned randomly to-one of.the three forms
N?

of the test. The'same 'procedure would be repeated with the

12 triplets of items in the performance outcome item pool.

The procedure would be repeated again for the four triplets

of items in the transfer pool. What .would result would he

three parallel forms of'onb'test. Any form.6fthe test
,.1.

could be used in any of the three rolesiof comprehensive

post,orsdelaved post test.. To the degree that,the'

tests were actually empirically as well as conceptually
. r

parallel, a set of three test.sdbres cross an individual

would determine his or her ent# level, exitlevel, and

subsequent improvement or decrement 4n knowledge and.skill.in

course content at i-some time after .the completioi of the .tt'

course. Over replications of courses aita'random assignment

of persons to test forms the statistical sianilicance of each
, -
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form of the test can be empirically deterMined by methods

similar to those presented in Chapter 13. If the test forms

are found not to be equivalent, adjustments can be made in

p4rticular items on various formp to produce paraillef items

and tests.

It is.much more likely that parallel items and tests will
441.

be developed if one begins with a listing of specifit'

performance outcomes,,as is shown in Table A, and if a task

'analysis procedure has been used to 'generate the performance
. objectives for the course. For short courses this/ specific

mapping out of the key performance aspects of the tasks to

be taught and the use of action verbs to operationalize both
the instructional tasks and the test items is a sound

approach. Each action verb and' performance description

provided:-: (See Table 4) can. easily produce a number of items.

'identical' with respect to 'jhe performance being tested, liut

unique in terms.4mf-i-he specifies of.the problem situation.

Each of the parallel items thus produced may then be randomly

assigned to any test function or form.
o

The actual degree of which test forms are parallel can

be determified by a variety of means, the most common ones

being based 'on analyses of group means and vgriances for

comparable groups of par4icipants for given roles of the

test, e.g., pre-teSt, post test, or delayed post test. There

are two"e aye to 'do-ihis. Over siabsequent'replications

a course, bne can use randomly each form of the test'in
-196-
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a different role. Thus for the first group, form A can bed

used as a pre-teSt, form B as-the post test, and form C for

the delayed post test. For the next replication of the course A

the order can be reversed. Still later, replications can be

used to assign form B to the pre- or delayed post test role.

If it can 'be assumed that the groups of pakticipahts are

-comparable, themeans and variances of any form of the test

ought not to be statistically significantly different from

one another .when used in any particular role. This should

be especially true for.the post test role where participants

immediately following completion of the course and having had

a commOn developmental or learning experience, are likely to

be most alike.

An alternative is to use all,three forms of the test in

all three roles for each course replication. That is, one

third of the participants randomly are assigned'form A for the

pre-test; another third, form B; and the remaining third, form

C. The same pattern is. followed for assignment of persons in

th.courbe for the post test with the constraint that no

individual may be assigned the form he or she was previottsly

assigned. The delayed post test assignments are made in

the same manner. Again, if there are no significant

statisticAl differences between the mewls of the three forms

of-the test in each of the three roles, the test forms are

supported'as being parallel empttically as well as

conceptually. ,Under this second 'plan, one might have to
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accumulate data over several replications of a course to

have ehOugh persons' scores onedch form of the test to make

strong inferences about the parallel nature of the tests.

Any embedded test tasks which are tobe. used ought to

be another' set of parallel items, not thQge used for the
v-

construction of the pre-, post, or delayed post test. One .

can economize somewhat by using the pre-test items as embedded

test items and reserving the other ,two forms of the test for

the post and delayed post test, Phe-important condition to

maintain, is to keep post tests independent frbm the embedded

test tasks. The latter 'are primarily used to teach the

student and help the instructor guide practiceactivities for

the student, while the post and delayed posttests are

designed as an independent assessment of learned capabilities.

Conclusion .

It should be apparent that one does not go through this

lengthty process unless it'is litely that a given coarse will

be developed and taught often and unless there is strong

interest in determining the learning outcomes resulting from

the course by estimat s using test scores. If-the course,ig I

only to be developed a d taught once br twice, or if there

-are,other.goo'd indicato s of the functional capabilities of

-`participants after the dpurse is completed, it would make n ,

.senseto.spend the ettor -ipwilvea in developing comprehens' 'e

.pre-tests, post tesill; and delayed post tests.
4t4t,
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. Chapter 11

CONDUCTING ITE1 ANALYSIS AND TEST RELIAgUITY STUDIES-

'thus far, all of the test development activities .des-

-cribed in earlier chapters have depended upon the knowledge,
fr

4pfthe c6urs 'instructors and some other-persons expertl in
-, .

* the content Of the 'course. f the steps_out#R1i0;ieyiously.
tie

k;"' .
are followed, --it is likely at tests will be.deVeloped which

'
-are- good estimates of the degree of learning Which retlitts

4

from a given course'

However:, there are well' es test.ieett-analysis
- A

metpods'. which

. of given =items.

, ,
among persons who

thOse wheldb not. -.A-dificultY. indek m;u1sbe calculated °for.

calculate the difficulty level

,.ability ofitemi d4scriminite

erstind-the content 'of the coutteind

each item as can a.disCiimNation index. These statistics

provide empirical information aboltt the behavior of the items
.

. ,in the tests which have *been assembled. This empirical
.

-information, cog:pled with the infOrmation derived from the

, logical development and- analysis of itemssdesdriSed in earlier

chapters, Al be up( to rewrite apd adjust test items 'to .

.0 .

-,.

achieve optimal levels of difficulty and discrimination.
-

.

In a dition; there are well developed methods for the
5,

empirical stimation of the reliability ok,.,e Pest, i.e., 'the
.

/.degree to which the test consistently measures the presence
\ .

)
(1T given levels of ability -in persons from trial to trial.

. ,
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If tests are not reasonably reliableCthey are 'Dolor estimates

of the degree of learning which has occurred. Consequently

it is important to determine the reliability. of tests Ind to

modify tests to be more reliable if they are not so initially.

Only a brief introduction to some of the more common

methods y which to carr# out item analysis and reliability

studies it preSented here. The books referenced later in this

chapter provide,detailed)information- about these procedures,

Before proceeding, it is important to realize there is

a problem with the computation of item difficulties,

discrimination indices, and the reliability of tests by

traditional. means because of the nature of the tests. which

.have been deScribed in earlier chapters. Most of the standard

procedufessfor carrying out item analysis and test reliability

' studies have been developed for norm: referenced teqting

approaches. Yet, this bools, describes and recommends a

criterion referenced testing approach for developing tests

by which to assess learning outcomes of continuing engineering

education. This means that typical item analysis and test

reliability.estimation'procedures, while useful to the task

of test constructdon, must be modified.' It also means that

persons using these methods need to be clear about, the origins

and assupptions-implicit in the k. After examining this

prgblqm, suggestions will-be made for the use of existing

procedures for conducting item analysis and test reliability
le

I
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'studies in a manner consistent with the purpose of testing
4

as it occurs in criterion referenced situations.

Norm Referenced Te'sting Procedures

There are two general approaches to testing. One is

called.the norm sreferenced approach and the other the criterion

referenced approach (Airasian & Madaus, 1974; Bloom et al.,

1972; Maratuza, 1977; Millman, 1974).

The norm referenced approach is based upon Obtaining a

representative sample of persons from some population of

interest. Tests which have been developed are administered

to.this sample of persons. Judgments about the adequacy of

an individual's perkorthance are made by reference to the mean

perforMahce of the group.anethe observed standard deviation0

for the sample. Individual persohs' performance scores on
1

the test are ranked with respect to one anbther. "Passing"

performance is defined in terms of falling within some range
..404

of typical performance around or above the mean score for

the group. Arbitrary criterion cut off points are used. For

example, it is sometimes asserted that any person whose

score falls below the 50th percentile will not be admitted to

a program.. Sometimes the cut-off point i determihed in

terms of standard,,devfa4ions so that perhons whose scores on

the test fall below three-fourths of a standard deviation

below the group Mean are judged as not knowing eneugh to

have passed the test..



I

e.

NOrm referenced approaches are commonly used in the

construction of standardized achievement tests which are

used for making decisions about admission of students to

academic prbgrams. Group intelligence tests are also norm.

referenced. Most professional licensing and'Oertification

examinations are also norm referenced. Thus, in a giveh-

administration of a professional engineering licensure

examination, a certain pereentage of the persona who take the

test may be expected to fail the test because success is

defined with respect to achieving a score no lower than so

many standard deviations below the mean of the group taking

the examattion. Because all test administrations to samples

of persons result in some variance and because that variance
,

can be used to define a mimimum passing score which galls at

some arbitrary point below the mean, no matter how selective

the group being tested 6nd how skilled each person is in the- .

knowledge and skill being tested, some proportion of the

persons, taking the test, will fail by definition.

.The norm group foi a norm referenced testmay be only

the persons taking a particular test at a particular time

for licensure as an engineer. In Practice, the norm,reference

!group ougheto be much more inclusive. Norms for well

developed achievement tests are usually based upon national '7'

randosamples of persons from 'the population of interest.

I formation,about an individual's twit score can be-inter-

prated with respect to these national and regional norms in
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terms of rankihg the competence of the individual in the test

content compared to these other persons.

A much ltess adequate version of norm referenced testing

has also'been the most-common practice of professors in

engineering, scientific, and technical fields. This has

often been referred to as "grading on the curve." In this

approach the professor constructs an examination based on

the course content. The test is then admihistered. Grades
.c

are assigned by placing a certain percentage of.the top

ranked observed student scores in the A category, the next

group of scores in'the B category and so forth -until a
o

certain percentage of the loWest ranked scores are placed

in the F or fail category: Criteria fir determining these,

grade assignments may be based upon simple rank ordei of
a

scores, percentile ranks, standard deviation units above or

below the mean, or other-similar procedures. Whatever the

procedure there are often serious'prAlems with this norm
.

referenced approach baed on the performance of the students

lih,Only'a particular classroom.,

First of all, most groups of students in engineering

classes ate highly selected with respeettto their prior'

knowledge and skill which is refriired f entry to the
o

program and successful participation in the class learning

activities. this is SO especially for the students in

advanced courses. It is also true for many students who are
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professional engineers enrolled iri pantinuin engineering

education courses.
R'

Suppose that a group of students in an'advanced, level4 I

engineering course in a technical area is already highly

skilled and knowledgable in the prerequisites to the course

activities. Suppose that, in,addition, these persons are

also highly, motivated to learn what the course has to offer.

Also suppose that the course is well organized and'the

instructor is quite effectice in his or ,her teaching, 'Now-,

let us suppose that the instructor prepares an examination to

test the students' knowledge of course Content. Let us assume

there are 16 students
.
in this course. We will assume it is

a well designed arid reliable examination. Let us also assume

that most students have worked hard and have, indeed, learned

most of the content and skills of the bourse. Each student

completes the 25 item examination. The test consists of

some very difficult items, a few easy items, and her

items Of toc4rate diffiCulty for persons of this neral

ability level. The. mean,-score for the group is 1 , and the

standard deviation is 2.3. -Would it'make sen se to.fail those

students whose' observed score on the test happened to,be

ranked lastoor happended td be one or one and one-hal f
/

standard.deviations below the class mean? What would be the

meaning of the grade assigned toeach student?' Suppose the

next semester the samecourse is taught in the same way by

the same instructor to another group of 13 students. The
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same examinati¢n is administered. This time the mean for

the group is 13.2 and the standa.rd deviation is 4.4. Onde

again the instructor assigns grades by rank ordering the

students' observed scores the class. He uses the same

criterion of so many standard deviations below the mean as

indicating failure. What do the set of grades in the second

class mean? In particular what do the sets of grades fot

persons in'the two classes mean with respect to one another?

Not very much! In both oases the normative reference group

is non-random, non-representative of the larger population
A

of persons at that level of development and expertise, and

'too small and truncated: lo

Norm referenced testing procedures make good sense for

determining the skill or competence of a- person in comparison

to other persons in, the general population of interest. ,As

such the norm referenced approach makes sense in the

development of standardized achievement tests based on

national of regional sample of the population of interest,

insuring that persons- from all ability levels have:an equal

opportunity to be sampled in the norm group. Without random
e

sampling of persons across ability leviai the individual

score of a person cannot rank him or-her with respect to the

distribution of knowledge and skill in the population to
. .

which he or_she belongs. of norm referenced

tests makes them very useful f xstarldardized achievement

tests and veTy inadequate asa means of estimating the degree
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of specific intended learning outcomes for courses. Because
of these problems with norm referenced testing approaches an

alternative ha,s been developed which is much more appiopriate

to instructional settings for theestimation of the success'

of instruction in ad4ieving specified learning outcomes by

individual students.

112.

Criterion ReferencedTesting Prodedures

Particular courses have specific intended learning.out-

comes which are usually much more precisely and narrowly

defined than the domain of knowledge and skill typically

tested for on a-standardized achievement-test. In ;

particular course, the instructor usdally-wants to teach

some finite number of specific facts, concepts, principles,'

and procedures as well as skill in actually applying all' of-

these to the solution of Oroblems'faced in the real world

work situation, This is the case especially for continuing_

education courses for practicing engineers. There is little

interest in comparing the'verformance of individual students

who have completed the course to one another or to some

external normative reference group. There is much interest

in comparing -the performance of students on tasks. typiCaliof

those faced in the work settl.ng with acceptable standards of ,

safe and informed practice., The student is expected to le'arn

the appropriate use of knowledge and skill acquired in the

course in order to exhibit performance of some particular
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tasks at a criterion of mastery: This approach to testing

has come to be known as criterion referenced testing.

In criterion referenced testing each person's

performance is compared to some standard of mastery or

competence'in the actual performance of tasks directly relAted

to the knowledge and skills taught in the course. The
.

criterion for comparison is how well individuals are able to

do certain tasks which are specifically sampled to be

representative of the range'of typical tasks being instructed.

These, selected tasks are similar to those assigned for

tpractice during the course of instruction. The entire

emphsis ip upon the degree to which each person, having

reeeiedinstruction, iscapabie of exhibiting competent

performance'on specific tasks similar tcb those used,to teach, .

persons'in the course. but never 'before encountered in that

particular configuration. testing tasks and' instructional

tasks are parallel. Both are focused on specific performance

capabilities which are seen as thepprpose of Instruction.

There is little or no interest in grading persons with

respect to one another, only in estimating how well persOna

have learned particular complex performances. These

performances are usually expregsed inaction-verbs7as noted

'in Chapter 10. They are operational and observable; The

acceptable level of,"correci" performance'is defined,ag

mastery. The mastery level is determined by the actual

,degree of correct 'performance which-is poss4le
.

Or required
.

lot
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actual Woi

ro"..t4SS4ona1 level-in the real domain of

In- eng.lineeritig_ eiiicat-1Ziii the

17-
performance --bat.ed-1.:eiiiiiieer-ing--aPrito- drogrin--197.9)", gelf
paced -teaching mrioa, ,1 9-7 6 ) the....-fiersOn

_

system of instrudt-ion-",(Kulik4ACtilikr;_ 1975) -:and other

similar aPV:raqhedareAaStery-learning oriented:' All use

criterion referenced testim.j4pproacheS. These methods ha(e-:.-

been widely -used;Ancf-hair4 b4Ain -shown to be very.efffictive.

It should he Clear--eo the reader that the suggestions

and guidelines which have been presented in previous'' chapters

are'directed toward the criterion referenced,apprdach to

testing and assessment of persons' functionjl competencies.

The problem is that many of the procedures which have been. a
developed to determine item difficulty, discrimination, and ,

(st

test reliability have been developed udder normative testing

approaches-for'the development of very inclusive and non-
.

specific performance tests which test for very broad domains

of general achievement.

Item Difficulty and Discrimination Indices for Norm and

CriterionAleferenced Tests

Under norm ,referencedapproaches to testing a commbn

rule of thumb for determining item difficulties is to divide

all 6f the'. persons who took the test into a top quarter and

abottlouarter group! -with respect to observed:scores.

Sometimes if the total group size is snail, the..tdp and bottom.
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thirds of the shores are used. An index of item difficulty

- is calculated in a straight for:ward manner

Proportionof Proportion of
NR Item high scorers correct + ldw scorers correct
Difficulty *
Index

The difficulty of each item is calculated in this manner and

the average item difficulty of the test items is- determined:

The prope'r'ties of reliability formulas and long .experience have

shoWn that tests with average item difficulties of .5 prdduce,

the optimal range of scores and result in optimum reliability

of the test. Avekagejtam difficulties of this magnitude

are ideally'suited to the task of separating people-and'

ranking them in terms of. test scores obtained. In,actual

praatice,test items which have difficulty indices ranging

from .25 to .75 are desirable for this separation and

ranking function, In norm referenced testing ix isldesirable

to end up With a test which has a nice aangeof item

difficulties with the mean item difficulty being abOut

If the -item difficulties are too_ high, the test will not

permits students to demonstrate what they.knowthe scores
4

will all be lumped together at theitowerid of the scale, and

students' test scores will not be a6iiable fOr'separation'and

ranking. If the item difficulties.are to lowthe test will

not assess what students do now know, the scores wij.1 be

all lumped together at,the high end of the scale, and, again,

not be suitable for separation and ranking. But ranking in

respect to what? With respect to other persons, of course,
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for that is the mategr of interest in norm ref erenced

approaChes to test construction.
. ,

In a criterion referenced approach there is little or

no interest in comparison or ranking of'persons' scores with

one anotheT*. There is strong interest in ranking or

t categorizing persons' scores in relation to some criteria br

standard of- competent perftirmance on some sample of tasks

similar to those used in-teaching the knowledie Ad skill.

Typically the criterion is arbitrarily established and called

a "mastery" level. Mattery is usually defined in terms of a

certain percentage of correct performances over trials or

tasks. For example, the criterion;for a mastery of a course

Might be absolutely correct performance on at- least 8D per-
.

cent of all test tasks given on any particular test. Less

than 100 percent correct performance on at least 80 percent °

of all test taskS' would be viewed as failure to achieve

mastery, while 100 pwentrcorrect performance on 80 or, a

greater percentage of all, the test tasks administered would

be viewed as demonstration of mastery.

In the criterion r7ferenced'testing approach it makes

little sense to compute item difficulties in the traditional,

manner. A better procedure is to administer each test task

to groupit of persons who have not ,completed'the course of

iritruction and who should be naive in the skills and

procedures being taught. If this is so, these persons should

perform poorly on the test tasks or items. However, a second
-210-
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arodp of persons who have completed the course, and/or who,

independent of course completion are known to have masterei

the knowledge and skills which' are the intended performAnce

objectives for the' course,-.Should perform at very high levels

of mastery on each test task or item. Thus, one determines

item difficulties by administration of each item to such

groups and t4cording the frequency of correct and incorrect

responses to each group. Items which discriMinate between

naive p .ersons and skilled persons should be clearly apparent.

The naive group should have'very high frequencies of error

to each item and the expert group very high levels of correct

or mastery level performance: If these results are not

obserYed; the test items or tasks need to be modified.

It should-be noted that this is precisely the procedure

suggested in earlier chapters as a method of external

validation'of apdrformance task. The ,same procedure is

ceirried out, except that data are tabUlated on each item for

both groups'. Items which do not discriminte.between the

naive and expert. ps are eliminated or Modified to insure

that they do discriminate. Under-oriterion referenced

testing procedures and mastery learning approaches, pre-tests.

on course knowledge and skill ought to have very high indices

of item difficulty when calculated the traditional manner.

Post tests or delayed post tests ought to have very. low item

diffiCulties when calculated-in the traditional manner.
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A discrimination index is typically computed for each

item under the norm referenced approach. This, as with the

difficulty index, is based on a wmparioon of scores' of

persons in the topand bottom extremes of the observdd range

of scores. A rule ,of thgmb for calculation of a dimple item

discrimination index for each item is to subtract from the

proportion of high sccireirs in the top third'of the total test

score and who clot a 4ivenitem correct, the proportion of

low scorers. in the bottom third of the total'test score and

who also got thit item correct;. This ii repeated for every

Thatcis:

NR Item Proportion n of I-Proportion of
Discrimination =. high scorers who = -low 'scorers who
Index . were correct

. were correct

If an item discriminates well ii. has a high, and positive

value apprOaching th% limit of +1. If an ttemdiscriminates.

not at all of poorly it, approaches an.indei of 0. If an

iitem is so poor' t discriminates in a reverse manner. such4,0

that persons with high cores on the total,test consistently
.

I
get the item wrong, while persons with low scores -on the total

test consistently"get it right; the discrimination index

appiOaches annegative value of
4.

Again, in.criteriOn refeFenced testing approaches,
4

discrimination indices are.more frequently determined from

examination off the results of naive groups of persons'

Per formances on given items, andtke performances on the same

items by groups of persons expert in the course content: If
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an item discriminates well the naive group should consistently

get the item wrong'and the expert group should consistently

get the item correct.

Calculation of Item Difficulty and Discrimination Indices for

Criterion ReferenCed -Tests!

Actual indices of difficulty and discriminatipn, of items,

may be calculated for criterion referenced tests by means

similar to the traditional methods. In the case of item

difficulty one can add the proportion of experts who got an ,

item correct to the proportion of naive'persons who got the

.same item correct and divide by two. That is: ' o.

.,,

Proportion of experts: Proportion of naive
with correct anst + pereons with correct

CR Item to an ''item
.i answer to an item

Difficulty =
Index

. 2

Once again it can be seen that the'optimum average item

difficulty for the enttre,test is -.5. ',This vane indicate s

that, on the average, the naive group of.tinilistructelT persons

was not able to perform. the test taski-13Ut that pergons

known to be expert in.4he.course know ledge and skill were-

able to perform consistently at a mastery level. If one

develops such a-test it can be used measure-the, effectiveness

of instruction of a given course Inrin4ing the students

enrolled'in the course to. levels of masteryl,, -In addition,

within the limits of error ofImeasurement and 'the'l.falidity

Of the test tasks, each person who has completed the course

. , 0 4 -213-
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may be:certifed as haying, mastered q; not mastered the

knowledge and skills which wee the intended performance

outcomes for the course.

Ina similar manner the traditional way 'of calculation-

of item discrimiatioh indices may be modified to calculate

a discrimination index for each item for a criterion

referenced approach. In this case

CR Item '\ Proportion of experts
.; Discrimination = who had an item

Index correct

Proportions of
- naive persons
who have an
item correct

an item discriminates perfectly between these two groups

It will have a value of +1.' All the experts will correctly

perform on the item and-alltof the naive persons will perform -

incorrectly. If the proportion of,persons in each group is

the same in terms of correct performance, the item will not
ag.

discriminate of all and the value will be zero. This can

happen if the item is.too'difficult so that everyone in both

'groups gets it wrong qr if the item is so easy everyone gets

it correct. It can also happen if the item is unrelated or

invalid with respect to the oonter;t and skill of the

performance domain. In Such acase, correct and incorrect

answers might be randomly distributed across the expert and
3

naive. groups in equal 'proportions. Agaip, the item would not

'discriminate between the groups. .Therefore, the item should

-be removed or modified so thit it will discriminate.'
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As.in the case of the norm 'referenced approach to

. testing, it is possible to havedtems which discriminate in

a reverse manner where the expel group performs consistently

incorrectly and the naive group performs consistently

cdrrectly. Such an item. ins poor and.will have a.

discrimination index approaching the value of -1.
4

Item Analysis Procedures in Perspective

In actual practice as tests and test items are developed

it is a good idea to,calculate both the traditional norm

referenced and the criterion referericed.indices of difficulty

and discrimination. Detailed procedures more sophisticated

than those presented here may he foundin Maratuza (1977),

particularly in Chapter 17 which deals with criterion

,referenced testing. There are also many existing computet

programs for the routine calculation of these values along'

'with estimates of test reliability. The, values which are

obtained from such analyses of test items are useful in.

revising tests to be more valid arid to better discriminate

between those persons who have learned the intended knowledge

and skill taught in-a courseland those who have not. Should

the director of a continuing engineering TAucationyrogram

\.deslre assistance i these matters, epert' help-is usually

availabl-e in most university testing, counseling, and

computing centers. Persons working in these centers are

usually, facile in these procedures. pther'persons with high

-2/5-
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levels of expertise in this area of methodolOgy are typically

found in educational psychology, psychology, and behavioral

science departments. a

It should be pointed out that the actual calculation of

item difficulties and discrimination indices along with test

reliability estimates is useful,in, 'the task of making better

test tasks and items. However, these procedures are not

useful by them;elves. The procedures outlined in Chapter 10

about how to define performance objectives, sample instructional

tasks within thest performance domains, and conduct external

validation of these instructional test tasks are more basic

and prerequisite to good tests than are formal item analysis

and test reliability studiesi Furthermore,'all.of these
'1 7

earlier procedures are best carried.out by the persons who

design and teach the 'courses with little assistance from

persons expert in test construction. Serious attention to

the design of good test items.and tasks'in these other areas

does niuch'to insure that the tests which' are developed will

be sound.

4

Methods of Reliability Estimation; The.NR and CR Cases

TheSame problem exists for the calculation of test

reliabilities as exists for the calculation of item difficulty

and discrimination indices. Most of thee traditional,

--------,-----------proc edurei-are-ba aid-on norm
.

referenced sting .procedures
i

, and were developed in the interest of producing highly
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reliable standardizd achievement tests. As in the case of

item difficulty.and discrimination indices estimates, the

traditional, procedures need to be modified when calculating
.0.

the'reliability estimates of criterion referenced tests. In

. this section the' traditional procedures will first be

described and the modifica4ons necessary for criterion

referenced testing approaches will follow.

There are fOUr common methods of estimating the

reliability of a traditional'norm referenced test. These are

the alternate forms method, the'test-retest method, the

subdivided test method, and internal consistency methods

(Nunnally, 1972). All of these methods provide. estimates of

the stability or consistency of-the mental 'measurement

achieved by the total test adore for individuals.
O

Alternate Forms Method2;

The alternate forms method requires the existence of two

or more -forms of the same test. All forms should be parallel.

tS-Orieanother 'with respect to the knowledge-and skill being
.

imeasiired.' The reliability of the test(s) estimated based
4

on the correlation of the scores of the same individuals on
a

alternate forms,of. the -test. The procedure requires the

Same group of persons to take both forms of the test,.

prAferably-at the:sciin-e:t-imeto avoid 611-afiJeiIiiicores due) to

experience or other factors. Each person's score is

determined on each of the two or more tests. The correlation
1
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drcoefficient is computed based on pairs of persons' scores

across alternate forms of the test.

The alternate forms method of estimation of test

reliability is a very good method fur norm referenced tests.

It 'measures the sources of reliability related to the errors

in the sampling of test items for the two tests frOM the

large'knowledge domain of interest. It also measures the
..

reliability of the tests in relation to errors due *to the"

fluctuation's of individuals'-performances over subsequent

administrations of the test.

For a criterion referenced test, the alternate forms

method is not a good procedure. This is particularly so if

the criterion referenced test is designed to determine

mastery'level of the content area followingloinstructiot, which

is usual thecase, The problem is that both of the alternate

forms of the criterion referenced mastery test will show very

little variation across persOns who have completed the course

and mastered the content. Correlation procedures are.based

upon fitting a line to a set of:_peired coordinates in order

to obtain information about the relationship of one set of

scores to the other, set of scores. Variation in' test scores

is-required for this to be a meaningful procedure:

Suppose three alternate parallel fortis of a criterion /

referenced test were deVeloped for a short course for

engineeis. Test forms A and B were administered to six

engine4s'after they had completed they short course. Form A

-218-
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was given immediately after the course and form B was

administered the next day, Form C was given as a pre-test

before
(/'

the course was underway.. The results of these

administrations are shown in Table 6. The means and standard

deViations.fdr each of the three tests are 'also presented.

In addition, the observed minikum, maximum, and average

mastery levels of the' participants are presented for each

test administration.

, The maximum score which can be acquired pn any test

form is 60 raw score points. Inspection of the scores of

*individuals on forms A and B administered as post tests

reveals that persons are perfOrming at high levels of

mastery. In fact, the lowest observed post test score of 53

is at, the 88.3 percent mastery leveron form B: On form A

the lowest obserVed score is 55 at a 91.7 percent mastery

)level. The average mastery levet on form A is 9 8 percent
/ .

and for form B, 94.2 percent. 'Clearly, from a logical

standpoint, two tests have beilpl developed which function very.
1 , -

7(---

early.the same. BoWindicate, to a high common degree,
.

,

that the six persons completing the course have' mastered the

material. Further support for this, conclusion is found in the

pre-test results for forM C. The pre-test scores are those

of p nivegroup not yet inatructed'in'the course content.

---These-sCores are very_law_t__a_t__Or_below:a 35 percent mastery

.level in all cases. Su se both sform A and form B were used

-219 -
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Table 6

Scores of Engineers 'on Alternate Fotms of
Three Criterion Referenced Mastery Test*

Person

1

2

4,

,6

_

Form A
.

Post Test Score,

56

60 \

59

. 55
' f

57

58

Form C
Scorc

15.

.12

18

10, -,

v 4

'21
:,

'-.

Z.T

Form
Post Test

B
Score

,

.

c

,

60

53

58

_ 53

60

55

,

.., *

Mean Raw
Score 57.50 '56.50 13.83',

Standard
Deviation 1.87 '3.27 "7.5.19

Minimum /

Mastery. (%) 91.7% 88.3% 11.7%
4

Average _ ,
,

Mastery (%) 95..8% 94.2% 23.1%
1

Maximum
'Mastery (%) :100.0% 100.0%

-

V-
*All scores reported in 1-aw score units unless otherwise
noted. Maximum possible score on any form of the testis 60.

For the relationship y = mx b for Form A and B scores,
m = -0.31, b a 74.57, and the correlation coefficient
between forms A and.B

_ ___ ____ ________ _____ _ .

.74

..

a
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as a pre-test for other groups and that the results obtained

were very much the same as those obtained when form C is

used as a pre-test. 'Suppose that form C was also used as a'

post test for s me of the other groups and, once again, the

result'S obtained were very similar to the post test results

for forms Aikd B and for the preSent example. On the basil

,of this information it would be reasohable to fonclude that

the forms A, B, and C as,post tests are reliable; They

produce highly similar and replicable results. This

conclusion is strengthened if the three forms of the test

continue to be used in.the postetest role.with Other groups

of persons completing the course and these groups-also Show,

consistently high level of mastery of the test material.

Yet-if the TelAability of form A is.calcUlated based

on correlation of the' scores of the six peritns withtform B

busing'the data in Table 6, a, very different conclusion would

be reached. ,The correlation coefficient foi the two sets of

scores may be:calculAed from the _slope of the,line_fitted

tg the six. sets of paired data poihtsiby the'equation,

4 y = mg +.b : -.

z

4

The correlation coefficient can be found by the relationship

coo

r =
,s

Y
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where:
r = the correlation coefficient

m the slope of the fitted line

.sx = the standard deviation, of the values
,n the x array of scores

sy = the standard. deviation of the Values
..in.the y array of scores,,

Using this relationship and.the informationlcontained in

Table 6, the reliability, in the 'form of the correlation

coefficient-between two alternate forms of the test, may be

estimated for the tests,developel for the short course. When
.

the proper values-are substituted into -the above equation,

..after the slope has been determined and the standard

deviations of both sets of test scores have been calculated,

the following results are obtained.

-.314
1.871

3.271

.r
A
= 0.180

The reliabIlity estimate fofr the test 'forces is very low.

Under any usual norm referenced testing procedure the test

would be judged as being very unreliable and would be

discarded.

The basic problem is that this methods of estimation of

reliability was developed for situations where there it a.

very large domain of material 64 which a huge number of items

may be written: /In such easeS it is usually of interest to

sampleLsome items from within the doinain by which to estimite.
.r .

.

4 an individualts total knowledge of the broad domain. It is

-222-
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also of interest to rank individuals in some population, of

persdns in terms of how much knowledge of the dbMain each

individual in the sample has with respect to other persons in

the population. Under such circumstances persons call be

expected to vary.quite a bit in their scores on the test.

The correlation Of alternate forms of. -a test in making
2

estimates of individual 'persons' knowledge domain is the

matter of interest. The variationin test scores eexi

persons in the sample is required for alternate test form

"reliability estimation procedures. TpiCal achievement

-tests of a comprehensive nature are good examples in which
,

4 such reliability estimation procedures are appropriate. This
.

is because the knowledge doMain,being tested is very large
.7 -

...
, -

"and -`the inclusitve sample of persons used to north the-test

varies, greatly 3in ability levels.
,
Therefore there 1. much

between person iancein.thetest scores of indiVidualS,

given
. 4

even though with a highly reliable test, any yerson's-
0 .4

test score willnot vary muchFover.repeated administrations

,of the test.

However, in the sithations preSented in this book it is

Blear that the domain-of knowledge or Skill to be tested is

usually much 'more ci umscribe0. Usually the question of
4r

i nterest is, "How,W ave the course-participants learned

to do the specific things the course wasteTied to teach

them toTiab;Pioigcreritly-in The interest is reProdncing

instruction in areas of complex knowledge and skiil which

Alt-223-



lead to unifOrm high levels of consistent performance across

persons, and in achieving mastery of a relatively small

number 9f specific concepts, skills, or procedures which are

the goals of the course:,

- In addressing this problem, frequently been

suggested the bett form of reliaqility estimation for

criterion referenced tests of amastery level type is the

simple degree to which the results replicate from-one test to

another and especially from one group of persons who have

)co pleted the training to other similar groups who have

also completed the training (Maratuza,.1977, Chapter 12,

Tyler, 1974). Of course, one-must be sure that the tests

developed do consistently discriminate among naive and

expert groups of persons before making the inference that

replication of results of a given post test with multiple

groups of trainees after course completion means that lealfning

has occurred. One can also accomplish this procedure by

randomly assigning a group Of enrollees to a pre -test

administered.before instruction and the remaining half to a

post test administered after instruction. Comparison,of the

scores' of these two groups reveals if the test is fUnctioning

appropriately without confounding the interpretation with

repeated measurement of the same individuals with similar;

test forms (Maiatuza, 1977). Without the base line d4ta on

the -test--fme-riffiVe groups, one does snot know whether the

performance on the post test reflects lealming resulting from
1

1 .
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the course dr learning acquired before the course. This

is another reason for the use of parallel comprehensive pre-

and post tests in the development and evaluation of short

courses, as was suggested in earlier chapters. These tests

-are also useful for making estimates of learning outcomes

far individuals resulting from such courses, and these

measurements may be reported as estimates of individuals'

learning.-

tap- Test :Re-Test Method ti

Another common method of estimating the reliability of

a test is the test-retest method. This involves administration

of the same test form twice to the same group of persons
4:

with, Some periodliif time between administrations of the two

formi to prevent memory from playing a key role in the

production of the second set of responses. Agiin; thescores

from-the two administrations are correlated across persons,

and the correlation coefficient obtained is used as an
.

estimate of the reliability of the.test. The same problems

described earlier in relation to the alternate forms

procedure as a 'method of reliability estimation for criterion

referencedttests apply here as well. If persons have

mastered a set of particular skills, concepts, andwprocedures,

there will be very little variation in scores from one test'

-a m nisfration to 4nd irOillOnepdtson to another.
---

The correlation coefficient will not beaa good estimate of the

test 'reliability. ere are also practical problems invol;ved

'4' -225-
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in administering the same test twice for a short course where
the total number of items and the scope of the content

0
covered in the.course may make improved performance on the
second administration,.because of practice and memory factors,
more likely than on a test consis4pg of many items sampled
from a very large and general domain of knowledge and skill.

A modification which is appropriate to reliability,
estimation for criterion referenced tests does exist (Millman,
1974).. Under this procedure one develops a-large pool of
items for the area to be tested, with attention to having
parallel forms bf items. Next, two test forms kre produced
by random assignment of the items, or item pairs to testi . forms .

These items are then intermingled into one test and the test
is administered to the persons who have coipleted the short
course or to some other groups such as.an expert or naive

, group. The test is then scored. The score for each person
on form A and form B is determined. A chart-or graph is then
prepared which lists the absolute difference in scores of
each persa on 'both forms of the test. Inspection of the

results reveals how paerallel the two forms of the tests are
and how reliably they measure the domain of specific know-
ledge and skill whith is of interest. An'additional"

procedure'is to calculate the mean,value of the absolute

difference score across persons. Th's value serves-as-an
index of the degre of consistency to hich the two test forms
measure persons' competencies in the area tested. The closer

4
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4
the mean'Aifference value is to zero, the more consistent.

are the tests. This method is not affected bV a lack of.

variability among persons on the test scores because of

achievement of mastery. It is, however, affected by'tbe

difficulty levels,of the items. Therefore, inforMation About

the test difficulty level must be considered in making 'a

judgmentoof the reliability by this method It is also Clear
a

that the most appropriate use of this method is with a group

of experts who.are known to have mastered the knowledge,

skill, and procedures af a particular short course, or

persons who have been taught to master this body-of material

by having completea,the course successfully. Theereliability

of the test is of interest in relation to the test's ability
0 .

to consistently discriminate between persons who have mastered

and are expert in the content of the course'versgs those, .

persons who have not and are naive.

The similarity of this procedure to"the suggestions

made in earlier chapters for the development.andUse of pre-

tests, embedded tests; post tests, and delayed post tests

should be obvious. Inall cases the matter of primary

, -

interest is to determine if course objectives have been

achieved by students and to'insure that tests are developed
7 \

which are capable 'of answering this guestiori. =I4 is of'',

little interest_ _to_rank Order persons in -terms of-the--degree

to which they comprehend some complex allOinclusive field

of general knowledge. It is of great interest to deterMine
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if a given course is result,fng in students learning specific

skills and procedures to mastery levels.

Subdivided Test -Method

Another traditional method of estimating reliability of

a test-is tb subdivide the test into two parts. This is often
t

done by considering all of,the odd numbered items to consist .

of one form and the ever numbered items another form. The

test is then administered.to a group of. persons. Each

person's to is scored twice, once on the odd items And

once on theeven ,items. The pairs of scores for individuals

are correlated 'and the correlation coefficient is taken as

an estimate of the reliability of the test. The procedure is--

simrlar to the alternate form and testletest-methOds. The

same limitations for criterkon referenced tests exist for this

procedure as in the other two cases.. The same methods for

overcoming these 1..18blems, as described- by Millman/A1974). anal
°

others, also apply.

1; 4

Internal Consistency Methods

Perhaps the most common method of estimation of the

-reliability of a norm referenced test is the Kuder-Richardson
.%

formula 20 method, commonly referred to as the KR 20. The

basic rationale for this methd4 is that if ,the test is
.

internally consistent) all items should tend to measure the
J

. ,

same. thing and should correlate highly with one another. If

all the items in a test correlate highly with one another,

-228-
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the.infktrence is that !the test:wquld likely correlate,hi(jh,
o

with an alternate form which (a us not exit but 'whitswouln

be composed of similar items.

There are two coirunorcfo'rms. of the KR 20 formula. The

tirst' form) is used to calculate- the reliability of a test

where each item is scored as being lirobg or right. The
aI

scoring for each item must be dichotomous, as is usually the
4/11

case with multiple'choicetests where every item is scored

as correct or incorrect. This formula is:

where: r = reliability estimate for the test
o

n = number of items on the test-

s.2.= observed squared standard deviation ór variance
of the toter test scores across persons

p = proportion of'persons passing a given item

q = proportion of persons not passing a given item
-

Another version of the formula available .for teat.)

items where partial credit may be awarded,rather thaii a 0 or

1. score only. For example, if one were to administer a test

consisting of 10 problems where each completed problem is

Scaled from O'to 10 pOint.s in terms of comp)eteness and

1
acalracy, one would use the Second form of the KR 20. Here

the formula is:

-

..
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where: r = reliability estimate of the test

n =t1Idinber of items on the test

s2= observed sqdared standard deviation or
variance of the total test scores across persons

s 1 = observed .squared standard deviation or variance
of each individual item score across persons

It is

the problem

estimation

criterion

obvious,from inspection of the two formulas that

s noted earlier about the use of methods of

of reliability of norm referenced tests for

referenced tests also apply here. The reason is

'that Inge

variation

The almost

too low in

conditions

again,, the procedure depends upon hailing a large

inperformance across individuals on test items.

certain expectation is that the variation will,be

Cases of criterion referenced twits, under

Of mastery learning. Consequently, the KR 20

method is inappropriate for estimating the reliability of a

criterion referenced test under mastery learning conditions.

As in the other situations, there exist methods by which

klo'itodify the KR 20 procedure for use with criterion-

referenced tests of mastery level liampleton & Novick, 1973;

Livingston; 1972, 1973). One way is to deviate each person's

3 -score from an arbitaarily determined mastery level rather

than from the group mean score.' This deviation can be used

-230-
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4instead of the usual variance values in the KR 20. However,

this method still requires a sufficient amount of variation

across persons on test\items and in their total testscor
The reliability estimates of test results similar to those

listed in Table 6 by this method would still' yield low values.
The best method of reliability determination for criterion

referenced tests is consistent replication of results across
44

repeated testings of similar naive and expert groups, as ha

been deribed earlier.

Conclusion

Attempts should be made, to determine the reliability `of

tests used in continuing engineering education courses even

when these tests are of the criterion referenced type and

mastery learning is the expectation. This will usually be

the case in most short courses. An exception is the case of

the short course-concerned with remediation of persons' know-

ledge and skill in a very'broad domain, as is the case in

courses which prepare engineers to-take liceniing or!

certification examinations. Here there is a large and broad

domain of knowledge and skill involved.- There are norms

deterMined by th test scores of all certified professional

engineers on these examinations. In this caseAt Is of

interest to rank order persons and 'to determine some thing of

an individliei's knowledge of the broad domain with respect to

other engineers in his or her specialty area. in this'
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.situation,-the tests which are developed for assessment of
,

the lehrning outcomes .of remediation 9r preparatory courses

are most appropriately construdted from items sampled from

across the ver.y large domain of knowledge and skill underA

,consideration. The pre-tests, which_may be used to advise

students whether or not they need to take a remediation
r

i .course, and the post tests, which measure the degree of
... ,

,leIarning resulting from completion of the course, are most
...,

appropriately shorter but parallel to'the.achievement tests

used by the Professional engineering societies for licensure

purposes. In this case, all of the traditional norm

referenced procedures for the,calculation of item

difficulties; discrimination indices, and testfPreliability

estimates are very useful and highly appropriate.

There may be, other times when the goals of a particular

short course are more concerned with changing and improVing
1

some broad area of knowledge rather than producing highly

specific skill and knowledge outcomes. In these cases, the

courses may be m8re likethe typical remediation or

preparatory course and it may be appropriate to use norm\
referenced testing procedures by which to develop, validate,

and determine the reliability of the tests. However:, most

Short courses in engineering fhr continuingeducationl purposes

will by necessity be clirected,toward a much more defined set

/ of specific intended pcirformance capabilities which should

/ be achieved to high levels of mastery following instruction.
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Therefore, the criterion referenced test approach to matters

of determination of iteM difficulties and discrimination
0 indices and to estimation of test reliability still generally

be necessary.

The,, procedures outlined here for, he modification of
'',j1

the usual norm referenced testing approachto meet the needs
of criterion referenced and mastery learning approaches are
very elementary. For more information on how to accomplish

well designed reliability studies the reader is advised to
refer to Applying Norm-Referenced and Criterion-Referencede

aMesurement in Education by Maratuza (1977). This book is

particularly useful since it,presents both the traditional

'procedures and detailed explanations of how these procedure6
need to be modified for the case of criterion referenced
testing and mastery learning expectations. Another liource,

which is widely used as'a guide to the carrying out of item

analysis and test validity and'reliability studies, ii

Educational Meaturement and Evaluation by Nunnally (1972)e

This latter book makes nareference to the criterion

referenced testinTsituation but provides all the basic
infoimation and procedures for the traiiitional,norm

referenced situation.

-Once item analysis and test reliability studies have

been completedit.is usually necessary to Modify, some te,t

items and to revise whole tests in order to produce better

Measuring instruments. The modifiCations and adjustments
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necessary sholad be made with reference to the matrices and

plans described in Chapter 10, which produced the original

items. The data from 'formal item analysis and reliability

studieswis not by itself sufficient. to the task of rewriting

4tand'revising individual items and tests. It is only useful

in pointing out difficulties and problems with particular

items and test forms which might not otherwise be noticed.

The actual business of rewriting a given test item to better

discriminate between naive and expert persons, or the actual.

modification of a test for the same purposes, is basically.

a logicallta'sk dependent upon the content of the course of6

instruction, the intended performance outcomes, and the

matrix of these as they define the purpose and intent of
1

instruction. The procedures outlined in Chapter 10 are the

basis for not only the initial deve]bpment of test items and

tests, but also for the 'revision of items and testis to .

better serve their intended discriminative functions. Without

attention to the procedures outlined in Chapter 10, the item

analysis and test reliability procedures desdribed'in this

chapter ha-re little utility or meaning.

`,-;Even well designed tests have inherent limitatiOns as

estimates of learning outcomes. 'These limitations and their

implications for the proper use of tests are the topics of

the next Chapter:

3
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Chapter 12

LIMITATIONS OF TESTS

The limitations noted in this chapter apply totr,aditional

norm referenced testing procedures in particular. Criterion

referenced besting procedures, similar to those advocated in

earlier Chapters, are less
.
subject to these limitations.

However, there are limitations for any procedure which uses

test results to make inferences about the degree of an

individual student's learning resulting from 'a course of

instruction.

t.Sources of Invalidity and Unreliability

No test, no'matter how well constructed,is perfectly

valid or reliable. This means there is always some question'

about Vhat the test measures inf relation to the domain of

performance and knowledge it is supposed to measure. There

is also another question, about the consistencymith'which the

test measures whatever it is that is being; measured. Because

of these questions aWtest scores have elements of error in..-
, v

their estimates of the performance capabilities of persons,

Even if a population of persons could be found in.which every

person had a' precise and unchanging amount of knowledge and

skill in the performance flornain being tested, repeated
I.

administration of even a very good test to the same group

would produce variation in test scores of theSe persons.
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° This variation is because: 1) there are always multiple

ways in which a given test item may be interpreted by the

persons completing the task; 2) the way persons respond to a

given test i$em or task are sulljec to influences such as

time of day, degree of hunger, the zesence or absence of

personal concerns and worries, and many more uncontrolled

variables which cause performance to' vary; and 3) there are

often variations in the way test item responses are scored

or judged "correct" or "incorrect",

With objectively scored tests, variation in scoring or

jUdginTthe degree of "correctness" of persons' eespon4s is

removed. Objectively scored tests consist of tests whichA
have a scoring key by which to determine unambiguously if.a

given response to a given item^is right or wrong. One example

of objectively scored tests is the multiple choice test format

which is widely used because of this property. However, even

an objectively scored test is not truly objective. There are

still the usual ambiguities "and idiosyncratic variations in

each item which cause the test to be-less than perfectly

valid or reliabllOno,matter how objective the ,scoring

procedure.

Even when test items are problems of an engineering

natuge requiring the use of particular course concepts and

skills to set up and work a. prothem to determine the

specifications of a particular'piece of equipment or obtain

certain numerical' values, there is a great variation in the

scoring of the results. In a stOy involving 1,071 profesgors
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of engineering, mathematics,
;-

and physics, Clyde Work (1976)
, ,

found huge Variations in the scoring of a set of common

student responses to eight questions on an engineering, statics

and dynamics examination., The responses were actual

responses of tudents to areal examination. The persons

who scored the examination were a national sample of

professors, from universities and technical colleges, who

abtliallytaught such eourses. Each iltem was corrected on a.
0 to 10 point scale where points were deducted for errors up

to a maximum of 10 for any given it results showeV
.

- V

,that for most items, the scoring variations ranged from no

points deducted to all 10 points deducted! For most other

items the spread in points assigned to individual items was

also very large, in most cases exceeding six. points. It

should be recalled that what was being scorid by these

professors were the same answers to the same problems by the

same stulents. The variation in scoring was caused by the

interpretations of indiiridual professors. Some took off

points for lack of neatness. Some did not. Others gave

variable arnounts of partial credit for colrreCtly setting up

a problem while, others did not. The net -effect of all of

these individualsjudgments professors about the accuracy

of the student's response'isi
a huge viriatiop in the

performance score assigned the student. On any given'

problem, the same student response is likely to be graded by

-237-
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different professors all the way from completely wrong' to

.completely correct with all intermediate scores being well

represented (Work, 1976).

Other reasons for validity and relia lity problems of

tests have to do with the abbreviated and in mplete sample

of performance which is encapsulated in each to iten. Test

tasks must always be abbreviated, shortened, or o herwise

reduced in complexity and time demands in orddir to allow their

completion in a'reasonable length of time. This_means that

test tasks are artificial samples of the domain of performance

which is of interest. The manner In which the tasks are .

sampled from the actual domain of performapce andthe°manner
.

in which they are abbreviated directly effect the validity

of,the test tasks. Even when test tasks are abbreviated'in

the best manner possible, there remain problems in inferring

from the test tasks the ability,-, of the person in real world

performance tasks which are typically more complex, carried

out over a longer period of time,- and typi6ally accomplished

with the help and support of other persons in a cooperative

mannLr. Por example Cooperation on a test task/in considered

So

cheaEing ambis usually punished. 1st cooperation in carrying

out the solution to.complex problems in real Jtork activities

of engineers is highly valued and) encouraged.

. For all of these reasons, making inferences about the

actual capAkilities of persons in areas bf complex skill and
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performance on the basis of a test score is risky. Test

scores are more usefulfor providing information about the

degree to which'basic information, concepts, relationships,

and procedures havebeeri learned and understood than for

making predictions abolif who will actually perform well on

the job, in deali.ng with a complex set of tasks. Ev4h well
1

designed standardized tests, 'such as are frequently used in

admissions procedures in colleges,iyas yell as the standardized

achievement tests used to certify persons competent in an

acadeTic discipline,,do not predict adult achievement in

actual work settings (McClelland, 1973; Stice, 1979). These

types of test scores do p'redict academic succes of students

in formal college and university programs, but oily to a

Small degree. Standardized achievement teste,'e, en when

matched directly to the content of academic programs, at .

best account for only 25 perceneof the variance observed:in

student achievement (Lavin, 1965). The other 75 percent of

the variance in observed'student achievement in ,academic

Courses and programs is attributabie to differences among

students in interests, motivation, persistence, experience,

,and opportunity.

Scores from tests developed for courses and group

statistics are more accurate predictors of-the 66Ccess of

a given course In teach'ing certain concepts, information,
\ 1

and prthcedures to persons on a.regular basis than they are

as precise measures of an individual's learning. This is
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because the effectiveness of a course can be determined by
_

using tile test data across many individuals who have

.-participated in the course and completed its tests. The

average data is much-more stable than any individual test.

scorepecause idiosyncratic responses of pRrsons to test

items tend to balance one another out. The standard error of

the mean score of a groqp of persons who have been tested is

. always much smaller than the standard error of the estimate

of 4n individilal's test score.

The Standard Error of Estimate

The standard error of an individual's test score is an

estimate of the "deviation,of a person's particular scare from

that person's true score on'a given administration of a test
1

among many repeated administrations. Of course, it"is not
\-..._'

#
a .%

.possible to repeatedly test one person for as many as l'to

20 times on a liven test. It is also not possible to assAude
A

that a person'would not change in hisor her knowledge over

repeated adikinistrations of the same test. However,in an
f

imaginary situation, if a person were tested repeatedly on

one test and the standard deviation of his or her score were
. 041,calculated,

.
a standard-error of the estimate for the-Score

.,.

of that person would have been calculated. The perion's

true score would be eqtimated by the mean score of the

repealed administrations.'
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In'practiCe the standard ertor of 'estimate of a test

score is calculated in Other simple ways. One common

procedure for the.. calculation 4s fisted below.

7measure =g-err-717

Where G- measure = standard error of measurement-of the tese

crt = standarddeviation of the 'test for the
sample oif persons completing it

r.
rt. the reliability of the test obtained for

the sample of persons completing it

The standard error of measurement for a test provides

information about a confidence interval or ba'nd around each

person's observed test score. The ,greater the reliability
4 ,of the test, the smaller'the confidence interval and the

more accurately a persoWs 6bseryed score predicts the peison's

/true score. The itandard,error of a test score allows the

assignment of odds to the liklihood that any person's

observed score is acttally different fiom some other person's

score versus being different from each other only.due to

chance factors resulting from the less than perfect

reliability of the test. Perhaps an example will help.

Suppose a 20 item test is,developed for a continuing

engineeririg education course in soilmechanicst The

reliability of the test is calculated by the SCR 20 alpha

260
.,

coefficient method to:be .74 based upon a sample of 26 persons

who tool the test. The raw score test'Imeakand standard

`deviation for this sampIe,are 13.08 and 3.77,,respectively.
.
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The standard error of measurement for this test would he

calculated IDy substitution of the correct values into the

equation listed above. The resultS would be:

(f measurement = 3.77 V 1 - 0.74

,orm =.1.92 raw score units

If wp wished to'be correct 95 percent ofthe time in

classifying persons as'havinq, scored differently fiom one

another or from some arbitrary leve \of performance, we would
I have to multiply 1.92 times 1.96 to obtai a-confidence }and

around anindividual)s observed core. Suppose Mr. Perkins,
. 0

a student in tne course, obtained a score of 12 on the test.

Multiplying the standard error of the test times the value

of 1.96, the number of standard deviations both sides of

the mean on the unit nomad curve inclusive of the 95

- percent confiaence interval, a valueof. 1.76 is obtained.

This means Mr. Perkins:4 true score on the test.will fall

mithip 12 + 3.76 raw-score units on this tesf 95Tercent of

the .time over repeated admihistrations of the test to Mr.

Perkins at this ooilt in his ability with respect to course,.

knowledge and skills. -Suppose the course instructor had
46

set a score of 15,_raw score points as the maximum mastery

level for which successful completion of the course wouldbe

recognized. Could Mr. Perkin's have performed adequately:

and the difference between his observed score andlthe crit,erion

.°.111C,0

test? The answer "yes". At his present ability level,
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'Mr, Perkins' true score on the test could be expected to fall

wiin the observed valu4s of from R.24 to 15.76 on repeated

administrations of the test 95 percent of the time.

StalAlity of Groin Mean Scotes

/The values Presented for the reliability of the 20 item

test and the staldard error of measurement for the test are

rather typical for. such tests. The example makes it clear

'hat even with good tests, error of measurement of .an

individual's ability is lar e. However, the error contained

in the test score estimate of thl average ability of persons

completing the course is much smaller than the standard

error of estimate of an individual's test score'. group'

means are irery'stable and the standard error of the mean, or

average score of a given group of students, i8 very small.

This makes it possible to accurately estimate the

effectiveness of a cour ein achieving its intended learning

outcomes based on the average performance of-participants

on post or delayed post tests. If the tests have been

carefully developed following the proceduries suggested in

earlier chaptek's, this estimate of course %effectiveness will

be quite valid as well as accurate and consistent. The

estimate is simply how typically effective the course is in

achie'Ving the specific knowledge and skill outcomes it posits

,as its specific performance objectives. The estimate is not

ab ut the ultimate value or effectiveness of the course in
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real world performance of the engineer in his or-her work

setting.' It is a well known fact that course grades and

test scores do not predict adult achievement in real world

work settings (Hoyt; 1965; McClelland, 1973; Stice, 1979).

What they do report is.how well specific course content and

skills have been learned and, to a limited extent, how well

the student is able to learn more related/course content and

Skills in future courses. Using both past course grades and

well designed standardized achievement tests as predictors

of future academic'perfdrmance, themaximum amount' of variance

which can be accounted for in actual student performance is

approxiffiately 25 percent (Lavini,,1965). One should always

keep these limitations innmind when the results of continuing

engineering education students' performances are being

reportecto them and their employers.

In summary, estimating an individual's knowledge and

skill acquisition following.completion of a course and based

on a single test.score is a much less accurate procedure than

-F mat

its

g the average effectiveness of,a course in achieving-

ledge and skill objectives based on many students'

scoYes on one test: Test scores pooled across persons can be

valid indicators of course effectiveness. Test scores alone
.4e

foroindividual students are less valid indicators of the

ved level of learning outcomes. In short, tests ar4

more useful for evaluating courses than for evaluating persOns.
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In making decisions and inferences about the amount of

learning which tas been achieved by individuals, multiple an(1-

independent test scores are moreAseful than a single test

score. However, the inference about degree of /earning should

not be based only upon test scores, even if multiple tests

are used. What is needed in addition are observations of

students' performances on complex tasks and careful examination

of the products produced by students in the execution of

complex performance tasks which have been assigned. As

imentioned'in earlier 'chapters, these products pfoperformance

include deigns, analyses, reports, solutions to complex

problems, plans, and other prOducts normal to the work

performance1of the engineer and upon which the content and

skills of a particular course can be brought to bear.

Othet sources of-informatioil about the degree of learning

of course content and skills should not be overlooked._ These

include asking the course participant how much.he or se has

learned, -how, useful the learning was in relation to *improving'

work performance in particular areas, and how often course

content and skills are actually being used on the job.

Supervisors and employers should also be asked to make similar

judgments. If- all of this !information is collected, it is
,much more appropriatd to ma[ke an inference about the degree

of learning of an individual than itris to do so based. only

off single thst score or even multiple test scores.



Advantages of Criterion Referenced Tests

Although many .of the limitations of tests also apply

to criterion referenced tests, the restrictions are not as
great. There are a number of reasons for this.

Traditionl norm referenced tests tend to be global and

not well defined in terms of the particular knowledge, skill,
-"and performa7 capabilities they are testing. Consequently,
the items selected for inclusion on the test are only a few

sampled from a huge domain of sotential items. This is the

normal situation in standardized achievement tests. In

criterion referenced tests the focus of the testing is on

very specific and well defined knowledges, skills, or

performanpes not in comparing the performance of individual

persons on the test against other persons in 'a sample of

similar peAuns. The student's performance of the specific

tasks presented iSithel test is of interest because these

tasks are the intended goals of some ,preceding instructional.g66.

activitiy which is Specifically designed to teach that

- performance.

The criterion referenced testing situation is more

tightly controlled than"is the typical norm referenced testing

situation. On a criterion referenced test the student

demonstrates what he or she Can do on some specific task

which has been taught. Typically the student will have to
recall knowledge and information learned, make judgments

about how to, proceed, and apply skills learned.to complete the

I
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task. After the task is completed .by the stOdent the course

instructor can determine how well -it was completed. The

product of the performance can be'compared with the product

of the performance of a/ skilled professionar for the same
o

task. The scoring of the accuracy and the4Completeness of

the studient response can be quite objective. with respect to:

some standard criterion of acceptble performande.A

In a typical norm referenced testing situation there

is no comparable grounding of, the test items or tasks in

/specifi0 siSocts of skilled performanc/e to a criterion level.
I

Thus individual test scores are not directly interpretable in
TN.

terms of what the student can or cannot do in the way of

executing a complex; performance with skill. All that can be

said is how well the student has performed on a setibf test

tasks in comparison to a group of peers. The judgment of

- the student's 'performance capability is relative and general.

In the criterion refetandbd case, 'the judgment of the

student's performance is absolute and 'specific to well 'defined7

skills or capabilities.

If properly*dleveloped and administered, criterion

referenced tests have an inherent validity and reliability

which makes them superior po norm referenced tests (Tyler,

1974) parti7ularlY in the content of short courses and other

learning expei-iences typical of,many continuing education

courses where what is to be instructed and what is to be

.adhitwed by students are very well defined and highly specific.

I
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There can 'still be nroblems of.agreembnt among

different raters regarding a student's performance on a

criterion referenced test task. Just as Work' 11976) noted

wide variation ardong.instructors wto scored the same student's

answers to a common problem, instructors scoring the

performance of a student on a criterion test item can disagree.
A

However, they would not typically be expected to disagree as

much because part of developing a criterion referenced test is

the determination of what will be taken as evidence of correct

performance. In short, a common, high level of criterion.

performance is defined before testing., and even before

instruction. Consequently, during a course students are

specifically instructed and guided toward exhibiting mastery

of the knowledge and skills being studied. It is clear both

to them and- to the instructor what it is which is to be.

accomplished and tow well the instructional and test tasks

mlst be performed. There is a common and clearly communicated

agrediaent on the,standards of performance which are acceptable.

These criteria are usually grounded in the standards that

are judged acceptable in actualpraCtice of expert engineers

on similar tasks in actual work settings.1

1
The education of profeSsiOnal persons to higilevels of
mastery in complex skills and abilities is typically
approached in this manner. For a,detailed logical,
philosophical, .and empirical exploration of this topic the
reader is referred to.a study by Lacefield (1980) concerning
the measurement of competence.
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Thus it is reasonable to infer.whether or not a student,

having completed a course of instruction, and having perfoimed -

on a criterion referenced test, has achieved the desired

level of competence or skill. Criterion referenced

performance assessment is used particularly in situations

where it is critical that the student actually be competent

before being allowed to practice. As was mentioned in an

earlier chapter, these types of test tasks are used with

physicians before they are allowed to conduct surgery,

_with aircraft pilOtt before they are allowed to fly planes,

and with persons who Lperate very expensive and complex
%

equipment where an error or lack of competence on the.

individual's part would be a threat to property and life.

In such cases criterion. referenced performance tasks are

routinely used to conduct assessments of the individual's

competence. The test tasks are very specific to the ,

1111*performance-capabili y under consideration. They are, very

valid and reliable'because they involve simulations or

abbreviated test tasks which demand nearly the tame types and,
-411(

quality of performance as does the actualAperformance.

The procedures outlined in Chapter 10, which describe

how to develop good assessment procedures and test tasks by

-which to measure learning outcomes for continuing education

courses, are directed toward producing criterion referenced

tests. The procedures in Chapter 11 explain how traditional
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norm referenced testing procedures for determining item

difficulties, discrimination indices, and test reliability

need to be modified for criterion referenced tests. Use of

thz traditional item and test analysis procedures for

criterion referenced tests is inappropriate. Just as the

traditional concepts of test reliability do not apply to

criterion referenced tests, neither does the traditional

concept of standard error of measurement of a test score.

In Chapter 11 it was noted that all of the usual methods

of estimation of the reli ,ability of a test depend upon the .

occurrence of a large amount of variation among the test

scores of students4tompleting the test. If there is little

variance among scores the reliability will be low and*the

procedure for computation 66 thet4gt reliability will be

invalid. The same problem exists even with methods such

as Livingston's (1972Y which is designed to modify,traditional

procedures of in'ternal consistency reliability estimation for

criterion referenced testing. There,ften is simply, too

little variation in student scores upon completion of the

course for these procedures td work well.
6

When course objectives have been clearly laid out,

4,

when instructors work to insure that the student has mastered

the couize content,,and when neatly all students upon

completing the course have mastered the material as judged by

their test performance, then it is clear Much learning has

occurred. Many studies show that instruction-of this type
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)
is superior to traditional instruction in terms of the

.

amount students learn, host long they retain it, and how

well they can apply it'in the next Course (Kulik & Kulik,
4

1976; Kulik, et al., 1979). Yet if_one were td compute the

reliability of the tests used to make detellinations of

the students' achievement in these courses, busing the

traditional means, the tests would have poor reliability.

This is because the variance in test scores is reduCed

because of uniform high achievement by students. Yet we

knoW that the tests Are reliable estimates of students'

learning because students who have completed such courses

and scored highly on the examinations for them consistently
1

out perform other students taught in traditional courses.

The mastery learning students perform better than students

instructed, in traditional ways on standardized examinations
,

7i
of the content area, on common final comprehensive t

examinations, and in achievement in fU'ture and more advanced

courses in'the same content area (Kulik & Kulik, 1976).

These resultsare consistently found over mini, empirical

studies conducted in engineering and the physical and

social sciences (Kulik,et al., 1979). Clearly the tests

must be measuring student Achievement of leal[ming outcomes

In reliable ways or these consistent results would not hold.

As was 'pointed out in Chapter 11, the best indication

of the reliability of a criterion referenced test is its
P

abilit to consistently diScriminate between groups :14f riersoni"-
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known to be skilled in the performance of interest and those

who are known, not to be skilled. Replicabilitv of results

with multiple groups of naive and expert persons is the best

indication of, teat reliability or consistency (Tyler, 1974).

TIe best Means to insure this replication of results is tO

develop the testtasks and the instructiopal procedures

according to the steps outlined in Table 3, Cl%pter 10.'

,Likewise. the construct of the standard error of

measurement does not apply well to the criterion referenced

situation (Livingston, 1973). Other procedures more

appropriate to estimating true mastery scores have been

developed. These'methods are quite different than the

concept of a person's true score and the standard error of

estimate of a test score which are used in norm referenced -

testing (Hambleton & Novick, 1973). Rather than compute the i

probability of a person's observed score falleing within smite

range ,around his or h41 true score, in the criterion
4

referenced testing situations one is'interested in asserting, 1
. c

$ .

whether the persons can or cannot perform the task correctly.

s The probability de .0 to 1.. The judgment is accurate only

- insofar the test task has been properly grounded in the

Performa domain of-interest as outlined i Chapter 10.

Even criterion referenced tests must necessarily consist

of abbreviated performance tasks. Flying a flight simulator

on instruments is not really the same as flying a real

commercial airckaft in bad weather with a fulllload of
*
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passengers. Designing an automation procedure for a simulatel
_

industrial production process and testing the procedure with

a demonstration,microprocessor kit and a comnutv program

is not the same as actually developing and installing an

automated procedure in a real factory. EVen the best

simulations, abbreviated test tasks, and practice

examinations must always be only initial and partial

assessments o'f the individual's probable competence in the°

. actual work domain with its many uncontrolled variables and

greater complexity: Yet, the limitations of test tasks,

becailse they are abbreviations of actual work situations, are

less for criterion referenced tests than for norm reference]

/tests. This is because-there is an explicit attempt to tie

criterion referenced tests directly to the performance

required in the actual-work omain, and because the4

capabilities being tested are m ch more specific and defined

than in the norm referenced situation.

Even with criterion referenced testing procedures it is

possible to make even stronger ingerencesabout the -success

. of groups of persons achieving the desired learning ottcoMes

oliowing a course of instruction than is the case for

individuals. Demonstration of consistently high levels of

comPlex'perormance by many participants following instruction

,provides convincing evidence that the-course is effective in

achieving its intended outcomes.
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Summary of Major Points Conderninq Testing

The next section bf this book deals with reporting

. measurements of learning outcomes of courses to individuals

and groups. Before beginning this .topic, a summary of thre

main !points made in this and the previous chapters on
0

testing,is presented..

Tests can never measure real performance in true to life

situations. They must always consist of abbreviated tasks.

Nhd samples of activities designekl to assess knowledge and

-Er,'Skills believed to be basic to effective praCtice ih some

area. Properly designed tests can-reveal much about how* well,

a course is fostering its intended learning outcomes. Tests

have limited value for making inferences about individual

persons' performance capabilities in actual job situations.

Although these limitations apply to 'all tests, they are.
,41It

less applicabge/to "properly deiligned criterion referenced

tests.than tb typical norm referenced tests. Consequently,.,
0

tests designed according to the procedures outlined in

Chapt 10 and elsewher (e.g., Maratuza, 1977, Chapter 17)

pro tde much better esti ates of individual achievement of

intended learning outcomes than do other types of testing.c e o

They also provide better estimates of the effectiveness of

--',the course and its instructional procedures.

n performancd'terM-4hd

by logical sampling of test items and tasks within the domain
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of performance of interest, it is nossibleto construct tests

which have reasonable validity. External checks on the

validity of ,tests, involving the use of experts to examine

and critque the content of the test and to actually complete,41

the test, help to further validate atest. Administration of

the test to naive and expert groups will also helpdevelop

measures capable of distinguishing between the presence and

*absence of the knowledge and skill areas of interest.

Item analysis and teqt.reliability.styiies Mav be
, 0 , .

carried out once sufficient data is collected-fiom actual

test administrations. These procedures can helP, refine a test-

and achieve a proper balance of easy and difficult test items.

Adjustments can also be made in the ability 9f,test items to

discriminate between persons skiile-in'the content and.

lecge of the course and those who are not skilled or have

lePs-skill. Reliability estimates may be obtained in several

ways. These estimates are useful for detrmining to what'

degree a test is consistent in measuring aspects of. a know-
,

*ledge, skill, and.performance domain acOsO individuals' and

groups.

.It is a time consuming task to construct good' test.

Even the best. tests have less than perfect validity and

reliability. There are many reasWis including the

abbreviated nature of test tasks, the artificial irork settinq.

in which they are administ@red, and the usualVariation1 s in
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human emotion, motiyation,, attqntion, andchanges in

interpretation of the content of test items by different

persons and the same persons in different tr administrations.

However, if tests have been carefully developed, one caQi

make strong inferences about the general effectiveness of a

'course in.teaching'specific information, skills,
//

and

procedures to groups of participants. This is-bec-ause the

inferences about the group performince and the effectiveness

of the course are'based upon aggregated data across'

individuals and result in Statistical means for which there.
is relatively large consistency or stability from one

replication of a course to another

equal. The inference about any p rticulan individual's

other things being

learning based-oh a test score is an estimate subject to

much more variation.

Consequently, care must be taken in the use of. test

scores as the means of making 'interenbes about the, degree of
At

learning achiever by persons as the result of short courses

in.'engineering' work performance areas. The best use of test

scores for individu'alsiwho have completed short courses is

to xecOgnise.them_as roughestimhttes ofsthe knowledge indi

skill levels of persons,in some spedific areas which have'been
.

taught because they are believed to be relatediffto the complex

performance domain. The mast. inappropriate use of such

scores(11-to'report the iAdividua qualified or unqualified

'to perform/in the acts n. complex, on-the-job jork'arela
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especially on the 'basis of a single test score. . Other

information based on actual observation of an individual --

performance on complex tasks and evaluations of the Products

of those Performances is necessary'to make such inferenys.
6

Another good use of test scores is to make inferences.

about the general effectiveness of a given course for

purposes of formative evaluation and subsequeht revisions in

course content and presentation to better serve the needs of

participants: Still another highly appropriate use of. test

score data is the,summat4Ve evaluation of the effectiveness
w

of a course at any given.time in its history in order to

provide prospective clients, course developers, and others

with good information about typical course effectiveness in
. ,

teaching particular skills, knowledge, and information.

Questions about how qualified persons arefor job

performance in actual work settings after they have completed

specifiC short courses should-always be based-on multiple

indicators of the individual's performance capability i

realistic work settings with representative problems o; tasks.'

,
*About all test scores for short courses can reveal it the

degree to which the individual engiKeerhas learned knowledge,

skills, and procedures thought to be basic to good practice

in the actual performance area. High scores do not mean that

the person is necessarily competent. Lbw scores can mean

thatthe person is unlikely to be effective in the
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performance areas. However, scores lower than arbitrary

criterion performance levels can also be caused by measurement
0

error in the test instruments themselves, by inadequate

instructional procedures, or by'a lack,of readiness of the

student, to enter into and profit from the instructional

'activities. One should be aleit to and attempt to control or

compensate. for thiese factors when uslnq)test-results and other.

information about performance to make decisions about
/

-individualtrcapabilities or the effectiveness of courses

and programs.

1

A

rr

0
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Chapter 13

'REPORTING THE ASSESSMINT OF LEARNINGiOHTCOMES

Persons with-interest in the learning outcomes o

continuing education courses include the participants

enrolled in the course,'the faculty who have developed and

taught the course, the employers and superviSors of the

course enrollees, the administrators and governing bodies of

the academic unit involved inepperating the course, and the

governing bodies off professional engiheering societies who

are concerned with the quZlitv of the course. For these

reasons, there,are a number of different purposes and
,

methods, for reporting the resulting learning omAetnnes for

any continuing education course; A wide range of information

must be'collected to meet the needs of these persons to know
1

the effects of a course on enrollees'' performance. All of

the persons involved need this information for the purpose of

decision making (Lacefield, 1980).
.

.

Partici'pants' Needs
&N.

0 ..The individual engineer is most cancernedqith

,Anformation about his Cr ?ler understanding of specific
.

. .

concepts an& procedure s taught in the course. InforAation

about student success in the speci0.c'tasks of the course is

part of the instrugtionaleprocess. Both participants and

.instructors ,need to, know what Individual students have and
.
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haye not yet learnoi furly and specifically what remains for

them to learn more about. Thenurpose of learning assessments

in this context is to facilitate learning by the individual.

The results effect subsequent decisions by the Individual ,

-student concerning. what narts of the course to'study more,

where to ask for assistance,'anl what future .S.reas of study

to engage in or one's own-or by particination in additional

course! or other formal study activities..

At the end of the course of instruction, the .enrolle's

also have a strong interest in how well they have performed.

Information concerning ,the degree of mastery of course

content and skills achieved by individuals ih of interest

to these persons., People also often want to know hoW they

perforMed in comparison to other's in the group. Instructors

,should provide both types,o information to individual

enrollees.
. %

Instructors" Needs

Course instructors have similar information needs in

order to'carry'out the instructional activities, and decisions,

required
f

for the teaching of the course. Decisions about
9

when individual students and groups of students understand'

course concepts and can go on to the next task require some
7
sott of assessment. This assessment must be made rapidLY

and during the course of actual instruction. Embedded test

tasks-such as those described in Chapter 7 are particularly

O a

a
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useftil to this end. Typical Ombedded test tasks 'include

quizzes, homework probleMs, laboratory activities, and other

procedures which require the ?Participants to demonstrate

their ability to understand and use course concepts and

skills in specific ways. This type of assessment activity
A

is closely tied to the business of: instruction. It is

i4ortant that the information collected from such assessments

be shared immediatelc or assodn as. possible with the course

enrollees by instructors. Instructional decisions conderlino

pace of activities, provision of individual assistance for

students, ani prescription of remedial study or work for

individuals on grqups have their basis in this ongoing

assessment of learning.

Course instructors also need. to knoW how the students

perform at the end of thecourse in order to make judgments

about the effectiveness of the course for particular
40

individuals and groups compared 'to other\persons and groups
43$

The information about end of course achieve t. is more

meaningful to both instructors and enrollees if.'information

about the entry level skill of participants is available.from

pre-tests or some similar assessment proceddre.'2Course

instructors can more readily interpret the post test

f

achievement. data resulting from a course if information aboUt.

the individual-enrollees backgrounds has hpen collecteld.

Information abdut prior course work in prerequisite area,
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the degree to which, basic, concepts prerequisite to the course
,

are used in daily work activities, and the prior formal

education of participants is useful for revealing diffe'rential

effectiveness of the course for differpnt persons.

Program Administration Needs
L

The administrators responsible for the operation of

continuing, education courses also have strong interests in

'll of this information. In additio they need to know if

the course was taught effectively in terms of the instructor's

behavibrJinterpeisonal style, and general competence both

in the content of the course and in the teaching of the

class. Other'information about how the curse was advertised,

how participants heard about the course, and how adequate_

the location, physical setting, and time period used to

teach the-course are all important" information to-persons who
,

opethte such programs. Consequently information of this

type needs to be collected, tabulated, and used to make

:decisions abodt future course Offerings, instructor

assignments, scheduled locations, and optimal durations. The

perceptions of course. participants, the persons who sent

them to participate in the course, and,accurate records and

'descriptions of the conditions under which courses operate

are all important sources of information wliich need to be
.

collected, tabulated, and summarized for the purpose of

making these types of decisions.
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Client Agency Needs

Information about the operation of a course, the

characteristics of its participants, the effectiveness of

the instruction in achieving intended learning outcomes, and

related matters are also of in4rest to the agencies and

companies who send engineers to partiCipate in continuing

education courses, as well as to the prospective participants.
In addition, 'the former groups are interested in the .

qualifications of the coarse instructors, tile adequacy of
the instructional materials and facilities, and the

committment of the continuing education unit oto.programto

continue to work with and,support the learning needs of
qt.

engineers in specifid regfOhs and companies. For this reason

companies seek information about the reputation of the

continuing education program, the courses, andthe instructors
/ who teach'fthem. The tacit eVariation of the worthland

effectiveness of the particular course and the credibility

of the'sponsoring institution is important when decisions are
made whether or not to involve one's employees in that

.

course; information about the number of replications of a

course with different groups and testimonials from satisfied
eormer individuals and their companies often prdvide''th

4

basis for such decisions.

Professional Societies' *feeds

'Professional.engineering societies con ed 4ith

awardina CEUs for successful short courte participation are

c''' Or



interested in the qualifications of continuing education

program sponsdrs, the quality of the co1irses taught, and

the qualifications of the instructors who teach the coursed

(Council on the
r
Continuing Education Unit, 1979; Martin 6,--

Greenfest, 1880). Interest in,the specific learning outcomes

on specific aspects of cdtrses is not of great concern to

these groups. Rather, if the cireditability of the institution

offering a continuing education program is established, the

assumption is usually made that the instruction is valuable.

It is expected that the course instructor will make a valid'

assessment of individual students learnj.hgand' assign some

sort of grade which qualrfies or does not qualify the

individual student for CEU credit (Enell, 19804. This is a

common pattern in higher education involving the accreditation

of institutions which then offer programs and make judgments

about the degree of indi4ridual student success in meeting.
43

objectives fir specific courses by whatever means.

Meeting biverse Information Needs

Meeting these diverSe information needs requires

thorough documentation related to planning, conducting, and

evaluating continuing education, courses, Information about

the abilities of enrollees to perform the specific tasks

being taught in a Course upon entry'to and departure from the
,

course is basic. Yet by itself this information is not'

sufficientto explain why learning did or did not occur. The
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liferential effectiveness of courses on the same topic, or--\

of the same co se for different persons, &r of the same

courses for similar groups of-persons with different

instructors and under diffeient instructional conditions

cannot be. explained by pre- and post test or other forms of

learning achievement ssessments alone. Rather, information

about the under' which instruction and learning3

have occurred, as.well as about other variables mentioned

4, in the earlier sections of this chapter, is needed to interpret

why the obsefwed learning outcomes result. It is essential

to keep good records concerning the details of ,when continuin

education courses are offered; who is assigned to teach

them; how they are advertised; what formats ere selected for

their.presentation; how many'students are enrolled; and how

the content. and instructional materials,are developed,
c

selected, and Presented.' The forms included in Appendix A
I

are designed to coitect data of this kind and, serve as one

set of examples of how to systematically gather information

about course dharacteristics:"

. e

The need- for large,amountsi6f ipformation does not
1

;require that-every participant in every replication of a course
,

be asked to complete every survey .instrument,; interview

form, and available-test.' Rather as was suggested, in

earlier chapters, it, is expedierit to sample Tersons within

courses and the employets of these persons to collect some

of this information. After a course has been in operation
ft'
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for Some time,'and its properties and characteristics have

heed determined and found to he appropriate, it is only

necessary to assess individual student learning outcomes

on the course content and to monitor occasionally Ether

aspects of participants, course instructors, an4 course

operation, as this information is, needed for reporting program

characteristics and achievement to various groups.

Basid Information: Student Achievement, Course, and
. ,

Instructor Characteristics _

. AWN
in, The baslc means for assessing and reporting learning

.

a

outcomes suggestedrin this book is to use the results of pre-

tests, embedded tests, post tests, and delayed poSt tests.'

Among this array)of tests, pre- and post tests are most useful

for makirm inferences about the degree of individual student
1

learning resulting from a course and also the general level

of course effectiveness across persona. Embedded test talks

are more useful in the ongoing instructional activities of

acourse for instructional decision making. Delayed post

tests are most useful for examiding.lonq term course effects

upon. participants' functional kno edge and skill lin applying. 4

course-content to problems in a- -work setting.

Procedures for developing these types of tests, and
It-

means to insure their validity, and reliability, are outlined

in Chapters 6 through lf. If data from such'tests are

collectedka variety of judgments can he made about the,

266-
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effectiveness of the course in reaching it intendedlearning

outcomes. Inoformation about the progress of individual a

learners can he reported to them and to persons they

designate. Test data also can accumaate'in various ways

and Ile used to make improvements in the organization, content,

and teaching of the course (fornkative evaluation). Test

data can he aggregated to provide information about the over-,

all effectiveness of the course in' meeting its objectives

(summative evaluation). Additional non-test data toncerne

with participant-C-haract6rtstics, instructor charicterisii-c-S,
ft)1

4nd course operation Can be collected With'instruments,

similar to those presented in Appendix A. This descriptive

data can be tabulipted and used to explain the effectiveness
0

or lack of effectiv'eriess of instruction, toward improving ,

the quality of fdture replications of specific courses.

In summary, pre- and post test scores of individuals

lled in a course are the baSid measures of achievement

-by which to judge the degree of learning of individuals and

general level of,codrse effectiveness. Additional data

collected on course op rating characteristics and instructor'

competenCe and behavior are not measures of learning outcomes,

but are necessary torunderstanding the observed-learning

outcomes measured by the pre- and post test instruments. Without

the second set of non-test data it is not possible to explain

the differential effectiveness of.courses for different

persons, under different conditions, and with different
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instructors. Decisions about courses, their,organization,

pacing, scheduling,' and staP,fing all require both the basic,
/

achievement data and thd descriptive data which can be

gathered' by procedures similar to those described in Appendix

A.

F.xamples of ways to report learning outcome will now

be .presented.,.It shoUld he noted that learning outcomes

based upon pre- and post test or delayed post test scores

are meaningful only to the degree that the tests are reliable

and valid, As was Pointed out in Chapter 10 this means

that the course objectives being measured by the test need:

to be stated in performance terms; test items need to be

mapped to the full *ramge.of,performance objectives; a matrix

of objectives by test items by topics is needed to Insure that

the test 'is reprebgntative of the learning outcomes expected,

to resu1t'from the course; the test tasks must be abbreviated

and time efficient; and that the test tasks should be

externally validated, The reliability of the test items

also needs to be established. Assuming all of the above

-procedures have been cdrried out, the infetences abodt-

degree Of learning resulting from,a course based upon, pre;,

-andtpost test scores of individuals-can be quite strong',

eptSecially if the resulte'are aggregated acrqss persons. If

the results replicate from one teaching of the course to,

results OITtained with other groups, the inference Abodut".

course
I.
effectiveness in, achieving desired learhing outcomes

.can be-very strong.
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.:,In,ihe exampled used, pre- and post_teSt data Or,each
e

student enrolled.in the course will be 6:le NbasiatOrMation
-\

used to make decisions about the degree oflearning2;adhieved
,,,.. . ..,,,, ,by individuals and on the average by groups'. Del4yed-pOst

test data is generally hard to collect aryls:is usuaWnot

colletted across all individuals. -Rather,-delayed. t tests

or other assessments of performance after the course hos
-

been completed for some time are usually sampled across

persons and courses for purposes of making-inferences ebout

the long term effects of courses upon peY.formance.

.

-. ,.

lathering and Preseneing Basic Achievement alta.:.;An Example
,

Let us consider a short course of about three horrd
-

duration. The courseA.s.titled "Urban Storth Watei.

Modeling: Remo al and Ilyipadt." The, course was ,one ,of three

short cours offered 'during the Sixth Annual Intrnational

SympOsium'on ban Storm Runoff,'held at the driiveritYCLiC,
.....

Kentucky in July, 1979. The couTse'included two'hours of

formal instructionfollowedloy one hourzof'example problegt

solving and .discussion. The problems of evaluat*pg courses

of this short,duration are somewhat ,special becausekof the
.

, .

limited time available. Wet, the procedures for doIlect4ou,
,vr .

. q

. and,reporting learning assessment data are basidail.y the-
_.

,

same as for other course's.

This

4 ,
particular course was evaluated by Learning.,

activities
. , ,Outd mes Measurement Project as, oneof-t, amtivities of,sthe ,

.:;..--.2. ...1
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group. The ,course was taught by Dr.:Michael Meadows, a

'civil engineer in the,College of Engineering. The purpose of

the course was to impart new concepts and slails,in the topic

of urban storm water quality modeling.' The course is an

example of the third category of courses described in

Chapter 2, being concerned with imparting adVanced technical

o' concepts and skills to practicing engineers, technologists,

and scientists. The course had never-been offer d'before..

Participants successfully completing the course w e to be

awarded 0,3 CEU from the College of Engineering, Un,4versity

of Kentucky.. A tot61 of 31 persona completed the course in

three different replications, with .eight persons in the
Y

first session,- fifteen in the 'second session, and eight

the final -session. The participants were typically ciir;,,y,

engineers workinws consultants or for federal, state, orv,!

locaI4govei*Ament agencies.'

maj$r intention of the evaluation was to determine

the effectiveness of the courSe, ,gather than to Make stropg

individual assessMents.ofeaoh student's leaiming. The
.

'reason for this is that the time available for instruction

was veryrshott. No moretban a few minutes could be devoted

-tO testing with a maximum of ten minutes allocated for the

pre-test and another ten for the post. test.

'The course instructor developed twelve test items of the
0,

, .

items
,essay or constructed response type: The twelve were

J
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sorted into three 'Categories: -easy items, moderately

diffiCult items, and difficult items. Test items not meeting

'these criteria were rewritten in order than an equal number

of items in each categbiy was obtained for each test form.

One test item from each, category was randomly assigned

to an individual fdrm of the test. Four forms-were constructed
4

for use as pre - tests and post tests. The actual test

questions and their assignment to the-four different.f-orms

of the test are shown in Table 7.

An item sampling procedure was carried out to insure an .

adequate assessment_of__the_learning_o_utcomes, of the emurse,_

This is consistent with procedures designea to estimate the''

effects of courses on 'achievement of persons generally (Lord

& Novick, 1968; Shoemaker, 1173). However, the performance** .

of each individual on these 'tests is only a partial estimate

of each individual student's learning in relation to the

total course content. Yet/ since several individualS

responded tpeach 'question on the pre -test and several other

items on the post test, a'relatively. accurate estimate of

the entry knowledge level of participants as a gro4 and the

growth in the knowledge following the course' activities

can be obtained.

The course instructor graded each question in tertils of

the knowledge displayed ily.the answer which had been

constructed by the individual participant. Three scoring

categories were used,.with a G.0 value assigned for answers'

3
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Table 7

Pre- and Post Test Items and Their Assignment to
Test Forms for the'Urban Storm Water Course

1.. How are the parameters kcir stormwater pollutant wash-
off models determined?.

2. Which stormwater pollutant washoff modej. are you
familiar with? What is your major criticism of this
model?' .

lot
4

3. What is the state=o-f-the-art model.-(equations) for
routing unsteady streartiflowZ

. o' ,

.' ,
0 't

J 4. In stdrmwater and quality mode;ingi. what dbeS%the.
tam P,relioAalizatitivi" mean? ,a,, st: .

..

.
. . e .. :_, ,

. \ .. .- . ..5. When a'rg cel..eri0.es of strdantflow and water quAlity .

, ra6del"s. the ape? . . - 1 . ' .' ' . .. . k .
4li' : .0 00 0 ,

,t

Er. 'btseinguiSh petween dynamitand kinem-atic,wa-e$,
, I ..! .

7. Hdw Cana,per4on best,siNlate the dynhmic'respOnse (If
.a redeiving stream's, water wlity system 4p stormwater
pollution? .

)

.

. g.
4 . t ,*.

8. Are all .one dimens±bnal streamflow and water quality
-routing models compatibld? Explain your answer. -'
''' ....

19. ,What model wouldyou recommend for routing streamflow
r during' periods of stormwater runoff?

k .
o . . .

10. What process(es) is (are) involved in the washoff of
= pollutants from an urban watershed?

11. How can data colected at one'w-atershed be transferred
k to another, watershed?

12. DUrin§ ttie'preliminary assessment phase,of an area-wide
quality study;. how tan a person 'identify those land use,
areas tfiat are potentially signgicant-sources of
stormwater pollution?

PRE-TEST QUESTIOisIS' POST-TEST QUESTIONS'
FORI4S

A.
B -'
C .

D'

1, 2, 3 3, 9,11
-4, 5, 6 .2, 4, 12
7, 8, 9 '5, 7, 10

10,-11, 121. 1, 6, 8
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withno.knowledge of the-concept, 0.5 being-used for scoring

the presence of some knowledge, and 1.0 being aSsigned-for

correct knowledge of the question,content, Each item wap
ti

scored in this manner for each'person. The total possible

score for anyperson was 3.0 and the minimum ,score possible°

( .-was 0.0. Redponses to -both the pre- and the post test were
. . .

-scored in this manner by the instructor the results 'for
.. =

, = .

ti individual .students on, the four test forms were
IP
recoxded.v :-.

.
..

,

The equivalence' ofittleyardous forms- of,:th'tept ip the , ,.
.

,,, . ,

*I t.

,pre- and post test roles was' determined by,a one-way analysis

of variance across the scores'of pai'ticipants on the four '

: koms of the test. 11 this procedure it is assumed that
41441pr

because of,random assignment of Participants to test forms 4

On both the pre- and post test,all participant groups can

be viewed as being-equivalent in'terms of their expected

mean scores on the tests. Therefore, if there are

statistically significant difference between the four forms

of the "test in either thepre- or pOst test role, the non-
-

'equivalence of the test forms would be suggested. light

of such findinqs,*the*test items and forams might need to be =

reworked. ti

Table 8 contains the'obseeved total scores for the 33

persons who began the course and were randomlyassigneTo

. one of the four. .fOrms in the pre -test role. Persons- from all,

three replication of the course were pool for the analysis.

In Table 8 the a'tual test scored for persons across the four
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Table 8

Pre-Test Total Scores Across Test Forms
Urban Storm Water Quality Modeling Course

Test Form

A

3.0
0.0
3.0
1.5
0 . 5 .

1.0

t

X1.0

, 0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

.e. ,D.0
2.0'
0.0

, 1.5
0.0 ' ,

.

010
0.0
0.5

i

2.0
0.'5

,.0.5-

1.0
2.0
2.5
2.5
1.0

. 2.0

0.0 1.0
'0.0
0.5
i . 0

I

Statystic

6 12 9° 6

14. 500 0.417 0.667 1.833

*S 1.265 :0.634 0.707 0:683

Source

Between Forms

Within Forms

.Total
555

One Way Anova Table

SS

104629

18.750

29.379

df MS F pd..
--..

3 3.543 5.480 0.004

29 .0.647 -

I
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forms of the, pre-test aie listed along with the mean scores ,

and standard deViations for each form.. Fol/amikthis

information a .ore -way analvsis.pf variance table is%presented:
. .

It is apparent that the-founforMs of the i-est are not

equivalent for the 33 persons who completed the pre-test.

Forms D and A were the easiest and forms- B and C the most

difficult. Of course, these findings could be due to

differences in- the entry level .knowledge of participants in

the:foun groups even thodgh they were randomly assigned.

by chance alone, more able persons may havy been assigned to

forms A and D. HOI4ever, the test items and fqrms shOuld be
-

reworked to insure more equality,of assessment of entry level

knowledge Cm the course Content, since the\statlstical test

shows that the probability of such a distribution of scores

udder random assignment of perscins'to test forms is unlikely.

Table 9 a similar presentation of the indiyidual

total scores of the 31 participants who actually completed

the course across the four forms used as a post test. Again

the individual, scores of persons and test forms)/ standard

deviations, and_ an analysis of variance table are presented.

Persons from all three replication of thecourse are pooled'.,

C

The results indicate that in.the p st test role-the four

,forms of the test are not statistically significant froli.one

another. Of cpukse,-thiS may' be caused by the fact that the

instruction in the coursehas caused all persons to master
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.
Pdst Test Total.Scores Across Test Forms
Urban Storm Water Quality Modeling Course

Tables9

00

Test Form.

A. B.
D

2.0 2.5 - 2A 3.0
2.5 2.0 .2.0 3.0
3:0 , 3.0 .0 2.0
3,0 2.5 2.5 1.0
2.0 = 2.0 1.5 3.0
3.0. 3.0 25 2.5
2.5 1.5 2.5'

2.0 2.0
3.0 1-z5.

Stdtistic

9 9n 7

2.571 2 500 2.167 2.278

S 0.447 0.500,' G.712.

One Way Anova Table

Source SS df .-..1-.MS ''F.... p4-.

Between Forms 0.827 3 0.276 0.900 0.454

Within Forms 8.270 27 0.306

Total 9.097 ,

4 4
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the material to such a high-level that differences in the . ((''\

- difficulty'level of the four forms of the test no longer
()

exist. Or it may beatfrt the four forms of the test are

.

eqdivalent.

For purposes of this example, it is assumed that the.four

forms of the test are equivalent. It is also assumed that the

tests have been properly constructed:and that they are

'both valid and reliable. Administration of the-tests in the

pre- and post test roles to other croups and subsequent

analyses would help confirm or refute these assumptions, as

would the carrying out of appropriate item analysis and

test form reliability and validity studies (See Chapters

10 and 11). It should be noted that the method of assigning

persons to test'forms in.both the pre- and post testing,

although random, prevented any 'person from taking the same
. ,

form of the test in bOth the. pre- and pest test situation.

Figures 2) 3, and 4 show,the results of the three
I

replications of the course on both pre- and post tests. Pre-

and post tests scores are plotted against the rank of

-, persons in each section of the course. Persons in Groups

1 and 3 have been ranked in,order of the overall quaity of

their total written responses on the post test, a procedure

carried out in Addition to the individual grading of items.

Since there are 8 persois ineach group, there are 8 ranking

categories. For Group 2, which had 15 persons, the actual

observed post test'score categories are 'used for the ranking.
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A

2

Score on

Tests /

1 -

0

O

PRE-AND POST TEST RESULTS
URb.AN STORM, WATER QUALITY MODELING:

REMOVAT,4ND IMPACT
UROUP 1 , m = 0.1(4

-or"-

0 0

6-0

0
.

ED

I I I

Student Gode di.. 123. 143 122 132 133- 131 142

Post Test Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Test Boim Taken* d B BCCCDD
Individual pre-test score

0§1 Individual post test score

__Teit mean'score across persons for prer. and post tests

Person rank on post test by pre- and post test regression line.

Test standard deviation

Value of maximum score = 3

Value of minimum score = 0

.1*

r 0.

=
s 0.417

m = 0.012
b = 0.6)6
r = 0.03Y /

):c 00:77550v/

Figure 2 Illustration of a graphic means for reporting learning outcome,

,measurements for a short course to individual Participants and groups.

*See: Table 7 for determinetion of test form
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4

Score 'on

14 Tests

4

2

1

\ 0

PRE- ANDtPOST TEST RESULTS ,

URBAN STORM WATER QUALITY MODELING:
REMOVAL AND IMPACT

I/

GROUP. 2
.

n".= 15

Q1.

4

Ob.

.

®,

Post Test; . 1 '2

Individual pre-test scores
4

k

Individual post test scores
, -

Test mean scores across. persons for pre- and post tests'

Person rin4 on post

3

test by'pre... and post test regression lines

V

5

I -
I

Teat standard deviation - Pre-Test post.:_:_._,I'est-,.....,...r
.

1 .

Yalu, of.maximum score t= 3
.

Value of minimum score = 0

m , Lf

b
r

X-
3

q.19.5

0:513
0.195 ,

1.167
1.097

0.506
0.500,

1.000

2.367
0.611

,Figue 3 Learning outcomes re-Suiting from a short yourse for engineets
On klrban Storm Water Quality MOdeling.

. .

*Individual persons pre- and Jost test scores across forms cannot be litte4
in this figure because persons are ranked .by score categories rather thLn,
by individual persons,

et
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PRk- AND POST TEST RESULTS
,

URI3Aq. STOWM WATER QUALITY MODELING:
REMOVAL AND IMPACT

Score on .1

Tests -r
r

1 -

4GROUP 3 .,
n =6,

gr.,'

.`

r, m = 0,238
,...x b =-,1.179

®...--* r =A0.976

...)
s ....

.....

2, (g.i...'el
. ...-....

..'
-4 x = 2.250..

)

jt

.4 = 0,598

-, ..m --,-: 0.155
....

b = -0.196
r = 0.819

° .
:1'7 = 0.500 -.

s = 0.463

5tude4 Code 3 3 3 2 3 4 3 1 3A1 - 315 ..3J4 ais\
1 .

\- Post- 'rest Rank' 1 2 3' %4 '.5

t
6 ). 7 8' .

\

Test Form Taken* A A B B 8 B B C
. .. .

.-

Individual pre-test score °

Individlial poSt test 40 re . f'k .. . i

Test mean- sabre across persons fon pre.: dnd past tests.
.. O. . f

. Person ranks on post test by pre- and post test regression
+4

Test: Standard deviation

Value of maximum score = 3

Value of 4nimum score = 3

.

. .

Figure 4 Learning outcomes resulting from a short course for engineers
on Urban Storm Water Qualit;t Modeling.

,

. .

line

* See Table 7 for determination of test form.
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/

Since only 5 of the7 possible total score.categori66

occurred in (roue 2, there are 5ranks.

A mean, standard deviafAod, and regression line are,

presented, for' both 'the pre-'-test'amj,the post test for each

of the three groups. ,T,he information isePresIlited.

graphically as :well as numerically. ,A quick glance at the'

three figures 'reveals the, bastc.patternh:- 1:11'edi5ost test

**
Means are Seen to be uniformly high arid about the same%yalue-

_

for all three'groups., The pre-test means arepeen be
.

much-iower and about- the 'Same value foi ilroups laend 3, but
.

obp be higher fox proup -2-,%The greater variabiltity of the
4

four 'arms of
.

the teat-acrosp the per'sons on the'prt-test is
, - . ..

, 1 4r.. .

immediately apparent,--es5acially.for hroOps 1-and 2. ,The4
1 ,

most striking featre.of the graphs _is the consistent and

largs fference )ietween the.pre-test Apd po't test means
.

.

'across the'three gr.puns:
..

..

" "-- (4
.1 %1),,Ata of this- type .collected :On well designed pre- and..A r- - - .. .

.
.post tests across reigicationsiorcourses, is strong evidence

. ... .

of -the degree of
-..

leaihing which haslresulted from the course.
ge-

...J
.,.4

- Presented in graphic form it is rl*II'more.interpretable than
. t., -

-3

if simply,p.resented'numericallye. Commerciarcomputer-
. *,

'programs exist which allow for the easy tabulatidn of pte-.

and post test" data and ,the construct* &T'plotssimilar4

to those presented in Figures_lthrough 3. 'The nformatibm.
*gained from such data is useful for both formattive and ,

1
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. summative,evaluation nrocedures. It can he used for

reporting results of learning outcomes to many groups cat'

persons, including course participants, course'instructors,
,4

program administrators, client agencie's who sent participants,

and accrediting groups from professional organizations.. It

is 'the most basic data which can be obtained about the

learning outcomes of the course. Without this or similar.

informatiOn about the performance capabilities of course

participants at the beginning and end of the course', little

can be said with assurance about the degree.of'learning which

has resulted .for individuals or for groups taken as a whole.

For these reasons the evaluation of individual learning

outcomes or the evaluation of course effectiveness generally

needs to be based upon some similAr procedure. The data
I , ,

collected is not.only useftil to reporting the ind ividual

achievements of particular students to them, but collected

over replications of a course and over many courses within

a program, it can be verk7 effective in making a ssessments of

the effectiveness of courses, various instructional;

organizations and'arrangements, and the credibility of

programs'of continuing eTucation offered by universities

or other agencies.

Reporting Learning Ou4comes to Individual Students

It'is well established that immediate feedback concerning

the accuracy and adequacy of performance facilitates student

-282-
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learning and motivation. Course,instructors should always

provide students with-the results'of corrected homework
.

problems,'guizzes,talaboratory exerc.ises, and 40her types of

embedded test tasks as Soon as posrible after they have

been administered.-. Immediate knowledge of results is desirable

in these situations. This procedure allows individual

students to compare their own recently completed performances

to those presented by the instructor. Oftentimes the

instructor cannot provide students immediately with their

corrected.and scored homeworknroblems, exercises, and

quizzes because time is-needed tQ complete the correction of

student responses. An alternative procedure is to hand out

common sets -of correctly work problems,-solutions to test,

problems, and laboratory exercises. ..ints method achieves

immediate feedback'to students about the adequacy of their

recently completed performance against a detailed example of.

how the problems or exercises should have been completed.

However, correcting and grading.of individual students'

homework and,dther papers and prompt return of these to

students remains Impoirtant.

.

Jr' short courses, simiiar,to those often used in

Continuing,education activities in engineering, time is so

limited that it is difficult to correct-promptly students'

o

work and. to arrange adequate opportunity for individuals to

examine and reflect on these results. Some of the methodt

for overcoming this obstacle are noted in Chapter 7 in the
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li§cussion of embedded testing procedures. It is important

that both students and instructors quickly obtain' knowledge

of results from embeldrst tasks in short courses.

Otherwise the assessment procedures serve no useful function

for guiding leaining and instruction. The Haan and Barfield

.(1978) ",Hliarology and Sedimentology of Surface Mined Lands"

course, as it is ,described in Chapter 7, is one good example of

ho* to provide students' in short courses with immeddate know-
,

ledge of the results of their performance. This course makes

use of embedded test tasks, sample problems, and completely

. worked solutions handed out as soon as participants have

completed assigned work.

One advantage of the multiple choice test forthat or
4

other short answer objective. tests is that they can be

scored immediately after students have completed them. A.

standard scorhIg sheet can be used by students to mark the

appropriate answer to' each- question. The answer sheet can

be scored.by machine immediately, right in the classroom,

if the proper equipment is available. Equipment for this
ft

'purpose is currently commercially available. However, even

without such equipment, -standardized answer' sheets for

multiple choice questions can be scored by hand using a

scoring over-lay or a master answer sheet. A test with as

many as thirty items can be scored in as little as 15 seconds

by this procedure. Furthermore, the correct'answer to each

question can be marked on the student's paper by marking
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through the opening on the master or answer sheet. The total

number of errors can be counted as scaring'oroceeda and be

notea on

instructor

student's answer sheet and recorded by the

The scored answer sheet with the correct responses

-:*-td. item the student missed can be returned to the individual,

student a few seconds after he or she has completed the test.

The student can be allowed to go over his or her awn test using

the corrected answer sheet and the test booklet which

contains the questions and probleffis. In addition, a

solution_sheet can be provided which explains why a particular

answer is correct to each quest ion on the test and why the

distractingoptions fOr each question are wrong. Use of

procedure is extremely effective in providing students

with information about their performance. Tests carried out

in this4lianner are very instructive to students who quickly

idenpgy what specific areas or concepts they do not yet

111 . under4tand and need to learn to Master. The immediate
, ,

.

scoring and recording of the test results by the instructor
,

.
.

i ,s
.

.

also 1.ert.him or
.

her to problems that-individuals or groups
' ------L--','--:c, .1

are having. Often, immediate corrective ation can be taken
t . .

_ by th4 instructor whenethe testing is completed in order to

, .

remedy problem areas. .

by a

** the t

figure 5 is an exapple of an actual answer sheet scored

and key and returned to the student nimmediately after

st was completed. The scoring key is simply another

answer sheet with Spaces punched out for the correct answer
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IN11114L:,7131111111110=311431=7PCIKI=.1.7111/tArtt"!

GENERAL PURPOSE

ANSWER SHEET

ABCDE 8:c 11,E
1 04195)(DO' 11.Q)(3-)p,
ABCDE ABCDI

2'0 00 56 ® 4.12 040(.1(:;)(
UC41)E 5 C D.E.3poee® 13 91,010(A)

C.; CUE A E3J.: L400,e0 14 ®0000s
C U E ABCDE

510(2)1b06) 15 (DO) (;)6)
A E3 C U`E. ABCD

sflooco®
ABCD E, ABCDE

7i.J0®0® 17 (,i) (-2) (9 CI) LT)

p,acDr A B C,
856 ®100® laoc--.)(2;,t)c

Al3CDE A B C D I:
.9 0 00 06.) 19000(9(9

B C- D E A B C D E.100#0e0 200n0()ri)

11'trf -*it ti=1-77=11a.1.1.112M111=7.47:1

A
,

ii;lt
UEAU 1H1 f 01.LOVViNG BEFORE YOU BEGIN,

11.!;33 1,1tE1 E 1, 1 item
Make 11,t1.-, mask:, 1;1,1t hll Ciicle Complyluly
Erabi: d1151Vtli yo-u Wish to orninge.
Mao rro -;tray narks on ihis answ.?r sheet

re-, -re AA
e. cry ?l-bCe.5.5 or A

AT'
THIS IS TM: CORREC r WA% 10 MARK YOUR ANSWERS

A It C D E
21(') C90

ABC!)
22 CiP:')(1)(9

A B C D
3(C) "C9

BCDE
240i)000

ABCDE
250)0000

A 13 C- U E
26®00®C;

ABCDE
276)(3)000

ABCDE
286) r,.)

AWE
29000®0

NBCDE
3000)000

A II C i1 f ABCDE A B r, Er E. ,

.10060)(:) 200000 30000®
A 11 c u E

31 (_')(1)(DGi
A 13-c u E

32(61').-(6)
A 0- c: r., E. It

33(1(:)(,.:1(:1).®

A n, E

14 (i) (!). ;4) ();

A °it C. E

35 (01;1'-','F)®
ABCDE

36(!)(.:(1)(4)C9
A 13 f. D E

37 6,i:I Qi;')(;)
A 1: ()

38 Ca:h. 4)

A L
39 (ii,,..)( 1,( .i)(5)

A 13 1) E:

400 2- CA.;@

A, B C D E
41 00 ® ® ®

A B t) E

42'D®®0 1.D
A B C U E

4300((4)®
A B CD E

44 0()(9C:t)
ABCDE

45i.900)L0(3)
ABCDE

ABCDE
171.)®0®®,

ABCDE
48`3)®(.2..)t.:,®

ABCPE
49000®

ABCDE
.50.00000

A It C D I
51000)00

A 13 C D L
520 ® (3) 0 0

A 13 D E
530(2)000(?)

5400'000
&A1,1 01
55000)(9)0®

A H D F
56 `0.)

A B C,D L

ABCDE
58 0(-.7)@:®CD

A 13 C D
e)o-,o590

ABCDE
60 0e)q,h0C.);

N BCDE.
61C) I'D C9 G

ABCDE
6200eGG

ABCDI
6300)et,-)6

A 13 C. n
71 0 0Q) (9q7)
-ABCDL

72000C-0)
A B C I)

13 (017)6;(1)`;)

A 13 C D E ABcDE
81(!)(..;)0G® 91(,)1D (17)0

ABCDE ARGUE
82@®000 920:,)(.)1)(;)

A 13 D E A t; t. L)
)(9

ABCDE
101000G.i.)

ABCDE
10200®0)()

ABCDE
103 ti)(F)(,)(DO

_Figure 5 Sample Standard Answer Sheet for Manual or Machine Scoi-ing
4;1

4

4* Indicates the student's individual response to each item

A 13 C D E
111 0(0G)OG

ABCDE
112 00G)00

ABCDE
113 6)060

d Indicates the correct response as scored by the instructor using the
r scoring key, when the student has responded' incorrectly.
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to each question,: ti If no standard answer .sheets are available,
tt

suitable answer ;Sheets can he constructed bc, tvping.-rows-and

columns of zero or capital "Os" on a plain sheet of paper

and adding number* for rows and letters for options within
,

rows. The'maste4r or scoring key is made and used in the same
-

.manner as is thelcase with the sample answer sheet in Figure 5.

Similar procedures can he used with other objectively

scored test items. If the test items result in a particular

numerical value, the construction of a particular diagram,

or in some other standard response which can be quickly .and

objectively scored, relatiye immediate knowledge,ofresults

can he communicated to students by scoring tests and returning

them to stuilents as soon as they .are completed.

It should aso be recalled that multiple choice -test

items can'be used for any type of testing situation., The

sample test in Appendix B illustrates how complex performance,

capabilities may be tested for by well designed and

abbreviated test tasks. Much is said aAout this in earlier

chapters. It will suffice to note that if more attempts

were made to cogently encapsulate the basic features of

the intended leaining outcomes of courses within well

constructed test items similar to those shown in Appendix B,

it woUyla be much easier to score student performance
0

immediately after assessment and communicate the results of4

)
r,

.....-

indiv.idual's performance to them at once.
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At the end of courses it is also important to comMunicate

the achievement results to the.individual. ,Information about

how much each pqrson had learned with respect to his entry

level knowledge is of interest to the pai.ticipant. If the

course is small and the pre- andApost test scores of

ihdiViduals have been plotted against some criterion of

performance capability (e.g.,, Figures 2 and 4) this information

can be shared with individual students following the course.

In both Figures 2 and 4 each student can identify him or
4

herself by the student code number. The pre- and post, test
P

scores of the individual can be identified. ,The'person's ,

A,

performance in relation to Other, persons in the group and
1

in relation to the degree of mastery can all be determined.

. For courses in which itis not possible to list each

indiVidual performance on a group performance graphj'it

is still possible and important to provide participants

with information on their own performance in the course:

Figure 6 is an,example of a standard fort which can be used

to report the achievement of individual students fn courses

to persons at the completion pf a course. Typically it

Might require a few days to compile and prepare all of the
,

individual achievement.reports fbr.a course. These can be

) mailed out to students at the conclusion of the course:. With

efficient.scoring and processing procedures, it*is often

possible to provide participants with this type of information.

prior to, their departure froM a course. In any event, the.

4
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Figure 6

'MANUAL INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT REPORTING FORM

NaMe: f°"111 f Kia,/e,5 /D. Stl-Se./u+ code_ i*/ z 2-

Course:y. Urban Storm Water Quality Modeling: Removal

and Impact'

Instructor(s):. Dr.' Michael Meadows

Date(s):. July 24, 1979

"Your performance dm the pre-test and post test is reportel
. below in both graphic and numerical form. In addition,

information on the perftrrmance of the class, as a whole is
also recorded.

Class Performance

Pre-test (xl)

n

i (%) = Z56.00 RI (%)' = 81.27

§=d4 (%) = 2.20
- s4d.(%) =13.90

--_,

8"

Post test (x2)

n = 8

I

Your Performance

Percentile Rank 3730

Post test (x9)

8'3. 33

,Plot of individual and group performance: Pre- and
.post test

0%

n = no. of participants
W = mean test score

,T
s.d. = standard deviation

100%

ED Your pre-test score

Your post test score

We hope this informationVillbe beneficial to oU.
Should you have 'questions or comments please contact this
office.

*Percentile ranks based Upon rank, order scores of 1323- and
post test scores shown'in Figure.27 page 278.
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opportunity to share with individual students tIL.results

of their performarice,on the pre-test and the post test should

not be dependent upon completion of -the achi4evement report.

Rather, byusing the methods deSeribed above, these tests

can also be scored immediately and _resultsresults communicated

to the students with corrected answer sheets, the test

question booklets, and solution sheets. It, the t st results

are not shared with students immediately in this or some

similar manner, the instructional value of the testing

ptocedure is lost.

Even when students-have received immediate feedback on

their performance-on learning assessment activities, there is

still a need to make a summary Yeport to each student at the

end of the course. Figure .6 is a completed achievement

report for one student from the Urban Storm Water Quality

Modeling Course. The student may be identified in Figure 2.°

The name listed in Figure 6 is.ficticious,- but the results

are for a real person enrolled in.,this course. The form is

deigned for easy use .by clerical Staff involved with the

continuing edUcation program. Only the ipformatiOn which-is

written iikby hand needS to be preiiared for each individual

.student. .The remainder of the information:pertains'to the

outcotes for the enti4e.course. I a course has many,

participants enrolled, the information which applies to the

entixe course can be typed on armaster copy for that course.

J.

4,

4



. ts;

`.Sufficient copies can ipil:LipZida,Od to prepare an

individual report for ac&ti,

'for each individual" can

eriraLl the specific,information
*.

added with minimum etfOrt.
_ .

A ,
This is illustrated in Figure!gbY th,e handwritten information.

kctor and the data -canThe .name of the course, t*e.

all be typed in on a master. riie.! proceffUre can be
followed for the information Eibeti,IaSperformadq,e.-

. eIn addition, the'pre- and popost toksmbans apd standard
1.-40

Ddeviations can also be plotted on the master. Alf ,the copies

nedded for the total enrollment of the course can then be

duplicated. What remains is' to slmpfy'add the infdrmation

needed. for any individual. nlis amounts 66 adding the 1

'N/

. Person's name and Student code number, listing-therperson's

pre- and post test scores and percentile:raps, arid. plotting

the person's pre- and post test scores on the line which

already contains thd group means and standard deviations.

'The line at the bottom of the form on which.the group

pre- and post test means and standard deviations are

plotted along with the individual's,scores on the two tests

is facilitated by the length of the line and the metric

yin which the test scores are rOpoittea..f The line is 10

centimeters long. The scoring metric i in percentage of

the total possible score,. It is a 'simple matter to plot an

indkividual's score directl\as a percentage, on tl)e 10

centimeter scale with a metric uler: If /time 'is short, the

-group means and standard deviations ,can be plodtW on the

1



master farm for the qraup, and the individual be instructed
.in a standard comment on the form to plot his or her own

`scores, on the line if so desired.-

The form is simple to uses It provides individual
. .

participants with the basic information they heed concerning

fOrmal assessment of their learning outcomes.in a course.
Iri addition, ifa forM similar to this one was prepared for

each person in each course ir), a continuing education prOgram

over many offerings pf courses, much information abdut course

effectiveness over replications and much information about

'program effectiveness across'courses,could be accdtulated.

Although such information alone will not serve to replace the

tacit evaluation of courses and the institutions which offer

them by the client agencies and groups who enroll in
4

continuing education courses, such information can be very.
4

useful in a supporting Nay.' It,can also serve as an aid to

quality control,, improvement of courses and programs of

study, and evide;16;f the worth'of continuing ,education

activities operated by universities, colleges and other units.

Accrediting agencies, profeSsional societies, and,govetning

boards and groOs all,have'legitimate interests in tilis type

of achievement data aggregated over courses.

The task of"preparing the individual achievement report

can be simplified- by .computer processing. Figure 7 -is an

ex mpte of a computer prepared report. The .report is for a

student lobed in one section of the "Hydrology and

Senmentology of Surface Mined Lands". In -this case, the

7292-
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Figure 7

Computerized Individual Nch,ievement Reporting Form

uNkvcRS)ly or .(ENTuCKY
LULLtut. oF ENGINEE1-1m(".

OFFICE UF LuNTINU1'4 (0oCATION
Ltxt..u1LN, KENTUCKY ArfOb

(IcL: b06-2c17 1,q71)

COURSE HyuRULUUY A,.() scUlmENTOLCCY FROM SuRPACE 0INt0 LANDS
SHE OR ct.TIUN: TULSA, uKLOmumA .

UATt OF LOURSL: JuNt No/
JNSTkuClURIS): DR. bILLY tAkhIcLD AND DR. TOm t-eAAN.

,PAkIICIPANI:

° PtkFnkmANCE_ PI

_PROEST_ _POSTTEST_

= 10)

_GAIN_

AVtKAGc TtLT SCUkt 1C.6 5.2
STANUARU 2.S 3.4
1tST RELlAbILITY
SlU.ERRUR OF MtA4. 1.7
PtRLEN1 OF THE LI...SS 0 6P,P

mASTtk1NG At ItS1

YOUR TEST.SCUKt 13 1P 5

AS PAINT OF THL ABOVE COURSE, 'flip wERE GIVE iwti 2? CUFSTION MULTIPLE
CHOICE TtSIS. THE TEST,4uETIONS,wERE CLnSFLY RELATED 10 IHE MATERIAL
COVtkEUOukING THE CLOkSt. THL (-LASS WAS NOT FXPECTED TO UO WELL ON
THt FIRST OR PRETEST. (IF IT At.(c. UTHERW1,5F, THE COURSE Miura
HAVE LITTLt VALUL TO PAR1ICIP.N1s.1 UN THE 01.14kR HAND, THE CLASS WAS
tAPELTLU 10 UU OUITt well bN Int PUSTTEST WHICH WAS iDmINI4TEREU Al
THt tNU JF INSTRUCTION. FRuM IHE VIEwPOINTS nF THE INSIRUCTORS AND
LUUkSt DESI4NERS, A PUSTILST tt.uRE OF 17 OR PF1TeR IS EvIUENCE THAT IHE
CLASS ASA wHOLE ANU PAKIICIPANIS INDIVIOuILLY WET 1HE STATtU LEARNING
6011JeCTIVts FOR THt CCURSE.

AN INUIVIWAL*S POST1E0 SCuRE, nJwtVCR, DEPFMnS ON MAI,Y FALTOks .

SuLH AS, FCR INSIANLL, O'IL'S Pk &OR KNowLEOG,LA,In FAMILIAkITY WITH
THE.26ENERAL DISCIPLINARY AREA AS wt1.1. AS THE SF1.CIFIC LUOJtCl.mATTER
OF- IHE LOUKSt AS 11mtSE AkE mEASuKED by THE PPETES.T. wHETHE OR NOT
A FAkTICIPANT'S OSTIEsT stuht t.UALLED OR FrcFEmn 17 I4/LESS IMPORTANT
THAN 1S THE UIFF RENLtuk LAIN SLURE EC1wEEN The PCSTItSk AND Ink
PREItST.. FUR TH CLASS AS A wnuLE. THIS DIFFFRENTIAL GAIN MEASURES
LtAkUINu JLCUR1,1 AL A nttF11 JF INSTR.UCTION,AND CCUISE PARTICIPATION.
Fuuk UR flvt KILN S UlFfEktNLL ttiwEEN PRETFST WO POSTTEST INDICATES
SIuNIFICANT 1MPRO EMtN1 AS A KISuLl OF ATTFNOINr. THE CURSE.

wE HuPE JhIS INFO MATIuN WILL be UENEFICIAL TO.YOU. SHUULU YuU
HAVE GutSTIONs.UK DMmENTS, PLLAsc CONTACT THIS nFFICE.
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or.

report is for a real person enrolled in the class. In the

interest of privacy, the-personname and address, which

would normally be listed on the computer printout, is omitted.

All the basic' information is given about theindividual's

performance ana the performance of the'group: In addition,

test reliability and standard error of estimate values are

given. For classes with large enrollments the form could be

prepared directly.from data- students generated in their

response .to multiple choice ,questions on standard and machine

scorable,answer sheets.- There are many ways to automate the

processing of test data and the preparation of individual
. .

achievement report's.

Keeping Learning-Outcomes of Individuals Private'

While individuals enrolled in courses should have the

results of their performance on 'assessment nstrumente and of

their performance in'the course as a whole communicated to

them, this information is not.properly communicated to

anyone else (Tyler & Wolf,.1974). Participants in 6"41ven

course may be sponored by their employers. In thie case;

with the permission of the student beforehand; it is proper.

to release .the petformance record in the course
g4

to.Vie employer. Generally the employer will.be interested
.

in a.global assessment 'of the individual student. In short,

."this translatestranslates into Tepot't.ing'whether the student .completed

the course successfd*Y or not.

Me A
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Another group to which a pa-rticipant might direct that

the results of his or her performance record for a course

be sent are piofessional organizations and 'groups which .

AV
dgedieand record-Continuing education unitsHere, agai,

.

the persons who supervise such acfivitfes are generally

interested some global judgment of the course instrucftor's
,

. 'assessment of the studeneilirformance i-n the cburse./ This

usually tranflates into some judgment about the overall .

. .,

adequacy of the individual student ,s performanbe in the

course, either as
,
'cceptable or unacceptable for/ the.CEUcredit.

. .
. - \., - ,

There are two iddintsto be jade. -The first is that only,

thove personp

should have any

student performan

infAtlatPihyneeded-hy.,th4e
i
goollps is-of ,the or 'fail"

. -
,

.

'A . i
or "successfully complete1;.d"ro "not successfully completed"

es kg

#fOrmati

ndividual course participants.,'

sent t them about individual

in rethe course. The sedond is that the

type. It is inapproctriate to send the individual's detacled'

learning report form with all of the-information about the
.

.

Person's pre- and- post, test results to these other -groups.

The pass/fail judgment is .sufficient If the ind'ividualt

wishesito q4Pare the obetailed,repbrtmith his employer or

4 with,a professional licensing agency, he_ or she may do so.
. -qk

* This is riot to, say that information of the type contained
f

c)in Figures 2' through 4'should not bd shared,with employers

/.
-

.,

..,

and persons responsible for supervision. and recordIng of
'). .--Cpisl There is no problem as long As the data id

,
grbup data

I
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and what is reported is the effectiveness of the course
c

gederally for groups of students. What is inappropriate is

to identify the performancp of individual, students in such-.

presentations, except for use by the individual student and

course instructors.

If a course has been shown to be ?generally effective and

/
the persons who administer and teach it to becompetent,and

tesponsible, there is no need fork either employees or others

to have more information about an individual student's

performance in a course than to know if it was successful or

unsuccessful. There is too much opportunity for misuse of

detailed achievement data by employers or others if it is

provided. °For example, a supervisor could conceivably decide.
t

to promote one individual and -not on'thecbasis of

. detailed test scores in a course and the relative rankings of
. .

the two persons. If both persons had passed the ctourse this

would be inappropriate, and it might also be inappropriate

even ifone person had not passed the course. There is

'.4oimply too much error in,individual pefformance ;test scores,

even under the most ideal conditions, to make such'ihf,erences

and to be correct most of*the time. Other informaioneabout

.the individualt$ skills in the'work setting on a range of
4

tasks, about their at'titu1des and interests, and past

'perforynce are, much more crucial in making such decisions

(hpcfelland, 1-973; Stice; l979),. There are,many person's who

do not understand these points and who are prone to use-a,4
L

teat score as concrete evidence for a decision'which should

4
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be made by a more informed process, requiring much more ef:ort.

Test scores of persons are often abusd in these matters

(McClelland, 1973).

The main value of test scores is4their aggregation for

persons over replicatitinsof courses. Used in this way,

scores obtaibed'rom well designed-tests can be very useful

in evaluating the effectiveness of courses (Tyler, 1974).

Another major use of tests is as pait of the learning

activities which constitute the. instruction for-the courses

in which they are used. It is for instructional purposes

that individuals' test scores should be shared with them

immediately 'after the completion of tests and'in reports

to them upon course' completion. The individual who has

recently ipmpleted a course Can interpret the results of pre-

and post tests in the context of the course activities in

which .he or she has engaged. The.soOres ofpersons are

balanced anclaneaninqful in this context and.in relation to

hold much the individual feels he or she has learned in areas

4 not measured by the tests.

It is also appropriate for individuals registering for

continuing education courses to, decide if they choose to be

involved in the testing at the pre - and post test stages.

Being involved in. the course will. often require completing

,,the embedded test tasks and should routinely be required as

are the other activities designed to teach individuals the

content and. skills of the course. If persons are seeking

-CEU credits, and if appropriate pre- add postttests are
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avaii4lble, these ought also to be required. .t persons

to enroll without seeking CEU credits and the' wish ftot to

participate in testing, they should be allowel to do so.

About the only exception to this situation is where failure

to learn tc criterion some particular skill -or content would

result-in property damage or threat to health and life. In

these cases, testing should be required for all participants.

An example cited in an earlier chapter is the' proper

assessment of individuals' competence in operating dangerous

and expensive laboratory or industrial equipment'before

allowing theNtotdo so certifying that they are competent

to do so.

--Nr
Precautions to Prevent the Abuse of Test Scores

Attention to the matters discussed in the previous section

help prevent abuse of test scores. There are other precautions

which sh9kd be, observed to insure proper use of test scores

and other performance assessments of students in continuing

education courses.

Before decisions are made about the effectiveness--of-

courses in 'reaching their desired objectives, the tests ox

or other assessment procedures used.must lie determined to be

reasonably valid and reliable. Methods for doing so have been

-outlinedlin some detail in previous chapters. 'Poorly designed
O

.

tests are worse than no tests: Their use may alienate

students who are quick to see,the invalidity of tests and

.test items, especially at the post test Stge when they can

judge how closely and how ,adequately the, test items and

assessment procedures match the content of the course.
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'Instructors can be helped by good tests which are

appropriately comprehensive while at the sime time being

brief and time efficient. Imp6sing a poorly designed test
A_

into a short and already very'full time period which is

needed for instruction'is a serious aggravation to instructors

as -well-ae'to students. Any type of testing or assessment-.

\which is developed for a' course needs to be developed with

the full 'pertacipation-of the course instructors and should

be specifically related 'to the4course material. If such

cooperation cannot be obtained.there is little point in

imposing an external testing or assesment procedure on a

course or an instructor. Both studehts and instructor are

apt to resent the intrusion, the results of the testing are

likely to be invalid, and the data not particularly helpful

to the revision of the course and its ultimate improvement.

On the other hand, if thet course instructor can be'convinced

that well designed tests and assessment,procedures can be

useful to prOmdting instruction, and can be encouraged to

beCome involved in designing appropriate procedures, much

will have been *gained. -

If a course is to be developed and Offered many times

Over a period of months or years, proper. esting and

assessment of learnp.ng outcomes is impoCrtant to the formative

evaluation of the course atd its quality. control throughout

its life time. In such cases, the investment of the initial

time and effort neededcbto'develop good.teqs for the course
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/\
can be repaid many times over. The benefits derive from

having good information concerning the operation of the

course at various times, under variourconditions, and

with different instructors. Often much is in the

design and evaluation of one course which is useful in the

design and operation of other courses.

Sometimes, if a course is to offered only once. or twice,

for a.special group of persons, there is no need to engage

in elaborate test development act*vities.. However,. in

most courses instructors will have notions of what it is they

expect students to learn and be able to do At the end of

the dourse. Beginning with these expected lahrning outcomes

is basic to the very design of any course of instruction. It

is often not difficult to translate these expectations into

some sort of formal assessment tasks. The Urban Storm Water

Quality Modeling course presented as.an example ea lier in

this chapter\ib just such'a case. The course was of offered

many times. It was -very ihort,being-orily three urs long.

The instructor had a clear notion of What he expected

students to achieve as desired learning outcomes. It waS

relatively easy for him to-Put together 12 test items which

would-give some indication of the entry level and exit level

knowledge of his students. Furthermore, the information

collected was useful to the instruction of the students.

In addition, it would provide better evidence.of the

effectiveness of the course in reaching the intended

4
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objectivesethan more casual information collected in a less

systematic way. Therefore, it was a good idea to develop and

use the pre-,:and post tests. The results shown in Figures 2

through 4 are certainly informative and helpful to making

decisions about course effectiveness. For.this course, and

for similar short courses which are not to be replicated 'many

times, it does not make. sense to devote grpat efforts to the

development of testing 'mid assessment procedures. What was

done for the Urban Storm Water course was very,adequate.

The manner in which the test items were developed was

''also consistent with the optimum procedures described in

Chapter 10, although somerindividual stepsbwere omitted and

the whole prodedure took only a short time. To the extent

-that an instructor has a.goOd:grasp of what he or she expects

to achieve in the teaching of a coursd, and to the extent

that he or she is well organized in his or her instructional
,

plans And activities, it is'not difficult to sample appropriate

tasks from within the'course activities to be used as test

items. Although the procedure looks formidable in. .total as

outlined in Chapter 10, it can actually be carried out quite

quickly and easily for a iiacrt course if the instructor is

skillful and well prepared in the teaching..of the course

content.

It must also be remembered that any test, no matter how

well designed, cannot measure all'of the important learning
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outcomes for persons enrolled in.a course. People have their

own reasons for enrolling in courses and often haye valuable.

learning outcomes unrelated to the formal objectives of the

course. These types of individual, and sometimes unexpected,

'outcomes have been described in earlier chapters..

It is much more appropriate-to evaluate the general,

effeCtiveness of courses in achieving specified learning

outcomes across persona than it is to evaluate the learning.

of specific persons by tests or 'other assessment procedures.

If the courses and programs offered by a college or

universiti, can generally be shown to meet their intended

objectives, and if the people who operate these programs and

courses can'be determined to be responsible and competent on

the-basis of past performance, the cleiffis made for future

courses in advertisements are credible for futiire clients.

Persons can enroll in courses of their choice fov-their own.

krposes. What they take away from thecourse at its

conclusion, in terms of:their own feelings of personal

relevance, utility of course conteht, interests, newt

fi
perceptions, and attitudes will almost always have much moire

4

meaning to them than any test Score or set of test .scores.

The best use of tests is to evaluate the effectivenesg 'of

courses-toward specific intended learning outcomes, not for

the definitive determination of hpw much any one individual

has learned from the experience of the course.
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Making Cdurse Evaluations Pdblic

As has been mentioned in many plapes.earlier in this

book, the evaluation of courses must necessarily include much

other information than the measured adhievement of students

based upon testing, The perceptions of participants enrolled

in oourses and their employers about the relevan6e, conditions,:

and quality of instruction; the competence-of the'instructor

in the content of the course and in teaching; and records of

the operating' characteristics of courses must all be used in

the evaluation'f the effectiveness of courses and programs.

Other' information concerning the organization of the sponsoring

program and the competence of its adminstration are also

involved. The specific learning outcomes resulting frOm

testing in specific aspects course performance have little

meaning without this additional contextualinformation. By

itself, the performance data on-specific aspects of the course

hag little influence or utility. It is not by.itself very
.

convincing to persons who make decisions about enrolling or

not enrolling in future courses. The tacit evaluation which

governs these-types of decisions is almost always based upon

other types of information other than test Scores..-

AlI.of these additional types of informatioi ought taba4fl

collected routinely. This information, along'with the

achievement otcomes simjlak to those presented in Figures

2. through 4, 'ought. to be tabulated and presented for public

eo
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., .-
examinaii.On -_--(=ilfiP

. , , . .
. . __----

Ied-And, the i;hd_ividuals w.ho-sre sent...)..
77-

by-Oompariied to A4A4e ilfie4enii.14 through continuing -education'-

courses have -a ri
. -

o" k`ziQ the: credentials -of -courses
programs, .instructor-s-, and ins:i.itt-icins which offers continuing

_

eaucatiOri:- efigineers, who may wish to
enroll in courses,. and thgix.cprofeSS:ional societies also have

.a similar right----t6=-thialt'ype'-of information. Consequently,

there is the need t6 collect and present in cogent- tabular,

graphic, and. narrative form much additional' information other*

than simply specific course learning'outcOmes, if judgments,

of effectiveness of programs is to be made in a reasonable

_manner.a.

The routine collection of this comprehensive information

about the operation of courses within dbntinuing education
e .

programs can be very helpful, not only to clients and

consumers of the cours- , but thethe institution, which offers

the courses. Deman s. for accountability are increasing.
_......

One RI the bes ways of being accountable is to systematically

collect thi: range of information and make it widely and

publica y available to any persons wishing to examine it.

The est interests -of the public which. consumes the courses
43),

d Vie institution offering courses and programs may be.

'served in this manner.

lk
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Conclusion

This chapter has focused ,on the needs of various personE,

involved in continuing education courses-and experiences in

engineering to have goo inforMation concerning_the degree to

which intended learning outcomes have been achieved and the
\

effectiveness with which courses have.operated: "Examples of .

op 4

how to persent and interpret.aChievement data based upon"

pre- and poit testing in key performance areas of courses

have been provided. Means for repprting the results of

learning outcomes to individual students have been deicribed

as well as precautions for protecting the privady of

individuals-and preventing the misuse of this Anformation

have been discussed. It is argued that carrying out these

types of assessment activities.is most useful fiat making

decisions about the effedtivedess of programs' and courses,
O

And least effective for making sharp distinctions betw.eed

persons, and how,much each individual has learned following a

course. It is also argued that responsible continuing

education programs.Should consistently seek infOrmation about

the achievement of their course enrollees, as'well as much'

other information about the etpctivenessinstrudtion and

course operating characteristics. This informationdshould be

used for impro'ving continuing:education courses and programs.

It should be summarized in cogent,ways and be publicly.
egb

disseminated as part of the accountability procegs.
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{Chapter 14

RECOMMEN6RTIONS FOR EVALUATED CEUs
p.

There is currently much interest in.Oontinuing education

in engineering and other.technical.fields about "evaluated

continuing education-units. The idea is that persons who

complete continuing education courses need to be held

accountable for having actually learned something. Certificates'

of attendance are not acceptable to Many persons and groups

as evidence of learning resulting from continuing education

activities. It is thiS concern which has motivated many of-

the activities of The Learning Outcomes Measurement Project

with its emphasis upon ways of measuring the learning

resulting from short courses typical of those offered

through continuing-education programs.,

Courses Where Tests Provide Accurate Estimates of Learning

The activities of the project staff have shown that

there are,a number of ways by which to measure and estimate

the degrpe of learning resulting from a continuing education

course. Some of the methoAS by which the learriing outcomes'

of a course may be measured depend upon the type of course

which is being considered. .As has been noted earlier, the

best measure of the learning. resulting from a course designed

to,remediate or upgrade general knowledge-and skill, such as

is required to pass State licensing examinations, is the

3 25



student's actual performanCe on the licensing examination.

It is possible to sample a few items from the total domain of

items on the professional examination whiCh accurately

estimate the individual's perforMance on the longer test.

This can be accomplished through the use of relatively-new

psychometric test construction procedures involving the use

of latent trait item analysis of test scores (Lord & Novick,
1

1968; Shoemaker, 1973).

Thils, for courses of this type it is posiible to develop

and use short but powerful tests to determine not only the

learning outcomes by individual students after the course,

but by which to determine which students need to take the

course in the,first place. Once such a test-is developed

fora remediation or upgrading.ofgeneral knowledge and

skills course, it can b; used as a pre-test.for advisement

and screening purposes*or as a post test for assessment of

the learning of individuals who have completed the course.
4,The scores of indiliduals,on pre- and post tests over

replications of the course may also be recorded, summed and

the mean values and standard deviations calculated.

From this information it is also passible to evaluate

the course and its effectiveness as well as to evaluate the

learning of individual students: For such courses carefully

constructed pre- and post-tests are very, useful and very

accurate indicators of the degree of learningyachieved by

individual students and the general effectiveness of the
N,
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course. The primary reason-for this is that the performance

- domain of interest is clearly defined as a body of knowledge

and skill thought to be basic to an area of engineering

praCtice and incorporated on a broad spectrum professional

examination.

Courses Where Tests are Inadequate EstiMates of Learning
,

Evaluation of,the learning outcomes-of 'other types of

continuing education courses is more difficult. This is

because the'domain of,performance in which course knowledge

and ,skill may be allied is not well defined. It is also
,

c,.
because the gays in which the specifio-oonceptsand skills

acquired in the cotirse may,-be applied-en 'the job. by the
4

engineer after the course is completed.cannot be clearly

and unambiguously stated. An illustration may help clarify,

this point... , a
e1 ,

t .
Suppose a course is developed to broaden and update the

,

'.skills of mining engineers in terms of the,'Ilesign of drainage

and storage structures fbr the runoff for surface mined lands.,
, ,

'The course preients.the latg'st thinking, alterations in

older theoretical models, and newly developed algorithms and
.

immograpts by-which: to,make accdrate and efficient calculations-

of the design Of these structures to meet newly developed

Pederal.standards for water quality control downstream from

the mining area. This is the type of course developed by

Professors Haan and Barfield (l918) titled "Hydrology and
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Sedimentology o Surface Mined LanJs." This particu ar

course was stu ied by the project team and tests were

developed by w ich to measure'entry level and-exit levij

knowledge and skill of course participants in course-content:

The problem is that nometter how ,good the tests are they

can never be'a truly effectke mens of estimating ill. of
-

the important learning outcomes which may haVe been achieved,

by any individual following completion of the course.

There are several reasons for this.
^41Nk

Limited Time for Testing

irst, in any continuing ealdation course dealing with

a large and complex body of infor atiOn and skills, most of

the time-needs to be devpted to instructional activities.

Students need to have concepts and piocedures demonstrated,
1

and they need to apply these-in -practice problems. 'Most

continuing education courses 'are short because practicing
:9 6, .

engineers cannot afford to spend long, periods of time in
. *

.,course attendance. Thus, a short course of 2 to ,4 days .

440durdtion%is a common occurrence. However, a truly adequate
,

test of the learning. outcbmes of the 41ydroldgy and .
-.

,.
..

. . ,
.Sedimentology course\Would require that: the Student-actually9

- t

construct the design specifications fdr a water drainage and

storage system for an actual mining operation. This would

usually require a minimum of from 6 to 8 hours depending

upon tie problem characteristics. There is. h.nat.enoug

4 -309-
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available time in, the short course to devote such large
-Se

amounts of time to a "test" item. This becomes particularly

apparent when one realizes that a good test would require the.
. .

actual design o.fe not one, but:several.drainage and 'storage

-systems for ditferenttopography,"climati'd, sal; and mining .

conditfons.

Beaause of this ,problem of time, anV test must be .

a

greatly abbreviated and, simplified. This simplification and

abbreviation makes the tdst tasks:efferent from the

'performande taskh actually involved in the design of such

-structures-on the job. This means that any q6od evaluation

should require the
.

ehgineer who has completed the course to

submit a .sample Alp his next few actual drainage and-storage

designs to the course instructor. These would be designs

the engineer had actually prOducedon the job after the

'course had been completed. The course instructor could then

evaluate the degree to w hich the prinCipleeand teghnigtes

-taught in the course had been accurately applied and used

by the engineer. Of course the problem is that it would take

many:hours for the instructor to evaluate each actual design,

the evaluation could not be completed until some weeks after

the student had comple4d the short course andhad time to

learn how to apply the, course principles in fhe work setting,

and it would take much mare _time and money than would possibly__

available to complete Such a thorough evaluation of

each. learner's achievem°ent:
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Inadeq'iacv of Testing in 'Sampling the Performance Domain

A second problem is that even if such an elaborate

evaluation of each person's learning were adopted, it would

not he valid for some of the course participants. Rather,

it`would be valid for only those persons who came to the

course with the intention of actually using the course
4
4 4

principles and techniques in their daily work activities in

specific design problems.

Experience of the project staff and many others has

shown that'for any particular course tAre'axe a wide

variety of learners' enrolled for a variety of reasons. For

example, in the Hydrology and Sedimentology course, one often

finds persons enrolled who are not normally engaged in the

design of drainage and storage structures for surface

mining. Sometimes persons attend such a course because they

have tusiness dealings.with engineering firms which do carry

out Such designs. The purpose of attending the coursejs.to

become more informed about the ,problems and methods used by

these designers and not to becomer,:expert in the actual design

of the 'Structures themselyesi. AdminiStrators of state

regulatbry agencies, state inspectors, and other persons. also .00-

not'normally engaged in the actual design of such structures

frequently attend such a course.4

All of- these persons may learn a eatleal-trot-ther .

course but no e of them might be expected to put into

practice the a tual prinCiples taught in the course. 'The
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valuable things learned by this grlup of persons may be the

names of research persons who they can hire as consultants'

to provide the technical assistance they need for speCific

jobs; the names of resource manuals and documents as well

as computer programs useful to the solving of particular

problems; and identification of areas of expertise and

,knoWledge presently lacking in'themselves or in members Of

their organizations which nee'1 to be developed either through

the upgrading of,present employees skills or the hiring of

new employees.

All of these outcomes can, be very valuable to the

participants. They are certainly all outcomes which would he

valued in terms of making a dontribution to engineering

practice in the region. Yet, none of these outcomes would he

measured by a comprehensive-evaluation of the actual designs

for, drainage and storage structures produced by this group of,

persons. Generally persons in this grdup would not produce

such designs when they returned to work. Rather, they would
. .

use the knowledge they 'acquired to better manage their firm,

suPergise employees, and obtain the services and iesources

needed by the actual designers of such structures within

their firms or under their jurisdiCtion.

Growth of Learning After Course Completion

--------A-third -problem has -td -do -V.Tith-C4-h-e-rithe -Leaf fling-

re su 1 ting from the course may be expected to take*place. In
1
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highly complex and technical courses which have large

amounts of'content, all that can'be.hoped for in a short course

as an immediate outcome is a general familarity with the

course concepts and procedures.

Actual facility in the use of these concepts and

procedures is almost certainty dependent upon serious

continued study and attempts by the course participant to

actually apply and use.the course material in his or her

work setting. Therefoie, the' maximum amount of learning shouli

not occur at-the end of the short course but sometime after

the completion of the short course when the learner has had

tine to do much additional further study and application of

course procedures. Cou'rses in computer programming are good

examples. They usually, teach'only the basic principles and

how to under'stand complex procedures and manualsi Facile

computer programming comes only after much actual application

of these concepts and piinciples in many work related

problems.

The qeed for Multiple Indicators of Learning' Outcomes

For all-of these reasons it is important to have

multiple indicators of the degree of learning.reSulting from

Most continuing education courses if one wishes to determine

the actual. learning optiomes_achieved._

- test scores of individuals at entry and exit from the course

are useful but not.444fficient to the .task. Short entry

, -313-
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and exit tests can provide good estimates of the degree to

which_ participants have learned the basics of the course

principles and procedures. If properly constructed they car

also estimate the degree to which participants know how to

go about using the materials, manuals, algorithms, nomographs,

and othei procedures presented in the course for approaching

or setting up a few sample problems likely to he encountsered

in'their actual work setting. Performance on such tests

tells very little about other important outcomes the engineer

may have learned.

This means that the learning outcome evaluationuationof a

course's effect needs to include not only pre- and:post tests

on 'the basics.of the course ,cOntent, but also systematic

polling of participants concerning what they think they have

learned, how much they think they have learned,.how relevant
.

ithey think the learning is to their job performance, and how

likely they are to do .additional study''in this area and

-attempt to apply course concepts and procedures to their

actual work. The intentions and perceptions of course

participants' are very important!

The same is true for the perceptionsof the supervisors

and employer's of the course participants. The judgments of

these persons about the worth and utility of the material

learned in the course by the employee is_ very_importantIt
is the tacit evaluation of these supervisors as well as of
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the engineers who enroll in such courses which is the most

potent and meaningful evaluation for any course.

If/the judgment.of these groups 'is that the course is

valuable and worthwhile in terms of improving knowledge and

skill in areas related to on-the-job performance, the course

will be highly recommended and heavily subscribed whether or

not there is any formal assessment of learning outcomes by

testing or by the examination of actual job performance or

.work samples of course participants after the course is

completed. If the tacit evaluation of these professional

groups is that the course is not worthwhile, no matter how

valuable the course is shown to be in improving test scores,

it is not likely to be heavily enrolled. This professional

judgment. tacit evaluation is an important and Legitimate

part of the information which should be routinely gathered

and .incorporated in evaluations elf.the leaining outcomes of

continuing education courses.

The'Impossibility of Making "Complete" Learning

Assessitents of Individuals

It should be apparent that it is an impossible task

to collect all of this wide range Of information in order to
/,

evaluate the learning of any one particular person who has

taken a particular continuing eduoation course. There is
.

-*----------W5E-tiiii,6-to-d-oso;snd-the entire process makes unreasonable_ _______ _

demands upon the participant and his or her employer. How,
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then, can an individual enrollee in'a given course be

certified as having learned a'specific amount in a given

course?

-\\
Beyond certifying that the individual has _attended,

participated fully, completed all course assignments. and

activities It described levelS,of accuracy, and .has .also

completed a pre- and poit test which demonstrated a. certain

amount of growth on some of the basic knowledge and. skill

'Areas in.the course, there is, little that can be said about
0

.an individual's, actual learning outcomes of a more broad

-v6and it ortant nature which may result 'from the,00urad.

However, it is, possible to evaluate the effectiveness of the

course for participants generally in more substantial ways,

In a nutshell, it is tucll'more desirable to certify courses

than persOns.,

Means for Making Comprehefisive Assessment of Course

Effectiveness

Although it is impractical to obtain all the various

types of evidence needed to make a strong inference about

, the broarange of learning outcomes which may result fr om

a particular 'person completing a course, it is practical' to

gather this wide array of/evidence across different persons

who have completed a, course. While-the instructor cannot

hope to collect and evaluate the accuracy of the application

of curse principles tO the actual design structures of
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practicing engineers for real problemsfrom e Tield for

each.course'participant, the actual deli ns from two or

three persons enrolled in a cours can be randomly solicited

and evaluated. Over severa replications of the course this

k -practice, reveal much formation about the effects of the

course in actual assisting the engineers enrolled in t

producing b ter structures. -It also reveals much about the

varia on in the degree to'which the course principles'are

propriately applied following the completion of the course.

Other partiCipants and their employers and supervisors

can be sampled and interviewed about the actual degree

they judge course princlplei andpeocedures are being used.

Again, .not. every person must be interviewed.

Other persons from among the population of past course.
enrollees can be sampled and asked to complete adelayed

post test Of course content and skill.' It if even posSible
4

and.sometimes.dessi.rable.to administer'different test items .;

or,tasks to different perpons at the end of a.CoUrse. This
7

would be done when 'there is a large amount of material to

test, time ..t...bnlyo adm inister a few test to any one,
person, and-an interest in rearning something abdht the

effectiveness of the course over the entire large arra.,y of
41.

*items.
< -',

b-',
.

_
. .

Such a plan used over several replications of a rirse

produce_such-informationTabout-the- Qu VS-e'effectiVdness i.-..z

teaching its ptrticiliants a variety of outpomes. Of cdurse,,

it provides little information about any individual's learning.
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,Logical Requirements for Certification of Courses

Any movement toward an evaluated continging.education

'unit probably ought to be based on the course developers

having to provide information about the general effectiveness,

of the course. This information should be based on the
1

evaluation of actual on-the-job performance of samples of

persons who have completed the course: It should also
t

include the percdptions of samples of-past'enrollees and

their supervisors concerning the value and utility of the

course for improved performance in work related activities.

This information should be prbsentei along with information

about entry and exit le'vel knowledge and skill on the basies,

of the course as theSe can be measured in short and time

. effibient pre- and post tests. Professional licensing

agencies and other interested groups such as practicing
7

engineers and the firms; whist' employ, them ought to have

access to this information. The effectiveness of the course

could then be Vulged in a more formal way than the present
4

and common tacit evaluation way, but wlthout removing this

r"
valuable professional judgment component. Courses couldsbe

certified as bed;g worthy of an evaluated CEU on the basis
(,6 ,

- of this evidgnqp. Yk,

Logics]. Requiaremerlfs'for Certification of Persons

-The -entry level knowledge anT -SkiIls of participants,
A

the reasons rd6ns_enroll in a particular course, their

a



expectationsOr learning from the course, a record of their

actual participation and completion ofscourse activities,

their actual performance 013 short and basic, tests of key

course knowledne and skills, and their perceptions orhow

much they have learned following the course, should all be

rountinely collected for periOPs enrolled in continuing

education 'courses. 'However, this assessment should be

carried out only with the consent of the enrollee. herwise

IProthe results are likely to be invalid. If a course.ellee

wants to receive an evaluated CEU, or some other-type of

certificate which reports learning, he or she should first

4 be enrolled in an approved course which has demonStrated to
,

- ,

t the satisfaction of a professional licensing agency that the

, course does indeed achieve itS:intenOed learning outcomes
t 7

,

AV in a Consistent4anner:' ,

The second'?" 4tionfor earning an evaluated CEU or
4 i'

t',

other formal'cr should. be that the individual participat
-

be wilding to complete short' Ire- and pOst tests,and

questionnaires designed to-obtain'basiopfinformation about

individual learning which can be reliably and 'eatilv-collected

6n each person in short periodsof time at the beginning or

end of thgcourse. A third conglitiOn is thatAhe participant

enl%ge in and comple I prescribed Learning activities

which comprise the course.
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Tie Importance of Options for Participants..

It is importantthat' enrollees in a course be allowed the

option of whether or nbt to 174ceive CEUs or some other form

of formal credit for learninti. Some persons may be expected

to be enrolled and not be at all in.teresed in receiving

formal documentation ot their learning however, if persons

are interested in receiving such credit, they should be

expected routinely to complete all pre- and*post tests ant

related short questionnaires which elicit infotmation about

expectations and reasons for attendance, estimates of

individual achievement, as well as judgments by participants

ab tthe utilityof course content.

Pergons wishing to-receiveSO;mal'credit also should be

informed that they and some of their employers will be sampled

in the future for follow-up interviews, delayed post testing,

evaluation of job performance, amksubmission of actual work

samples to be evaluated. It should be clear that the purpose

of this follow-up assessment is for purposes of determining

the general effectiveness of the course in reaching its

intended learning outcomes in order that the course may be

improved and eventually documefited as being worthwhile for

CgU credit.

The purpose .of the follow-up' assessment is not generally

for making a judgmentabout the individual's learning for

'which personal CEUs would be awarded. Rather:successful

of all courae_aati_v-i-tiesincluding the testing and.

. learningaSsessments would usually be the basis. for awarding

individual CEU credit.
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Involving All Participants in I:earlino Assessm(,nt Activities

This emphasis upon the Participacion of persons seeks no

CEJ credit in the total assessment procedures for a course lr!es

not imply that other, persons taking the course should not'be.

involved. There is a need to assess, the learning of course
f

participants generally. Data gathered from acrbss all
.

,

persons enrolled is needed to improve the teaching of the

course (formative evaluation) and to document the present

effectiveness of a course in achieving its intended learninc'

outcomes (summative evaluation).

Iany engineers enrolled in short courses do not care about

being awarded CEUs or other formal credit for their learning.

If the testing procedures are presented only as being related

to CEUs'these individuals might opt to not participate in the

assessment procedures. However, well designed assessment

procedures Also serve important instructional functions which

are of-benefit to all the persons enrolled in a course. This

relationship of testing to instruction is particularly obvious

in the embedded test tasks in they' course whioh are used to

inform the learner and,, the course instructor of the needs and

accomplishments of the individual during the course of

instruction in order to make instructional,decisions (See

Chapter 7). Quizzes, hOmework problems, and laborata9ry

exercises Are typically used fore this purpose.

4
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.
To make these activities optional would he tp remove an

important instructional component of the course for some*

persons. Generally these activities should he required for

all participants because they.comprise an,integral part of the
6

.course and its instructional methods.

The same relationship should hold for other types of

\testing and assessment procedures as well. Whatever other

purpOses they serve, tests and other assessment procedures

should, always serve instructional purposes. If tests, and

assessment procedures are developed in the manner suggested

in Chapter in and other sections of this book, this will be

the case. In this event participation in the pre-= and post

testinq as well as-all other assessment procedures ought to

be built in as cart of. the regular instructional activities

in the course. All pai.ticipant's should be involved in these

. activities. The results will not only be useful to the

improvement of the course and the documentation of its

general effectiveness, but will aid the learning of individual

participants in a number of ways.- Pre-tests inform Vie learner

about the specific content and objectives of the course in a

very precise way. This information is useful to the

individual in focusing attention on relevant aspects ,of the

course material du'ring instruction. Post tests, when

compared_ to pre-test results, inform the individual learner

alidiat his or her p ogress through'thcourse in specific
Atopics and areas a d call attention to areas in need of

4

a
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additional study. Individuals are almost always interested

in the growth of their own level of knowledge and skill and

in'comparing their progress with the accomplishments typical

of other participants in the course as well as to persons

in other sections of the sate course taught at other times.

Even when persons have no desire to receive CEU credit they

remain interested in information about their own degree of

learning and accomplishment.

Maximum participation of individuals enrolled in a

course in the learning assessment procedures can be insured'

if the,learning assessment procedures are fully integrated wits

the instructional prodedures and if a number of policies are

followed. The testing and other assessment procedures should

be abbre iated and time efficient. All tests should be valid

arid reliable. Results of tests and other 1earnin0

assessments should be shared as soon as possible With the

participants. Individual test results should be kept private

and not shared with others withipt the specific permission

of the individual.
4

The uses of. the learning assessment'data.gathered for

the purposes of formative evaluation and documentation of

course e*ctiveness ought to be explained to participants

in order that they fully understand the importanceco* of their

and contribution to -the evalbation of the
-a

.

ita

course. nlen these procrures are followed all participants
1
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'will quite naturally be invotvel in the assessment-procedures.

They, the course instructors, and groups, of persons who will

become enrolled in ,fhe course in the future will all benefit.

Conclusion
. .

)Thereis no simple way to evaluate complex learniflO
6-

outcomes which may be expected to result from the completion

of most continuing educa-tion courses in technical. fields.

If professional agencies and organizations are serious about

developing evaluated RTs, procedures similar to those

-4escribed in'thS book and summarized in this chapter will

need to be developed and followed.

at
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APPENDIX A

. .
This appendix contains an example of fbur different

types of data collection instruments suitable for use in

educational and evaluetional situations involving short
.Jcourses. A brief description of each instrument - its

purpose, its recommended implementation mode, and its

-possible utilities - is giZren.

The four different types of instruments serve to

provide additional information about the participants,

instructors, and operating characteristics involved in

courses. This'type of descriptive information is n9eded to

properly interpret the results of formal assessments of

participants' learning by testing. The sample instruments

presented here, used in conjunction with the sample
g

learning assessment tests in Appendix B, collectively allow

stroric3, judgments to be made concerning the effectiveness of

courses in achieving intended objectives (summat.ive r

evaluation)" andin reorganizing courses to.be move effective
\

in the future (formative evaluation).

lir
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APP ,Nnr< A

EXAM F.F. A-1

Instrument: 'Demographic InformatiOn Questionnaire

Purpose:.

J.

A) Torcollect systematic data concerning
'

participants' personal, educational,' and
employment histories.

B) To collect data concerning the relatite
influence of a number of factors affecting
decisions to participate in a particular
continuing education program.

Implementation: Either,A) As part of 'an advance mailing of
materials to be completed and le
returned ky participants throdgh the
mail or upon arrival at the cogpse,
bite. 4..

Or B), Completed by participants as an
initial-activity during the first
formal meeting of the course.

Utilities: A) To identify characteristics of the
"captured" au ence,for contrast with those
of the intend "target" audience for
the course.

B) To provide a source of Anformatipn reflecting
on the ira1idity of evaluation methods and
outcomes "concerning course effectiveness.

C) To aid 'faculty in selecting course content
and designing appropriate instructional
methods .

D) To aid sponsors to-identify topics and p lan
advertising methods for future courses.
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LULKL:

INSTRUCTOR(S)':

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

Items .

- .

.
Responses Com-tInt's

I.

,
.

In what type of engineering are you currently employed?
,1. Agricultural 2. Chemical 3. Civil 4. Electrical 5. Industrial6. Mechanical 7. Mining 8. Other(PS)*

9. Not presently employed as an engineer(PS)*
o'

1

6

2

, 7t

3

8

4

9

5

a
m
5
o
m
,-1

co

.0

H
n

1-=4

0
frh
0
ti
5

'

t...'' '
s.,

0

4)

H.
0
0

wr
N
M

..,

.

II. What is your highet educational degree? Please state major field in comments.
1. High School 2. Associate 3. Bachelor's 4. Master's 5. Voctorate6. Other(PS)*

6

2 3 .4 5

UI. ...,1What is ygur sex?
,,,i

1. Female . 2. Male ,

'2

_

tlj
X0
a
"i
/'"'
(i)

>

*IL

,

, i.
L..)

.L''

t

i,,,

IV. What is your major employment affiliation?
.

1. University or college (not a student) 2. Gov rnment° 3. Consultant ,4. Corporate.(in business or industry) 5. Student 6. Unemployed .7. Other(PS)*
-,---

2

7

3
\

4

f-,

5

W. Wh6 is paying foryour attendance at:this course?
,

1. My employer 2.`'''My self 3, Other(PS)*._ . L 2

.

3

VI.
.N.

Did your employer recommend this course?

1. No 2. Yes .

0 2

_.

'vii. How did you hear about t is course?

1. Brochure/posted 2. rochure/mailed 3. Word of mouth ,4. Newspaper
5. Professional journ 6. Radio or TV 7. Other(PS)*t

_,.

1

6

2.

7

3 4

.

.

,
.

.

'III. .

What is your age?/ - , - t
* -

1. Less than 21 years'old 2. 21-430 years old -I.- 31-40 years old_
. 41-50 years old 5. More than 50 years old

2 3

.

4

&

.

IX. What is your race? "

s
-

1. Caucasian=2 2. ,Black 3. Oriental{ -. 4. American Indian 5. -.0ther(PS)*
.

2
.

3 4 5
.

.

-

-*PS=PleAse snecif in rne.mer's.,
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X. Have you previously attended this course or other continuing
education courses in this subject area

1. No 2. Yes (Please list the tnrec rece::t
a

Course. Institution

1.

")

3.

MEW MEOW ymmw

On a scale from 1 to 5 (1=very important; 5=unimportant), please rate how
important the following factors were in your decision to attend this course:
Circle your response. If the tor is not applicable to your

situation, -circle numberq).

XI. My employer recommended the course.
411\

XII. I was interested in the subject area.

XIII. My expenses were paid.

XIV.. The host institution and/or ,nstructor(s) were noted for their
expertise in this subject area.

XV. I have previously attended this-and/or similar courses, and'have,.,
found them to be of value. .

XVI. f I wante4 to meet and exchange ideas with my colleagues.

XVII. I need this course to maintain my present position or to be
considered for a promotion.

XVIII. I wanted to learn or refresh my knowledge and skills in this ,

subject area, so my job performance may be enhanced.

XIX. Please listeany other factors which influenced your decision to

attend this course.

`-±
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Instrument:

Purpbse:

;.

APPENDIX A

EXAMPLE A?

' Participant Reaction Questionnaire

. A) To collect impressi ns of participant
regarding:,

1) The course faculty as instructors.
2) The course content and presentation mode(s).
3). Specific learning outcome characteristics.,
4) Anticipated usefulness of knowledge and,

skills acquired through the course.

B) To elicit participants' general perceptions
and comments concerning the coutse.

C) To identify further topics and.areas of
interest to participants.

"9Implementation: To be administered at or near the end of the final
- -formal meeting of the'course, either before or

after any posttest. (After the posttest; after
discussion of that test, and prior to or during

° closure is a recommendedtime for this
administration".)

Utilities: A) To evaluate effectillenes6 of the course in
terms of several broad process indicators.

A) To provide a source of formative'information
feedback to instructors concerning participant
perceptidEs of content, instructional pAftess,
and value of the course.

'C) To aid sponsors to evaluate addience
receptivity to the course, its content, and
its faculty.

, ,D) To provide information to future potential
particip"ants regarding the perceptions of
previous pa(ticipagts.
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-wily wooer
COURSE:

INSTRUCTOR(S)':' I

f

EvALcATIT: or COURSE

im vim MI MI

On'a scale from 1 to 5 (1=,strongly agree; 5=strongly-disagree),
ple.;se respond to the following aspects of the course. Circle
your response.
Instructor(s)

t

1. The instructor(s) was knowledgeable in the subject area'.

2. The instructor(s) effectively Communicated the knowledge.
and skills presented in the course.

3. The instructors) was not receptive to, your comments
and needs.

4. The instructcr(s) use of examples and practice problems
was effective in demonstrating the knowledge and skills
presented' in the course. .

Cohtent & Presentation.

5. The text andi/or reference materials were appropriate and useful.

' 6. The organizatioWof the course content wasp:ion

7.. The course content was not relevant:to your work activities.

8. Tutorial. sessions, Made available during the course, would be
valuable additions to the structure of the course.

On a scale from 1 to 5, please respond to items 9 andt10.

9. The level of difficulty of the material presented was: .

4

10.. The rate of presentation of the material was:

11. 'Comments.:.'On the course instructor(s), content, and/or presentation.

I
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IND IIIII

Course Obje6tives: To disseminate current information from various institutions,

including universities, government agenci,!s Ind practicing engineer-

ing'group's, for the advancement of knowledge concerning these sub
jects and for implementation by field engineering applications.

Learning Outcomes

12. The course met its slated objectives.

13. The knowledge and skills I obtained from this course will be of no value to

me in my job.

.

14. The knowledge and skills I obtained from this course :.ould have been difficult
o

to obtain elsewhere.

15. I met persons, other than the instructor(s) from whom I obtained valuable

knowledge and/or information.

16. 'I would not recommend this course to others in my position.

17. It is likely that, in-the future, I will contact one or more persons, whom

I've met at this course, concerning some aspect of my work.

18. I feel confident I can properly use the-knoWledge and skill I obtained"
. \through this course. -

9. I believe it is not appropriate to award CEU credit for this Course.

20. ,r feel confident in the validity of the results obtained from the techniques

presented in this course.

21. I intend to further my study into the.subject area presented in this course:

22. My experiences in the course were interesting' and enjoyable.

1 2 3 4

1 2 3

1 2 3 4

2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 A

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1, 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

-On a scale from 1 to 5 (1=very knowledgeable; S=not knowledgeable), please answer questions 23 and 24.

23. How knowledgeable of the course content were you prior to entering the course?

24. How knowledgeable of the course content" -re now upocdmpletion of thee---you n
course?

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5



25. Do you intend to sHare 4he knowledge and skills you ouzained ;_m thecourse with your colleagues at your place of employment?

.a) No

b) Yes, I am required to do s(-Ay my employer. (How?)c) Yes, I intent to, although I am not required to do so by my employer. (How?)

26.- What aspects of the course do you feel were:

Most beneficial -

Leas.t beneficial -

27. Comments/suggestions concerning any aspect of the course.

:1
a)

1-1rt

28. Please list thr4....(3) topics which you would like presented in a course that would be. of value to you inyour work.

361 v0 ti
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. Instrument:

Purpose:

APPENDIX'Y

EXAMPLE A-3

Satisfaction/Utilization Survey Ppit-
.

To gather impressionistic and factual da
regarding the applicability of the cours content
and materials vis-a-vis the participant.' job
roles and responsibilities.

Implementation: As a part of a follow-up study of sh t course
participants. To be included among ollow-up
materials sent to participnts thre= to six
months after course completion.

Utilities: A) As part of an extended course valuation pro-
cedure and used in conjunctio with data
obtained prior to and during he course, this
instrument provides data reg- ding the extent
to which overall course o0§e tives have been
obtained.

B) Allows for correlational s dies and validation
of other evaluation inform tion sources: e.g.; '

in contrast to demographi data, facilitates
theAdentification of cha acteristics of the
target audience that wil benefit most from
the course.

4

C) Provides sponsors' and o hers with documenting,
evidence of course val e and applicability to
.participants in their rk.
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Example A-3

Satisfaction/Utilization'Survey Form

1) Was the course a worthwhile orafessionaX experience for you?

DEFINITELY YES)
YES, MODERATELY SO) -

NO) A comment?)

ZA) Would you recommend this particular course to other
profes'sionals who work in areas similar to your own?

YES)
Noy

2B) If YES to (2A), have you in fact done so?

...

,
,3A) Please indidate the extent to which you have found the coursesubject matter and materials applicable to your'work.

YES)
NO)

How many times?)s4

I have found little or no relation between the
course content and my normal work.

I have referred to the materials and information
presented during the course on several occasions'since.

The course content has proven moderately useful
to me in my work. I refer to that content alMost
monthly.

I have found the course content has extensive
application'in my work area and I refer to that
cbnten frequently, perhaps on a weekly basis.

3B) Rather ,than judging the value of the course in terms of the
extent of its applicability and usefulness, have there been oneor more occasions since you attended the course Where the
content and/or materials have been critical or otherwise veryvaluable to you in some phase of work on a particular problem,
experiment, project, plan, or other activity?

-NO) YES) How many such occasions?

If YES, would .you comment briefly on the nature of these
applicationA?

(Thank you)



Instrument:

Purpose:

Implementation:

Utilities:

APPENDIX A

Example A-4

Structured Personal Interview Protocol

To gather factual and impressionistic data
concerning aspects of short course implementation
in an industrial-or business eniironment.

The protocol provides a structural and substantive
format to guide discussion during a personal illter-
view between course designers or evaluators and
knowledgeable representatives of corporate clients:
e.g., a continuing education coordinator, a,plant
training managrr or supervisor, or a course
instrictor.

A) To diecover corporate perceptionsrof 'course
utility and to identify further educational
needs.

B) To clarify the charao0bristics of corporate
personnel who comprise the course audience.

C) To identify preferred instructional procedures
and presbntation modes followed by corporate
clients to implement the course (and to
contrast these with design specifications for
the course).

- D) To identify formal and informal modes of-course
evaluation and assessment of participant
learning presentlyemployed in corporate
settings.

.E) To gather information required for formative
and summative course evaluation.

F) To make acquaintances and friends in the field
of potential course users and to test the
marketability of new courses or course
modifications.

-341 -
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Example A-4

Structured Personnel IntervieJ Protocol

Questions about matters of fact and procedure:

I) Why did the Ampany want or need a course like "Design of
Experiments"? -

II) How did.the company find-out about anddelect "Design,of
Experiments"?

III) What company personnel took the course?

A) Why were these persons selected?

46--B) How were these persons selected?

C) What incentives, benefits, or compulsions were used?

b) What consequences for subsequent employment and/or
advancement opportunities were contingent upon suetessful
course completion?

E) What arrangements'were made for:

1) course time (i.e., regular duty,, release time, off -
duty,. etc.)'

2) travel, meals, expenses, etc.

3)thooks, materials, supplies, etc.

IV) How was the ,course implemented by the company?

A) _Scheduling meetings, films, discussions, examinations, etc.?

B) Homework and other course-related activities outside formal
class meetings?

ON,

C)'Was an experienced statistical consultant on hand to help
itudents

1) Was this person- a company employee or an outsider?

2) Was there a consultant plan to utilize this person?

.a) Did he grade or otherwise comment on homework?

bl Did.he give demonstrations; act as an instructor?

bid he. provide students with company/job.related
examples?

-342-
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EXample A-4 continued

V) How did the company evaluate the course and the studentq?

A) The course costs money; whaebenefits adcrued the company?
How were these measured or appraised?

4

B) Did the students complete "participants questionnaires" or
other similar instruments or suKveys?

1) Were student "comments" solicited by course faculty anel/
or training school staff?

2) Were these and/or ether data sources used to:

a) justify course expense?

r
b) modify course design and impleMentation strategy?

C) Were any formal achievement tests-given students?

1) Was a certain score on such a test used to indicate
successful or unsuccessful completidn of the course?

e.

2) Did such "grades" go into students' personnel files
as pernianent records?

D) Were students' supervisors provided,formal or informal
reports?

Questions about matters of opinion:

I) .Did students like the course? Did they think it was a worth
while expenditure of time, effort, and money?

II) Is the company satisfied with the course as 'a whOle?

A) What features were lopecially good from the company's
viewpoint?

B) What needed to be or was done differently?
*

III) Could or should students be selected differently?

IV),Was a statistical consultant important? To what degree was
the course "self-instructional"?

V) Would the mpany be interested in a formal evaluation process
Mimed at urinq and-reporting individual student achievement?

A) "Design of Experiments" costs about $120100/student. .Would
-.the company be interested enough in formal evaluation to
pay an additional $10-15 per student for this service?
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APPENDIX B

SAMPLE ABBREVIATED,tMBEbDED TEST rOR COMPREHENSIVE"

ASSESSMENT OF COMPLEX KNOWLEW;F. AND SKILLS
. *

The short test which 'follows is an actual test. for

'one unit in a six unit course titled, Hydrology and

Sedimentology of Surface Mined Lands, by C. T. Haan and

B. J. Barfield, University of..Keritucky: Office of Continuing.

Education And Extension; College of Engineering, 1978.

The course is a.very-popular short coUrse.taught-in

three day intense workshops. The enrollees are mining

engineers and others with interests.in the construction of
sa.

better water-drainage and storage structures for sur'face,

mining operation's. The'courde is highly technical and

develops an ability for participants to use a complex set

Hof procedures presented in the course manual in the design

of actual structures under very different.types'of slope;

soil, climatic, and mining-conditions:

The solution of entire real problems takes several

hours and sometimes even,a day or two. Therefore, the

actual teaching of-the course, as well as the testing of

competence of participants at the end of a unit of instruction

or the end of the course, cannot be bated-upon having

paeticipantS complete actual entire probleMs. There simply

woUld not be enough time.-
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The sample short.test presented is one way to assess

the knowledge and skill of course enrollees in the complex

content of the course. The test items range from simple

and basic understanding of principles through the application

of these to the solution of realistic, complex problems.

Persons' test scores reveal much about what the individualre
has learned and that he or she maSqnot have learned.

Similar short tests may be constructed for other units

in this course or other courses. These unit tests can be'

assembled into one comprehensive test. Forthis course it

would take about one hour td complete such a 50'item test.

The test would abbreviate a set of-realistic problems which,

if presented'in full, would'take many hours to complete. The

test is, thus, an efficient estimate of the learning of

,persons based upon:a much shorter time period of activity,

provided the items a40 sampled appropriately and properly

constructed.e

As such a test is developed, parallel forms van be

produced. This allows the use of short but comprehensive

tests for pre-tests, em dded tests, poSt tests, and delayed,

post tests. All of thes types of tests can be useful in

assessing, not only the learning7outcomes for a course for

individuals, but for judging the effectiveness of the

course as well'.

-A-1-thua a iteviate tasks' of the type inctuded in. the

sample testare never a substitute for the assessment
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of learning by observing actual on-the-job''performance

e

.

after the completion of a course, or by analysis of actual-

work sampleS'of persons completed
(

after the course, the
1:-

-
.-_

abbreviated test tasks can be an efficient way to judge the'
\

degree of learning-resulting from a coursevatits conclusion.,

The sample items which follow, the explanation,

commentary, and the guidelines which are included may be

' helpful to understanding how: such efficient but brief testa

of complex performances mgt be developed d assembled.

Studying Chapters .7 and 10 will also add -to this understanding..

The charts, tables, and nomographs which are attached

to the sample test are taken from the Haan and Barfield (19,78)

manual, They contain information4neede4sd to solve the
-

, . -, s.
r-) problems presented in the items. Coupled with the testitems ,

they test for.the ability of, individuals to make proper use

ofthe manual add its materials in'the solution of problems of-

a realiAic nature. These realistic problems ate presented

in the testjtems. They are sampled from the domain of

real problems frequently encountered. in the design of open

Channel hydrologic drainage structures in surface mining .

situations. For convenience the complete sample test is

presented in 'their appendix, although it occurs earlier in

Chapter 10 as Table 5.' . . ,S

Performance Objectives for Which Items Wete Writte

As pointed out in Chapter 10, the'spdcific,performance
-

objectives stated,in operatiohal terms need td be developed
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prior to the preparation of the instructional activities,

or test items by which to assess the achievement of these

expected outcomes. The performance objectives for-the open

chapiT1 hydraulic structures unit of the Hydrology and

SediMentology course are stated in Table 4 in. Chapter 10.

For convenience this table of objectives is alto presented

in this Appendix. It Is these particular performance

objectives that the sample test items are'designed to assess.
O

The reader should now examine' the performance objectives

in Table 4, the test items developed to assess these

'objectives in Table 5, and then read the additional comments

which follow. These explain the dtai of how each item

operates, what it is intended to measure, and why. The

_.--example should be useful to persons wishing to constuct

similar tests for units in technical,courses.

Presenting the Stimulus Elements Ittquired for Performance

akAppended to the set of test items students receive is a

-set of figures, charts a4tablesf(Figure'8). One main

objective of the course is to teach students the proper use

.of these materials contained in.the manual. All of the

figures and.tables%ppended to the test booklet have to be

used to solve the problems or answer' the qUestions, except

for Figure°3.10J Since all the figuresoctur in) one place

. with the tables after the test items,, students have to
4

,'discriminqe-from

among the entire array the particular

stable or figure needed fcir atar0.cular aspect'of a problem.

.1 f.
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Table

Performance Objectives for Open Channel
Hydraulic Structtires Unit: An

. .Illustration of Test Construction Procedues*
4

e

t
Description of the PerformanceObjective Action ° Required and the ConditionsNumber Verb(s), Under Which it is to Occur"

r
. i Describe What happens to the value of

Manning's n when the boUndary of a
'channel varies through a'nge of
structural conditions including'
different types of vegetation, non
vegetated soil aggi-egates, and .
man-made lining Materials.

w
2 Recall, , The tynical profile of flow

Recognize velocities (fps) for hydrologic
.

... channels of'various cross section
shapes at typical sloped.

3

4

Describe
Adjust
Calculate

N

Calculate.

The relationship between retardance
andslow rate in an hydroldgic
channel and make adjustments in

t design specifications (depth, tops,
width, hydraulic radius, slope, ,.

and cross section) to produce
desired freeboard and channel
performance given changes in
retardance or flow.rates.

'el

By the limiting velocity method the
permissible flow rate for chAnnels
given various slopes.4reguired
capacities, boundary conditions,
soil typep, and -channel cross
sections.

Calculate By appropriate methods and proper
use of tables and charts provided,
the value of Manning's n for,any .

type of channel..given theoboundary
characteristics.

Jrr
*See AppendixB for details about how the performance
descriptions were developed and how test items were designed
to measure each objective.
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A

Table 4,,(continued)

Description of the Performance
Objective Action Required and the Copditions
Number Verb(s), Under Which it is to Occur

6 Calculate The hydraulib radius of channels of
differing cross sections according
*to- the appropriate.imodification of
the basic comptational algorithms.

7 Calculate The design specifications for any
,given channel including the values,

1 Vp, R D, T,. and necessary free-
board given the specifications for
any two of these values and
informatiOn about soil type,
topography,,etc-

8' Design-, . A hydrologic channel designed to
Diagram, perform to stated specifications
Label under stated problem conditions-

similar to those listed in item
4 above.

9 RecOgnize The reasonableness of design
specifications obtained,as the
solution to a particular design
problem involving a hydrologic
channel given the problem variables.

10 -Use Appropriately, computational shdrt
Select cut procedures, computational
Doublecheck algorithms, and graphic solutions to

complex equations given a variety
of problems involving,the design of
hydrologic challikels ufider widely
differing conditiOns ofd rainfall,
'*soil'ty0e, slope, etc.'

c
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Table 5

TEST FOR "OPEN CHANNEL HYDRAULICS" UNIT - Illustrating
,

the Mapping of Items to PerforMance Objectives

1. What is a typical profile of flow velocities (fps) for
the channel cross "section represented in this figure?

A: a = 4.9, h - 6.5, c
B. a = 1.2, b = 2.6, c
C. a = 6.5, ,b = 4.9, cilk

C. a = b = 6.2, c

= 1.2, d = 2.6
= 4.0, d = 6.5

2.6, d = 1.2
= 2.6, d.= 2.3

2. What happ4ns to the value of Manning's,n when an
erodible' parabolic cross section-open.channel is
vegetated compared tan identical nonvecjetated channel?

A. increases
B. decreases
C. remains unchanged
D. varies with runoff volume

3. A nonvegetated trapezoidal channel through a sandy loam
oollidal soil has originally been designed to carry 8°
cfs of water down a 4% slope. Suppose the engineer later
decides to use a vegetated channel. What must he do to
insure 'an equivalent 'capacity with the vegetated channel
given the same slope, soil conditions:, and channel shape?

A. Select a grasqwhich grow Ito a uniform'
height without clumpi q to assure uniform flow
rates at the channel perimeter.

B. Design a' somewhat dedper and wider channel to&allow for the incraaseretardance-of"the,flow
caused by the vegetation.-

C. Design a sotewhat_shallower and narrower channel
because with vegetation higher flow rate can
be sustained.

D. Maintain-the original'specifiCations for the non-
vegetated.chinnel because the flow capacity will°
remain nearly unchanged.

Q
a

0

f NI A
0 a



Table 5 41continued)

A channel is to he designed to carry- 11.6 cfs of ,

clear water down a 7% slope. The channel material is
shale and hardpan. The channel is to be trapezc4dal
with side slope. Use this information to answer
queStions 4-8.

4. Using the limiting velocity method, what is.the
permissible velocity (fps) for water flowing in this
nonvegetated channel?

A. ,6.0
B. 3.5_
g; 2.7
D. 4.0 .

O

- 40

5. What is the value of Ma-nning's n for this nonvegetated
channel?

,A. .037
B. 020
C. .030
D. 4.025

'P

2/3 1/21'
6. (Ming tannings equation, Vp =

1.49
R 5 the

hydraulic radius of the channel is calculated .to be
1.32 ft. The channel cross section area is' found from
A = 0/V and is calculated to be 1.93 ft2. The engineer
then assumes that the channel depth should be
appKoximately 1.3,feet. He also assumes that the bottom
width, d, can be estimated from A = bd where
b + 1.93/1.3 or 1.48 ft. What should hd next?

A. Add 20% to the depth value and the bottom
width value to provide adequate freeboard in
case of a heavy rainstorm.

B. Check'to see if his approximations cor depth
and bottom width are reasonable by using the
relationship

bd + zd2
R b + 2d)0 + 1

C. Calculate the top w*lth of the channel by
using the relationship, t = h + 2dz.

D. Calculate the wetted perimeter value for the
channel using the relatoionship 2d'f72. + 1 to

-1Ietermine flow resistance.

*Items enclosed, .in brackets contain information in their stems
-necessary for the .solution Of problems contained $n later items
in that group of items.

-

AD

O

0
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Table- 5 (ontinued)

7. What can be said about the engineer's estimates of the
values for the depth and bottom width'of the channel?

A. Both values are a reasonable approximation of
the true values.

B. Neither value is a reasonable approximation of
the true value.

C. The width estimation based on assuming a
rectangular cross sectiorf is only slightly in error

D.. The depth approximation is ba-sed upqn assuming
that P = d and is quite accurate for' this channel.

8. What are the final valt\ies which are necessary,for the
depth, (D) bottom width (b), and top width (T) of the
channel if i\t is to operate at the capacity giVbn in
the first part of this problem and under the soil.and
slope conditions specified? Include the necessary
freeboard (ft.).

A. D = 1.3, b = 1.5, T = 9.26
13. D = 1.6, b = 1.8, T--= 11.1
0. D = 2.0, b = 7.0, T = 15.0
D. D =1-- b = 7.0, T = 18.0

A parabolic channel'is to he deSigmed to carry 25 cfs
of water on a 4% slope. Because the'soil is, easily.
eroded,grthe designer.. decides to vegetate the channel
with fescue which is to be unmowed. Use this
information to answeg questions 9"- 11.

9. What is the maximum permissibfe velocity for water
. flowAg thrdugh this channel (fps)?

4a4

.A.

B. 5

C. 7

D. 3.5 S ly

10. What is the, retardance class for this vegetated channel'

A. A
B. B
C. C
D. "D

11. What is the hydraulic radius of this .channel? _

A. 1.1
B:- .58
C. .d2
D. 1.6

-352 -
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Cross :Secticno1
Area a
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Perimeter, p
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Figure 8.
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t :
0.67d
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T: t ( -)
,d

Parabolic Cross Section

Properties of typical channels.

Table 10 Limiting Velocities and Tractive Forces for Open Channels.
(Straight after Aging)

Water Toransport-
For Clear Water mg Conoidal Silts

pal

. Matenal n

Tractive
Velocity, Force,

fps psf
Velocity,

fps

Tractive
Force,

psf

Fine sand colloidal - 0.020, 1.50 0.027 2.50 0.075
Sandy loam noncolloidal 0.020. 1.75' 0.037 2.50 0.075
Silt loam"noncolloidar 0.020 2.00- 0.048 3.00 0.110
Alluvial silts noncolloidal 0.020 2.00 0.048 3.50 0.150
Ordinary firm loam 0.020 2.50 \ 0.075 3.50 0.150
Volcanic ash 0.020 1.50 0.075 3.50 T150
Stiff clay very colloidal 0.025 '03.75 0.260 5.00 0.460
Alluvial silts colloidal 0.025 3.75 0.260 45.00 0.460
Shales and hardpans 0.025 6.00 0.670 6.00 0.670
Fine gravel 0.020 2:50 0.075, 5.00 0.320
Graded loam to cobbles when non-

colloidal 0.030 3:75 0.3.80 5.00 0.660
Gladed silts to cobbles When colloidal 0.030 4.00 0.430 5.50 0.800
Coarse gavel noncolloidal 60.025 4.00 0.300 6.00 0.670
Cobbles and shtn.1es 0.035 5 00 = 0.91'0 5 50 1.100

From Lane (1955). tr,
0.
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Since this is an important part of.wliat is taught in the

course, and also of what is reribired in-the real work settir6,

it is appropriate to require such tasks on the performance

'test.

Producing Items Which Test for Varioup Levels of Skill

and Knowledge

For the most part the test items do not require

computation. Rather they require knowledge of relationships

.-

and procedures. IteMs one through three test for knowledge

of basic properties and relationships. It would be possible-

to develop a number of items, to'test for relationships other

than those presented. Those items developed and included on
,

the test .ogght to he central and important to wise use of

the procedures being taught.

Items 4 through.8 represent a problem parallel to a

practice problem given in the coursefor this unit. The 1

example problems in each of the chapters in the manual define

the functional competencies expected'of students. These are

the performance'objectivesfor each unit or chapter.
,

Therefore, it is best to prepare items which test'for knowledge

of-the procedures and methodi which are required for solution

(/of :the .problems. Although, ttie problem presented in items

thiough S is parallel to the.practice,problems.used in the -

course, it presents different soil, slope, and other.

dharacteristics'thak were encountered in the practice problem..

The new problem is patallel with _respect to, the skill and'

-3577. rV
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knowledge required fo its solution, but not Simply anothgr

identical problem where the individual need only substitute

in new values

in the series

aspect of the

procedures to

written to be

td obtain the correct results. Each test item 9,

of five items attempts to measure some particular

person's knowledge and skill in using the

solve the problem. In addition, each item is

independent..of the tiler items in the series
. -

with respect to havingoto have the correct answer to one

item in order to,have the correct answer to a later item.

It is permissible to haVe a related series of -items` about a

common set of problem-situations, as long 'as the answer

to,,any one item does not depend upon, the answer talnyN

other; item.

Items 4 and 5' test for knowledge of how,to enter the

two VariableScorrect °tabLesid Extract the correct

given cirtain-

concepts relit

type of probl

. -

value -doe

blem-conditions. Item 6 measures the
; r

to proper estimation procedures in this

Item seven is A similar item.' It 'tests
0

for knowledge of when_it is'appropriate to Apply a ?tile of

thumb;,the rule being that for shaltow, wide-channels/ d is.

approximately equal to R.

Item 8 is the only item so far which requireslany

computation. ft requires

given in. the originhlAatement precedinq.ifem 47ine-the

additional information glven'in item 6.' From this--

4.
he individual' -to use informition.

information the specifications'for.the-Channel can _bpt

G

. -
_ :"4. ,
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calculated and the-freeboard valuer determined. This is
the most.difficult and time consuming' item. A few -

computational items of this type are needed in order to

insure a wide range of item difficulties and to assess persons'

knowledge and skill across the range of performance regdired
- for solving these types of complex problems. In other units.

4of the course, such as the'one dealing with the-universal

soil loss equation with all of its very complex four parts,
it would be best not to require the working of a problem

involving all,of the parts of the equation. Rather, three
of the values in the equation_might be presented as:already
having been determined with the.fourth to be dttermined from
the appropriate .use of information Provided in a 'problem or4 .

question and through, the selection and use of appropriate

nomographs, ruls,of4thumb, tables, and approximatiOn

procedures. Once again, ,items which test for, knowledge of
how to tettethe validity Of the approximatv*solutions

achieved by these procedurei should be included, since this
is an important intendekbutcome for the course.

Items 9, 10, and 11 are intended AS another problem'
series whickt tests for knowledge of procedure, rules of_4

thumb, and checking on estimation procedures 6or a channel of

a different shape to be designed with vegetation., The

complete question series through the checking on the

estimation procedure,values and the
calcalltion-4eEth-e-frffa.71

.

design specifications are n resented in the sample test.

;-359-
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:However they could be developed the same way as is illustrated

in the item 4through 8 series. Again, because of time

constraints only one or two of these computationaritemS.

for each unit or chapter should be used with more.of,the

other types of itemswhich test for basic knowledge of

cpncepts, relationships, and procedures.

When a series of related items and stimulus information

at the beginning of these items is to. be used by stuclerits,

it is important to tell the personi being tested that

series of items are presented in places; that the information

given in the stem of the question and the bther introductory
.

information` is needed in other,questions;.but that,a

°answer to'any one queStion does not necessarily teall that all
. 4

the remaining questions.in the'series will be incorrectly

. 'answered. It is also important to enclose any question

series in a.well'dfined bracket marked on the margins of the

test item booklet, as indicated,on the sample items.'in order

to indicate which itemsshare common information in their

stems.

Some General Guidelines

The gefleral guidelineswhich follow may be helpful in

designing test'itemsfor technical courses similar to the
,

"Hydrology & Sedimentology" course.

1. Test foryhat has Actually Been Instructed -- Present only

problems or questions which were actually instructed in the

,360-
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short course itself. The Hydrology andSedimentology text

hai much additional information and detail that must

necessarily be omitted in the short course presentation.

Participants cannot have beep expected to have studied the 1 w

text thoroughly f;), the end Of the short course, but they can

be expected to have understanding of basic-procedures 'such

as how to'set up 'a problem; which,models, assumptions, r'ule

of thumb, and basic parameters to use; anal' how to-extract
t

desired waluesand,graphic solutions to certain equations,. s

.t

, .

froth chat;:ts p,.. Ables,. anal nomooirapHli yhis is what the -test
: ', .. , - ,

A p ' a ',

'iteiriS,"shall:d4st ilDT. .- .' o
y

«.,

'

. _
b -oo _ . . 0 ,

. .

-1- .'

-,

B

e
4

.$ai.

e

rN

er fariance Obj eg v es , Test. Items, sandn d
,

t . . ..4 '',1 L J _, ,

, 's Demonstration Vroj3lems'are Congruent'-- Use the stiudture ofe
...,. ' m ,.

the actual - problems .used as inStructional example problems
,,.

j as the operational descreption of. what it is persons`should
. :.,

4 .

besable to do at the end of the course. 'Those probleMs
A-

. i

shoui,'be very clear, designed explicitly to illustrate'the
,.,.

k
eaneeptk and'procedures

.

to be-learned,'and can be broken

down into individual test,items-to assess competence in each .

phase of theprocedurei in.eachsection of the course.

3. Develop eTest Items Which Map the-Pull Range Of PerfOrmance

-- Design several types of ,questions for each unit or chapter.

'These should be graded in difficulty from easy to difficult

.and should include:
1



s

A. Basic informatibn and concept questions canoerned

with definitions, terma, and simple concepts, upon'which the

other procedures depend. Item,,2 on the s ample test is such

an item..

Basic relationship questions which test for

comprefiension of/.the relationships between physical variables
lot

and their retiresentation in quations, graphs, etc.: For .

example,.a qAstion about the ipointpii the inflowind
,flow hydrograf.h where the time of maxtrhum istorage Occurs,'

. .

can test co pre ension of -sudh a relatiOnship: MatherV h
r .

i

.%

I

. i

question' might be written to ask .-why the time of maximum
.r

.-

*'..' _storage is where- the outflow. and infl6w hydrographs.cross.
.

andFour answers cold be provided with one correct and the.other,
.

.

.

three being good distractors. Items 3 and 6 on the sample.
.

, .
. .. .

test assess this type of performande,caPability.

C. Procedural questins which test.whether Or not the

person recognizes the-proper steps insetting'Op a problem;

working throCgh the solution to a problem, etc: Notice the
4emphasis upon recognition. In such'items the basics of the

problem should'he presented and several alternate wayi of

setting up the problem would then.be given: OnWone would
, '

be correct. The others would ell be An errorpin some

because of the misapt4s4 ication or failure to adjust a-model

for a particular set.of conditions, etc. This is What ,item

6 on the sample test ir designed to do. he other items

which- require the person to recognize "the affect values' for

-3,62-.
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-

4klanning's m or for maximum permissible flow given soil type

and other information also dolthis. The pdrsOn must

recognize the correct-value or be able to match those

presented against, those he on she looks:up in a table or chart.'
.. ,D,. Concept applicatio4 problems.or questions which

test'the degree to'which the person understands whdre a

pareigular concept, pile of thumb, procedure, or method

applies and does not apply. This type of item can often be

written by giving .the physical description of a problem and

then.having the student-recognize the correctness of the
e

approach or approaches outlined by which to solve the problem:"
-

, An example of this 'type of item is number 7'on' the sample
1

test.

Rrepare Brief and Time Efficient Test Items -- As is

clear from-the above discussion, most items,lhould test for

recognition of correctness of procedure, application of

concepts, setting up-of problems, and reasonable variable-

'values as outcomes. 'Relatively little emph.asis should' be

given to computational items because there is.too'little

time to'do so. In addition, any such test will be only i

test of basic knowledge and skill in using the ideas and

poceduresin-the m anual, not in facility in actually
.

.applying%the.ideas and concepts in a highly accurate and wise
1

%manner. The latter outcome is desirable and can be achieved

but not within the timelimits of the short course. The /. -

.

I



test items should be a 'reasonable sample of performance that 1

can-be expected to result from the-actual-short course

instruction. A delayed post test or.work sAmped of practicdnq
. .. , ,./
engineers can be used to assess 'Ong term continued4growth of

knowledge and skills weeks, or months after. short Course

completion if so desired.
.

.
.

,

5. Provide Materials and Information Needed to Solve the

Problems --'Information about formulas, equations, charts,_.........___

tables of values, and nomoqraphs'should be proVided. Test

items shouldest.'for knowledge of how to use and apply such

felationshii,s, not 'for i.ecall of formulas and relationships.
.

These facts -can be looked up by any practicing engineer and-
e 6are routinely. The charts, formulas, graphs, tables, and

nomography needed to answer questions ought to be clustered

. together in sections for portions'of the test to be available

o_peis6ns, but also to provide a test of their ability to

discriminate'from among and properly use the appropriate
.

equation, chart, or table. Example test items 4 - 6 attempt

to ill%strate this practice.

6, Use Standard Procedures.to Produce Good Mu),tiple Choice

Items -- Follow the usual p ;ocedures foi°the design of good

multipleclioice,items. A set of hese geberal procedures
I

is provided in a listing in'Table 10. It should be

apparent that multiple choice questions are very time

efficient both 'from the standpoint of the time required for

completion qf'the test and for scoring. However, any.of th

-364-
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'itemp presented in the sample test could be used as'an essay,

Constructed redponselor problem solving item; \The stems of

good multiple choicd items always have this property. If.th
4,stelil is 'well designed-it can be used in either the objectiye

.multiple choice form4t or as a conStructed'response,item.

Persons interested in the details of constructing multiple',,

-choice items' mayitrefer to Maratuza (1977),or other similar

sources referenced in CVlapters-110 and 11. \

4
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Table 10

TX:.;T OP CrYISIDCIZATTnlq,"0'/ PRI:P.MaTI;

CHOICE ITT '1S

1. Is the item stem cleaY-ly written for the-intcnJed
gr6iipof examinees?'

Isfthe item stem free of irrelevant: material? (Same-
ti*s in a complex p-olAem quesLion YOui0lay want SoTle=

irltelevant. 7ivens to test the 'person's knowledge of
whi6h relationships to use.) Se& sample iitcm 1.
"Parabolic cross section" could be deleted, but its
presence requiressome discrimination,of'irrelevant
information from relevent informatioh.

3. Is a problem clearly defined in the item sthm?

Are the choi06s clearly written for the intended group
of examinees?

5. Are thechoicesifree of irrelevant material? (Again,
the 3 false dis ractors need to be false and so may
make use of gi ematerial. which is normal to the
problem but-ir elevant to the given aspect being
tested in a p rticular.

,

6.. Is there a c rrect answer or a\ clearly best answer?

7.. HaVe,w (it likes "aliaa'ys", "none", or been
removed rom options? e

3. Are like exam-inee,mrstakeq,used to prepare incorrect -

answers r options?

9. Is "all oil the above" avoided ,as a distractor?

10. Are the ,chi.ces arranged in a logical sequence (if
x). one exists)4

11. Was the correct answer randomly positioned amoig the
available options?

12. Are all rep4titieids words ,or exp ssions removed from
the choices land included-ill the vein stem? (Example -
item 4 on th'e sample should have fps in the stem, not
after each dactractor.)

-13. Are all-of the choices of approximately the same ,

length? (Persons tend to select the longest option,
and the'iongdst option is also more oft the correct
one.)

-366- :1.92
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Table .10 (c.-:ontinued)
,

r)o the,item stein and choicez foliow standard _rules ar
nunctuation and grammar?

15. Are all negatives unAerlined? (Example whiCh factor
is not relat^<i to the numerical value for Manning's n?)

. .
16. Are (14ammaciCal cues between the item stem and the

choices, which might give the correct answer away,
removed?

17. ;s the item Format appropriate for.measuring the _

intended objective?

13. Are items independent from one another in terms of the
answer to item n + 1 not being dependent.on iten
n, etc.?

c ,

/
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